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FORWARD
This volume contains the proceedings of
First Symposium on
the
Aviation Psychology conducted by the Aviation Psychology Laboratory of the
Ohio State University in Columbus Ohio on April 21 and 22, 1981 sponsored
by
Aviation
the
NASA Ames Research Center, The Association of
Psychologists, and Battelle, Columbus Laboratories. The Technical Monitor
wa§ Dr. John Lauber of the NASA Ames Research Center.
It contains complet
manuscripts of most of the papers presented at the meeting and abstracts of
the others.
It also contains three papers submitted for the proceedings
and not presented at the meeting. The papers were grouped by subject areas
closely following their order of presentation in the program:

The objective of this symposium was to critically examine the impact
of high technology on the role, responsibility, authority, and performance
Our
of human operators in modern aircraft and air traffic control systems.
theme was "Aviation Psychology since Paul Fitts: Is Advancing Technology

Ignoring Human Performance in Aviation Systems?"

Human engineering

principles set forth by Paul Fitts for aviation systems were used as the
basis for an examination of modern ground and airborne display ana control

concepts as they relate to human perceptual, motor, and decisional
performance, operator selection and training requirements, and crew
coordination.
The
changing

role

of

the

throughout

human operator in man-machine systems has been
history of automation.
Because new systems

the

frequently require information processiAg rates and prediction accuracies
far exceeding man's capabilities, a tempting alternative is to limit man's
role to supervisor and to use a servo as the active control element.
Generally, it is more .difficult to find 'solutions that enhance man's
capabilities as the'system controller.
Furthermore, because of their lack
of experience with human information processing systems, engineers are less

inclined to seek such solutions (Singleton, 1976).
being givbn a supervisory role consisting of
monitoring, and intervening (Sheridan, 1976).

Consequently, man ts
planRing, teaching,

One of the'best examples of the changing role of the human operator in
a man-machine system is that of the pilot of a modern airplane. Continuing
demands for improved safety, efficiency, energy conservation, and noise
reductions with increasing trafftc. flow have led to increasingly complex
' system
and control tasks.
dare and more functions are being handled
automa L ically by ground-based 'ftnd airborne computing systems, and the pilot
is
to
ng the role of a system supervisor who exercises "control by

exception" authority only.
Nevertheless, despite this increasing role of
automation, the pilot remains a redundant system element responsible for
manual takeover in the "exceptional" event of partial system failure or
other unpredictable contingency that requires improvisation.
In actual practice, the pilot's role as a redundant system element is
extremely important.
The autopilot is useful during the many "hours of
boredom," relieving the pilot of needless attention to aircraft control
tasks.
However, the autopilot has not been very useful during the "moments
of stark terror"(Kennelly,
1970).
At the first
indication of unusual
circumstances (e.g., traffic avoidance,
frequent flight path changes,

'

partial system failure, turbulence penetration, passenger discomfort, wind
shear, etc.) the pilot's initial action is Lo disengage the autopilot,
whether or not such action is needed. Thus, the autopilot has proOed to be
most used when the pilot workload levels are low and least used during many
periods of high cockpit workload.

"Human Engineering for an
In a 1951 report for the NRC entitled,
Effective Air-Navigation and Air Traffic-Cont xoller System," Paul Fitts set

forth a number of longstanding principles concerning the effective
allocation of tasks to men and machines that are studied in human factors
Among the principles establithed by Fitts and his
classrooms to this day.
colleagues were the following:
Human tasks should provide activity,
1.
2.' Human tasks should be intrinsically motivating.
Machines should monitor htimins; not the converse.
3.

Although the tasks of pilots and air traffic controllers at that time were
largely "manual" in comparison to today, Fitts could foresee the
possibility of conflicts in man-machine task allocations as automation
developed.

In our day, the unquestioned motivation behind virtually every
AS a
technological advancement in the cockpit is "workload reduction".
result, we have combination control-w4eel steering,' auto-throttle, and
autopilot systems that permit the pilot to assume control ,of the system at
A pilot can program his flight on the
any level in the control hierarchy.
runway in PaFis, take off and touch only push-button controls until he
taxis off the runway in New York. His "workload" is "reduced" under normal
flying conditions to the level of a living room observer of Monday night
football.

As a result of these "advances", the task assigned to the pilot may be
The pilot's task requires
inadequate coRsidering the Fitts principles.
almost no physical activity, it fails to be intrinsically motivating, and
it amounts to a task of monitoring a machine rather than the converse.
Thus, the only conditions under which the pilot is overloaded are.thbse

The effect may have been to
cases in which his equipment is degraded.
reduce the pilot's task in normal conditions to a level beneath what Fitts
considered adequate without helping and perhaps even hurting his manual
control capabilities during flight under degtaded conditions.
In addition to the problems of continuous control-that are introduced;
automation tends to change the requirements for complex decision-makingy
There is a real
operatpr selection and training, and crew coordination.
need at this time for a critical examination of the impact on our aviation
system of "engineering solutions" before they find a "problem" that may not
The 1981 Symposium on Aviation Psychology initiated this
exist.
examination in a series of paper sessions given by experts in the field.

Richard S. Jensen
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THE ROLE OF COMMUNICATIONS, SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND
PERSONALITY FACTORS IN THE MAINTENANCE OF CREW COORDINATION

H. Clayton Foushee, Ph.D.
National Research Council
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
.Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California 94035

There is ancreasing evidence that many air transport incidents and
accidents are the result of the 4mproper utilization of the resources
accessible to flight deck crew member:;.
These resources obvionsli
include the hardware and technical -nformation necessary for the safe
and effident conduct of the flight, but they also include the human
resources which must be coordinated effectively. Today, I want to focus
on these human resources, and try to describe how communications styles,
socio- psychological factors, and personality characteristics can affect
crew coordination.

unCoource management

7,
h
er of air carriers are unp ementing re,3
training programs in an attempt to create ,an awareness among pilots that
the proper coordination and utillzation,& human resources are essential
to continued safe operations in incre singly complex environments. With
this realization has come a grow)
sense that technical proficiency
alone Is not enough.

It is clear that a consideration of flight crews d3 small groups
suggests that a number of social and personality factors are relevant to
crew performance. Such factors as leadership, group relations, and
communications patterns have been consistently linked to performance in
a variety of small group performance settings. There is no reason to
believe that the flight deck is immune to the influence of group
dynamics.
Often, I am going to refer to the interaction of social and
personality characteristics so if I may,
I
would like to describe
exactly why we feel that this interaction is so important.
Personality
psychology has been criticized because of its inability to demonstrate
convincingly strong relationships with various types of behavior.
Social psychology has suffered analogous difficulties in documenting
consistent relationships between social factors and behavior. When you
talk to .a
social or personality psychologist about the dynamics of a
given relationship, somewhere in the discussion I can almost guarantee
that he or she is going to say, "Well, it all depends." Part of this
problem stems from the fact that a personality profile associated with
good performance in one situation may be related to marginal performance
in another.
In the same way, certain social factors may affect one
personality type one way and another entirely differently. Thus, we are
faced with the necessity of looking at the joint contribution of social
and personality factors to a certain outcome.
Anyone vaguely familiar with psychology probably knows the plethora
1

"4

tendencies cited as relatively stable personality characteristics.
Many have been explored, however, two dimensions seem particularly
relevant to the small group situation and have been extensively
validated in many situations by various researchers (e.g. Spence &
The first is usually referred to as instrumentality
1978).
Heimreich,
or goal orientation. Persons high on this dimension tend to be highly
performance oriented, decisive, capable of getting the job done, and so
The second dimension is often called expressivity or group
forth.
Highly expressive people tend to be sensitive to the
orientation.
and
relationships,
in
interpersonal
warm
feelings of others,
two
these
of
characteristic
Another
people.
with
communicative
dimensions is that they are relatively orthogonal --that is, high on one
does not necessarily imply low on the other and, of course, vice-versa.
of

With respect to the flight deck, one would obviously expect a
strong positive relationship between goal orientation and perform4ce,
while predicting a rather meager or non-existent relationship between
group orientation and performance. However, it should be apparent that
those high in group orientation would establish warmer, more pleasant
working relationships with other flight leck crew members.
Several recent accidents suggest that under some circumstances, the
lack of an effective group orientation and inadequate communications,
are
coupled with the obvious role structure of the flight deck,
Subordinate
crew
members
have
often
complained
to
contributory factors.
that
and
intimidating
me that captains can sometimes be so insensitive
they are hesitant to speak up even in potentially da-gerous situations.
Lest anyone have any doubts about the existence of overbearing captains,
would like to read the following anonymous report submitted to the
I
NASA/FAA Aviation Sofety Reporting System by a first officer who did
speak up:

I was the first officer on an airlines flight into Chicago
The captain was flying, we were on approach to 4R
O'Hare.
On our
getting radar vectors and moving along at 250 knots.
I
told
us
to
slow
to
180
knots.
Control
approach, Approach
acknowledged and waited for the captain to slow down. He did
I
figured he didn't hear the clearance. So I
nothing, so
repeated, "Approach" said slow to 180," and his reply was
something to the effect of, "I'll do what I want." I told him
at least twice more and received the same kind of answer.
I told
Approach Control asked us why we had not slowed yet.
them we were doing the best job we could and their reply was,
"You almost hit another aircraft." They then asked us to turn
I told them we would rather not because of the weather
east.
and we were given present heading and to maintain 3000 ft.
The captain descended to 3000 ft. and kept going to 2500 ft.
even though I told him our altitude was 3000 ft. His comment
was, "You just look out the damn window."
first officers
There is a danger inherent in such situations that
up
after
running into a
not
speaking
can become "conditioned" 'into
number of captains such as the one in the last report'. This can extend
even to relationships with captains who do encourage open channels of
2

fommunication, as in the following:
a

I was the copilot on a flight from JFK to BOS.
The captain
was
flying.
Departure turned us over to center and we were
given FL210 which-was our flight plan altitude.
I noted that
we had reached FL210 and were continuing through it, but was
reluctant to say anything. As we climbed through 21,300 ft.,
I
mentioned it to the captain, but not forcefully enough, and
he did not aear me. I mentioned it again and pointed
to the
altimeter.
We were at 21,600 ft. when the climb was stopped,
and we descended back to 21,000. As we started our descent,
center called and told us to maintain FL210.
Thecaptarn said
he had misread his altimeter
and thought he was
1000
ft.
lower than he was.
I believe the main factor involved here
was my reluctance to correct the captain.
This captain is
very."approachable" and I had no real reason to hold back. It
is just a bad habit thA4I think a lot of copilots have of
double-checking everything' before we say anything to the
captain.

It should come as no great surprise to anyone tat this situation
can produce, and has produced, disastrous consequences. In a 1979 crash
of a north-eastern commuter carritr, the first officer failed to take
over control of the aircraft when the captain apparently became
incapacitated. The captain was a company vice- president,
first
the
officer,
a
newly hired pilot on probation. The captain, according to
reports, was a gruff personality and was observed to be visibly upset on
the day of the accident. Further, this captain apparently had a history
of not acknowledging callouts. Now I suspect that about the last thing
that that particular
first officer would Five been willing to do with
that particular captain was take over control of his aircraft. It would
appear that the first officer was Intimidated and th-t the accident
might not have occurred given a different orientation by tne captain.
In another, a twin-Jet slid off the end of the runway after
crossing the outer marker approximately 60 knots too fast. Although the
captain was apparently not aware of the excessive speed, evidence
indicates that the first officer knew, but could only muster a rather
sheepish comment about the possible presence of a tail-wind.
obviously cannot state that the group orientations of these captains
were causal, but we can reasonably speculate that warmer, more sensitive
interpersonal styles on the part of captains, in general, may increase
the probability
that subordinate crew
members
will
up.
speak
Apparently, this reluctance to question captains or assume control is
not just an isolated problem.
In a study conducted by Dr. C. R. Harper
at
United Air Lines,
captains feigned subtle
incapacitation at a
predetermined point during final approach in simulator trials.
In that
study,
roughly one-third of the aircraft "hit the ground" because for
some reason, the first officers did not take control. This finding is
disturbing despite the fact that "simulator complacency" may account for
some of these occurences.
These observations
communications patterns

also
in

raise questions about
within-cockpit
general.
There is a feeling among human
3
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and social and
specialists, airline training departments,
significant
personality psychologists that communications patterns exert
fairly
It
is
also
influences on important performance-related factors.
Arsonality.
clear that communications styles are rooted in the realm of
determinants of
At the vety leas", communic"ions patterns are crucial
thAt
they
are
also related.
information transfer, but research has shown
and
work,
attitudes toward
as group cohesion,
factors
to sudh
difficulties ariole in the cockpit is
complacency. That communications
carriers qmploy
not surprising in light of the fact that some large
met
prior
to a trip.
thousands, of pilots, who in many cases have never
crews who
Thus, responsibili;ies that may be implicitly understood in
delineated
in
have to be explicitly
have flown`" together" frequently,
those that have not.

factors

at
look
I was provided the opportunity for a more systematic
fullthe data acquired in a NASA
cockpit communications patterns by
conducted
by
the
late Pat Ruffell Smith (1979)
mission simulation study
In that study, fully qualified B-747 crews flew a
and NASA researchers.
segment
a
simulated, routine line segment from IAD to JFK followed by
that
from JFK to LHR in which a mectNical problem was introducedflight
necessitated an engine shutdown and diversion from the original
services,
The simulation included all normal communications, ATC
plan..
and
weather, closed runways at the only favorable diversion- airport,
pilot workload.
an inoperative autopilot which further increased
later,
crew
good
that
way
a
such
in
The scenarios were constructed
decision making, and planning
coordination, cockpit communications,
not
compleX
enough to preclude an
skills were required, but they were
entirely safe operation given proper performance and coordination.
a
This study allowed the examination of flight crew performance in
carefully
monitored
very controlled setting. Errors in performance were
and
eighteen volunteer line crews flew the scenario
and recorded.
Frequent
the crews were observed.
marked variations in the behavior of
to
communication, decision making,
problems were noted in areas related
The presence or absence of strong
crew interaction, and integration.
errors
leadership seemed to mediate the frequency and severity of the
committed by the flight crews.

flights and
We took the cockpit voice recordings of these simulated
attempt
was
content-coding technique in which an
subjected them to a
of
categories
into
made to classify each statement or phrase
to you are based
communication. Although the data I am about to present
interesting relationships
some
small
nuiliber
of
cases,
on a relatively
tendoncy for crews who did not perform
did emerge. Overall, there was a
of communication
as well to communicate less, but the type or quality
(r=.-51)
We
found
a
negative
correlation
played a more important role.
related
between crew member observations about flight status and errors
In short, when more information
the operation of aircraft systems.
to
fewer errors. appeared
aspects
of
flight
status,
was transferred about
of engines,
were related to such problems as mishandling
which
of
missetttng
and
the misreading
and fuel systems,
hydraulic,
instruments, the failure to use ice protection, and so forth.
a

In a similar fashion, we found
4

negative

relationship

(r=-..61)

between aircraft systems errors and acknowledgements to information
which had been provided. In crews in which commands,
inquiries,
and
observations were frequently acknowledged, these types of errors were
less apparent.
Atknowlegements were also related to fewer errors
overall
(r=-.68).
It would appear that acknowledgements serve a very
important function of validating that a certain piece of information
has,
in
fact,
been transferred.
These types of communications also
serve as important reinforcements to the input of other crew .members.
If
you think about this relationship it appears-very logical. When you
make. an attempt to communicate with someone and that person does not say
anything,
are you as likely to initiate further communication with that
person? Aren't you more likely to communicate further if they respond
even-in the simplest fashion (e.g. yeah, uh-huh, etc.)?

Commands were associated with a lower incidence of flying errors
errors related to power settings, neglect of speed limits,altitude errors, and the lack of formal transfer of control between
captain and first officer. Often communications of this type seem to
assure the proper delegation of cockpit, duties, but I would also like to
suggest. that too many communications of this type may ave negative
consequences. The use of commands provides a very good it ustratfon of
the interpersonal style's that I was referring to earlier. 'An identical
piece of information can be relatedto other crew members in one .of
several
different ways. For instance, a communication such as, "Check
the plates for that profile descent procedure," which would constitute 'a,
command,
could-also be relayed, "I think we should check the plates for
that profile descent procedure," an observations or "Why don't we check
the plates for that profile descent procedve?"-- an inquiry. Among
other things, the overuse of commands is a good\way to become one of
(r=-.64):

those overbearing captains that I referred to earn.
We
also
found some evidence for higher
rates
of
response
uncertainty, frustration or anger, embarrassmept, and lower rates of
agreement in crews who tended to make more errors.
However,
in
these
cases it is impossible to tell whether the communications gave rise to
the errors or the errors gave rise to these types of communications.

In addition to the importance of communication style, the precision
communication plays a pivotal role.
unfortunately, there is an
abundance of stories where each pilot thought he or she cnew what the
other meant or intended to do when
in
reality they did not. The
following report to ASRS conveys the potential severity of this state of
affairs:
of

I was monitoring an autopilot single autoland approach on a
flight to Runway 22L at Newark in visual conditions when a
GPWS "pullup" warning occurred...the entire crew's attention
was directed toward confirming configuration, position, speed,
and sink rate, all of which were normal. I commanded, and
simultaneously with the copilot, selected 50 degree flaps,
considering that the landing flaps not selected mode was
possibly the reason for what I considered to be "probably" a
false warning due to a possible failed flap position switch.
The FE said something which I could not clearly grasp while
5

50
to
As the flaps extended
the "pullup" was sounding.
A
normal
auto
landing
silenced.
degrees,
the GPWS warning
Sounds.siotple and somewhat everyday--until during
occurred.
taxiing L was 'informed that the FE had inhibited the GPWS
without being commanded to...he stated he asked me iE I wanted
it cancelled, but I did not reply so he assumed I did.

*

These observations about communications also point to a classic
looking at
When
demonstration of a persin-situation interaction.
individual performance situations, we would expect that goal orientation
the important fabtor and that expressivity is generally irrelevant.
is
Obviously, it is a safe bet that most operators prefer to have highly
goal oriented people flyidg in their cockpits--so based on individual
if the
However,
performance evaluations they select for this type.
is correct that a significant number of accidents are due to
assumptiori
breakdowns in crew coordination and information transfer problems
between crew members, we might wish to focus on a slightly different
profile. The philosophy of redundancy built into the crew concept
a 'testament to the need to look at the entire crew's
shou101 be
performance: Thus, I would predict that,the best crew performance would
be associated with a situation where the captain, -in particular, is high
Theoretically, these individuals
on both goal and group orientation.
in
both
the problem solving, achievement
are more likely to be comRetent
aspect.of performance and.in the management of the human resources in
TraditiOnally, the group orientation dimension has been
the system.
largely ignored.
It is an interesting fact that we occasionally hear complaints from
It is probably not
industry, sources about problems with 'macho" pilots.
what I mean by
detailed
explanation
of
necessary for me to go into a
most
everyone
is
familiar
with
the
"scarf
and goggles"
that-- I th.nk
and
The
Right
Stuff for a
type, and if not I will refer you to Tom Wolfe
explanation
of
the
concept
than
I
could
ever
hope to
far more elegant
masculine
highly
Research
has
unequivocably
documented
that
the
give.
is very likely to be high in goal
individual, "macho" if you will,
orientation and low in group orientation. Again, it would appear from a
resource management, communications,r and crew coordination standpoint,
Such a pattern may be very
that this is not the best profile.
astronauts
and
fighter
pilots,
but not so functional in
functional for
I
have seen evidence of
today's air carrier operational environment.
the "right stuff" mentality on several occasions while riding in cockpit
On one such occasion, the first officer was flying a very
jumpseats.
complicated approach, and the situation was being compounded by other
factors--controller-initiated rapid descent, moderate chop, a last
minute change in the active runway; and during all this time he was
front of him on short
trying to keep track of two other aircraft in
captain
was
laughing
hysterically
at his plight (and
finals while the
When
the
first
officer
made
some
comment about not
doing little else).
captain
simply informed
being very fond of his present circumstance, the
been flying
had
'lst
like
it
was
because
he
him that the, reason he did
I
will
submit
to
you
that you
with too many "damned conservatives."
such as
indivdual
an
might be just a little hesitant to point out to
marker.
that captain that haes "low and fast" at the outer
6
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Another area of concern these days is the socio-pscyhological
impact of
increasing automation and the more wide-spread use of direct
air traffic control in increasingly dense traffic situations. There is
a distinct danger that taking more and more functions out of the pilot's
control, while decreasing workload, may create a psychological sense of
loss,
or diffusion, of responsibilit" (e.g. Darley & Latane, 1968)'.
A
number of investigations have documenti', that in such situations, humans
are not as quick to take action in emergencies or they simply redefine
poqntially dangerous situations as non- threatening. The most widely
cItA4 example is the murdeN of Kitty Genovese, who was stabbed
repeAedly in front of 38 witnesses, none of whom called the police.
Now these witnesses were not terrible people.
Their statements revealed
that most thought that someone else would call or already had called for
help.
As
automation
takes
over
more
of the
actual flying
responsibility, pilots
y find themselves in similar
states of mind.
They may become hesitan to question an automated system--"this can't be
wrong, the computer is lying this thing,"--and thus, not as
likely to
take action or label
tuatioris as potentially threatening. We may also
see reduced vigilance on the part of crews even though they are
consciously aware of their responsibility for the aircraft. As the role
of the pilot evolves more into one of "systems monitor," aviation
psychologists and training specialists must seek ways of dealing with
this potential problem.
A related pro'ilem may be developing with respect to the air traffic
control system.
A
NASA study using the data base from ASRS seemed to
indicate that there,was a greater risk of collision, as measured by
incident reports, when aircraft were under direct control.
There are
several possible interpretations of these data, among them that aircraft
are more likely to be under direct control in dense traffic situations
and thus more susceptible to collision; but one possibility is suggested
by the same line of socio-psychological
research that i alluded to
earlier -- diffusion Of responsibility. Again, we have a situation where
everyone assumes that someone else is minding the store, and as a
result, people tend to be less vigilant.
One of my favorite quotes
comes from a very senior captain who apparently feels that automation
and direct radar control are already causing problems. He said, "We are
the best trained instrument pilots in the world, but we are not trained
to look out the window anymore. It's easy to go cross-country on radar,
and have somebody else do everything for you. Sometimes we say to each
other up there that the janitor could fly the plane as well as we do."

Another interesting issue is the socio-psychological dynamics of
flight crew interaction in emergency situations.
In the Ruffell Smith
study, which I talked about earlier, it was found that the overload of a
particular crew member was often associa'-_d with the commission of
serious errors.
It was also noted on several occasions that the captain
ten
to take over flying responsibility in the emergency situation.
In o
respect, this seems the proper approach and completely normal
given the role structure in the cockpit, what captains are often told in
training, and the fact that the captain
is
the one
ultimately
responsible for the aircraft and .its passengers.
However, from a
psychological standpoint, this may not be the best strategy.
It
is
probably true that the decision maker is the least appropriate person to
7

In stressful circumstances, humans
be overburdened in such situations.
of
perceptual
attention such that it is
tend to exhibit a narrowing
perhaps not optimal to have the captain involved in flying the aircraft,
coordinating the activities of the flight and cabin crew, and making the
ultimate decisions regarding actions to be taken. One of most important
jobs of the captain*or any other manager is the effective delegation of
responsibility. In the Ruffell Smith study, immediate benefits were
derived by captains who elected to hand over flying ofri the aircraft to
the first officer while making decisions about how to handle problems.
addition to allowing the captain more time to serge as an effective
In
decisien- maker, such a strategy allows other crew members a greater
sense bf responsibility.

This greater sense of responsibility among subordinate crew me,nhers
important because of the strong probability of reduced
is obviously
vigilance on the part of other crew members if the captain apparently
has "everything under control." This effect could easily be magnified
if, for instance, the captain has relieved the first officer of flying
responsibility after the onset of an abnormal situation. On the other
responsibility
delegate
to
careful
be
the captain must
hand,
saw situations in the Ruffell Smith study where
We also
effectively.
causing
captains over-delegated responsibilities to the point of
one
instance,
the
flight
In
overloads on the other crew members.
how
calculate
to
engineer was interrupted so many times while trying
too
little
was
dumped,
dnd
the
milh fuel to dump that 77,000 lbs.
dircraft landed at a gross weight iu excess of that required for the
available stopping distance.
Coupled with all the other factors that can contribute to the lack
of effective crew coordination in emergency situations is the fact that
jroup members generally do tend to he more dependent on leaders under
result, the captain is likely to bear
a
As
stressful eircumstances.
even more responsibility for monitoring and orchestrating the actions of
the crew. The type, and ramifications, of the leadership style exercised
by the captain represents an excellent example of the person-situation
interaction that I have been talking about today. For example, the
authoritarian type of individual may be generally disliked as a captain
normal line operations. However, in emergency situations, such an
in
very
individual would probably have no difficulty taking charge
burden
of
may
be
well-suited
to
dealing
with
the
added
effectively and
the
to
contribute
may
On the negative side, this person
leadership.
sense of loss of responsibility among subordinate crew members. The
likely be extremely
democratic, socially concerned captain would most
or at least very well liked, in routine operations, but find
effective,
it difficult to assume strong leadership when the circumstances call for
Several airlines are developing resource management training
it.
programs recognizing that such factors are important to the safe and
efficient operation of aircraft. Among other things, these programs are
to provide feedback to pilots on certain personality dimensions and
in crew coordination. These programs obviously do not seek
their role
to change personalities, but assume that an increased aWareness of group
dynamics will cause many to think before reacting in ways that are
detrimental to group cohesion and performance.
8
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There is yet another issue which we will be hearing more and more
about and one which is bound to affect crew coordinatioi in some way.
That concerns the integration of female crew members into the previously
all-male domain. Let me first say that all the evidence indicates that
women pilots, in terms of individual performance, can be equal in every
way to male pilots, despite the various remarks you hear out'on the line
about, "women falling apart under pressure or not being big and strong
enough to kick the rudder when you really need to." These excuses are
no more true than they are for some men.
The real problem, however, is
the fact that these attitudes persist. At present, we really do riot see
any serious difficulties in routine operations, but in work overload or
emergency
situations,
especially
where
male crew members have
reservations about the competence of female crew
members,
crew
coordinatiln could disentegrate.
The recommendations and actions of
female creamembers may be questioned more often or.not accepted. Male
crew, members may be more
likely to take over some cif the female's
responsibilities causing further work overloads.
I would like to stress
again that the biggest problem will probaSly be in overcoming some male
pilots' attitudes about the competency of women on the flight deck.
had an interview with a female first officer who felt that her sex had
already influenced the captain's reactions in a dangerous situation.t'She
was flying a leg where they received an engine fire alarm shortly after
rotation..
She reported that she scanned the gauges and found the *engine
still developing' full power -- making a conscious decision to let it'qo
for a brief period of time until she could make sure the aircraft was
stabilized in a positive rate pf climb.
However, the captain, without
arty warning, reached over and pulled the engine
fire extinguisher
bottle,
killing the engine. As she said, "I almost lost the airplane."
He then took over.
Now we really do not know enough about the situation to debate
whether this captain made a right or wrong decision in that split
second, and of course, he was the captain and it was his decision to
make.
Nevertheless, at that critical point, transferring control could
have been disastrous--she was making the takeoff, she already had the
feel of the aircraft.
In her consultations with the'chief pilot of her
company, he tended to confirm her belief that the captain should have
let her
stay with
it at least a while longer, and that there may not
have been any real reason tp kill the engine at that critical stage. Of
course,
hindsight is wonderful.
It is also impossible to say that the
same captain would not have done the same thing with a male first
officer,
but she very definitely felt because of the way he acted and
talked later, that the mayor problem was her sex.
As women develop more seniority, we will obvious%y start seeing
female captains.
If
these attitudes persist, the Junior crew may be
more likely to usurp or question her responsibilities.
The previously
alluded to "macho" pilot is likely to play a pivotal role in such
scenarios.
In closing, I would ]like to ask the many aviation psychologists
here today for assistance in researching the issues that I have tried to
outline. We are faced with a big challenge in
light of the rapid
evolution of the aircraft and its systems and most importantly, the
9

with
resulting change in the pilot's job. We have A safe system, but
the
human
element,
we
can
do a
more knowledge about the coordination of
better job.
r
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MONITORS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE
John W. Senders
University of Toronto

I tried to visit the Aero Med laboratory in order to find out what
was going on. During that time, in order to get in, one had to apply for
I had a degree in
The inevitable happened, they hired me.
a position.
Psychology from Harvard, they employed me as an engineer to run the
I started as the resident
Apparatus Section of the Psychology Branch.
engineer of the Branch and in about three weeks, it became clear to me
that the people doing the research really didn't know what they'were doing
I decided to start my own research program,
and I had some better ideas.
and very rapidly discovered that psychology was easier than working and
have continued in that field ever since.
Aviation Psychology is rather like the Agatha Christie play which has

been running in London, England since 1955 and is the longest running
Only the actocs.
The lines are always the same.
stage play in history.
talked
about
today and
I look at the topics which are being
change.
talked
about
in
1950, 52,
tomorrow, I see little difference from what was
54: choose any year, you find the same play, the same topics, the same
These are modified by
problems, regrettably, often the same approaches.
the advent of new technology. As we moved from ball-disc integrators that
Con Kraft mentioned to analog computers to primitive stand alone digital
systems involving' vacuum tubes to the early solid state devices and now
onto the micro processors, we see an application of the new technology to
What we do is merely to
We don't solve the problem.
the old problem.
What
was
once
a
problem
in
the
display and presentation
restructure it.
of information has now become a problem in the "integration of digital
control systems into the complex multi-dimensional cockpit management
It's still somebody flying an airplane from A to B on the basis
problem".
of the inforwtion which is presented to him. We modify the information
that, for the most part, studies
I feel
with what we have at hand.
directed towards a solution of a particular problem have never actually
Usually the problems are solved by the intelligence and
solved them.
In
knowledge of the research people who happen to be there at the time.
my view this characterizes what has been going on in aviation psychology
as well. I noted with interest and surprise that Paul Fitts is quoted as
having suggested in 1951 that the computers or machines should monitor men
I know that I spontaneously arrived at
rather than the other way around.
that conclusion in 1952, as well.

I first visited The Ohio State University because Walt Grether didn't
want to go one time when Paul Fitts had invited him, and he suggested I go
I asked where the lab was and was told to go to the Natatorium.
instead.
I commented that I had had Latin but wasn't sure whether that was where
12

Walt thought for
you got born or went swimming, or put your behind.
awhile and said, "Well I think it's probably all three as a matter of
fact."

In any event, I went to the Natatorium and met Fitts and many of his
co-workers and students.
I never was a, student of Paul's nor for that
matter a colleague, except that we were both active in the same general
research area.
So both of us, and Pdul before me, had suggested that
mahcines might better watch men.
,

If one
the whole notion of man-machine system
is to appreciate
analysis (MMSA), it is necessary that one get_ into the proper frame of
mind. Figure 1 shows a system of a human operator (HO) and a warAellg7place
(the plant).
i
none,
Thefe must be assumed a task to be done. If the
then there is no system.
Since the system will not be doing any hing to
any criterion, any performance of the system will not lead to cha ges or

corrections in the activity of the HO nor will it make any difference
whether

HO

does

anything

at

all.

(The

laboratory

exercises

which

engineering psychologists and man-machine systems engage in are more or
less synthetic and the outputs of such experiments are suspect for that
reason.)

A system to be analyzed has then HO, a plant, and some criterion of
Thus a
performance.
Usually the plant is definable and quantifiable.
power generating station can be characterized as a set of equations which
state what each variable will do as time unfolds given a specified set of
starting conditions and 'disturbances.
Such calculations must assume,
however, a law of control.
A law might be that no control at all will be
exercised:
all the controllable variables will be left as they are at
time 0.
Or it might be that any or all of them will be allowed to change
in accord with the equations (some may change and some may not).
Or it
might be that some specified kind of goal directed controller is assumed.

The latter is, more likely to be the case and it is to determine the form
Of
of this assumed controller when HO's are involved that MMSA is used.
course, there are automatic controllers which depend on more or less
sophisticated computers (from a thermostat's on/off 'computer', to a large
Even in these cases
digital computer which controls many variables).
there is at some point in the system HO, doing something to some criterion
(it is to be hoped).

It is assumed in Figure 1 that any automatic controller is subsumed
into the plant so that the role of the HO is always that of receiving
signals from the plant and delivering signals to the plant.
These two
interactive functions define thp fields of control and display. Much of
the early work in MMSA was on these two areas.
The shapes of controls,
their orientation, texture, force requirements and so on for an almost
unlimited array of variables have been investigated in an almost unlimited
number of experiments.
Since many of the variables are not (apparently)
capable of analytical formulation
no mathematical equations can be
written to describe the shape of a knob for example -, the relationships
between shape and the like and HO performance must be found by experiment.
The same is true of displays.
It is difficult to imagine a theory of
displays which would allow prediction of performance as a function of the
change in shape of the bezel surrounding a dial from circular to oval to
13
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rectangular to square.

Such things must be investigated. And of course,
like controls, displays in all their aspects have been investigated at
great length.

These aspects of MMSA are singularly a function of the psychophysics
of perceptual processes and the physical anthropology of the hand, arm,
foot and leg (and occasionally, these days, of eyeball and mouth).
The
laboratory work has been aimed at finding out as much as possible which is
relevant to design about how the eye, the ear and just about everything
else works so that there can be a match between the controls and the
displays and the eyes and the hands (for example). Typically the visual
acuity of the eye determines the minimum size of the indicator marks. The
lower the light level, the larger must the mark be since acuity diminishes
as light level diminishes; and so on throughout the whole range of sensory
systems and variables.
The results of such studies have been sorted,

interpreted for engineers, and compiled into handbooks of 'human
engineering design' (Van Cott and Kinkade, 1972).

The step from empirically determined functional relationship between
design variables and human performance to quantitative analysis of the
relationship between the dynamics and statistics of plants and the
performance of HO's was a large and significant one. There is still much
controversy about its validity. In order to make the difference clear and
to explain why there is controversy, it is necessary to expand the simple
diagram of Figure 1 into more detailed forms of Figure 2.

HO must be considered as a part of a closed loop system.
This has
not been generally true for most of the experimental work of engineering
psychology and human factors.
The behavior of HO had no effect on the
next stimulus presented to HO.
Whether an act was good or bad, right or
wrong,

the

sequence

of

signals

presented

was

predetermined

(usually

randomized).
Thus the behavior was open loop as in Figure 2a.
Engineering analysis, on the other hand, particularly that of control
theory, was concerned with closed loop systems as shown in Figure 2b.
Here

the

consequences of action are manifest in changes in signals
presented to HO.
This is, of course, much more like the normal kind of
existence that human beings are engaged in all the time. What one does has
an influence on what one does next. Although some engineering theories are
not intrinsically closed loop in their formulations, information theory
for example, the human being acting as an information transmitter usually
alters his behavior as a function of the information he has transmitted.
There are few memory less channels (other than the telegrapher of anecdote
who received but was unaware of the news of Lincoln's assination, and the
typist who is unaware of what he is typing).
The fact of memory makes
open loop infomation transmission relatively rare and for the most part
unimportant in the world of MMSA.

Now we can look at Figure 2c.
Here is HO coupled with a plant by
means of controls and displays. The HO has internal feedback from sensors
in his effectors and external feedback through vision of the positions of
his arks and hands and so on.
These feedbacks, which are not usually
included in the description of the relationship between HO and the plant
are nonetheless of great importance in HO's control of his own actions.
Similarly, there are internal and external feedbacks which tell HO where
15
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Detailed view of man
machine system.

.

> Data

his eyes
feedback,

pointing and where his ears are listening.
The major
of course, is through the plant.
The behavior.of the plant
connects the control to the display.
If HO is to control the plant
against instability or purturbation, he must choose a form of behavior
which is appropriate to the dynamics of the plant.
If the plant requires
a left turn of the control to bring it from a low state (for some variable
which needs to be controlled) to a higher state, the HO must move the
control to the left.
Thus, much of HO's behavior is plant-controlled.
In fact, it must be assumed that for a highly skilled HO, operating close
to the limit of margin of his capacity, all his behavior is dictated by
the nature of the plant. Free will does not exist under these conditions.
If there were any freedom of choice by means of which the HO could improve
his performance, he would exercise it and become controlled by the needs
of the system.
Under these conditions, when HO is controlled by the
nature of the task and of the plant, we can apply the techniques of MMSA.
This is so because of the ava'ilabi'lity of methods which allow us to
compute the nature of a 'black box' given that we know its input and its
output (and given that we can accept some limitations on the form of the
expression that we obtain for the black box).
This is the typical
engineer's approach to engineering psychology. You have a human operator
controlling the plant.
The actual state of the plant is fed back and
compared with the desired state.
The difference between the two is the
Ofinput of the operator.
course, this must be conceived as a
multi-dimensional task of many channels, each containing large quantities
of information of different sorts.
are

>

The alternative (particularly with respect to aviation but also to a
degree with respect to complex process control and the difference between
the same nuclear powerplant operation and the manipulation. of 'large
aircraft is getting smaller and smaller all the time) is that you have a
human operator and an auto pilot. The role of the human operator is to

monitor the signal coming to him from the desired state and at will,
switch the auto pilot in or out.
The auto pilot can exercise the control
parallel with the human operator; many of the early process controls were
of this sort. The configuration is not unique to aircraft. They existed
in power generations in the 40's and 50's and to some extent exist today
in many chemical process control systems.

An alternative had the human operator engaged in continuous control
activity process with the, computer observing the behavior of the human
operator by looking at the error signal and making on some criterion a
decision to transfer control to itself. It is of great interest to
contrast the two situations.
In the one, the human operator monitors the
behavior of the computer.
The computer exercises immediate on-line
control.
It is a well known fact, well known to all of us in psychology
and aviation psychblogy, that even if practice does not make perfect it at
least tends in that direction.
The old data from the cigar rolling

industry showed that even after 25 to 30 years of rolling cigars, there
was still an improvement.
Paul Fitts' data taken on the simple task of
sine wave tracking showed that if properly looked at, you get a constant
increase in performance with no sign of leveling off.
In other words
constant practice leads to constant improvement.
The notion that one can
put the human being in the monitor task and expect that he can take over
cogtrol in an emergency is a delusion. We have seen massive evidence of

Ak

that at Three Mile Island and we might expect similar evidence if we were
that control
so unlucky as to have failures of the automatic systems
modern aircraft.

Nrs,

The alternative is to put the human operator in the control Poop and
In its
to keep him there so that in a sense, he is never out of practice.
merely
looks
at
the
error
signal
simplest form, the autcmated check pilot
boundary conditions, it
and if the error exceeds some predetermined
first suggested
I
disconnects the human pilot and takes over control.
Naval
Training
Devices
Center at
this to a technical group in 1952 at the
of
analog
that
time
we
were
in
the
world
At
Sands Point, Long Island.
were
that
much
It wasn't clear to every one that computers
computers.
and is
and
it
was
generally
felt
then,
more reliable than human beings,
still felt now, that the proper role of robots should be to relieve man of
tasks that we would otherwise assign to him.

For example, the original
There is some justification for this.
them, was
purpose for having human being control machines and to watch
I
came
infaast
night
in a
that the machines were relatively unreliable.
there
were
two
pilots
(this
rather new Navaho, I was the only passenger;
calm air) and I chatted with the copilot as we flew in. He was reassuring
but I
He said, "I used to be a University student,
me about his skill.
I
am
flying
this
and
here
dropped out to be a pilot just two years ago,
and I
That
cheered
me
up
a
great
deal
airplane, and it is really great".
I
He said% "I was doing psychology".
asked him what his subject was.
it seemed
He
was
flying
the
airplane
and
to
me
felt very much at home.
He said, "Oh no.
that we were remarkably stable. "Are you on autopliot?"
don't
know
whether
this
one does or
Many of these planes don't have it, I
reached
over,
"do we have an autopilot?" The pilot
(to the pilot)
not.
We
"Yes".
said,
and
flipped a switch, and looked at some gauges
is
continuous
oscillation,
which
immediately went into a small amplititude
autopilot
but
not
the
behavior
of
characteristic of the behavior of the
the pilot himself.

In the earlier days, autopilots were even less reliable. Many a man
flying at low
has been killed by a failure of the automatic system,
Now, however, the roles are fairly well
altitude on autopilot control.
highly
We have at hand an enormous number and variety of cheap,
t
'ersed.

reliable digital systems which are rapKily being incorporated into

with.
aircraft and into all other kinds of things that human beings deal
psychologists
is
how
best
to
act
The question that confronts the aviation
of the
man/machine
system
and
as
a
preserver
as both an optimizer of the
If man is relegated to supervisory and
psychological functions of man.
monitoring situations while the ever more competent robots of automatic
You
control take over his functions, there is literally no end to that.
these
systems,
will, in due course, see human beings designed out of
except possibly for window dressing; to satisfy regulations or to relieve
will vanish as the
public apprehension. And even that public apprehension
adapted
from
infancy
to
digital
devices grow up
new generation of people
and become dominant in this population.

It has been said that theories don't die, only theorists. 'It is also
true that user populations are never converted, they merely fade away.
I
What you get is a new user population which has different expectations.
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foresee that if we don't make an effort to preserve the human function, it
will,
in fact,
be
eliminated because there will be general publj.c

acceptance of the idea that it should be.
To all of us over the age of
fifty this seems bizarre but to those under the age of twenty, it's not '
bizarre at all.
It is, in fact, the inevitable conclusion of the large
scale digital revolution that is going on now.
What is the alternative?
It might perhaps be to have a multifunction computer in a backup mode.
Man should be in control at all times until it is demonstrated that he is
unable
to maintain control.
This will pr serve his capability of
exercising control in the event of computer fa ure, and no matter how
reliable our systems are, as they become more c plex and more numerous
the probability that at least one of them will ail becomes relatively
large.
It will also preserve his sense of person
value in the system.
In order that the man,be'kept in the system, he has to be maintained.
This means that his behavior has to-be compared with some standard. What
I have in mind here, is that we have a model, not of an ideal man, but of
an ideal version of the particular man.
There is no necessity for
absolutely perfect control of aircraft. There is always some permissible
variance.
The model should represent what we should want the human being
to
accomplish.
The system would compare the behavior of the
multidimensional model of the human operator with the actual output of
the human operator and feed the difference between these two signals into
a monitor.
The function of the monitor is to determine the state of the
human operator and to determine whether or not it is expedient to exercise
control and to switch the human operator out of the system.
The'function
of the machine is tq monitor the reliability and performance capability of
the hUman operator.

Any good chdck pilot should also be a tutor.
the function of the
tutor is to feed information.based on a comparison of the model and the
human operator back to the human opeator.
Then the human operator will
know how well he's. doing and what he should do to improve.
In order to do
this, we don't have to go to the extent of solving the
problem of
artificial, intelligence.
If we
did, of course, we would have another

black box called AI, the ideal senior pilot which at every stage in the
development of human pilots is doing its best to make-sure that the human
pilot is alw4ys at the peak of capacity.
The proper function of the
digital part ofift-the system is to know what the human being does do, to
know what the human being should do, to make an executive decision that
the human being is within or without acceptable limits-and to use the
differential information between the do and t.,he should do to modify
behavior.
In other words, to act as a teacher or tutor. Naturally, the
system can introduce, if it wishes, tests into the dperation of the
machine.
These can either be real or simulated. Real in the sense that
the tutor part of the system could forceably cause the system to deviate
in order to elicit particular kinds of behavior from the human pilot.
It
could drive the system to states within acceptable limits, which would
ordinarily ,demand corrected behavior and examine that behavior. Organized
programs of instruction could be incorporated into the function for which
the person is employed.
That is, of course, proposed not only as
something to be done with an aircraft, but with any plant, in particular,

any plant which involves large sums of money, great possibilities for
mischief, and opportunities for destruction; nuclear power plants and
19

super tankers are examples.

Many years ago at a conference on reliability, I had the temerity to
less
suggest to a number of engineers -that'there might be some optimum,
be that as
The
reason
for
that
would
than maximum, level of reliability.
of

reliability of

systems increase,

the opportunity for exercise

decreases and
corrective action by the human being
diagnostics
has actually
therefore the
expected duration of down time of the system
the
with
mcdern
reliable
I clo know that I forget how to repair,
increased.
I am
breakdown
quite
frequently,
With the older machines, which
devices.
be the same,
Although
the
total
time
down
may
usually on top of the art.
It might be the
the duration of down-time on any one incident is less.
plants, that it
case with complex systems like aircraft and nuclear power
A
world
famous
pianist is
would be better to have relative unreliability.
practice
every
day,
after 50
said to have replied, when asked "why do you
if I
I
know
it;
day,
years of performing ? "; "if I fail tQ practice one
is
skill
Supreme
it."
fail to practice three days, the public knows
maintained only be continuous exercise of that skill.

flown for a bit
Those of_you who are pilots know that if you haven't
the style
of time, you are not really quite as sharp and don't quite have
When
we
substitute
day.
that you'd hatre if you had been flying every
the
mechanical de4ces for human beings, we are not in reality changing
limited
artificial
We are substituting
organization of the cockpit.
intelligences for the human beings who otherwise would occupy these posts.
The uncontrolled rush to
This is essentially technological unemployment.
have
man
"sit
with
folded hands" may turn
computerize everything and to
of
all.
out to be the biggest system design error
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HUMAN FACTORS AND AVIATION SAFETY:
A Program of Research on Human Factors in Aviation

Stanley N. Roscoe
Behavioral Engineering Laboratory
New Mexico State University

ABSTRACT
Aviation safety is affected by human factors in system design,
training, and operation, as it is by equipment factors, but in ways
that are more complex and subtle and less well understood. Because of
the compleiities and subtleties, traditional approaches to the study of
human contributions to flight safety and risk have tended to be subjective and piecemeal rather than objective and systematic. Research
methods appropriate to the simultaneous study of the many interacting
factors in the real world of pilots, controllers, and computers have
been-slow in coming. A new program of aviation research at New Mexico
State University is being directed to these issues.

PROBLEM
Modern aircraft feature computer-aided communication, navigation,
guidance, control, and display systems. Area navigation systems and
control procedures have been implemented in a preliminary way and are
being extended to provide vertical guidance, speed control, and energy
management. Improved traffic control computers are being developed, a
new microwave landing system (MLS) is being implemented, and a satellite global positioning system (GPS) and communication aids are waiting
in orbit. These technological and operational advances will affect all
types of flying; their benefits and demands will not be felt exclusively by the aeronautically sophisticated.
Predictably the situation Just described involves complex changes
in the roles of people and machines both on the ground and in the air.
Understandably various elements of the aviation community are concerned about the long-standing human factors problems that are being
elevated to critical levels and will surely get worse before they can
be solved.
However, before presenting a program of research on human
factors in aviation, let us examine why such a program should be considered at all and what can reasonably be expected to result from its
implementation.
21
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There appear to be two principal reasons for the growing feeling
of urgency in developing a program of research on human factors in
The first concerns the changing roles of flight crews and
aviation.
air traffic controllers with increasing computer-based automation and
the impact of these changes on the people themselves--not only on
pilots and controllers but also on passengers and support personnel.
The second is the growing recognition among responsible people that
both airborne and ground instrumentation, including simulators and
other training devices as well as displays, controls, and communication
equipment, frequently fail to provide necessary and sufficient information in a suitable form for current operations and that this need not
and should not be the case for the iSture.
Function Allocation to People and Machines
Whether on the ground or in the air, some functions can be
handled better by computers than by pilots and controllers, but the
converse is also true. Nevertheless, the best ways to take advantage
of the capabilities of each are not always evident and generally not
clearly resolvable on the basis of current scientific knowledge. Furthermore, how well each can handle any given function depends greatly
on how performance of the function is designed into the system--how
computers are programed and how pilot's and controllers are selected
and trained and what types of displays and controls are provided to
support their uniquely human abilities.
Other things being equal, as they seldom are, if, people are to be
most effective in complex system operations, they have to be kept busy.
Humans are poor watch-keepers, or monitors, called on to perform only
Computers, on
when something goes wrong or when the unexpected occurs.
the other hand, are excellent monitors and are capable of fast, accurate, and reliable responses in any situation that occurs predictably.
The "Catch 22" is that the uniquely human capability to handle the
unpredictable can be depended on only if the human is awake, alert, and
ready to take effective action, and these conditions can be maintained
only if the human is routinely involved and currently proficient.

Human Factors in Aviation System Design
The burden of human factors research in aviation is to provide a
practical scientific basis for designing equipment and procedures and
training and certification programs to optimize human performance of
those functions assigned to pilots, controllers, and maintenance
Whenever an airplane cockpit, a traffic control center, or
personnel.
an operational or maintenance procedure is designed, the designer has
to make many decisiods, whether consciously or otherwise, that will
affect the performance of operational and/or maintenance personnel.
Some relevant design principles have been established and embodied in
minimum standards for certification, but these are generally not well
stated, documented, or understood.
22
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Human Factors in Aviation Training and Certification

Similar problems exist in the area of operator training, certification, and currency maintenance and assurance. Some princip es of
effective training and transfer of learning have been developed through
research and operational experience.
Bdt once again these have not.
been well documented and are not well understood by many who are responsible for specifying the characteristics of training devices or for
developing training programs. Clearly the major airlines have made the
best use of advanced technology in training, but even here much improvement is possible and needed, and the benefits of their experience need
to be passed along to the rest of the aviation community.
APPROACH

et.
ige

How should a program of research on human factors in aviation be
organized and implemented to assure timely availability of workable
solutions for the problems just described?
(

As a first suggestion, the problems'can be approached in either a
horizontal or a vertical fashion, and each has its place. By the
horizontal approach we mean the development and validation of general
principles of design for human effectiveness--principles that can be
applied across the board whenever an operator is called on to perfo
certain class of functions or tasks.
By the vertical approach we mean
the application, testing, and validation of horizontally derived principles during the advanced development of specific systems and prior to
their operational certification.
While this may cost time and money up
front, it will surely,pay off later.

As a general rule, horizontally oriented research tends to be done
by universities and by a few small contract research groups. In contrast., the time and energies of research personnel in government
laboratories and industry tend to be consumed by pfojects of a more
typically vertical nature. The research programs at the University of
Illinois on principles of display frequency separation, flight path
prediction, and visual time compression are representative of the
former type.
The cooperative FAA/NASA programs on terminal configured
vehicles (TCV) and the cockpit display of traffic information (CDTI)
are reoent examples of the latter type.
Display and Control Design PrinciplesRecurring problenis in instrument design stem from the tact that
whenever any particular function has-to be implemented the designer has
to make a number of decisions; he may or may not be aware that he is
making decisions, and very frequently he fails to consider that the
same alternatives have been dealt with many times before over many
other drawing boards. Few laboratory d,irectors, project engineers,
training managers, or pilots'realize just how many important design
23
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decisions are made in precisely this way. Nevertheless, this process
has gone on and on throughout the history of aviation system develop.-ment.
What are the sorts of decisions made over and over by different
designers at their drawing boards? A few examples and some of the
alternatives involved are listed below:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7;
8.

9.

10.

Size, scale factor, and sensitivity of a display
fly-to, fly-from, or frequency-separated
Direction of-sensing:
Visibility and reachability
Combinations of indications within a display
Display modes: alphanumeric, symbolic, pictorial
Arrangement of controls and displays within a panel or console
Feel of controls: damping, detents, feedback
Coding and function of switches, knobs, levers
Grouping of functionally related operations
Logic and coding of caution and warning indications

Dui'ing the less than half-century since human factors engineering
was recognized as at least a semiscientific discipline, countless
horizontal and vertical research programs have dealt with such issues
as those-embodied in the list above. Nevertheless, different decisions
have been made by different designers regarding similar applications of
Possibly because individual applications
each of the items listed.
differ in subtle ways, the proper selection among design alternativeS
is not always evident even to the most experienced people in the field.

None of the required decisions would be particularly difficult to
make if experts could agree on the correct choice among alternatives in
each case or if there were available a sufficient body of objective
data describing the consequences of any decision. It is a fact, however, that the experts do not agree. Some like the moving card, others
-like the moving pointer; some believe in "symbolic" others in "picOn the other hand, there is experimental
"torial" displays, and so on.
evidenbe on many of these issues, put it is not complete and, in addition, lacks generality. When new problems arise that are somewhat
different from the old ones that have been solved experimentally, it is
not certain that the old solutions are applicable.
Solving each new problem or each new version of an old problem by
experiment is simply not feasible. There is neither enough time,
money, nor manpower to accomplish such a program. Nor is 1,, satisfactory, in the absence of experimental evidence or unanimous opinion, to
be confronted with the necessity for making what often appear to be
itrary decisions. Often this necessity is avoided by authorizing
development of several alternative versions of the same system in the
hope that one will prove satisfactory. When this is done the designer
knows in advance that a large proportion of his money is necessarily
being wasted.

7
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The hope that a largely horizontal program of research might
ultimately reduce the designer's uncertainty appeals to follow as a
natural consequence of the pr sent dilemma. A horizontal program, as
a complement to existing ve ical programs, carries with itthe notion
of generality of results, and this is what is needed. The horizontal
approach implies in effect: let us not be totally diverted by the
particular problems that arise from day-to-day, but let us consider
the problem as a whole and attempt to arrive at general rules for
displays and controls that can be applied successfully in any subsequent instance.
Training and Transfer Principles
Human factors problems associated with the training, certification, and refreshment of pilots, controllers, and support personnel
have much in common with those encountered in equipment and procedures
design, but there are also notable differences. In common is the situation that much of what is known and can be stated as principles is not
necessarily known to the people responsible for operational applications.
In contrast, however, this is not so much a problem for re,search as it is a challenge to spread the word to managers, administratorsland individual operators, including instructional system
developers and professional instructors.
For example, the potential effectiveness of flight simulators in
pilot training and certification is well documented, and in the case of
airline operations, widely and legally accepted. However, simulators
do not command similar respect and use in general aviation, air taxi,
and commuter operations. Admittedly there is less economic pressure to
replace flight training in less expensive airplanes, but the factors
contributing to the relatively ineffective use of simulators in primary
and intermediate training phases are complicated and subtle. To be
cost effective, simulators must save their operators money by costing
less to own and operate than the flight time they replace.
Possibly because of the outstanding success of airlines in using
complex and costly flight simulators for training, the belief is widely
held that simulators have to look, feel, move, and smell like airplanes
to be effective. In a subtle way the airlines have been caught in
their own °trap.
To persuade their professional pilots to accept the
complete substitution of simulators for airplanes in the training and
certification process, they have emphasized the total fidelity of
simulators to their counterpart airplanes.
The pilots, in turn, have
so embraced the notion that a simulator has to be a tethered airplane
that they are now insisting on simulators of higher and higher
apparent fidelity.
This circular sequence of events and positions appears to offer
mixed blessings.
Clearly the importance of certain types of simulator
fidelity has been well established both through research and operational experience, and this ccnclusion is gaining wide acceptance.
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Unfortunately it is also evident that efforts to achieve ultimate
apparent fidelity of simulators can be counterproductive. Not only is
the cost far out of line with any possible benefits, but also the
training effectiveness of such devices can suffer. Research has shown
that certain intentional departures from literal duplication of aircraft characteristics can make possible training strategies far more
effective than those currently employed.
Evidence for these strong and, to some people, heretical statements can be found in research on augmented feedback in training, on
unrealistically exaggerated response lags and instabilities, on
intentionally reduced visual cues in contact flight training and
elevated workloads creating larger than lifelike stresses analagous to
swinging a leaded bat before stepping to the plate. Similarly the
unwarranted emphasis on ultimate apparent fidelity tends to discourage
development and imaginative use of simpler and more flexible and
reliable part-task devices and computer-based teaching scenarios that
can yield even more effective training at a greatly reduced cost.
Reasons for the current state of our aviation training technology
While the Department of Defense has invested
are not hard to discover.
vast sums in training-research simulators, virtually all of the reBecause
search has been of a vertical rather than a horizontal nature.
to
conduct
and
also
very
transfer of training experiments are difficult
three,
typically
involve
comparison
of
two,
expensive, such experiments
they
or four training conditions treated as qualitative factors because
of
quantitative
factors
too
numerous
and
conare actually composites
founded to unravel and manipulate individually. This approach is
essentially vertical in that total simulator configurations are developed and then comparatively evaluated.
Results of such comparisons lack generality of application because
they reflect only the combined effects of particular sets of values of
the many component variables individually important in simulator design
To get at the main effects and interactions, statistically
and use.
speaking, of the many independent design and use variables, a different
research strategy is called for, one that is essentially horizontal
Fortunately a research paradigm new to the
rather than vertical.
aviation community, but long used in the chemical industry, has been
advanced by Dr. Charles Simon.
The practicality of applying this innovative research strategy to
human operator performance and training is no longer a matter for
specul. ion. More than half a dozen experiments conducted at the
Univer.: 4 of Illinois have involved experimental designs and multiple
regression analyses of the type advanced by Simon. Also such a design
was employed successfully at NASA-Ames Research Center in a study of
pilot judgment of projected touchdown points on simulated landing
approaches by reference to computer-generated visual displays.
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Even more directly applicable, a transfer of training experiment
recently completed at New Mexico State University included five simulator design variables, one training variable, and three transferThe experiment, completed in less than a
vehicle configurations.
month, involved only 80 trainees, 48 of whom received training in
individually unique simulator configurations. The experiment yielded
reliable and unbiased regression equations for the main effects and
first-order interactions of the six experimental variables for each of
the three transfer-vehicle configurations. The specific findings of
this experiment, dealing with a simple lateral-steering task, have
little direct application to aviation but demonstrate that meaningful
multifactor transfer experiments can be conducted effectively and
economically.

FRINGE BENEFITS

Benefits of the NMSU aviation research program are not limited to
the application of research findings and technological advances,
although these can be expected to be substantial. The functions of a
university are to educate as well as discover, and the production of
scientists and engineers who specialize in solving human problems
encountered in aviation system design, training, operation carries a
high priority at this time; individuals formally trained and with
research experience in these areas are in extremely short supply and
are badly needed by the aviation community.
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FITTS' PRINCIPLES STILL APPLICABLE: COMPUTER MONITORING
OF FIGHTER AIRCRAFT EMERGENCIES

DR. JOHN REISING

Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
and

DR. LLOYD HITCHCOCK
FAA Technical Center
Atlantic City, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

When examining the impact of automation in the cockpit, a careful
distinction must be drawn between the role of a multi-crew, civilian
In the case of the
aircraft and a single-seat military aircraft.
that
automation
can have a negative
former, there are some concerns
However, in the case
impact on the crew by reducing their proficiency.
role of
of a single-seat military aircraft on an attack mission, the
automation is not only helpful to the pilot, but may be necessary to
achieve mission success in the future. These distinctions must conprinstantly be brought to mind in explaining the concepts of Fitts'
In the case of single seat military aircraft, it is believed
ciples.
monitoring of
that these principles still apply, and that the computer
Three
system failures will further enhance their application.
approaches to computer-augmented system monitoring are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
require
The increased capabilities of enemy air defense networks
advantage
that fighter/attack aircraft operate at low altitudes to take
requirement
to
perform
the
of terrain masking. At the same time the
has
increased
and
will
be
fighter/attack mission in adverse weather
When these factors are comnecessary in the event of all-out conflif:t.
bined, the mission of the single seat aircraft will become very demandhas
ing, and unlike the multi-crew, civil an aircraft, where concern
automation
been expressed relative to loss of crew proficiency due to
(Currey and Wiener, 1980), it will be essential to automate in order to
In order to perform
reduce the pilot's workload to an acceptable level.
approprithis mission successfully, the workload must be distributed
pilot
can
do the
ately between the pilot and the computer so that the
perform
the
things that he is most capable of, and tie computer can
is
superior
to the
tasks it is best suited for. For example, the pilot
ability
to
computer in the area of complex decision making and in his
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interpret ill-defined patterns such as those which appear on ground mapping radar displays. The computer, on the other hand, has its strengths
In its ability to store a great deal of information and to monitor systems very rapidly, e.g., 30 times a second. Proper allocation of these
functions between human and machine is crucial to the successful completion of the fighter/attack mission of the future.
In this allocation process, consideration should be given to Fitts'
principles:
1) that the tasks for the human should be intrinsically
motivating 2) they should provide activity and 3) machines should monitor the humans, not the converse. There are two aspects to the third
principle.
The monitoring of humans by machines is showing great advances through the use of biocybernetics (Reising, 1979); however, this
aspect will not be treated further in this paper. The second aspect,
freeing humans from the monitoring of machines, is the main subject of
the paper, and the key to solving this problem is through the use of the
computer.
Specifically, the computer should be given routine systems'
monitoring and relatively simple decision functions.
This allocation
frees the pilot to concentrate on such mission relate tasks as interpreting sensors and mentally previewing and rehearsing
get area
maneuvers -- tasks which provide both physical and mental activity, and
are certainly motivating to the pilot. Fitts' first two principles,
therefore, are basically guaranteed to be applicable based on missionrelated tasks, and are not discussed in detail. Automation applied to
Computer
.system's monitoring will receive the main focus of attention.
monitoring of systems is employed in aircraft such as the F-18 and F-16.
However, a more challenging aspect is diagnosing system failures, and
structuring computer-aided emergency procedures.
The purpose of this paper is tn describe three alerting systems with
increasing levels of computer augmentation.
The first approach uses a
thre tiered, computer-based warning/caution/advisory (WCA) system; the
second approach expands the conventional three-tiered system to a fivetiered, tailored concept; and the third approach discusses artificial
intelligence to illustrate future trends in this area.

APPROACH I:

COMPUTER BASED THREE-TIERED ALERTING SYTEM

In a recently completed study at the Flight Dynamics Laboratory, the
A
detection of emergencies relating to engine failure was examined.
computer-augmented presentation on a cathode ray tube (CRT) was used, as
well as electro-mechanical instruments coupled with a WCA panel. The
pilot flew a simulated mission composed of three segments:
takeoff/
climb, cruise, and weapon delivery. Randomly interspersed during the
flight were a series of failures.
These failures consisted of engine
and hydraulic parameters going out of tolerance (either high, low, or
fluctuation). The task of the pilot was to identify the failure and to
report the parameter and its current value.
In he CRT version of the engine display, the indication of a parameter exceeding its normal bounds was shown by a bar going beyond either
of two dashed lines which indicated the normal operating range of the
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parameter (Figure 1). The indication of a fluctuation condition was
shown by the rapid movement of the bar which had the word FLUX printed
in the center of it.
For the electro-mechanical instruments the indication of the parameter exceeding its noimal limits was the same as that
used in current cockpits and was achieved by the needle moving past
certain areas of the gauge which were =marked with green tape.
In the
fluctuation condition, the excessive state was shown by rapid needle
movement. The results of this study showed that performance with the
computer-monitored system/CRT presentation was superior (p < 0.01).
The pilots could not only identify the engine failures in 40 percent
less time but also could identify the failed parameter more accurately
with the computer/CRT presentation than with the electro-mechanical
instruments and WCA panel.

Figure 1.

System status display on CRT.
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A new capability also was exercised in this study. When a given
parameter entered an advisory zone, i.e., a zoae in which operation is
permitted for a certain time period only, the bar continuously changed
as a function of the time remaining in the advisory zone, i.e., the open
bar started to fill in from left to right, rasterline by rasterline, in
proportion to the time remaining. An illustration of this feature is
shown for the RPM parameter in Figure 1 which has been in its advisory
zone for approximately one half of the allotted time period. This indication is not possible with the electro-mechanical instruments. With
computer augmentation, the probability of pilots having engine damage
is greatly reduced because of the early and clear indication of the
advisory status.
The overall conclusion derived from this study is that computer
monitoring of engines, coupled with its natural display partner the CRT,
not only provides a better means of indicating engine failures, but also
provides a method of reducing potential engine problems through advisory
zone indications. This study also expanded the definition of the advisory portion of the WCA Sydiem through the inclusion of the advisory
zone concept. The next approach concentrates on the expansion of the
caution and warning portions of the WCA system through the use of fivetiered, tailored concept.

APPROACH IIa:

COMPUTER BASED FIVE-TIERED ALERTING SYSTEMS

In the course of reviewing the cockpit alerting system scheduled for
incorporation into the Navy's F/A-18, it became clear that the long
standing trilogy of Warning/Caution/Advisory was not adequate to meet
the alerting requirements. This review had been initiated in response
to the Navy's preliminary evaluation of pilots' concern over the frequency of occurrence of the caution tone in the F-18, often under circumstances where that level of alert urgency was questionable. This
problem has been identified in commercial aircraft by Veitengruber,
Boucek, and Smith (1977) and Cooper (1977). Out of the resultant discussions came the foundation of the alerting schema to be presented
here.
This approach was not incorporated into the F 18; a more immediately applicable fix was selected. However, it is presented here as
a stimulus to more comprehensive considerations of the alerting systems
for future aircraft.

The basic concept which underlies the recommendation to modify the
currently accepted alerting system is the compelling recognition that
the levels of urgency exceed the traditional three; in short, it became
clear that there are Warnings, and there are WARNINGS. MIL -STD -411 defines a "warning" as a "hazardous condition requiring immediate corrective action". When the range of potential interpretations of the terms
"hazardous" and "immediate" is considered, it is obvious that the scope
of the basic definition is broad indeed. Similarly, a "caution" is defined by the same source as an "impending dangerous condition requiring
attention but not necessarily immediate action", which proves to be an
even broader categorization.
In an attempt to increase the specificity,
and hence the utility, of the alerting process, the basic three-category
system was expanded to include five levels of criticality: two levels
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of Warnings, two levels of Cautions, and one level of Advisories.
definitions associated with the categories are:

The

which
W1 -- This is a true WARNING. It connotes a condition
destructhreatens both aircraft and pilot with imminent catastrophic
These
It must be handled "NOW" no matter what the circumstances.
tion.
attenconditions are so threatening that they should bring the pilot's
penetration
tion inside the cockpit even during low-level, high-speed
and/or cause him to ignore a bad guy on his six.
designation as
W2 -- The conditions included in this category merit
"Warnings" because of the severity of their consequences if ignored.
respond
However, they fall short of the W1 category because the need to
(30
secis urgent but not immediate; there is at least a short period
of
his
onds or more) in which the pilot can attend to the pressures
this problem.
current flight environment before turning his attention to

Cl -- The consequences of the failures indicated by this alert are
If
severe but not necessarily life threatening in and of themselves.
capabiignored, the subsequent failures might seriously degrade system
lity at a critical phase of the mission and/or result in extremely
costly damage to the aircraft. They coyild, under certain circumstances,
develop into full blown threats to safety.
C2 -- Cautions in this category include abnormal system states or
out-of-tolerance conditions which have implications for aircraft health
though not notably serand/or safety. They include conditions which,
unattended,
lead
to more significant/
ious in themselves, would, if left
which impact
costly system failures. Also included would be failures
Attempting
to fly such
system capability under certain mission phases.
phases with a failure degraded system would unnecessarily expose the
aircraft and pilot to enemy counter action with no hope of mission
These are "need to know" items.
completion.

A -- The advisory category includes information regarding system
interest to the
stateor mode/option selection which is of significant
pilot but which does not, in itself, imply an unsafe or inappropriate
condition.
pilot as shown
These various categories could be communicated to the
signals,
tones,
and
voice in a
The combination of visual
in Figure 2.
The
use
of
a warning
WCA scheme is also discussed by Seminara (1965).
that
the
tone, at
tone for W1 was derived from numerous pilot reports
compelling
least the "tweedle-tweedle" used in the F/A-18,was far more
cockpit no
than the voice and would probably pull their heads inside the
the
desired
reSince the "head in" response is
matter how it was used.
displays,
sult of a W1 alert in order to look at the dedicated warning
The voice alerts were
it is recommended that it be coupled to the tone.
facing him
tied to the W2 category to inform the pilot of the problem
his own
without pulling him back into the cockpit; allowing him to set
his
assessment
of
the
pace in compensating fir the failure based upon
The voice alerting
alert urgency and his cresent flight environment.
level
to
emphasize
this
category
more strongly
was extended to the CI
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MASTER LIGHTS
WAN NOM

LEVEL

Nal

CAUTION
(YELLOW)

ANNUNCIATOR PANELS
TONE

VOICE

CAUTION
(YELLOW)

AMMON`

am

(mam)

WI

W2

t

CI

C2

A

Figure 2.

Possible five-tiered warning/caution/advisory system.

than the use of the caution lights alone.
This permits the assured
identification of the more critical cautions without tying a tone to
all caution indications. W2 Warnings using voice would be phrased
"Warning - Warning - APU Accumulator Failure". Cl Cautions would be
similarly labeled as cautions to differentiate the two.

Though Figure 2 shows an annunciator panel to specify both cautions
and advisories, the introduction of multipurpose programmable display
(MPD) units into the modern cockpit provides an alternate display medium
for these designations. However, it would be advisable to maintain the
caution panel, even when using,an MPD for primary presentation, to serve
as aback -up designator in the event of major power failure.
Similarly,
the W1 dedicated displays should always be hard-wired through an emergency power supply no matter what the primary bus/display system used.
For this reason the MPD is not shown as appropriate for either W1 or
W2 conditions; however, the MPD could present additional data to be
considered at a later time period.
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APPROACH IIb:

TAILORING EMERGENCY INFORMATION

advisory,
In the recent past, once a condition had beer. labeled as
caution, or warning it retained that designation under all circumstances
throughout the life of the aircraft. The advent of on-board computers
elimiand their control of information through digital bus systems has
system
nated that inflexibility forever. The designer of the alerting
fault concan now tailor the presentation of information about a single
dition in a way which reflects the importance of that condition in terms
of the immediate operational environment. This approach was envisioned
by Vanderschraaf (1976) in hts Phase Adaptive Warning System (PAWS).
For example, the fact that the canopy is un4.t':ked could be displayed to
mission.
the pilot in a number of ways depending upon where he is in his
The designated alert level could vary as foAlows:

engines
A -- The pilot has energized master pokier, weight-on-wheels,
light and/or tone
at idle or below. No need to hit him with a caution
while he is still at the line going throligh his start up sequence.

CZ -- Anytime canopy is closed, lock not engaged.
Sr

Cl -- We

ht -on- wheels, engines above idle RPM to indicate taxi with

unlocked ctlopy.

W2 -- Weight-on-wheels and engines above 90% RPM to indicate
imminent take-off with canopy/unlocked.
WI -- Anytime canopy is unlocked and there is no weight-on-wheels
indication.
Similar tailoring could reflect time available for correction and/or
radar cooling
impact upon mission mode. For example, a failure of the
before it
system which allows the pilot 90 seconds to secure the radar
overheats could be given a CZ when it first occurs and transitioned to
and only 30
a Cl when it has not been corrected by securing the radar
seconds to secure remain, as long as the aircraft is in a benign operational environment such as the navigation mode. However, if the aircraft is in the air-to-air mode, the radar is locked on, the Sparrow
missiles are armed, and the radar range is 10 miles or less (or some
other appropriate combination of conditions), the failure of the radar
cooling and its attendant implication for the imminent loss of that
the
sensor system might merit a W2 as soon as detected based upon
advisability of continuing to prosecute the selected attack.
The purpose of this discussion of alerting taxonomy is not to prepreceding
sent a five level system as being anymore sacrosanct than the
existence
of
three tiered schema. Rather, it is intended to use the
complete
reanalysis
of
newly developed systems technology to encourage a
it
Even with the augmented levels,
the approach to pilot alerting.
will
be some animated discussions about
should be expected that there
whether a given condition should be labeled W2, Cl, or C2; the extremes,
WI and A, are usually subject to greater inter-observer agreement.
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APPROACH III:

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND COCKPIT EMERGENCIES

The previous section expanded the concept of WCA into a five-tiered
alerting system. The section also introduced the concept of tailoring
emergency procedures to the particular state of the aircraft. This section will build upon the previous one and introduce the concept of using
artificial intelligence to determine actions for the pilot and to reduce
the information processing load placed upon him.
Artificial intelligence (AI) suffers currently from a definitional
problem in that some view it as the construction of intelligent systems and others view it as a means of emulating the way human beings
solve problems. The focus of the first definition is on the results
or output of the system, while the second concentrates on the process
by which the output is formulated. That issue is beyond the scope of
this paper and the answer probably lies in a blend of the two. A quote
from Hofstadter, (1980, p. 27) may help to clarify the role of AI and
emergency procedures,
The flexibility of intelligence comes from the enormous number
of different rules, and levels of rules. The reason that so
many rules on so many different levels must exist is that in
life, a creature is faced with millions of situations of completely different types. In some situations, there are sterotyped responses which require 'just plain' rules. Some situations are mixtures of sterotyped situations -- thus they require
rules for deciding which of the 'just plain' rules to apply.
Some situations cannot be classified -- thus there must be
existing rules for inv.mting new rules . .
and on and on.
.

The current types of computer-augmented cockpit alerting systems' are
operating at the stage of sterotyped responses with just plain rules.
The next step is to go to Hofstadter's second level. That is, trying todetermine some rules for deciding when to apply the just plain rules.
In order to achieve this second level, a study is being conducted to
examine existing AI algorithms and to see if they can be applied to
aircraft emergencies.
The third situation of inventing new rules is a
step beyond the current capabilities.

There exists a series of AI programs which are used in medical diagnosis, e.g. MYCIN (Shortliffe, 1976). They evaluate a set of symptoms
and laboratory reports and, through various crosschecks of just plain
rules, determine on a probabilistic or heuristic basis which candidate
disorder is most likely. It appears logical that one can look at an
aircraft with emergencies as ill -- just as a human with symptoms is
ill.
We are examining the feasibility of applying the expert system
_concept to the diagnosis and resolution of aircraft emergencies.
Conceptually there does not appear to be any problem; however, the practical aspects of interacting in real time with aircraft systems are
currently being examined.
If AI can be used to recommend and perform at
least some of the pilot's emergency procedures, this will greatly reduce
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lower priorhis monitoring problems. If some of the problems are of a the pilot
recognize
them
and
not
reveal
them
to
ity, the software can
If some solutions can
until he is in a less demanding mission segment.
the
pilot
need
not
even be told until
be implemented by the computer,
Finally,
if
a
probleni
is
very complex, AI can
the mission is completed.
for each, and can
suggest solutions, indicate the probability of success
execute the selected candidate if the pilot gives a consent.
Fitts' third principle
A key fedture of these approaches is to apply
computer and by
by offloading systems' monitoring from the pilot to the
motivation
presentation
of
information;
the
giving him a much clearer
Fitts'
principles
would
be
guaranteed
as a
and activity aspects of
alerting
result of the handling of emergencies in the computer-based
This, in turn, will allow the pilot to concentrate on more
system.
application of AI, the
demanding mission tasks. Moreover, through the
It
fulfilled.
second aspect Fitts' third principle will be eminently
monitor
machines,
but
rather
that
will no longer be true that humans
Through
machines will monitor machines and make intelligent decisions.
monitoring
dull,
routine
and
boring
this helper, an R2D2 analogue, the
of machines will be removed from the pilot, and a smart machine will
which he is
free him for the much more challenging and complex tasks of
capable.

CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.

Computer augmentation of current warning/caution/advisory systems
military
results in improved pilot performance in single-seat
aircraft applications.
Consideration should be given to expanding the three-tiered warning/
caution/advisory system to a five-tiered, tailored concept.
Artificial intelligence may free the pilot from routine monitoring
tasks, while allowing him to concentrate on complex and challenging
tasks for which he is best suited.
military
Fitts' principles are still applicable in the single-seat,
coupled
with
aircraft. Computer monitoring of aircraft systems,
emergencies
occur,
will
insure
intelligent machine decisions when
the
that Fitts' third prinCiple is still applicable and will allow
principles
which
Fitts'
first
two
pilot to concentrate on tasks in
(human motivation and activity) may be used.
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THE PERFORMANCE OP WARNING SYSTEMS IN AVOIDING
CONTROLLED-FLIGHT-INTO-TERRAIN (CFIT) ACCIDENTS
JAMES P. LOOMIS* AND RICHARD F. PORTER**
Battelle
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Columbus, Ohio

----.ABSTRACT

This paper examines the performance of two systems to prevent
Controlled-Flight-Into-TerrSin accidents, including their development
The airborne version, the
and preimplementation issues and attitudes.
required
for certain large
Ground Proximity Warning System, was
The
ground-based
system,
the Minimum Safe
turbine-powered airplanes.
Altitude Warning, is a feature of the ARTS-3 system. Accident data
from National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and reports from the
Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) were used in assessing perforIt is concluded that these systems have dramatically reduced
mance.
continue, no evidence
accidents. Although false and nuisance alarms
The
tenacity of the
accident.
suggests that they have caused any
alarms--especially the GPWS--as well as appropriate triggering criteria seen to be basic to their success.

INTRODUCTION

Battelle's Columbus Laboratories operates the Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) for the NASA Ames Research Center. The
authors recently studied COntrolled-Flight-Toward-Terrain (CFTT)
occurrences recorded within the ASRS data base. This data base
in
currently contains 24,000 reports of discrepancies and deficiencies
pilots,
air
traffic
controllers,
and
the aviation system, authored by
.others.

1,

The CFTT study disclosed interesting facts concerning the impact
of two warning systems on the day-to-day operational aviation system.
The systems implemented to preclude Controlled-Flight-Into-Terrain
(CFIT) accidents, are the airborne system known as the Otound Proximity
Warning System (GPWS) and the ground-based system, known las Minimum
Safe Altitude Warning (MSAW)--a functional element of the automated
radar terminal system (ARTS-3) installed at some 63 major US airports.,
The reports, studied include valid alarms (some appear to have
prevented a disastrous accident) and false or nuisance alarms (sone
inforof which created new hazards). It was recognized that if this
accident
data
for
the
periods
mation were supplemented with CFIT
before and after GPWS/MSAW implementation, plus information on the

*Manager, Transportation Systems Section
**Principal Research Engineer, Space Systems and Applications Section
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attitudes and issues preceding implementation, an interesting and
potentially useful paper might result.,

WARNING SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
In December 1974, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
adopted a rule requiring a GPWS in certain large turbine-powered
(turboprop and turbojet) aircraft by December 1, 1975 (FAA, 1974a).
Specifically, the rule ap
-o turbine-powered airp:anes with
maximum gross weights over
JO pounds operated under Parts 121,
123, and 135 of the Federal Aviation Regulations.
These parts covered
all airlines certificated by the
Aeronautics Board, scheduled
commuter carriers, and Air Travel Clubs as well as many large corporate aircraft certificated under these rules.
Paragraph 121.360 of FAR 121 sets forth the requirements for an
acceptable GPWS.
In general, the system was to provide for four
warning modes:

MAe 1

Excessive Sink Rate Close To Terrain
Mode 2
Excessive Closure Rate Close To Terrain
Mode 3 - Negative Climb After Takeoff
Mode 4
Descending Into Terrain With Gear Or Flaps Up
The acceptable GPWS performance was further outlined in an Advisory
Circular issued on December 31, 1974 (FAA, 1974b).
Numerous additional amendments affected the requirements for GPWS
design and use by: (1) defining specific technical performance and
environmental standards for GPWS systems (FAA, 1975a); (2) Ltcorporating Mode 5, Operation Below the Glide Slope, by June 1, 1976;
(3) extending some GPWS installation dates until June 1, 1976, in
recognition of delays in equipment deliveries; (4) waiving a provision
prohibiting deactivation of the GPWS system, until September 1, 1976,
in recognition of equipment reliability problems and attendant false
alarms; (5) redefining the aircraft covered by the ruling, exempting
the required GPWS vstem for aircraft with up to 30 passenges..seats, a
maximum payload up to 7,500 pounds, and a maximum zero-fuel weight up
to 35,000 pounds; and (6) further revising equipment standards,
involving alteration of the warning envelopes, to reduce false and
nuisance warnings (FAA, 1976).
In 1976/1977 a separate, ground-based warning system (also
intended to prevent CT-T accidents) was implemented. This system, the
"SAW element of ARTS-:), had been under development for the FAA since
the early 19i0s. MSAW became operational at Los Angeles and
Washington, D.C., in November 1976; initial operation at Denver,
Detroit, Houston, and St. Louis was in January 1977, and at the
remaining 57 ARTS-3 terminals by mid 197.
ti

With MSAW the air traffic controller receives a visual signal and
an aural alarm when an eligible aircraft penetrates or is predicted to
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minimum
penetrate (by extrapolating descent rates) a predetermined
The
MSAW
operates
in
two
modes.
safe altitude in the terminal area.
the
terminal
area
except
one provides for surveillance in all parts of
monitor
the final approach corridor. The second is tailored to
aircraft altitude versus position during the final approach.

ISSUES AND ATTITUDES

The initial GPWS ruling was issued just days after the crash of
Dulles
Trans World Flight 514--a Boeing 727--into a mountain near
International Airport. This was but one in a succession of CFIT
accidents in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The FAA had been evaluating airborne warning systems relating to CFIT accidents and was
However, the prcoplanning to adopt a GPWS ruling in April 1975.
in
sures following the Flight 514 accident prompted the FAA to act
December 1974.

Prior to 1975, accidents in which airliners flew into the ground
while in controlled flight had been a leading cause of accidents.
According to McDermott (1975), over 50 percent of all airline crashes
Bateman found
in the prior 20 years had fallen into that category.
(eman,
115 CFIT-type airline accidents for use as case studies
In part, radar altimeters and altitude alert systems (baro1972).
metric altimeter) were developed because of a concern for such
However, efforts to develop a comprehensive GPSW didn't
accidents.
start until 1966.
with
Advocacy for a mandatory domestic GPWS system probably began
Subsequently, the Airline Pilots Association
the NTSB about 1970.
Company
(ALPA) advocated such systems. By 1974, the Boeing Airplane
In
May
of
1974,
followwas planning to install GPWS in new aircraft.
World
ing its fourth fatal CFIT accident in three years, Pan American
equip
its
entire
fleet
with
GPWS
sysAirways initiated a program to
In September 1974, prior to the TWA 514 accident, FAA had
tems.
announced intent to adopt a GPWS ruling in early 1975.

There were legitimate doubts about the need for, or the prospecSome were skeptical of GPWS
tive effectiveness of, ste.t: systems.
containing
200 alert and warning
effectiveness in cockpits already
bells,
buzzers,
and sirens (McDermott,
lights and 20 or more warning
Thy speculated that if it was effective, it would be because
1975).
(2)
unlike the other warning systems it (1) couldn't be ignored and
in
its
origicouldn't he turned off. The FAA's skepticism was clear
nal amendment requiring GPWS (FAA, 1974a):
-The FAA believes that present instrumentation and inflight procedures provide for safe and adequate terrain clearance as long
as proper flight crew member discipline is maintained and approHowever, notpriate flight operations procedures are followed.
a number of
procedures
withstanding those instruments and
large
turbine-powered
airplanes
air carrier accidents involving
contact
with
the
ground,
and might
have been caused by inadvertent
proximity
warning
system
had
been
have been avoided if a ground
.
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.

.

installed to give warning of the impending disaster to the flight
crew."
Nor were these sectors alone in their skepticism.
In a technical
paper presented in early 1977, one human-factors expert wrote:
"An appealing, though perhaps somewhat simplistic, answer to vigilance and attention problems is to install warning devices which
are assumed to be attention demanding
There is never a
guarantee that any stimulus, regardless of its psychophysical
dimensions, will be correctly attended to 'correctly' because one
of the usual ways of dealing with warning devices, particularly in
the auditory mode, is to shut them off. The proposed ground
prnximity warning systems in the cockpit may be well intentioned,
and may indeed prevent some CFIT accidents, but human factors
specialists would do well to regard them with a measure of
skepticism. (Wiener, 1977)"
.

.

.

GPWS/MSAW IMPACT ON CFIT ACCIDENTS
To our knowledge, the impact of GPWS and MSAW implementation has
not been examined heretofore. That does not deny a general awareness
in the aviation community of fewer CFIT accidents. Bateman (1978)
noted the reduced airline CFIT accident fatalities during the early
years following GPWS introduction and the continuing fatal accidents
experienced by unequipped corporate fleets and U.S. military
transports.
To quantify the impact of GPWS and MSAW systems on CFIT accidents,
we examined NTSB accident data for 1971 through 1980, including unpublished data for 1979 and 1980 from internal NTSB records.
To qualify as an "appropriate" CFIT accident, an accident had to
involve the aircraft and operations types affected by the GPWS regulations.* That is, it must involve a large turbine-powered aircraft
operated under FARs 121, 123, or 135.
Accident fatalities were not a
criterion; the interest is in accidents of the CFIT type, not their
survivability. In fact, major airframe damage was not even a criterion.
Thus, as long as the aircraft made contact with ground, water,
or obstacles thereon, the accident was of interest--even if the crew
was able to get the aircraft airborne again following impact.
The more subtle criterion was that prior to impact the events in
the cockpit qualify the accident as Controlled-Flight-Into-Terrain
defined as:
"Controlled-flight-into-terrain accidents are those in which an
aircraft, under the control of the crew, is flown into terrain (or

*This approach might fail to capture aircraft not required to have
GPWS but equipped with altitude-reporting transponders and whose
accident frequency might be affected by MSAW alone.
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water or obstacles) with no prior awareness on the part of the
crew of the impending disaster."
Many accidents in the NTSB files involving hard landings, and runway
undershoots were excluded because the evidence of poor piloting techdisqualified
nique or control problems brought about by other causes
"controlled
flight".
them from being considered
In the 10-year period of interest, 19 accidents were identified
It was observed
which met the criteria discussed above (See Table 1).
the
years
following
GPWS
and MSAW
that the number of accidents in
If the
in
Figure
1.
implementation were markedly reduced as snown
1980--the
through
1975,
and
1976
through
study period is divided--1971
By
December
1,
labeled
as
post-GPWS.
second period can be reasonably
of
the
required
1975, it is estimated that approximately 80 percent
by
installations were completed. While the ensuing period was marked
installed
false
alarms,
most
systems
were
some deactivations due to
and functioning by September 1, 1976. Because MSAW implementation was
from November 1976 through June 1977, it is somewhat less precise to
call the second period a post-MSAW period.

Seventeen qualifiable CFIT accidents occurred during the first
By contrast, only two accidents occurred in the second
period.
This is a statistically significant reduction. By one test*,
period.
the probability of this being a coincidental reduction is less than
This dramatic reduction cannot be attributed to
seven in one million.
In fact, except for a 7 percent drop
decreases in aviation activity.
from 1973 to 1974, activity increased in every year from 1971 through
alternative to
1979 (FAA, 1979). Thus, the authors see no reasonable
effect
systems
have
had
.
profound
concluding that these two warning
in reducing CFIT-type accidents.
1977
The two CFIT accidents during the second period occurred in
1977
The
with
GPWS
systems.
Both aircraft were equipped
and 1978.
Kaysville,
Airlines
DC-8F
cargo
flight
near
accident involved a United
The 1978 accident was the more publicized crash of a National
Utah.
In the United
Airlines B-727 in EscambiaiBay near Pensacola, Florida.
believed
to
have
given
an
alert
prior
to
accident, the GPWS is
Voice
Recorder
precluded
determining
impact--an inoperative Cockpit
In the latter case, the GPWS did provide an
this with certainty.
The problem was compounded by the
alert. The alert was ignored.
Flight Engineer's action of shutting the GPWS off following the alarm
without the pilot's knowledge.

*Assuming that the number of accidents in any 5-year period is Poisson
distributed, then in the period 1971-1975, the number of accidents is
Poisson distributed with a mean rate of 17 accidents per 5-year
of observing two or less
period. Given that rate, the probability
period
is
calculated
as being 6.7 x
accidents in the second 5-year
10-6.
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TABLE 1
Ichintified CFIT Accidents During the Period 1971 Through 1980
From NTSB Data
Data and

NTSB

Location
02 17 71

DascriptIon

Report No.

Southern Airways DC-9-15 ',truck electrical transmission line
8,900' from runway during VOR Approach to Runway 13

AAR 71 14

Gulfport, MS
06.07 71
New Haven, CT

Allegheny Airlines Convair 580 struck beach cottages 4,890'
from runway during a non-precision approach to Runway 2

AAR-72-20

06-22 71

Northwest Airlines DC-9 31 struck water 3 miles short of
runway during VOR Approach to Runway 24

AAR-72-4

07 25-71
Manila, P I

Pan American Airways Boeing 707 hit mountain far from
airport following premature descent in preparation for It S
Approach

Unpub

09 04 71
Juneau, AK

Alaska Airlines Boeing 727 struck mountain 18 5 miles from
airport during Localizer Approach to Runway 8

AAR-72 28

12 29 72

Eastern Airlines L-1011 struck ground during unintentional
descent while holding at 2,000' 18 miles from airport

AAR 73 14

Miami, FL
04 10 73
Toledo. OH

Eastern Airlines Boeing 727 struck trees 6,400' short of runway during a Localizer Backcourse Approach to Runway 25

AAR 73 17

07-22 73
Papeete, Tahiti

Pan American Airways Boeing 707 struck water 3 miles from
airport while in a departure turn from Runway 4

Unpub

07 31 73
Boston, MA

Delta Airlines DC 9 struck seawall 3,000' from runway during
ILS Approach to Runway 4R

AAR-74 3

09 08 73
King Cove, AK

World Airways 0C-8 struck mountain 15 5 miles from airport
following a descent preparatory to making an instrument

AAR 74 6

Martha's Vineyard, MA

approach

09-27-73
Mena, AR

Texas Intl Convair 600 struck mountain during cruising flight

AAR 74 4

01 30 74
Pago Pago, Samoa

Pan American Airways Boeing 707 struck trees 3,865' short
of runway during ILS Approach to Runway 5

&AAR 777

04-22-74
Bali, Indonesia

Pan American Airways Boeing 707 crashed into high ground
37 miles from airport during NOB Approach procedural turn

Unpub

09 11 74
Charlotte. NC

Eastern Airlines DC 9-31 crashed 3.3 miles from runway
during VOR /WE Approach to Runway 36

AAR-75 9

12 01 74

Trans World Airlines Boeing 727 struck ridge 25 miles from
airport following clearance to VDRIDME Approach to
Runway 12

AAR 75 16

Wien Air Alaska F-27B struck mountain while circling to
land following a missed approach

AAR 76 1

Gambell, AK
11 12 75
Raleigh, NC

Eastern Airlines Boeing 727 struck ground 282' short of
runway during an ILS Approach to Runway 23

AAR 76 15

12 18 77
Kaysviile, UT

United Airlines 0C-8F crashed into mountain while holding
in preparation to landing

AAR 78 8

05.08 78

National Airlines Boeing 727 crashed Into water 3 miles from
runway during Radar Approach to Runway 25

AAR-78-13

Berryville. VA
08-30-75

Pensacola, > L

4J

k

., rj
,

AAR-74 15

GPWS/MSAW EFFECT ON THE OPERATIONAL DOMAIN
Traditionally, the ability to acquire significant quantities of
useful information from the operational aviation world--especially
Bateman
that pertaining to human error--has been quite limited.
performance
of
GPWS
systems,
(1978), 1, his paper assessing early
says:

"What about reported saves? It would be the rare individual
pilot, indeed, who would ever inform his chief pilot or company
president that he almost flew the company's airplane into a
mountain top, save for a timely, GPWS warning (let alone a copilot
or flight engineer's shout of 'Pull Up'). This is human nature.
On the other hand, we will surely hear of any nuisance alarm or
false warning.
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As a result of this human
element, the reported incidents of GPWS warning will
normally be those where the
aircraft position or unsafe
flight path is caused by
factors other than crew
judgement. An example is
improper ATC instruction.-
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This situation was dramatically altered with the
advent of the ASRS in 1976.
This voluntary reporting
system offers both confidentiality and limited immunity
to the reporter in exchange
for information on discrepancies and deficiencies in
the national aviation sysA large fraction of
tem.
the 24,000-plus reports
received to date are selfincriminating to the
reporter.
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FIGURE 1. Frequency of Controlled-Flight-IntoTerrain Accidents Before and After
GPWS/MSAW Implementation

A recent ASRS study "An Investigation of Reports of Controlled
Flight Toward Terrain (CFTT)" focused on reports from July 1976
through October 1980. For the period, the ASRS data base contains
about 23,000 reports. Of these, 266 reports outline occurrences or
situations providing insight into the CFTT problem area and 51
While the 266 reports
specifically mention either GPWS or MSAW.
air
carriers, the 51 GPWS/MSAW
involve general aviation and scheduled
with
air
carrier
operations.* Some
reports deal almost exclusively
appropriate;
others
allege the
imply that the GPWS/MSAW alarm was
nuisance
(see
Table
2).
resulting alarm to have been false or a

*The 22 MSAW alarms contained one general aviation and one military
case.
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The 22 valid GPWS or MSAW alarms include six where the GPWS or
MSAW gave the first warning of trouble and where, due to other
factors, the authors believe a CFIT accident would have otherwise
resulted. GPWS and MSAW each accounted for three of these probable
saves. Two other incidents, reported after the
CFIT study was
completed, fit in this category. Both involved MSAW alerts. One is
en ASRS report received in November 1980; the other is the wellpublicized incident involving the Argentine Airlines Boeing 707 on a
collision course with the 110-story World Trade Center in New York
City on February 20, 1981. The two incidents described below
indicate
the dramatic nature of some of these probable saves. The first example, a "GPWS save" in February 1977, at Hill AFB, Utah, involved an
air carrier transport. The incident occurred during daylight
hours
and under Instrument Meteorological Conditions (ItC).
"The GPWS actuated with a red light and 'whoop-Whoop pull-up'.
At
this time, we were on a radar vector by HIF Approach at an
assigned altitude of 11,000 feet. Vector heading assigned at that
time was 250 degrees. Radio
altimeter was observed to
pass 2,500 feet rapidly, and
power was initiated, climb
attitude established. The
radio altimeter passed
through 800 feet and gradually started up during the
climb.
After passing the
crest of the mountain,
everything returned to
normal."

TABLE2
Distribution of Reported
GPWS/MSAW Alarms
Total
Reports

Valel

GPWS

28

12

16

MSeer

22

Ir,

12

0

1

System

80TH

1
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Vellchte of Aierm
False/P4u 'some

22

The assigned 11,000 foot
altitude was the normal
Minimum Vectoring Altitude
(MVA) in use. Ordinarily,
it would have provided adequate clearance of a 9,674 foot MSL mountain
peak in route. However, following landing, an investigation
revealed
a deep low pressure trough aloft. Because of it, and its effect on
the barometric altimeter, the aircraft was probably 1,400 feet lower
than its altimeters indicated. The MVA for that area was subsequently
raised to 12,000 feet.
The second example, an "MSAW save" in November 1980, near Tampa,
Florida, involved a large air carrier transport. The incident
occurred at night ender IMC conditions.
"The aircraft was executing a Localizer Back Course Approach to
Runway 18R at Tampa International Airport. Keno, which is the
final approach fix on the approach, is located 5.5 miles from the
airport and has a mandatory crossing altitude of 2,000 feet. The
aircraft made his initial call up to Tampa Tower stating that he
was coming up on Keno. At this time, he was cleared to land, which
he then acknowledged and asked if the visibility was still holding
at a couple of miles.
He was told the visibility was 5 miles and
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him as he
he acknowledged. I received a low altitude alarm for
300
the
airport
and
his
altitude
indicated
was about 4 miles from
alert advising him of
feet. I immediately issued a low altitude
indicated
200 feet. He
his position and his altitude which now
it."
acknowledged and said he was checking

In a November 19, 1975 letter, the Air Transport Association of
America (ATA) petitioned the FAA to amend FAR paragraphs 121.303 and
121.360 to provide relief until September 1, 1976, from the requirement that the ground proximity warning system required by paragraph
121.360 be in operable condition before takeoff. This petition was
motivated by false alarm problems experienced by ATA's member airlines. In its amendment acting an this petition FAA quoted parts of
the ATA letter (FAA, 1975b).
"At least two major carriers are experiencing an unacceptably high
number of false and nuisance alarms. More specifically, a false
warning occurs when the system alarms, although system parameters
takedo not call for one. For example, warnings have occurred on
while
the
aircraft
is
in
a
positive
rate
off when the alarm sounds
envelopes
which
would
require
the
of climb well outside the TS0
warning. Warnings have occurred in cruise at high altitude for
unexplained reasons, as well as during approach when the aircraft
is on the localizer and glide slope over flat terrain."
The ATA was concerned with the effect of numerous false and nuisance
warnings.
"Pilots will quickly lose confidence in this system if this continues for even a short period of time. Once they lose confidence, it will be practically impossible to regain. Then, the
efforts of both FAA and industry to realize the safety benefits
which this system promises will have gone for nothing. We will
have spent thousands of man-hours and millions of dollars on a
black box that nobody trusts."
As reported earlier, the ASRS system received reports
both GPWS and MSAW false or nuisance alarms. While their
not a valid statistical indicator of the actual number of
experienced, the reports provide some useful insight into
enon (see Table 3).

detailing
number is
false alarms
the phenom-

While false alarms for GPWS and MSAW occurred in all phases of
flight, most occurred in the final approach phase (see Table 4).
Of the 29 incidents, 12 occurred in visual meteorological
conditions (VMC), 8 in IMC. The remainder were not identified. The
amount of VMC operation--in contrast with that in IMC--may influence
the number of reports received in that category. The high number of
VMC incidents may also result from the wider range of flight paths
flown in VMC, as opposed to precision instrument approach flight
The probability of violating the alarm envelopes of these
paths.
systems would be greater under such circumstances.
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TABLE 3

TABLE 4
Distribution of Reported False or Nuisance GPWS/
MSAW Alarms by System and Phase of Flight

Distribution of Reported False or Nuisance
GPWS/ MSAW Alarms by System and Year
Calendar
Year

Tot&
Reports

GPWS

Wilmot, Sy stem
MSAW

Phase of
FrMht

Both

Total
Reports

GPWS

Worn mg Sy stem
MSAW

Both

1978'

5

5

0

0

amsb

1

1

0

0

1977

6

1

4

0

Crum

1

I

0

0

1978

11

6

4

I

Descent

3

1

0

1

1979

4

1

2

0

Initial Approach

1

1

0

0

1980"

3

1

2

0

Final Approach

22

10

12

0

1

Unknown

1

0

0

16

12

29

16

12

1

29

1

The reporters of these incidents--83 percent pilots--expressed
various concerns about false or ndisance alarms.
These concerns
indicated four hazards: (1) encountering a midair collision while
performing a mandatory pull-up, (2) losing control of the aircraft
while distracted, (3) ignoring a valid alarm because of system
credibility problems, and (4) ignoring a valid alarn through a
misunderstanding of exactly what triggered it.
'-"N

In four reported cases the flight responded to a CPUS alarm with
the required pullTup maneuver. each alarm was subsequently discovered
to have been false.
Since each such uncoordinated pull-up has some
risk of a midair collision, the pilots wonder if the cure isn't worse
than the disease.
In many cases the distraction of the alarms- -both MSAW and CPUS
was cited as the greatest concern.
That such distraction could lead
to a loss of control was realized in two reported cases.
In a
daylight visual approach to San Francisco International Runway 28L,
full flap extension could not be achieved in the late stages of the
final approach.
Because of other traffic and a fog bank in the
missed-approach corridor, a decision was made to continue the approach
to landing.

"Increasing the sink rate to approximately 1,500 feet per minute
and spooling the engines simultaneously provides a good stable
platform two miles from the end of the runway. This was the
maneuver that was in progress at the time the ground proxinity
warning system was triggered to a pull-up alert because of the
increased sink rate. Since there is no means of silencing the CPUS
system and since the audio level is extremely high, all cockpit
and tower communications were blocked at this point in tine.
Speed callouts, sink rate callouts, height above the runway callouts were not possible.
This, in effect, denied a coordinated
crew function! The landing was effected without incident."
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One terse pilot report tells the story of a daylight VMC approach to
HonolUlu.
"GPWS malfunction in gusty wind conditions on short final, on
glide slope, gear down, full flaps (50 degress), speed VRef + 10
knots, GPWS says 'too low, flaps'. A quick scan showed everything
Alert second officer pulled circuit breaker. Distraction
OK.
caused airspeed to go below VRef at a time when recovery was
often, create
difficult. False signals from GPWS, which occur
such a distraction that flight safety is impaired."
Numerous reporters expressed concern that false alarms hurt the
system's credibility and lead to ignoring it when valid. Two dramatic
The
cases of ignored valid alarms demonstrate this type of problem.
International
Airport
under
VMC
first is a night approach to Tampa
conditions.
"Approach to 18R using VASI was stabilized and in visual glide
At approximately 300 to 400 feet MSL, ground proximity
path.
warning system activated giving a 'pull-up'. Immediate reaction
meaning in
was 'what the hell is causing it to go off this time',
my mind 'what's wrong with the GPWS', not 'what is it trying to
I have experienced literally dozens of these warnings
tell me'.
where there was no significance to the warning. I am conditioned.
down
I did glance over to see that the landing gear was indicating
and locked and the First Officer pushed the glide path cancel
During roll out I discovBut we continued to touch down.
light.
ered that the flaps were at 25 degrees, which is not a landing
flap

.

.

."

The second example involves a nighttime approach to Kansas Ctty AirRunway
port under VMC conditions. After planning for an approach to
01, the flight was granted permission for a more expedient approach to
The clearance came late, and the aircraft had to be manRunway 19.
euvered significantly to make the change.
"I was prepared for a steep initial descent in a short turn-in,
had frequency and localizer course at hand and already selected.
I kept the Flight Director bars centered through the approach.
The GPWS alarm went off but was ignored as giving erroneous
. normal landing followed. Not until later did I
warnings
realize I had the wrong ILS frequency selected."
.

.

Alarms have been construed as false because the flight crew did
This has happened in
not understand which factor triggered the alert.
MSAW alerts where the tower has advised of a "low altitude" alert.
The flight crew checks the altitude only to find that it is normal
when excessive rate of sink was the cause of the alarm.

CONCLUSIONS

GPWS and MSAW warning systems have brought about a dramatic
reduction in CFIT accidents and undoubtedly have saved hundreds of
GPWS or MSAW was Ilkely the sole factor in the prevention of
lives.
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several accidents; in other cases, while accompanied or followed by
other warnings, their role was likely decisive in preventing the
accident.
Although false alarms are a nuisance and cause for concern, there
is no evidence of any accident having been caused by such false alarm.
Many pilots and controllers are not aware of the net benefit of
the GPWSIMSAW systems. One ASRS report reflects a view held by many:
"In my opinion and also the opinion of my fellow pilots, the GPWS is
more likely to cause an accident than to prevent one."
The efficacy of the GPWS system, versus the perceived value of
warning devices held by some, probably traces to its two unique
characteristics - it can't be ignored and it can't be disarmed with
anonymity.
How much room this leaves for adding other tenacious
alarms remains to be seen.
In the face of serious hazards to flight (e.g., the rash of CFIT
accidents prior to 1975), it may not be optim-1 or desirable to carry
prevention device or procedures development to rerfection before
implementation.
The valid (alarm criteria are met) but nuisance alarms frequently benefit flight safety by inducing the crew to examine, in
retrospect, the conditions leading to the alarm. This has led to the
detection of system problems or deficiencies.
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ASSESSING EMERGENCY INTERFACE DESIGN
William C. Allen
Stanford University
INTRODUCTION

A functional model of beam dynamics has a theoretical basis in elasticity and
mechanics.
Similarly, a functional model of man/machine interaction must have
an underlying theoretical basis for how the man and the machine respond to their
environments.
In most slrcumstances, control theory provides an adequate
theoretical model for the\mechanical system.
Efforts to adapt this theory to
the human operator have encountered severe limitations -- especially in unfamiliar
or multi-attribute control environments (i.e., emergencies or strategic level
decision making).
If we designed buildings using an elasticity model valid over a very narrow
region, we would be careful not to employ this model as a predictor of system
response outside that region (otherwise out building might fall down).
We can
criticize almost all existing interface design procedures because they assume
(usually,implicitly) Chat an optimal control model. for operator response is valid
over the entireeange of control environments. Therefore, it should not be surprising that performance o these systems degrades'seriously when exposed to
situations where this assumption is invalid.

An img4rtant byproduct of this realization is that if ap;explicit todel of human
response is not incorporated into a design procedure, an implicit model will take
its place.
Clearly, something as criticalLas operator response should not be
left to default modelling.
Cognitive psychologists have developed a general theory for human information
perception, storage, retrieval and manipulation based -on the notion of schemata.
One difficulty with modelling human response using schema./fRM!ry is that there
is little understanding o the underlying mechanisms.of schema manipulation.
However, in the same way, hat it is notnocessary to understand the nuances of
molecular interactions
make' predictive theories about materials behavior, i:
can be hopeethat we can address human response tendancies based on a,macro
%
level schema theory.
The next section highlight.' the fundamentals of schema theory necessary fdr
this discussion.
The third section addresses how the process of schema selection
optimization appears to.represent a reasonable descriptive model of gperator
response.
In the fourth section, this model is expanded to provide an analytical
approach to assessing interface design.

The result is a structured approach to addressing human decision making/action
selection over a wide range of operating environments. Simulation can be used
to illuminate the different path3 the inferential decision maker can take 'given'
a particular display/control format and a given set of status/warning indications.
It is hoped that future work in this area will allow this modelling/simulation/
analysis process to be codified.
The result would be a general design procedure
or emergency interfaces:
/Y
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Introduction to Schemata
By constraining system design to include a "man in the loop", we are forced
to recognize and address fhe issues of non-normative deCision making typical
Schema theory provides a robust mechanism through which
of human response.
we can address human information processing. Three structures must exist for
schema theory to function:
1.

2.

3.

Semantic knowledge structures. These are semantic networks between
key variables in a frequently encountered phenomenon.
Episodic memory structures. The key feqtures in an experience (es
well'as connectors between the features and the moderating schemata)
are retained as episodic memory traces.
ScheMa seledtion optimization.,

Two levels of optimization must occur:

/-- Ty relative costs of delays and potential perception errors
must be rapidly balanced when selecting the schema to be used
?to stiructure'exogenous data.
an
--The costs of validating and determining the uniqueness
is
used
"apparently valid" schema must be optimized before it
to generate response scenarios.

Semantic and episodic knowledge structures are'highlyinteractive and mutually
Semantic memory provides the framework used to encode and recall
supportive.
tichness to
episodic memory traces. Episodic memory traces provide experiential
"similar"
or analogous
a partially instantiated schema by allowing experience' with
situations to be brought into the evaluatAn.
limited
With this approach, we would predict that an operatqr would deal with
for
"re1resentative"
sensory data by reaching into his episodic memory sores
This-ibility to draw from ,
values and constraints for unavailable iariables,
Conversely,
past experiences provides added "context"rwhen evaluating7a situation.
fated episodic memory traces can be "reconstructed" using the implied context?
and constraints available through the semantic knowledge structure.
-

Optimizing Schema Selection
load all!'
Limitations in short term memory dictate that peopleAo.ndt simply
of
available sensory data $nto atmemory buffer and perform'an exhaustive sort
schemata to determine the best fit. \Instead, we expect that a "reasonably
valid" schema is rapidly chosen and used as a framework to organize the sensory
If a selected schema fails to provide an adeqUate fit for subsequent
data.
sensory data, it is rejected in favor of a new scnema.

From this, we would expect the:: inhibition of invalid schemata must play an
Otherwise, we would be
important role in the initial schema selection process.
through
bombarded with potentially invalid schemata and have to conciously sort
which
appear
central
(and
their
them all. Therefore, the attended features
schemata whose variables
apparent semantic connections) must serve to inhibit all
or ,-itructures do net permit such eatures.
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Since this sort takes place very rapidly, a hierarchy of the variables in a
schema must exist.
This initial sort must compare the "central" sensory
features to schemata with similar central variable constraints.
Based on these (and other) considerations, a " branch and bound" optimization
strategy appears to be an appropriate model for the initial schema selection
optimization process. This approach allows schema selection to be dependent
on both previously attended information and prior decision path.
Experiential
and analytical heuristics are used to estimate the schema which "appears" t(
contain the greatest potential for providing a solution.
Other heuristics
are used to estimate the uniqueness of the solutions resulting from the use
of that schema.
Before modifying the branch and bound approach to accommodate schema
optimization, it is worthwhile to review the steps in the general algorithm:
1.

Partition the solution place into mutually exclusive, collectively
exhaustive sub-spaces.

2.

Develop upper bounds (assuming a maximization problem) for each of
the sub-spaces.

3.

Test each upper bound solution to determine if it is feasible.

4.

If one (or more) feasible solution exists, make the highest
of these the incumbent solution.

5.

If any of the following are true, the sub-space is considered
fathomed:
-- subspaces whose upper bound solution is also feasible
--sub-spaces with upper bounds lower than the incumbent solution
--sub-spaces containing no feasible solutions

Fathomed sub-spaces can be removed frym further consideration.
6.

Take either the highest (the most promising) or the most recent
of the unfathomed sub-spaces (depending on the branching rule
employed) and partition it into smaller sub spaces.

7.

Go back to step 2 and continue until all subspaces are fathomed -the incumbent solution at this point will be an optimal solution.

The schema selection algorithm would follcw the same general pattern:
1.

The "solution space" is partitioned by activating schemata with
appropriately constrained "central" variables and inhibiting
inappropriate schemata.
Within these overlapping sub-spaces simple
cause-effect relationships exist between focal and peripheral components or sub-systems.
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2.

3.

4.

Constraints provided by episodic memory are used to provide "quick
access" bounds on the "goodness of fit" of all active schemata.
The best "quick fit" would be selected as a candidate schema. Using
available features to partially instantiate the candidate would form
constraints
a test of it's feasibility (i.e., if structural or variable
be
fathomed
and
removed
from
consiwere violated, the schema would
deration.
The "stopping rule" for the schema search algorithm would be based
on either the difference between the "goodness of fit" of the
partially instantiated candidate schema and other active schemata
or the difference between the episodic associations activated by
the partially instantiated candidate and those activated by the
available features (i.e., improved "goodness of fit" of the partially
instantiated schema inhibits activation of alternate schemata while
poor "goodness of fit" increases their activation).

When applied to schema selection, branching
number of hypotheses which are "candidates"
one hypothesis receives activation from the
little or no cognitive effort is required.
selections should appear "automatic" (i.e.,

difficulty can be considered the
If only
for interpreting the data.
attended)
features,
available (or
These unambiguous hypothesis
require no cognitive effort).

Conversely, if multiple hypotheses (or no hypothesis) receive activation,
conscious hypothesis selection must occur since some means must exist for
For example, if conscious hypothesis selection
organizing the available data.
unable to
does not take place in an ambiguous situation, the operator will be
make "sense" of it and will take no action.
by
This discussion implies that ambiguous situations will be predominated
unambiguous
situations
will
be
pre"conceptually driven processing" while
This points out a significant difference
dominated by "data driven processing".
between designing routine and emergency interfaces:

by providing adequate
-- Routine situations can be effectively controlled
sensory input (data driven processing predominates).
appropriate perceptions of
-- Emergency situations require simulation of
processing
the situation to allow adequate response (conceptually driven
predominates).
data, while action
Since initial schema selection is used to encode available
allocation
of
resources,
we
would expect
selection involves an irrevocable
Although
additional schema optimization testing before action is allowed.
it's accepconsidered
reasonable
and
feasible
after
the incumbent schema can be
be
resolved.
tance as a sensory data framework, it's uniqueness remains to

trival-to umbiguous situations, this fathoming of alternate candidates is
there are no alternate candidates. Therefore, we can expect that these
situations can lead to "slips" when relatively rare alternatives are the
For example, if an indicator "always" implies a particular
"correct" choice.
action during normal system operation, we can expect "intrusions" of that
indicator
action during emergency operations where the implications of that
may be more ambiguous.
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this approach asserts that the schema will remain unchanged
unless contradictory evidence is found. Since evidence is asserted to be requested for
the purpose of confirming the current hypothesis, we can expect that
an
incorrect hypothesis formed on the basis of weak evidence will be
more resistant to change based on new, better data than a hypothesis formed
on the basis
of the new data alone.
For example, when critical data is unavailable, several
schemata might be selected with equal validity.
Exposure to a few noncritical features contradictory to the intial schema selection will likely
result in the operator "explaining away" the new features rather
than changing
schemata.

Assessing Interface Design
Although schema theory provides valuable insights, it lacks the
computational
structure necessary for quantitative analysis. The branch and hound model for
schema manipulation provides the needed structure but does not include
a
systematic means for handling uncertainty in our knowledge of the
interactions
between model parameters or uncertain outcomes.
Phis shortcoming can be resolved (to some extent) by adopting
a modified
decision analysis approach to interface design assessment.
Since the structural
models used in decision analysis share with tranch and bound
a sequential treelike structure, the models should be compatible.
Figure
depi,ts a "status annunciating" display configuration for a simple
oil transport/storage system.
This system assumes that the oil source (i.e.,
tankers) is to be unloaded as quickly as possible and that
excess pumping
capacity is diverted to temporary oil storage tanks. The valves can he open
or closed, pressures can be zero, low, medium or high and the pump can be set
at off, slow or fast.
If probtems develop, they will he annunciated by the
lights at the bottom of the display.
1

Figure 2 is the abbreviated decision tree which
presents a simplified structural model for an inferential decision maker. Note that the structural model
follows the same general format outlined in the discussion of schema
theory
but excludes all functional details. Figure 3 is a truncated decision
tree
which results when this model is applied to the example display format.
.

The dependence of decision variables on attended information and the heuristic
nature of the hypothesis formation process causes the "decision" variables to
retain a Ababiltstic nature.
The probability associated with the selection
of a candidate "decision" depends on the "degree of association" existing
between the candidate and the hypothe,
given a particular generating scenario.
This approach is consistent with the activation model for schema moderated
behavior presented in the previous section.
At this level of sophistication in the inferential decision model, the
assignment of probabilities to the branches of a decision node would be entirely subjective.
"Relsonable" values for these probabilities would be derived from
experience with similar systems, results of pencil and paper or simulator
stud ion, or from "engineering judgement".
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Additional detail can he incorporated into the model by including an "attended
features" branch prior to schema selection (as schema theory would dictate).
In this way, probability assignments for schema selection would be conditional
on the attended features and/or the contents of short-term memory immediately
prior to schema selection.
Although this would reduce the subjectivity of the schema selection probability
estimates, it greatly increases the computational difficulty of the problem by
necessitating the inclusion of a significant number of "attended featurer'
branches into the model (the number of branches would be approximately the
number of observable features chosen the size of working memory at a time
a huge number for any realistic situation.
To a large extent, this difficulty can be overcome by eliminating trivial or
redundant branches.
However, a more likely solution would he expected to lie
in adopting a simulation approach to enumerating the effects of various attended
feature combinations.
Regardless, a great deal of analysis would be required
to assess the impact of various attended feature combinations on schema selection.
In the simple model presented, action selection and information request
probability estimates would be based on experience, intuition or the results
of simple experiments.
However, an expanded model could include concitional
f
branches to account for the predictable effects of requested information on
schema activation and inhibition. Additional conditional branches could be
included to account for the effects of differing schema fathoming or stopping
rule strategies on information requests and action selection.
For example, time pressure, experience, environmental distractions and motivation can all have a reasonably predictable influence on these parameters.
Conditional branches can be included to allow for these variations.
As system
reliability is allowed to degrade, the dynamic nature of the task is allowed
to increase or time sharing activity is increased, additional conditional
branches would have to he included to account for the effects.
It is important to make a distinction between computational and theoretical
modelling difficulty.
The advantage of a structural model is that explicit
assumptions are made about the path taken to reach a particular decision or
event.
The constraints imposed by these preconditions makes it much easier
to predict what will happen at that particular point in time. The difficulty
lies in the computational burden of going through all the possibilities and
estimating what will happen at each.

Therefore, this approach reduces the theoretical complexity of the analysis
at the cost of increased computational difficulty. Fortunately, it is far
easier to develop computational short-cuts and streamlined algorithm's to
=;olve these computationally more complex problems than it is to develop a
omprehensive theory about human information processing.
For example, a progressive model building/sensitivity analysis approach might
allow significant "pruning" of redundant or trivial branches before they have
to he expliritly evaluated. This would be acromplished by developing a simple

w,/

structural model, making "ball park" estimates for the possible branch s and
their probabilities and performing a sensitivity analysis t determine which
branches appear to be most important. Less important variables would be set
at "nominal values" while the complexity of the model would be increased for
Oddly enough, this is exactly the process that schema
the critical variables.
theory predicts takes place in human information processing.
Simulation can be used to enumerate decision and event chains which present
a significant hazard (hazard is defined as the probability of a decision/event
Additional modelling effort can be
chain times the "cost" of the outcome).
given to addressing the interaction of the variables in decision/event chains
representing the greatest hazard.
At the very least, this approach has the benefit of explicitly enumerating the
man/machine/environment interaction assumptions necessary to design an interThe combination of formalized structure and simulation aids the designer
face.
to uncover unintuitive or insideous sources of operator or system error. Knowledge of biases in human information processing can be used to ferret out potential "slips" or inferential errors which would not be illustrated by an optimal
Further, the structure of this approach
control or sequential analysis approach.
maket it less likely that a designer will assume his own response biases in
assessing potential operator response.
The major benefit of an approach of this kind is it's usefulness in overcoming
one of the greatest difficulties (and dangers) in a priori caution and warning
system design-- in order for problems to be clearly and unambiguously annunciated,
the possibility of operator uncertainty at all potential decision points must
be foreseen by the designer.

Prospects for the Future
It is entirely possible that cross-situational consistency in certain categories
of response can be uncovered by a structured approach such as the one proposed.
If these consistencies can be codified into either a simulation or rule based
system, it may be possible to evaluate interfaces in a fraction of the time
necessary to "start from scratch".
Further, if a system of evaluation can be codified, it can be used to optimize
This presents the possibility of elevating interthe design of the interface.
face design from a "satisfycing" approach to one where the designer can quantitatively estimate how far the proposed system deviates from "optimal". This
would allow him to perform "value of information" studies to judge how much
additional expense or research effort is warranted in attempting to improve
the design.
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THE EFFECTS OF ALERT PRIORITIZATION
AND INHIBIT LOGIC ON PILOT PERFORMANCE
D. A. Po-Chedley
Douglas Aircraft Company

The purpose of this study was to provide some preliminary
insight into the potential benefits that might be associated with
alert prioritization and inhibit logic.
Prioritization employs an
electronic display medium (i.e., a CRT) and sophisticated computer
logic to automatically prioritize failure information, thus allowing
the flight crew to assess a multiple failure situation in a more
expedient manner.
Inhibit logic provides the capability to allow the
alerting system to inhibit non-essential information during high
workload flight segments.
Twelve commercially rated pilots participated, 'each completing
12 flights during which, they were told, a multiple failure situation
might occur.
In terms of fault correction time, the use of prioritization resulted in a significant reduction in response times
(p .001).
The use of inhibit logic also resulted in a noticeable
improvement, although not significant across all measurements.
Performance on the fault correction task was clearly the poorest
when neither prioritization nor inhibit logic was used.
Pilots made
significantly more response input errors when neither cure was
employed.
In response to a debriefing questionnaire, the pilots
showed a clear preference for the use of prioritization with or
without inhibit logic as an aid in identifying the appropriate
failure correction sequence.
In the absence of prioritization,
they exhibited a strong preference for the use of inhibit logic
over conventional presentation techniques.
Suggestions for future
research are made.
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PROCRU:

A MODEL FOR ANALYZING FLIGHT CREW PROCEDURES
IN APPROACH TO LANDING

S. Baron, G. Zacharias, R. Muralidharan,

R. Lancraft

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.,
10 Moulton Street
Cambridge, Maine 02238

PROCRU, a new simulation model for analyzing crew procedures
in approach to landing, is described. The model is a system model
that can account for vehicle dynamics, environmental disturbances
and crew activities in information processing, decision making,
control and communication. Crew sub-tasks are defined based on a
Information processing
time-line analysis of nominal procedures.
and control behavior is modeled after the approach utilized in the
Decision making behavior is based on
Optimal Control Model.
maximizing subjective expected gain. The result is a complex,
stochastic model for analyzing the impact on approach and landing
of system, procedure and crew variables.

r
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ERGONOMIC ASPECTS IN COCKPIT LAY-OUT

H. AUBAUER

.W. SPERR

Austrian Flight Safety Board
Vienna, Austria

INTRODUCTION

There is no question that the pilot's role has changed. The days of
the autocratic.Captain are long past and it seemed more appropriate to
call the present era that of the system manager. In this time the importance
of the ergonomic fundamentals of cockpit panel design experienced a further
increase.

Today theretis much more to ergonomics in a man-machine system design
than meets the eye. Yet the displays, controls and panel design, like the
tip of an iceberg to a seaman, are almost all the pilot is consciously aware
of in the application of human factors engineering to his flying task.
Although panel esign is only a part of the ergonomics package it is
one that should not be negletted. All those involved in panel design and
operation, from the electronics engineer to the airline 'flight instructor
and government accident investigator, should be aware of the human factor
principles applying to cockpit panels. Pilots, flight engineers, accident
investigation officers, aircraft system designers, certifying authorities,
maintenance engineers all, at some time, come face to face with the human
factor aspects of flight station panel design.

Some are involved, protesting, because they cannot operate one switch
without inadvertently actuating another, or because they cannot properly
read an annunciator in the sunlight. Some are concerned with tight packaging
of the electronics so that counters of sufficient size for the pilot to
read can be installed. Others spend time retouching the paintwork of the
panel because, in service, disturbing light leaks through the chipped
edges, creating glare. Alle are engaged, wether they are aware of it or
not, in activity associated with ergonomics of panel design.
Panel and display design technology is progressing. In time many of
the problems discussed here, such as counter movement, will have a very
special interest only. Nevertheless for many in the industry this day is
still a long way off, and meanwhile it is necessary to optimise human
factor aspects of current technology.

CURRENT DEFICIENCIES

But why should there still be deficiencies after all these years of
experience? Why has the dperator, the maintenance man, the flight instructor,
the adapt.to less than optimum panel design?
de

Panel design
like most cockpit design features - must be a
compromise. A compromise because of space limitations, of availibility of
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of cost. Yet
suitable components, of electronic packaging requirements and
certainly
do
better, and
even allowing for these natural obstacles we could
owing
to
a
lack of
the reason we have not done so in the past is largely
specification and
concerned
with
panel
human factor orientation among those
the
design. And a lack of adequate, competent feed-back from the users to
manufacturers.

It may be necessary for an aircraft manufacturer to return a new
with compromises,
panel many times to the vendor before it is finally found,
in terms of both
illustrates
the
problem
we
face
to be acceptable. This
ergonoTics and economics.
To some extent, the lack of human eactor orientation can be explained
training facilities
by the fact that until recently there were no suitable
interface in
involved
in
the
man-machine
anywhere in the world where those
directly
short
course
in
Human
Factors
transport aviation could get a
since 1972
applicable to their own industry and their own tasks. Although,
manufacturers
(l),
and
certain
aircraft
different courses are available
it wibel be some
have carried out some very limited internal programmes,
applying their
properly
trained
staff
time before all establishments have
of design. And, of course, a
knowledge in this vitally important aspect
realisation
prerequisite must be a recognition of the need for progress and a
ergonomics
is the
that a better understandung of the applied technology of
key to such progress.
already
Whether designing a new panel, or evaluating one that has
will
thorough
human
factor
approach
been put together, a systematic and
and
avoid
costly
pay off. It will ensure optimum operating efficiency
in
changes to the hardware later in the design and development phase, or
service under pressure of operational necessity.
(06).
Here some geneial guidlines for this ergonomic exercise

LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILItY: SIGHT AND REACH
it
Before beginning to consider details of the panel configuration,
which the
of
the
operational
use
to
is essential to review some aspects

Fig. 01:

Glareshield Panel in a DC-9 cockpit
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panel controls or displays are tp be applied. The location requirements
for sight (displays) and reach (controls) may be quite, different, though.some controls
such as certain switches for which no other annunciation
is provided - act as their own annunciator and must. be seen as well'' ,
reached. The glareshield panel (Fig. 01) is one example of.a locatioh
that is rather suitable for b9th sight and reach, and, furthermore,
accessible lo both pilots.
It is imperative for the designer to know where the panel is to be
located, so that he can take into account viewineangles and distances
from the cockpit reference eye positions.. This will influence the shape
and size of panel cut-outs for instruments and readouts; mounting angles,
location and size of nomenclature on the panel, and positioning of controls.
Generally, 28-30 inches viewing distance is assumed for the main flight
instruments panel ahead of each pilot. ,

LOCAVON AND ACCESSIBILITY: PRIORITY FOR USE
In establishing the cockpit location of a panel, the aircraft
manufacturer or airlin'e evaluator should have taken into account operating
procedures - who does what
and the priority of accessibility for each
crew member. He should then hove given specific instructions to the
equipment vendor regardihg the viewing angles required, and the direction
from which switches or controls must be handled.
Some conflicts are bound to arise at this stage, because different
airlines use different crew compositions; crew members may have different
qualifications and a somewhat allocation of tasks. The common or basic
panel location, and the panel design based upon it, is therefore not always optimum for all operators. This may be partcularly noticeable in
connection with the ON/OFF position of switches, of which more later.
However, there is a trend for the aircraft manufacturer to become more
closely involved with operating procedures, and this works in favour of
matching cockpit design to eventual airline crew operation.
Panels used in emergency procedures will need to be located in a
position where they can always be reached, even if one crew member is
temporarily absent from his station. Individual airlines may need other
than a "basic" aircraft location of such panels to achieve this, taking
into account their own crew task distribution policy.

LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY: INSTALLATION
Panels installed horizontally on the pedestal or consoles are
vulnerable to damage from briefcases, tool boxes, spilled coffee and dirt.
Long delicate control knobs and openings in or around the panel should
therefore be avoided. The aircraft manufacturer and airline will ensure
that cup holders (and ash trays) are kept well away from such panels, as
the cost of spillage into panels can be a significant proportion of
electronic panel maintenance. Special panel construction must be specified
to
such'damage risk.
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switches may be
Vertically mounted panels require special attention as
hand
is
being
bounced
as
a result of
difficult to operate if the pilot's
adviceable to
rough
surface.
It
is
in-flight turbulence or taxying on a
which the pilot can
ensure the availability of some structure against
switches may be used,
steady his hand while making selections. Push-button
again
be
kept
in
mind
when arranging
altough this turbulence factor must
their size and proximity to each.other.
..

pilot's head for
Roof panels are normally too low and too close to the
extremely
displays
in
this
area
are
optimum operation. In particular,
visibility
for both
difficult to design in such a way as the ensure proper
pilots, and their installation here should he avoided if possible.
unsuitable on an overhead
Counters recessed behind the panel face are very
bezel vision
panel, as are s'mall instrument dials, owing to parallax and
spectacles"
may have
cut-off. For the more senior pilots today,"bifocal
"trifocals", with the need to focus on
become the name of the game-perhaps
the outside world.
the overhead panel, the main instrument pane1, and
the
Incidentally, the question of head clearance has been studied by
amended
in
the
near
SEA S-7 Committee and ARP 268E (01) is likely to be
future to establish new criteria.
aircraft manufacturer should be aware of
At an early design stage the
should have noted
the proposed location of the panel in the cockpit, and
the type of controls used and
any possible abstructions that may dictate
4
the location of the switches and displays.

..---.......

avoids
The "sweep on" switch position concept, which
panels
from one
ambiguity on near vertical panels and allows relocation of
ON/OFF
disturbing
conformity
with
the
cockpit location to another without
concept.
Fig. 02;
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In addition, he should be aware of the incidence of reflections, and
whether or not dirct sunlight can be expected to fall on the panel.
Certainly he should specify an antireflective coating on all glass surfaces,
and if direct sunlight can be expected to fall on the panel, this will rule
out the use of many types of annunciator and dictate colour and brightness
levels. For critical annunciators, such as those associated with Flight
talidance Modes, attention to this requirement is imperative, though too
often neglected in current aircraft.
A fundamental choice that needs to be made is whether the nomenclature
should be in upper case (capital) letters only, or in lower case as in tint,
:ext. Here we must clearly differentiate between legibility
the ahil ,v
to identify letters for what they are
and readability, which is the
ability to recognize the group of letters as occurs during normal reading.

for speed of reading printed texts, lower case letters have been
shown to be preferable owing to the better worldform. Many road signs are
made this way. However, some experimental work has shown that fo:
applications other than ordinary printing, upper case letters may be
preferable as they seemed to result in fewer errors and faster recognition
time.

Certainly, there will be no dispute that abbreviations such as as,
qi should appear in capitals, though placards giving
information as a text (e.g. caution placards) will no doubt remain d
subject of debate.
1D(, VHF and s,

The U.S. military specification (02) calls for upper case placarding
only, and this policy appears to have become widely adopted. Yet, aircraft
such as the british Hawker Siddeley Trident
whose cockpit was
ergonomically quite advanced when conceived
used both upper and lower
,_ase; although now, owing to the need to standardise on one type upper
ise letters only have been adopted reluctantly on all new Hawker Siddeley
aircraft. The International Organisation for Standardisation has published
d document on this subject but in France, as elsewhere, this is oniv partly
:allowed in the national standard.
The argument about the use of upper and lower case letters is not vet
full:. resolved, and we can expect it to be raised periodically in the
future.

PANEL CHARACTERISTICS: LIGHTING
Panel lighting must be compatible with that of the rest of the
.oLkpit. This is most likely to be assured if the panel is delivered bv
tut. aircraft manufacturer (Seller Furnished) because in new commercial
air, rat t the characteristics can then be expected to meet SEA ARP 1161
(Th. When panels are Buyer or Customer Furnished, problems can he expec ted
unless the airline has previously specificai 4
quired and checked that
tiro p.tuel lighting meets ARP 1161.

is an astonishing and regrettabc .act chat in current dit(raft,
,'iting specifications can differ not only between difterent manufacturers,
I s i
but
between different aircraft models from the same manufacturer. The
It

I
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ivallabilitv of this ARP based on a wide measure of industry acceptance,
provide not
:%av now reduce such discrepancies among future aircraft and
better
equipment
interchangeability
.iii: better lignting qualita, but

ra!L and more standard maintenance and manufacturing methods.

:-,t.'..etn

Howcver, the introduction ot newer techniques such as elect.rolumines11.;ht emitting diodes (LED), and liquid crystals (LD) ma, (all

.c:,.e (FL),
.,etasio.lal up-dating of
'r

the publishing standards.

.

PANLL CHARAC1ERISTICS: NOMENCLATURE

Here is, regrettably, no single international standard lor the loin
aircraft, manufactureres ar tree to
ot letter-1,n; on panals. For commercial
hearing
in
mind that for practial reasons
,e1c.t the st.le they preter,
have
his
own
particular
choice. Letter and numeral
ehn customer cannot
width,
can
all vary according to the
width and spacing, and stroke
type -a le. c.d.

ITCHEti

PANEL CHARACTERISTICS:

to4gto swit.hes are used, a basic decision on movement direction
on",
0N and OfF must he made. The two relevant philosophies are "Iorward
"sweep
on",
with
the
"ON"
position
.v.mch is ,,11-eApianatory, and
rresponeilug to sweeping the hand forward, up, and back overhead as shown
in rig. 02.
ambiguity
Ine "sweep on" concept has several advantages. It avoids the
forward?)
and it
thit arises with panels close to the vertical (which way is
ttme installation in and interchange between pedestal or console
per: it
-tan overhead arca-, without tinishing up with a mixture of switches some
which ire tor,Tard "ON" and some aft "ON". Standardisation of equipment
coimnonalitv
is thus 11, ta.ilitated, which holds down costs and enhances
itication
today.
tll, word in ..irLratt spec
t
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AtLet having made a decision on the ON/OFF movement concept, the
designer should ensure that inadvertent operation of one switch while
operating another control is avoided, by careful location, leverlocking or
guarding. He should check, too, that when viewed from the crew members
reference eve positions the switch can c_ise no abscuration of panel
nomenclature in any setting.
Coding pt switches by Itipe or type is essential when several are
installed close to each other (Fig. 03).
It should certainly be unnecessery for the crew member to have to
read a panel placard to bestaireof which switch he is operating.
The increasing use of push-button switches certainly eliminates the
problem ut obscuration, but it introduces others. The selected position
ut a push-button switch is far more difficult to recognize than of a
toggle or rotary switch, and it will nect to annunciate its own position,
perhaps by lighting integral nomenclature as planned on Airbus 310.
Brightnest- control or this annunciation is then required, taking into
account both night and day conditions.
A turcher problem, referred to earlier, is that when operating
push-buttons while taxying on rough surfaces or flying in turbulence
there is nothing to "hang on to"; and, particularly uhen the panel is
mouncei vertically, there is a risk of actuating the wrong button. In such
Lases a support should be available with which to steady the hand while
operating the switch.
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PANEL CHARACTERISTICS: KEYBOARDS

are now finding their
collections of push-button switches
Keyboards
of
navigation systems
way into modern aircraft, particulary for the control
id
AIDS;
furthermore
they will
trig. 04), or eomputing performance dat
problems.
ese present special
certainly he associated with Data Li

yboard entry for aircraft used
Attie attention had been p,
( 1967. Then however, stimulaftu no doubt by the forthcoming new
bt2torc
families of widebodied aircraft and the progress made in solid state
others became
digital te, mology, Boeing, Douglas, Sperry and Collins among
They
compared
the
entry
error
rates,
involved in ,tudies and proposals.
with
,ffects of turbulence, speed of entry and so on of keyboard, Compared
conventional knobs.

The layout of alpha-numeric keyboards has been widely researched.
in airPerhaps the best-known early work was by Bell Telephone (04), but
layout
within
craft, real estate4is always scarce and optimisation of
closely spaced pussevere space restraints is not easy. Fences between
buttons may he necessary to reduce inadvertent actuations, and careful
attention must be paid to determining the optimum force required to
actuate the switch.
sufficient
In all probability the cockpit operator is unlikely to have
"blind",
as
does
a
use of the panel to be able to operate the keyboard
by
touch-typist, even when all turning and entry requirements are made
be able to rest
centralised keyboards. It is desirable for the operator to
in an unstable
or steady his hand or wrist when operating a keyboard
aircraft.
envirolment such as an

Colour coding can be used in white-lighted cockpits to enhance the
black on white
li:ont. Even in red-lighted cockpits the alternate use of
eld white n :)11 k en be helpful.
PANEL. CHARACTERISTICS: KNOBS AND CONTROLS

lAt,4c varity of knob shapes and sizes iS now available, some with
ot crg)noma( re'searc'h thin others.

rt

sire

with fixed detents, or for
iii lend themselves to shape and colour
centrals.
These
_entinuo,
Lodin4, which should he applied to facilitate recognition. Diff, rent
need
cl,isses of knob were already categorised in 195'4. The designer will
pr)perl.' review the published data before tinally specifying the
t
0bcuraLion of panel plaLarding (viewed trom the reference e%,
shape, texture and colour, operating force, movement and ratio,
during operation, parallax, design ot graduation
grtluati
all need attention.
dtt,nt
Fn dm Al:, tte used for rotary switches,

I

,

't

to 1 nt race the quint i
is known i Warwi
4ener I
/1- at a di p1,0.'
Chit
the
Ind I
S
t
a
Le:,
«mte-:t,
,
Chi
I
nt ten t he ci rc um? emu e
I I love in the ,-,agn, direct lull .as that
to t. the displ,iy. Tilt' results of studies
, ,,ritr,,i
;
o'r

to:

should move clot kW]

rule' ma v he mod i t ied by what

t

t

i" N
r

'tr.;
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made in Australia (05) show the need to examine the control/display
situation carefully in the light of the different - somitime conflicting
principles involved and that a wrong design can have a very large effect on
performance.
Other examples of faulty design can be found, such as that seen on
certain ATC Transponder panels (Fig. 05) where a "mirror image" instead of
a "left-right" philosophy has been applied, resulting in frequent misselections even after years of us._

ALT.

CODE

STB
OFF

00 00

PTG

OFF

C_

ATC

TEST
2

O

Fig. 05: Example of an ergonomically poorly designed panel. The left
and right concentric knobs operate the left and right pair of digits
respectively. However, the left large (lower) knob controls the L digit
of the left pair while the right large (lower) knob controls the R digit
of the right pair
a mirror image concept invariably causing selection
errors.

Furthermore, digits 1, 2 and 4 move down when increasing, while digit
3 moves up. Even after many years of practice this panel still gives pilots
control
problems due to its poor ergonomic design.

Today there is little excluse for poor control knob design. Good
surveys of the subject have been published and a vast amount of operational
feedback has been made to equipment vendors. Yet errors continue to De made;
both designer ind evaluator need to do their homework properly in this area.

PANEL CHARACTERISTICS: COUNTERS, DRUMS AND DIGITAL READ4CTS
Alpha numeric read-outs may be settable by the crew member (e.g. speed
command) or he simply a display of system or environmental conditioning
(e.g. SAT).

Ines/ may be mechanical, elekctro-mechanical, or electronic. Many of
human factor principles apply to some extent to all such displays, so
tht,se brie: notes will remain rather generalised.
t

tandardisation in counter, drum and digital read -out,i. is only just

beginning to Appear. Currently not only do counters of different displays
tm,ve in diiterent directions to increase the value, but sometimes even
sfspdrate digits in a single read-out (Fig. 05) move in opp ,rte directions.
}Jr 71agnetic wheels, which have a rapid transfer action, this is not very
,-,14111; ii 'rt. However, for other cases, particulary where the read-out is set

11

c_

which reduces
manually by the pilot, this can be an annoying feature
efficiency in the execution of cockpit tasks.
be
When considering the correct direction of movement there may
example,
different principles applying between a drum or counter on, for
relationship, and other read-outs, say,
an altimeter which has some spatial
down as the
of SAT or TAS. The altimeter drum or counter should move
design all digital
to
be
a
trend
to
altitude increases, and there now seems
this question.
read-outs this way. Publications give conflicting advice on

In marking the choice between a rapid-transfer-action counter
consideration has
,(e.g. magnetic wheel) and a continously rotating drum,
which
is reasonable
to be given to the possivle need for rate information,
rather poor
well available (at slower rotation speeds) with the drum, but
with the rapid-action counter.
than 3/16
It is certainly undesirable for counter digits to be less
be
the
target.
inch high, and where possible a minimum of 1/4 inch should
another
Read-outs at one cockpit station which have to be read from
station may need to be larger than this.

manual setting of
A fa,t clewing facility is often needed for proper
desired and
digital read-outs, to take advantage of the accuracy and range
gain. This feature is frequently poorly
to avoid problems in setting the
designed ergonomically.
read-outs, but
We have referred to mechanical and electro-mecnanical
read-outs, using techniques such
we are now seeing a trend to electronic
and segmented annunciations.
as CRT, EL, LED, LCD, and various projected
does
not
permit
a detailed analysis of the
While the scope of this report
contrast, colour,
human factors relating to these techniques, brightness,
ergonomic
attention.
viewing angle, and alpha-numeric format all need
by these
Replacement of the mechanical and electro-mechanical read-outs
the
question
of
counter
new electronic displays will make arguments on
movement of academic interest only.

CONCLUSION

attention to
From this survey it will be apparent that without proper
operational
Human Factors there are many deficiencies that can remain in the
hardware.
match
It is becoming increasingly recognised that failure to properly
into
this
complex
the hardware to the characteristics of man induces stress
potential
man-machine system, leading to efficiency and contributing to
breakdown.

principles
A systematic and educated application of sound ergonomic
operational
service
is
in the design stage, during development and in
these
principles
therefore essential. And the earlier in the design process
of a successful outcome and
can he applied, the greater is the probability
achieving
this
he lower is the cost of
72
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A COMPARISON OF TRACKING WITH
VISUAL AND KINESTHETIC-TACTUAL DISPLAYS
R. J. JAGACINSKI, J. M. FLACH, AND R. D. GILSON

Human Performance Center and Aviation Psychology Laboratory
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio
ABSTRACT
0'

(KT)
Recent research on manual tracking with a kinesthetic-tactual
effective
conditions
it
may
be
an
display suggests that under appropriate
In order to better understand
means of providing visual workload relief.
tracking
how KT tracking differs from visual tracking, both a critical
and
task and stationary single-axis tracking tasks were conducted with
the
visual
without velocity quickening. On the critical tracking task,
approximately
displays were superior; however, the KT quickened display was
in
equal to the visual unquickened display. Mean squared error scores
the stationary tracking tasks for the visual and KT displays were
approximately equal in the quickened conditions, and the describing
the visual
functions were very similar. In the unquickened conditions,
KT
display
exhibited
Subjects using the unquickened
display was superior.
a low frequency lead-lag that may be related to sensory adaptation.

INTRODUCTION

The question is often asked, Are the aircraft of the future to use
only pushbutton
only automated control? Are we at the point of using
manual control
inputs into intelligent flight control circuitry--without
the space
at all--the ultimate fly by wire? Not today at least--even
(although
the
throttles
are nonshuttle has a traditional control yoke
still
Thus
manual
tracking
control
existent in this brick -like glider).
has its place in today's current and envisioned aircraft.
Presently via two
How do we provide information in the cockpit?
ears--overburdened
as
they may he with
traditional senses--tne eyes and
heavily used
the barrage of information in this high speed, complex and
input
are,
of course,
mode of travel. The other modalities of information
and
While
the
first
two
(smell
the senses of smell, taste, and touch.
little
communication
or
control,
some
taste) are currently impractical for
The bulk
informational
channel.
research has been devoted to touch as an
(e.g. Braille);
of tactile research has centered on language for the blind
last
decade
has
addressed
the use of
however, some research during the
touch (e.g., electrocutaneous, vibratory) as a means for compensatory
One of the more
tracking in aircraft (e.g., attitude, glideslope).
kinesthetic-tactual
(KT) display (Figure
successful techniques has been a
University
1) invented by Professor Robert Fenton of The Ohio State
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Department of Electrical Engineering (Fenton, 1966; Fenton and Montano,
1968).
Simulator and inflight testing (Gilson and Fenton, 1974; Gilson,
Dunn, and Sun, 1977) suggested considerable promise for this KT display
as a substitute for visual displays of flight control information,
particularly during periods of visual distraction.
By presenting
information to multiple modalities, it may be possible to increase a
pilot's overall workload capability. For example, a recent laboratory
investigd,ion (Burke, Gilson, and Jagacinski, 1980) of a two-handed
tracking task has shown an advantage for a combination of KT and visual
displays over a two-dimensional visual display.
a

A

0)

d)

-

1 ipl,fe'

e)

Figure I.
Display-response relationship for the KT display.
(Cop-right 1979, Human Factors, Vol. 21, p. 80)

The current study is an attempt to analyze the characteristics of
the KT display and the operator in order to measure describing functions
that may generalize across displays. Subjects were first practiced on a
critical tracking task (Jex, McDonnell, and Phatak, 1966) using KT and
visual displays with and without velocity quickening.
Subjects were then
transferred to a stationary tracking task involving either a rate
controller (single integrator plant) or a first-order unstable system, and
linear describing functions were derived from their performance.
The
direct'and practical benefit of this engineering/psychological approach
is to point out favorable control tasks for implementing the tactual
display, point out similarities and differences in the operator's use of
visual versus tactual displays, and perhaps give some insights as to
display characteristic optimization for future designs.
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METHOD
Subjects

Thirty-two right- handed undergraduates were chosen on the basis of
A pretest described below and'then were assigned to one of eight experiSubjects either received credit for an undergraduate
ental conditions.
laboratory requirement for up to four experimental sessions or were` paid
$2.)0 per ,ession.

'

Ap.paratu-i

Visual and KT displays were used with and without velocity quicLening.
The'visual display consisted of a 1 cm long horizontal line' Lhat moved
'Ike center of the
vertically on a Tektronix Type 602 CRT display.
Full scale
display was indicated by a 1 mm x 18 mm strip of yellow tape.
was +,
-4 cm, which corresponded to ±3.76' of visual angle. The KT display
was h(iilt into the cylindrical handle of the control'stick, and consisted
of a servo-controlled solid rectangular section (1.25 cm x 2.2 cm x 3.8 cm
Excursions from the
icing) sliding in and out of the handle (Figure 1).
flush surface of the control handle indicated the direction and magnitude
For the quickened displays the
Full, scale was +1 cm.
of system error.
ratio of position to velocity was 1:1.
Ihe control stick was an isotonic lever arm that was 52 cm long from
The control stick moved
the pivot point to the center of the KT display.
in a vertical plane at the left side of the seated subject and resembled
The range of angular travel was ±10°,
a helicopter collective control.
with 2d0 above horizontal representing the neutral control position. The
control stick was counterbalanced and had a nc,dinal level of friction
so tnat no force was necessary to maintain any angular position.
Aproximatel- 2-)) gm'of force was necessary to move the stick from an
initially stationary position.
Pretest

t,i7,ht groups of eight_ to Len subject, each were pretested on a
il tracking task (.lox, et al.: 196(i) using an unquickened visual

displa and a small isotonic control stick that required wrist movements
The four subjects in each group with the
,,erformed with the right hind.
bc:,t ,wrforman(e over the last 15 out of 4) trials were chosen to continue

In

r iment

the

rit i

a_l_

of

four subjects performed 45 critical trotting
2.1 x I.5 m room with
day for seven days.
Subject-, ,,,at in a

eight
r

,ow

routt,-,

1 tght for rite

imb tent
1

re

to

,1

het

icopter

.

and

to'

t
11

man pulat e a control stir 1. which re-,emh led

)6" of visual Angle for the visual
Fb. control -.tick gain was
m for the KI display per 1' of control stick movement.
ac;
to maintain «tnt rol of a I ir-,t order unstable

t

t

the

it

f

:hind,

t

-

and in total darkne-,:-, for

vi -ta 1

noge heard through a head-,et masked auditory Cues
On each trial stthject-t us d the
servo drive.

a-

t

12).'

i+rogre,-,tvt

7h

Y

',hurt cued over

t he

our;,e

a trial.

No input signal was provided because the subjects' manual
unsteadiness was sufficient to perturb the unstable system.
The error
signal, i.e. any deviation from zero output, was presented on one of four
displays:
two groups used an 'unquickened KT-display; two groups used a
quickened KT display; two gioups used al unquickened visual display; and
two groups used a quickened visual display. For the quickened conditions, the display gain was halved in order to keep the diuplav range
comparable to the unquickened conditions.
For the KT'displav conditions
a red warning light visible to both the subjects and experimenter was
turned on whenever subjects held the Kl display tightly enough to impede
its movement.

Thu inverse of the time constant of the first order system,
was
Linearly increased over the course of a trial at .05 r/52 until the
subjects allowed the error signal to rean full scale. At that instant
the trial was terminated, and the value, of the inverse time constant,
referred to as the critical root, Xc (.)'ex, et al., 1966), was displayed
to the subjects and recorded as the performance measure.
For the

qui6ned displays it was the true system error, rather than the displayed
quickened error, which was used to determine the end of a trial.
The
value of
at the start of a trial was chosen to be approximately 1.5 r/s
less than the value of kc on the immediately preceding trials, so that
each. trial lasted approximately 30 s.
The trials "were administered in
tnre 'dock-, of 1), with a two-minute break between blocks.
Staciondr.: irackina

Following the seven days of critical tracking, subjects wer_ trans:
(erred to three days of stationary tracking.
Subjects used compensatory
displays of the same types used in their critical Cracking tasks, with
the exception that the red warning light was omitted from the KT display
conditions, and the display gain for the quickened conditions was not
halved.
Flic
stem dynamics were either A single integrator, 1.5/s,
or a first-order unstable system, 3.0/(s-1). The static gain of the
control stick was 1.41° of visudl angle or .175 cm of KT display displacement per 10 of control stick movement for the 1.5/s system.
The static
gain was twice these values for the 3.0/(5-1) system.
rile input signal
eonsisted of
,um of nine sinewaves with the amplitudes of the three
lowest frequenLe iinewaves (.35, .73, 1.03 r/s) five times greater than
the amolituues of the other sinewaves.
Subjects performed eight threeminute t<r i<iIs ptr da: for three days.
After each trial subjects were told
their integ-ated squared error and receiyei a one-minut break before the
next trial. A S--) bonus was given to the faihjet in each display group
having t:w lowest error ,,cort, on the last day of the experiment.
t

t'r;tical

I rack ing

The median vilue of 'c, was calculated for aLh block of trials for
,arn ,tW)(C MI the seventh day of critical true king.
lit
mean of these
mdian,. for each group of subjects is shown in Figure
Au analysis of
varianc e ,,ertormed on the mean
scores revealed stati.sticallv significant
main .ffe( is of ,ensory modality and quickening (p
.01) with no
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Mere was also no effect of the system dynamics
stationary
to which the subjects were assigned for the subsequent
those
obtained
by Jagacinski,
:These results closely resemble
tracking.
with the
exception
that
performance
Miller, and Gilson (1979) with the
of
practice.
KI displa%s is noticeably better given this extensive amount
he better
the
visual
displays
to
based on these results, one would expect
tracking.)
than or tqual to the KT displays for the stationary
,ignIII) ant

interactions.

Critical Tracking Day 7

7

A

visual Display

111 KT Diplay

5

4

3-j
Quickened

Unquickened

Critical tracking scores for eight group, of four ,)ubiects:
transferred to
roups toinhqted h' dashed and solid lines respectively
3.0/(s-1).
)/s
stationaes tracking with system dynamics 1.
Fi;tirt

,tat ionar

Tracking

by
the mean of each subject's mean squared error scorns normalized
tratking
are
shoitn
mean squared itvut for the third day of'stationary
unable
One subject vho used an nnquickened KT display was
in Figure 3.
dynamics,
and
co perform the stationary tracking task with 3.0/(s-1)
analyses.
this subject 1. omitted from Figure 3 and all subsequent

For the quickened display condittons, individual
,4iie;,ned Di,Tjays.
ditfernees among subjects were relatively small, and difftrences between
An analv,is of variant, reveal(c1
ht .'isnal and KT displays were small.
A
.10).
no -,t oisti( 1117 significant main effects or interactions (p

rthing function was derived for each subtect by calculating
Krendel, and
of the ninc input trequenies (McRur, Graham,
of
input
and displayed
.1
is
the
cross
,)ectral
density
1,t Ihr, 1-033).
stick
density
of
input
and
(ontrol
trrr, and : 1, the cros'. spectral
mean amplitude rat in and M.in phase shitt were cnlenlated

trom tour trials of Da

3

of stationary tracking.

'these means are

ing
d as C twigs in Figure 4 for tilt
ions.
risprrt
ive
display
comfit
,quared error i n t
four stilt tect),

m(
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describing functions are well approximated by a low frequency
Values of these
lag, a high frequency lead, a gain, and a time,delay.
proportion
of
variance
dccoun,ted
meters were chosen to maximize the
of
variance
accounted
for among the amplitude ratios plus.,the proportion
the
linear
in
Figure
4,
For each subject
for among the phase shifts.
is
represented
as
search
transfer function resulting Irom this parameter
high
frequency
lead
For four of the sixteen subjects the
a solid line.
Fliese four subject-, were distributed acro*,,
was effectively absent.
three experimental conditions, and all of these subjects had the highest
ACross
or ficxt co highest mean squarecLerror in their respective groups.
and
FT
describing
functions
were
very
tie quickened conditions, the'visual

lu,,e

s

ITIIILIr .

propoct ion of variance of each -,ubjeet's
correlate[[ with Lbe input was estimated as
9
(.11)

=

.

n )1

(

}'

n

C

toutrdl that was

(Mc Ruer, it al .

,

lot»)

1 incur-1v

is the,

e

n=1
im;ditude of the input sinewave at frequency Ln, ,,ic(,011) is the cross
s,wct_ral den,ite of input and control at this input frequency, ;--'ii(t,t,) is
C' is
the auto power spectral density of the input at this frequency, and
averaged acros=, subjects
the mean squared control. The mean value of
display
conditions.
ranged from .86 to .94 for the four quickened
describing function for the KT display was calculated from the
indicated he a
(on-nand signal to the di: -pia'' and the display re,ponse as
This
describing
function
followcr-potentiometer coupled to the slide.
of
firFst-order
lag
with
a
break
frequency
was well chlproximated by a
In
The
displae
lag
is
not
included
and a time delay of .01 s.
It
in
Figure
4.
the describing functions for the FT subjects
411,

,
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difference,
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aircraft
Baron, Plymouth, Mass., March 5, 1975: "I have thousands of hours in
B-58 which
where
the
gear
switch
is
on
the
in which the flap switch is located
was a contributing factor."
Baron, Las
pilot (me)
Cessna 210
Dumb pilot

kts,
Vegas, Nev., January 1, 1977: "During rollout, at about 35/40
Pilot
used
to
flying
retracted gear thinking it was the flap switch.
located on Baron.
and flap switch is located where gear switch is
error."

with
Baron, San Antonio, Texas, August 7, 1977: "More careful familiarization
up
for
flaps
and
This aircraft had a reverse set
the instrument panel set up.
gear handles th arl the operator was used to."
"Reached to retract flaps as for short
Baron, Hickory, N.C., August 16, 1978:
landing switch
field procedures, however, flap switch on Baron is reversed with
of
flaps."'
on Cessna and Queen Air, pilot retracted landing gear instead

and
Cessna 320, Granbury, Texas, April 4,e/1976: "I have been flying a Bonanza
Cessna
the gear and flap switch positions on Bonanza are exactly opposite to
important controls consistently.
320. . .. Require all manufacturers to place
Lincoln
With
brake and throttle in opposite
Can you imagine a Cadillac and a
positions?"
these controls
The regulatory requirements for the location am' shape coding of
the
Civil
Air Regulawere first adopted October 1, 1959, by Amendment 3-5 to
identical
tions , which revised Section 3.384. These regulations were essentially
28,
1964,
to the current Federal Aviation Regulations (FARkg) adopted in September
Standardized
as
which require that the location and shape-coding of controls be
controls
must
follows: FAR 23.777 states: "Wing flap and auxiliary lift'device
powerplant
be located -- (1) Centrally, or to the right of the pedestal or
landing
gear conthrottle control centerline; and (2) Far enough away from the
must
be
located
to the
trol to avoid confusion." The landing gear control gear
FAR
23.781
requires
Ieft of the throttle centerline or pedestal centerline.,
of wheel and airfoil
that cockpit controls must conform to the general shapes
for the landing gear and flap controls respectively.
in
The Bonanza was first type-certificated in 1045 and later4recertificated
Barons were first type certificated.
1956. Also in 1956, the npnpressurized
Regulations
did not specify location or shape of
At that time, the Civil Air
amended but
the landing gear and flap controls. In 1959, the regulations were
Baronslwere not required to meet the amended
the Bonanza and nonpressurized
earlier type
'regulations and therefore continued to be produced under the
certificated in 1974 under FAR part
certificates. The pressurized Barons were
the
requirements
for the location and shape of
23, and therefore had to meet
these controls.

in inadvertent landing
,The design features of various types of aircraft involved
The importance of
study.
gear retraction accidentS were reviewed during this
pilot
error
has been) noted
good human engineering in reducing the probability of
1977).
previously (e.g. NTSB, 1967, Diehl, 1971, Ontiveros, Spangler and Sulzer,
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non-input frequencies in a region fYom approximately 3 to 7 r/s. Corresponding peaks were sometimes present, but considerably smaller in the
control spectra of subjects using the visual display. This control
actYvity may represent relay -like control superimposed on more nearly
linear tracking behavior. For the 3.0/(s-1) dynamics, the mean value of
p' was .68 for the unquickened visual display and .69 for the unquickened
KT display.
There was some evidence of peaks occurt'ing in the control
spectra at non-input frequenCies for this KT group, but these peaks ,were
much smaller than with the 1.5/s dynamics.
Describidg functions for the subjects with the lowest mean squared
error in their respective unquickened display conditions are shown as
\circles in Figure 5. The data are well approximated by linear transfer
`functions consisting of a low frequency lag and lead, a high frequency
second-order lag, a gain, and a time delay. Subjects using the KT display
generally exhibited less phase lag at the three lowest frequencies. This
difference from the visual display conditions can be modeled as an additional lead-lag for the KT group. The describing function for the electro-/
4 mechanical KT display itself
was the same as in the quickened conditicns.
The KT display lag is not included in the describing functions of the KT
subjects in Figure 5.
TACTUAL UKUICKENED

0
0

-'0
-20

a

VISUAL UNOUICKENED

20

20
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°73.7-41.--1°R
20
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0 42

MS(

0 35

0

0

0 5
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1

- 90
0 68
tASE

2

2,0

0

- 90

PLANT

180

1?

-180

0 25

-220

-270

-360

-360
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,0

0

0.5
-10
PLANT

5

30

MS(
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20

90
PLANT

5-1

065

-20

0.

0

-180

0 79

-20

0 74

50

ASE

i80

0 51

-270

FrequenCy (r/s)

- 90

270

-360

Frequency (ris)

-360

Figure 5. Linear transfer functions for the subjects with
le lowest mean
squared error in each of four unquickened display conditio s. The circles
indicate the data points, and the solid lines represent a alvtic approxi
Cations consisting of a low frequency lag and lead, a hi 1 frequency
second-order lag, a gain, and a time delay.

DISCUSSION
The quickened visual displays yielded better
,rformance than the
quickened KT displays in the critical task, bt
the two displays yielded
approximately equal performance in the sta
nary tracking tasks.. The
results of Burke et al. (1980) sualp
at the difference in critical
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4

.

the
task performaace with the quickened displays is primarily due to
It
may
be
that
with
electro-mechanical lag of the KT servo-drive.
increasingly unstable systems or with input signals of higher bandwidth
found in
the stationary tracking restlts would also reflect the ordering
based
on
the
describing
However, tracking simulations
the critical task.
functions of subjects with the KT lag removed from the system suggest
error\-that the electro-mechanical lag contributed little to the obtained
tasks
scores in the quickened KT conditions. These stationary tracking
relatively
involved relatively littlq control movement, the display moved
subjects'
behavior
was
strongly
rapidly due to the quickening, and
linearly correlated with thti input signal. The describing functions were
well approximated 1r, a low frequency lag, a high frequency lead, and_a
time delal., and there was :iurprisimgly little difference in this pattern

between modalities.

For the unquickened displays, subjects performed better with the
tasks
visual display in the critical task and id the stationary tracking
electro-mechanical
KT
Tracking simulations suggest that the
as well.
display lag contributed little to the error scores forthe 1.5/s system,
but may account for approximately half the difference in error scores,
between KT and visual unqijckened displays with the 3.0/(s-1) system.
the
This stationary tracking involved a good deal of control movement,
subjects'
quickened
displays,
and
displays moved more slowly than the
The describing
behavior was much less linearly correlated with the input.
low
frequency
lag
and
lead,
a high
functions were well approximated by a
the
delay,
Differences
between
frequency second -order lag, and a time
low
frequencies
were
well
approxivisual and KT describing functions at
This
mated by an additional lead-lag for the KT describing functions.
adaptation
(Milsum,
pattern may he indicative of a kind of rapid sensory
system that is not present in
1966) in 010 kinesthetic-tactual sensory
In other words, 'the KT sensory !qstem may be relatively
the visual system.
factor probably
more sensitive to velocity than position stimuli, and this
with
the
unquickened
contributed fo the differences in error scores
displays.

and/or reduce
A display technique that might enhance velocity cues
add
a
high
frequency, low
non-linearities in the KT sensory systtm is to
The
frequency
would
have to he
amplitude vibration to the KT display..
correlated
he
confused
with
error
high enough that this signal would not,
fact
improve
with the input signal. Whether this technique does in
performance with the unquic4ned KT displaN;s remains to he tested.

it

In summary, the present experiments have shown that with quickened
displays and a low input bandwidth tracks g performance is approximately
equivalent with visual and KT displays tor a single integrator and firstvisual modality
order unstable stems. With unquickened displays, the
modality
being relaThis superiority may he due to the KT
is superior.
thad
position
cues
as
well as
tively more sensitive to velocity rather
im
the
KT
display.
to the electro-mechanical lag
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GENERAL AVIATION COCKPIT DESIGN FEMMES
RELATED TO INADVERTENT LANDING GEAR
RETRACTION ACCIDENTS

a-

Alan Diehl
'Former Senior Air Safety Investigator
National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C.
.

SYNOPSIS

Safet Board (NTSB)
A detailed review was made of all National Transportation
retraction
accidents
occurring
to general
files of inadvertent landing gear
The
data
indicated
that two
aviation aircraft in the U.S. from 1975 to 1978.
accidents
involved
in
the
majority
of
these
particular types of airplanes were
with
although they comprised only one-quarter of the active light aircraft
evaluations
retractable landing gears. Pilot comments and human engineering
particular
of contemporary light aircraft cockpits revealed that these two
increase the
features
which
should
tend
to
aircraft types have four design
probability of inadvertent landing gear retraction accidents.
INTRODUCTION

4.-

sed upon a recent NTSB special investigation (SR-8 "-1) made
-This paper is
le employed by that organization. 1/ M indepth examinaby the author
landing-gear retraction
tion was performed on the files for every inadvertent
between
1975
and
1978.
This effort revealed
accident occurring in the U.S.
invariably
involved
aircraft
damage, they resulted
that while such accidents
But,
unlike
the
situation in many
in little or,no injury to the occupants.
pilots for the most
accidents,
thiese
untramautized
other kinds of "pilot error"
their mistakes. The files
part were willing and able to state the reasons behind
pilot was attemptindicated that these accidents typically occurred because the
the
landing gear coning to put the flaps control "up" after landing, but moved
Beat control was
inadvertent
movement
of
the
landing
trol upwards instead.- The
aircraft in
often attributed to the pilot's being more accustomed totlying
which these two controls were in exactly opposite locations.

Beech "Bonanza" Models
These data also indicated that two aircraft types, the
58, and 95) were in33, 35, and 36), and the Beech "paron" (Models 55, 56,
retraction accidents
inadvertent
landing
gear
-volved in 61 percent of the
2/ hewwhich occurred during that four year'period. The Bonanza and Baron,
light aircraft fleet
evef, constituted only about 25 percent of the active
These
results
were
similar
to those reported
with retractable landing gears.
the early
That
report
concluded
that
in an earlier study (NTSB,1969).
fleet
with
retractable
Bonanzas, while comprising only 22 percent of the
retraction
percent
of
the
inadvertent
gear
landing gear, accounted for 48
accidents.
those of other
Comparing the details of Bonanza and Baron's cockpit features to
from most
contemporary light aircraft revealed they differed in certain ways
and
flap
control
locations.
other contemporary light aircraft, e.g. landing gear

1/ The full report is available from the NTSB, Washington, D.C.

20594.

and
2,4 'These two aircraft were also marketed under the names "Debonair"
"Travel Air," respectively.
84
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f

I

Such human engineering problems may result largely from the fact that their
basic cockpit control arrangement is approximately 35 years old. Sin& these
aircraft were originally certificated, the, influence of good design in preventing,human error has been more clearly shown. This report examines how certain
cockpit design features appear to have generated the relatively high rates 3/
of inadve=neear retraction accidents in the
In addition,
irplanes.
it will s
these deficiencies apparently .gave (con pied to accidents
in other types of aircraft because the pilots were
familiar with the nonstandard arrangement of the Bonanzas and Barons.
STATISTICS
The FAA records for 1978 indicate that the various Beeghcra t Bonanza models
comprised 9,430 aircraft in a fleet of approximately 31,500 active singleengine aircraft with retractable landing gear. NTSB data indicate that from
1975 through 1978, these Bonanza were involved in 16' of the 24 inadvertent
gear retraction accidents.
(See Table 1.) Thus the Bonanzas coMPrised.cnly
about 30 percent of the single-engine aircraft fleet with retractable gears,
but they were involved in 67 percent, of such accidents.

The 1978 FAA records showed that the various Beechcraft Baron models comprised
3,441 of the approximately 21,000 active reciprocating engine light twins.
During the 1975 to 1978 period, NTSB records indicated that th) Barons suffered
21 of the 39 inadvertent gear retraction acy.dents. (See table 2.)
TIJUS the
Barons comprised only about 16 percent of the light-twin fleet) but they were
involved in 54 percent of the accidents of this type.
The data indicate that the Bonanzas and Barons accident rates are generally
several times as great as those of most other similar conterporary-light aircraft. Figure I graphically illustrates these facts. For instance, the
differences in the rates of occurrence of inadvertent landing gear retractiol../
accidents can be seen by comparing the Bonanza with a similar' aircraft, the
Cessna 210.
The 4,741 Cessna-210's, which carprised 15 percent of the singleengine retractable gear fleet in 1978, were only involved in 4 percent .(1 accident) of such mishaps occurring to single-engine airecraft from 1975 to 197Q.
In contrast, the Bonanzas, comprising about 30 percent'
the fleet, experienced
67 percent of these accidents (21 accidents) -- an accident rate about 10 times
as high as that of the Cessna 210. A standard statistical test for comparing
differences in proportions produced a "z" equal to 2.5 which indicated that
this accident rate was 'significantly worse for the Bonanza at the .01 level of
confidence (Spiegel, 1961).
.

Likewise, the accident rate of the Baron can be compared to a similar light
twin, the Piper P-23 Agtec, 4/.
The 3,459 active PA-23's comprised about
These rates were derived for each type aircraft by dividing the number of
Inadvertent landing gear retraction accidents by the estimated number of those
aircraft which were active.
3/

4/

The early models of the PA-23 were marketed under the name "Attach
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REIWICTABLE LANDIIC GiAR ACCIDENTS:
TAILS 1

Nodal

SIN3LE MINE AIRCRAFT
Wt.

Location

ISKOICOMT IMAM

Total Pilot Kure in

Total Pilot Moors in
Accident Involved
Modal

All Makes and
Models

,

16-11 1/10/75 11100, MW
12-33 6/13/1", most Mifflin, PA
M0 -7S 6/10/75 Jackson, be'

120

is -is 1/3/75 Minnemedis, AN
AS-35 0/7/75 Laramie? %V

111

ML- 76'3/19/76 Cagdsadon. NO
MC-35 3/21/76,St. Jades*, MO'
10, FL
VS-15 4/13/76 Jack
f CA
MM -35 7/7/76 San Carl
, FL
MM -35 5/4/77 Jecksonet
MM -33 6/4/77 Sesesmor,

WA

SO
220
070
S25
131
16

103
30

7

a

1056
293
1173
1696
2214
2950
406
416
4426

a

7

136
1330

Msighta, 1,1,
70/77 Mays
K-36
0/16/77 San Joao, CA
ICK-15 7/6/76 Meadville. PA

22$

5176

51

PA-24 7/13/76 Colanbi.., SC
FA-24 11/23/76 01FA/09A40, AL

1220
665
550
2dr

a
a

1240
663

4

boa
4714

MOWRY
A-20 7/24/76 Las Vegas, MY
01-20 5/20/70 Masterly, NI

11
107

M-20 7/21/76-Alenta, GA

410

$47
405
1075

40

3000

CESSNA
C-210 5/10/77 Anarillo, TA

a

361

pm*
W7273/10/24 Greenmail', SC
PA-24 6/12/76 Muleshoe, TX

a

337

3

127

dab

-

Pilot Stated a Familiarity
Ariersed Arrangunent
for

of deer and Flaw

'a

670

Seighte, PL

II -35 1/5/77 04114.
f77 Myst
1I-I2 11/

Pilot Admitted Confusing
Flap: with Landing
Gear

RETRACTABLE LANDDIG GEAR ACCIDENTS:

'MIN ENGINE AIRCRAFT

Table 2

Oat*

Medal

Pilot
Total Nome, Is
All Mikes end
Model.

Pilot
Total Nonce In
Accident involved
Model

Location

Allot Admitted
C0,106114 Flare
Willi Landing Gear

Pilot Steto4
ismilierity For a
livened Arrangement

of Ceai ad Fiaea

aucmcaux AARON

611-51

rtzolis
3/3/73
6/23/75
1/17/75
6120/75
9/1S/75
9/29/73
1/11/76
7/20/76
1/1177
3/5/77
6/7/77
11/2/77
12/10/77

66-56

3/22/711

At-111
116-15

S/11/71

AB -SS

-5$

It-56
At-SS
011-56
OR -S6

10-56
OS-SS
III -SSP

95-91
MN -53

K -5$
la-sa

6/16/211
1/11/711
11/16/76

61-SS
us-S$

11/2306
12/24/76

P1 -9%
1116-SS

w
Ramos City. MO

47

1114

Flynnoth. Mk
is. AZ

33

12566
6580

Ambers's. AL

99
416
403

S

61svetatous. FL
Jackeenvillm, FL
Little Keck, At
Fresno, CA
Alboqueratto, AM

Lae Term, NV
liavenport. IA

San Waste. TX
Albany. NT
Laredo. TX
talshaA, AL
Little Nock. AR
Walla We'le, WA
Albusearque. MA
Alcbory. MC
Amarillo, TX

756?
s

w

12

'

31011

27

ono

Is

12000

40
914

700

6641

12

1412

16
194
45
140

I

.12220
672

425

Crewcut City. FL

.-

,

f
X

I

20640

I

7400
14500'
1205
1212

X

2300
8355
6000
2200

700
100
1200

I

X

NIACIILLANISOUS TWIN MIMI *101L3

.6/Y75

FA-23
C-621

6/23/75
2/11/76
4/15/76
7/21/76
6/17/76
9/12/76
9/16/16
10/20/76
4/6/77

611-50

C-JZO
C-310
AS-600
C-421
FA-23
SA-16
PA-10
PA-30
FA-40
C-110

16/9/77

6/22/77
10/5/72

9/767

X-4500
4C-100
It(C -43)

FA-31

Plattsburgh. NT
Chattanooga. TN

15
100

1611
5000
3404
1392

,x.cx.oxville. rt.

Cranbury% TX

New Smug beach. FL

25

West Mifflin. PA
International Falls, AM
Deno Palle. AL
Claire. MI

466

%sealant'. AL

450

6rookeville, FL
Asheville. NC
Cairo, CA'
Cheyenne, VT
Toglac, AL

Si

61

260
26

12017
2547
3624

7/3074

baton, MA

$/8/78
10/9/76

Lae Tease, NV
ConcOrd. NC '

-

2000

14
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312

0
AM.
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Number and Rate -I/ of Inadvertent
Landing Gear Retraction" Accidents in
Popular Light Aircraft W 1975 1979
SINCILEENGINE
AIRCRAFT

TINIENOINE
AIRCRAFT
129 ACCIDENTS I

(24 ACCIDENTS)

PA 21
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PIPER
(1 ACCIDENT 1
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(1 AOCIDENT11
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12 ACCIDENTS 1
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I 1 ACCIOENT 1

If
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(2 ACCIDENTS)

PER
2 ACCIDENTS )
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II
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Figure 1.Number and Rate of
Inadvertent Landing Gear Retraction Accidents
in Popular Light Aircraft, 1975-1978.
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16 percent of the 1978 light'-twin fleet, but suffered only 8 percent (2 accidents)
of such mishaps occurring to light twins from 1975 to 1978. In contrast, the
Baron, also comprising 16 percent of the twin fleet, experienced 67 percent of
such mishaps J16 accidents) -- an accident rate of about 8 times that of the
Using the same differences in Okoportions test produced a "z" equal to
PA -23.
4.1 thus tilt Baron accident rate was significantly worse at the .01 level of
confidence. Using the same standard statistical test again to compare the populationiparameters, it can be shown that the Bonanza accident rate for the such
mishaps is significantly higher than the average for all single-engine aircraft'

at the .01 level of confidence, (z=2.6). Slarly this test indicates that
the Baron accident rate is statistically worS6 than that of the average light
twins at the .01 level of confidence (z=4.8).
A review of accident files for the 63 accidents occurred from 1975 to 1978 revealed
several other facts- Tables 1 and 2 indicate that there appeared to'belittle
correlation between pilot experience, either in total hours or hours in type,
The data from Tables 1 and 2 also indiand the occurrence of these accidents.
cated that in 63 percent of the Bonanza accidents and in 81 percent of the
Baron accidents, the pilots specifically admitted that they confused the landing
gear and flaps controls. In many cases, they Mistakenly retracted the gear while
Such explanations were only
intending to raise the flaps after landing.
offered by 15 percent of the pilots following accidents in the other type
aircraft.

ti
An Ahalysis of the individual NTSB case fileS revealed various circumstances which
Some pilots were either in
may have contributed to many of these accidents.
stressful situatiOns (such as danger of rnning off the runways) or they were
distracted (such as by a tower controlle 's request to clear the active runway),
or thpy may have been inattentive (such as when returning from a Ltiguing flight).
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS
)
There are'hurrerous documents which describe the use of limn engineering design
For
example,
dclassiof
features to decrease design-induced pilot error accidents.
and Jones, 1947) which surveyed hundreds of military pilots, found
study, Wit
that confusing the flaps and landing gear controls was the second most frequent
r control problem. The previously noted study, titled "Aircraft
type of pilot
ilot
Error," (NTSB, 1967) was a comprehensive document detailing
Design-Induced
many of these pro lems, including the increased number of inadvertent gear
retraction accidents resulting from certain aircraft design featureQ.

The accidentsrreviewed in the paper illustrate the need for rigid adherence to
procedures, constant vigilance, and total familiarity with the cockpiylayout
on the part of the pilot. However, they also underscore how design deficiencies
can add to a pilot's burden and increase the likelihood of an accident. The
following pilot statements extracted from Safety Board accident files, illustrate
these points.
Bonanza, Elko, Nev., January 19, 1975: "When I reached to retract the flaps, I
I also own a PA -30 in which the switches are in
hit the gear switch instead.
reverse to the Beech."

uti

$

a

in aircraft
Baron, Plymouth, Mass., March 5, 1975: "I have thousands of hours
the B-58 which
where
the
gear
switch
is
on
in which the flap switch is located
was a contributing factor."
O
Baron, Las
pilot (me)
Cessna 210
Dumb pilot

Vegas, Nev., January 1, 1977: "During rollout, at about 35/40 kts,
PIRA used to flying
retracted gear thinking it was the flap switch.
where
gear
switch
is
located
on RAron.
and flap switch is located
error."

with
Baron, San Antonio, Texas, August 7, 1977: "More careful familiarization
up
for
flaps
and
This aircraft had a reverse set
the instrument panel set up.
gear handles th n the operator was used to."

short
Baron, Hickory, N.C., August 16, 1978: "Reached to retract flaps as for
switch
field procedures, however, flap switch on Baron is reversed with landing
instead
of
flaps."'
on Cessna and Queen Air, pilot retracted landing gear
Cessna 320, Granbury, Texas, April 4,,41976: "I have been flying a Bonanza and
Cessna
the gear and flap switch positions on Bonanza are exactly opposite to
important controls consistently.
320. . .. Require all manufacturers to place
Lincoln
wIth
brake and throttle in opposite
Can you imagine a Cadillac and a
positions?"
these controls
The regulatory requirements for the location and shape coding of
the
Civil
Air Regulawere first adopted October 1, 1959, by Amendment 3-5 to
identical
which revised Section 3.384. These regulations were essentially
tions
28,
1964,
to the current Federal Aviation Regulations (FARg.) adopted in September
Standardized
as
which require that the location and shape-coding of controls be
controls
must
follows: FAR 23.777 states: "Wing flap and auxiliary lift"device
powerplant
be located -- (1) Centrally, or to the right of the pedestal or
landing
gear conthrottle control centerline; and (2) Far enough away from the
be
located
to the
trol to avoid confusion." The landing gear control gear must
FAR
23.781
requires
reft of the throttle centerline or pedestal centerline.,
of wheel and airfoil
that cockpit controls must conform to the general shapes
for the landing gear and flap controls respectively.
,

laterrecertificated in
The Bonanza was first type-certificated in 1945 and
Barons were first type certificated.
1956. Also in 1956, the npnpressurized
location or shape of
At that time, the Civil Air Regulations did not specify
In 1959, the regulations were amended but
the landing gear and flap controls.
Rarons"Were not required to meet the amended
the Bonanza and nonpressurized
types
'regulations and therefore continued to be produced under the earlier
certificated in 1974 under FAR part
certificates. The pressurized Barons were
the
requirements
for the location and shape of
23, and therefore had to meet
these controls.
in inadvertent landing
The design features of various types of aircraft involved
this study. The importance of
accidents
were
reviewed
during
gear retraction
has bean noted
good human engineering in reducing the probability of pilot error
Ontiveros, Spangler and Sulzer, 1977).
previously (e.g. NTSB, 1967, Diehl, 1971,
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An examination of cockpits of the Bonanza and Baron revealed four particular
design deficiencies with regard to their landing gear and flap controls which
can lead to design-induced pilot errors. These deficiencies include: (1) A
lack of adequate "shape-coding" of these control knobs to permit the pilot to
differentiate between them on the basis of feel alone; (2) an arrangement.of
these two controls in nonstandard locations which increases the probability
that the pilot will actuate one control while intending to actuate the other;
(3) the location of the horizontal bar on which the control wheels are mounted
so that it obscures the pilot's view and obstructs his reach of these two controls; and (4) the lack of a ward or latch mechanism over the landing gear control to prevent the pilot from activating this control unless the guard/latch
is moved first.
While various other types of modern light aircraft may have one of these four
problems, the Bonanzas and Barons are the only aircraft produced in recent years
with multiple combinations of these design deficiencies.
(See Table 3.)
The
significance of the four type of deficiences should be noted:
Table 3.

Design Deficiencies for Different
Bonanza and Baron Models
VDesign
Deficiency

lik

Bonanza

Bonanza

(pre-1963)

(post-1963)

Ay,

Baron
(Nonpressurized)

Inadequate
Shape-Coding

X

Nonstandard
Location

X

X

X

Obscuration
of Controls

X

X

X

Lack of
Guard Latch

Baron
(pressurized)

X

Inadequate Shape-Coding: The significance of shape-coding to reducing pilot
error was clearly recognized in Fitts and Jones, (1947) which recommended shapecoding to prevent such errors. Classic research studies in Jenkins, (1947)
have shown: (1) How certain knob shapes can be distinguished solely on the basis
of touch, and (2) how by using symbolic shape associations which are similar to
the function of the control (i.e. wheel-shaped knob for landing gear) the probability
of misuse can be minimized.

The lack of shape-coded control knobs has been documented on the early Bonanzas
in a study cited previously (NTSB, 1967). In describing these §Witches this
report stated (p. 69) that ". .
the landing gear control and wing flap control are included in a row of similar switches or more precisely, nearly identical
switches." The accident rate of the Bonanza was more than twice the average rate
for all aircraft with retractable landing gears. When Beech *designed the'
Bonanza cockpit in 1963, they did incorporate full shape-coding on these controls,
but they deleted the latch which had been incorporated on previous models.
.
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locations
NOnSandardized Control Location: Tie significance of standardized
Fitts
and
jones'(1947).
to reducing pilot error was also clearly described in
recommended standardizing, the location of

As with shape - coding, this document
(Ontiveros, .Spangler and
these controls to prevent errors. A recent FAA study
cockpit'
Sulzer, 1977) states (p. 1-E) that " . .**. increased standalpization of
for
habit
interference
systems can reduce cockpit workload, reduce the potential
application of the
when Eransitioning to another type aircraft, and provide for
best and most error - resistant designs."

illustrated
The detrimental effects of a nonstandardized control arrangement are
210,
which has
by the contrasting accident rates of the Bonanza and the Cessna
Bonanza's
inadvera standard control arrangement. As shown by statistics, the
than
that
of the
tent landing gear retraction accident rate is 10 times higher
Cessna 210.

.

-

retraction on the
Obscuration of Controls: The problem of inadvertent gear
feature of ehe
Bonanza and Baron aircraft is compounded further by a design
the system
flight control System which is unique tb these two aircraft.
which
the
control
wheel
(or wheels)
utilizes a large horizontal cross-bar on
system
are
(1)
the
single control
is mounted. The two versions of this control
placed
in front
wheel with a "throw-over" mechanism which 'allows the wheel to be
control model where
of either the left or the right frdhtseat, and (2) the dual
wheels are available to both seats.
(1) the horizontal
There are two problems associated with this control system:
and flap control
the
pilot's
view
of
the
gear
bar is large enough to block
the desired
switches,forcing the Pilot to rely on his sense of feel to identify
these'
controls.
control, and (2) the pilot must` reach around the bar to activate
and
Both of these problems are more of a hindrance to pilots of small stature
relatively
when the wheel is relatively far forward. The control switches are
small in comparison to those on many other aircraft. This also tends to
decrease the pilot's ability to differentiate those controls by feel.

1974 and meets FAR part
The presurrized Baron (58P), which was certificated in
location and shapelanding
gear
and
flap
control
23 requirements with respect to
accident.during the
coding, was involved in only one landing gear retraction
hisoniptake in part to
Ironically,
the
pilot
attributed
1975 to 1978 period.
control arrangement of
the fact that he was more familiar with the nonstandard
pointed
out that his view
However,
he
also
the unpressurized Baron and gonanza.
Mechanism.
blocked
by
the
wheelmounting
of these controls was
The advantages of incorporating a
Lack of a Landing Gear Control Guard Latch:
control
can
be seen by capparing the accident
latch or guard on the landing gear
the Piper PA -23 Aztec. The PArate of the Baron with that of-a similar aircraft,
produced with a nonstandard gear
23 is the only other light plane currently being
control on this aircraft
and flap control arrangement. However, the landing gear
mechanical
guard latch;
is protected from inadvertent actuation by a separate
retraction accident rate is
and as noted earlier, its inadvertent landing gear
only one-tenth that of the Baron.
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03NCLUSIONS

.

The NTSB Concluded that the number of inadvertent landing gear retraction
accidents in the Beech Bonanza and Baron was unnecessarily high in comparison
The Board also concluded on
to other contemporary general aviation aircraft.
the basis of various pilot statements, a review of the human.factors research
literature, and a detailed analysis of the cockpit featureS of these aircraft
that these accidents result largely from various combinations of four design
deficiencies*- inadequate shape-codingt nonstandard,location of controls,
obscuration of controls, anorlack of a gtiard latch on the landing gear control.
There appears to be a growing recognition of the importance of human engineering
in preventing accidents, by the public, various government agencies and aircraft
However, the occurrenoe!of such accidents also illustrates the
industry.
importance of the pilots' responsibilities to familiarize themselves with cockpit details, particularly when flying dissimilar aircraft.
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Ahstract

flow well can a nilot maintain 109 -seconds senaratinn behind
another aircraft using information from a cockpit iisnlav of traffic
information (CUTT)? Four line pilots flew a 9-747 simulator from
cruise to landing at nenver, following five different aircraft proThe initial snaring of the aircraft varied from nn to 149
files.
seconds.

spacing
following,
initial
for
in-trail
'Then a Cr41rI was used
P,nacinn error, however, became
error was resolved fairly quickly.
when the
esneciall'
excessive in the final stages of the annroach,
lead aircraft deviated from the nominal nrofile. ruel consumption was
Pubjective ratno different with or without an aircraft to Follow.
ings showed workload was higlIer while fnllnwinn another aircraft.

Introduction

cockpit 'lisplav of traffic information (CDT') is a disnlay in
cockpit showing the pilot the nosition of other aircraft and nay
include other information about the aircraft, e.g. nround speed and
one question that, arises with the advent of cn"q's concerns
altitude.
the changes possible in the responsibilities of pilots and *controllThis study examines the ability of a nilot to use the informaers.
tion from a CT)TI to follOw another aircraft and maintain a safe distance behind that aircraft. The in-trail following clearance given to
the pilots is similar to a presently used tyne of visual annroach
The aircraft is cleared en follOw another aircraft which
clearance.
Therefore
is in sight and the nilot must maintain Visual separation.
from
air
traffic
cona shift in *responsibility for spacing
is
there
trol (ATr) to the cocknit.
Ti

the

llethodolpnv

f

Subjects

Four line pilots with major ff.s. air carriers, based in the Pan
They are currently
Francisco area narticinated in this study.

* Supported by 'TAPA (',rant Illn 21c6 to Tufts University.
941

;0

The pilot
assigned to the Boeing 747 as captain or first officer.
The
exneriservina as first officer was part of the experiment team.
menter performed the 'duties of the flight engineer.
The air traffic"
controller is a pilot working on the project.

EqUipment

The simulator is based on the Boeing 747 wit}' all the -necessary
controls and flight, navigational and engine instruments. The nilots
flew the simulator usina the heading-select mode of the autopilot, and
the pitch wheel or altitude selgct/hold mode.
The throttle was always
manual. All the landings were nerformed by the autopilot. The Flight
director was available as was raw data of 'TOR /localizer and glide
An intercom was used for the radio transmissions to the conslope.
troller. Tlo wind or turbulence was simulated.

The cockpit display of traffic information used in this study is
presented on a CRT in front of the throttles. The disnlay is always
heading-up and depicts a map of the navaids and airways in the nenver
area
(Figure 1). The Imr radial tliatihas been selected is shown with
dotted lines in the center and 3 nautical miles on each side of the
The range or
centerline, showing the approximate width of the airway.
mar scale is.twem.y nautical miles from the ownship's aircraft symbol
to the ton, -at altitudes above 1%000 feet, and ten nautical miles
below that altitude. The airway appears to pass under the stationary
ownship symbol.

v o IR
z0 c

Om E

-

010.6

CRS
3o0

MR
0.20

0.10C

487

VI

I
Figure 1.

CnTI shdwing ownshin and map information.

The apex of the aircraft symbol shows the actual position of the
The flight-path predictor line in front of the aircraft
aircraft.

symbol shows where the aircraft will he in 60 seconds iF present
rate of turn are mailained'for that period of
healing, and
sneed,
The
The curve of the predictor reflects ehe rate of turn.
time.
speed
since
it
reflects
the
distance
ground
with
length will Vary
traveled in 60 seconds. The dpt1.3 hehi nd ownshin show the nrevious
The
four-second intervals for the last forktv seconds.
positions -at
data tan shows ground sneed (in knots) on the left, and altitnde (in
hUnlreds of feet) on the right. This configuration was chosen because
of the altimein the cockpit, the airsneed indicator is to the le
the
center
or
these
two
nunbers
is
an
arrow
which indicates
In
ter.
whether/the aircraft is climbing or descending, or when level' (vertivelocity less than one meter ner second) a dash will annear.
cal
the information in the display discussed thus far, comes from instil..
the aircraft, e.g. turn and hank instruments, altimeter and
ments
in
navigation instruments. This information on the disnLav is undated
every tenth of a second.

The traffic is shown on this rnTT by a triangle nointing along
The other aircraft also have
the aircraft's ground track (rigulte 2).
it
is
always
straight,
even when they are
A (In second nredictor, but
turning. There is also a trail of riots showing where the aircract was
Avery 4 seconds For the last '.1g seconds. The data tans for these aircraft are the sane as the ownshin. 'All the information On thp traffic
is undated every 4 seconds.
/-"+8..t

L

CRS

v01? OriE

Soo

1 Oc 013.6

MR

o20

xoC
mAD67

365.183

17 279

rj cure 2.

r*T-,TT showing ownshin and lead aircraft.

!Then this disnlav is actually imnlemented the
groun.,
rrovion,1
may
the other aircraft
''or
this
qt110'f,
90
raAar
airrrart
,111-ho-}.ctrl

trarl-er .Ta; 11-4e1
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1

information

about

al sent to the
rrorf:-

necessary for the traffic Predictors.
Procedure

The pilots were paid for the four mornings they reported. 'There
were six flights each lay. The first day was for trainipo, and the
sub4ffluent days, experimental.
All the simulated flights urre nre3file
desc4nts into Denver,
Stpleton International Airport. rachjlight
began at cruise and consisted of a standard profile descent,
'MS°
approach, and landing. The ilot's role was that of captain doing the
flying, with a first officer and second officer comnlying with standard airline procedures.
In addition, all the normal radio communications were carried out with.the controller.
The flight began o7 nrir (nautical miles) to Kiowa vrm and the
aircraft was
in
contact with nenver Center at cruise airspeed and
-altitude.
Figure.1 is the,low profile descent chart for nenver*, with
the crossing altitudes and sneed 'restrictions at both Kiowa and Wifes
intersection. After Wifes aircraft are vectored for the ILS to rynway
,26 left and fly the ILS according to the published procedures.
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Low Profile nescent Chart for nenver

* Low Profile nescent Chart, nenver Colo., Plate
7/27/79.
Jepnesen Sarderson Inc., nenver (117S).
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.pilots were permitted to fly the training flights manually but
were tasked to use the autopilot for the experimental flights. The
autopilot was used (autothrottle not available) because during actual
air-carrier operations nuch'of the flight is made using the autogilot.
The nilots were provided with minimum manonveti.eg speeds for the different flan cor.fiaurations and the approach reference sneed, eatenlated,for the gross weight of the simulated aircraft.

The first two fliahts were Flown with no,rnmT to card_
Training.
The thin flight was made with
liarjTe the pilot with the simulator.
On this flight, the. nilots
the ("ITT and no other traffic displayed.
were not reguired to use the information on the display but conld
refer to it for navigation as worl,load permitted.
On the fourth flight the traffic was introduced. On this flight
aircraft was gar enough ahead 'so as not to recmire any adjustment
of snacing. The pilots comnleted a gnestionnaire to assess their
understanding of the information on the disnlav and an" misunderstaml_
ings were discussed.
the

'or the fifth and sixth Flights the in-trail following clearTnce
qn-le:1
rules recur -ling the folrowing clearance l'erp
in, effect.
These are based on the visual annroach clearance t,-) follow
nresente'l.
First, ATr confirms "electronic contact", i.e. the
another aircraft.
pilot has the other aircraft on the CnTi. Then the clearance is aiven
follow tl,e other aircraft at a given number of
to
For the Pilot
seconds. The pilot is expected to mz:intain the snacinc within +/- lA
(four -lots of history) of the snecified clearance. The nitiseconds
tnde restrictions denicted on the nublishol annroach charts must he
sneed restrictiorm are not in effect when a
complied with, however,
spacipo clearance has been given. Uhile the aircraft is on ralar vectors, ;Tr! will provide headings and altitudes but the pilot is responsible for separation behind the aircraft heing followed. and finally,
any clearance, when unable to meet or maintain t) reonired
as with
spacing, the nilot must notify ATC immediately and request Further
instructions.

was

Initially, the aircraft to he followed was either 6n, nn, 110 or
seconds ahead. The clearance stated the pilot was to follow the
effect
in
identified aircraft at lnn seconds. This snacing remained
until the aircraft ..has cleared to land. 'Then the tin of the An:second
history lot (In
Predictor of the ownshin is placed on the final
seconds) of the lead aircraft the separation of the two aircraft is
14n

annroxiciatel'i 100 seconds.

Time was chosen as the diviension for snacinc in order to var the
distance irith oround sneed-.° Por example, a 100-second sPacinc,a an
annrnach speed of 140 knots (ground speed) results in A nautical miles
14 miles at a cruise ground sneed of ;nn knots. This
and
A senaration
eer1S.
method Provides greater distance separation at faster around
was
it
In addition to the usual pilot-not-flying "call outs ",
suggested that the pilots work out some call-outs with the conilot
98
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regarding the status of spacinn, e.g. "n seconds too close".
%

rxnerimental Flights.

There were six (randomly ordered)
flights
one flight was made with no lead
aircraft but the"-rnTI was available for navination. One flight began
lnn seconds behind the lead aircraft and the lead aircraft Flew a nominal nrofile descent and ILS anproach, i.e. total4v comnliediWththe
nul-liiihed
procedures and started the'idle descent so as to ,meet the
crossing restrictions with minimal use of power.
on ,eA61-1- of

the &717,71r iental Mays.

-,,

The othe four flights had an initial error An the snacing.
the l ail aircraft male slight miscalculations in the descent
resulting in
profile that deviated some what from the noninal.
Two
flights hens
at 'In or lln seconds (inn +/- 2n) behind the preceding
aircraft. The lead aircraft either began the descent too soon- and
leveled off and slowed do* before Kiowa von, or heaan descent later
than the optimum time.
gjme late descent resulted in a high vertical
velocity and ground sreed at riowa 'TOO. The two other flights were
the most difficult for maintaining 1'10 seconds separation.
These
flights began at An or 140 seconds (100 +/- 4n) initial spacing.
Tn
these flights the lead aircraft flew a nominal descent nrofile to
`Kiowa,
then either slowed to 16n knots (ground sPee(l) at Wifes intersection (17 MIT', to nr), or was tnnn feet high and too fast at the
outer marker.
Also,

At the end of each flight, time wa
taken for ..discussion -and.
questions. Also, a set of workload evalua
scales was connletel'by
the pilot. The pilot was asked to evaluate the workload
the
for
preceedinp flight on a seven-point scale. The contrasting adiectives
used were:
remanding
undemanding
Subtle
Obvious
Unpredictable
Predictable
uo Skill Required
Much Skill'Reguired
"asy
nifficult
Uieh Stress
Low Stress
lusy
Idle
Pew Interruptions
Many Interruntions
mo Uncertainty
Much uncertainty
no Planning weeded
Much Planning Meeded
Nigh Pisk
Low risk
qatisfactorY
unsatisfactory
nerfornance
Performance

At the beginning of each experimental day, there was a review
the clearance nrocedures and the information on the CnTT.

of

Results

There are several areas of interest when exploring the use of a
for following another aircraft luring an annroach. The foremost
question is safety.
noes the implementation of the .in-trail following
CnTI

9911
.1. t.)

AA.

clearance increase or decrease the overall safety of air travel? "ore
snecifically, is the pilot able .to perform the task witllin n safe,
If so, is there an increase in worl:load? Is any wore -load
tolerance?
sufficient redundancy of information to
increase acceptable?' Is the
Tuivic other con- '
allow error detection cii.thout jeopardi?inc safety'
cerris is economics, e.g. how is the rate of fuel consumntion effected
by the in-traill following clearance?
Performance variables
mhere were,two'lArf.ormance variables used to evaluate the l'Iilitv
snacinn error

pilot to nerforn the in-trail Following task:
of the
and fuel_ consumption.
no`

qPacino error.is any deviation From the lnn seconds seoaration
mhe difference was lieasurefT
by the approach clearance.
between the two aircraft's arrival tires at a position. eoacini error
is that time minus the Inn seconds desired separation. This error was
and
calculated at )ti nositions along the course of the descent
_The amount of snacinn error has imnortarce,For safety and
aenroach.
to 'the
flies too close
efficiency of traffic flow.
If the pilot
preceding 'aircraft,
there is a dancer of collision. If the aircraft
are too far apart in snacinn, fewer aircraft can land in tho sane
Therefore, there is a decrease in the canaritv of the
amount of tine.
.

renuired

'air traffic s.Ystem.

rigur<- show the spacing error throughout the `lights for the
dO'ferent conditions of spacing error at the start of. the Flight and
mbese data
the different lead aircraft that ,were followed in trail.
show that the initial errors in snacina are reduced in avlont (IT' mile4
after which ,the error remains small (and generally positive) for about
';n riles. As the flight continues beyond i_fes intersection (17 r"1"),
the amount and the variance of the error greatly increase.
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The,first step in the analysis of the spacing error data was to
determine if the initial snacinn condition and the lead aircraft that
was followed were independent in their effects on spacino error.
N
These effects were purposely confounded in the experimental desinn.
for each
t test on the spacing error mean (of the l positions)
found no difference due to initial'snacing with any lead airflight,
craft (p > .1). Conversely, there Was no difference due to lead aircraft- with any initial snacing (p > .1). The initial spacing effect
was resolved early in the flight
(after apnroxinately 60 riles),
whereas the lead aircraft only differed in effect on spacing after
about 90 miles.
Initial

Spacing

One

Condition.

nuestion

that

arises

when

evaluM7TpiT3rWr7gbiTTETT37,erform the aircract-following task is:
how long does the pilot take to resolve a discrenancy in separation?
For the flights which henan with an error in snacinn, the number of
Inimiles was determined for that error to he reduced to a minimum.
was
resolved
more
quickly
when
the
aircraft
were
tial spacing error

101

-1

41

7

nue to the aircraft performance cliararthe
aircraft can slow down or nal-e "7," terns
t 3S, non feet,
teristics
4-6 show
increasn
its cruise speevi. rieurec
pore readily than lit can
inn
the
different
initial
snacing
conditions
for
the snacine error
+70 seconds), r-,0
seconds (0 seconds error), an & 120 s,,conds
(-40 & +40 seconds). 'rite regression lines drawn area for
14' 'seconds
Point of
to the
the nracino error from the,beginning of the flight
The spacing error taking the longest to
minimum: spacing error.
resolvfe was the +40 second initial condition. This error was nirkiLr
00 miles. The most quickly reduced initial smacinri error was
.ized:- in
'7rrors
2n seconds too close. This error was minimized in 30 miles.
miles.
0, +10 and -40 seconds were minimized in 60
too Plorse

one another.

niscrepancies in the 100-second separation were resolved at a
similar rate- whether the initial error was 40 seconds or 20 irconds.
slone of the recrression
This mat' he seen in the similarity in the
spacing
error
when
the
aircraft
started 7,1 seconds too
lines of the
another.
(Piqures
r)) to one
close (T7irmre 4) or 40 seconds too close
approximately
similar
when
the
The tate of spacing error reduction was
far
anart.
aircraft started 7n and 4n seconds'too
The spacing error (absolute value) was compared for the first
All pairs of initial spacing condihalf of the flight (00 mile;).
.001)
tirins were significantly liffc!rent in spacing error (t test n <
These
two
initial
exoept the +10 seconds and -40 SPCOhi!S conditions.
spacin conditions were minimized at the sane noint in the Flitiht.
cirom_ a
Lead Aircraft Condition% The Thad aircraft's deviation
last
half
of
orofile
caused
a
snacing
perturbation
during
the
nominal
and
T,ead
2
Lead
I
was
a
nominal
nrocilP.
the flight (rigures 7-10.
henag descent too early and late, respectively. lead 4 slowed to
1.
160 knots at 'lifer intersection. .Lead 6 was too high and fast at the
outer marker.

I

lorrir IOC

.11

"TvEr;

10

mm

flights
gnacing error during the second half off the
(nominal
nrofile).
1
b4hind
Lead
aircraft
n:"-' before T'iowa)

Tilt;Ure 7.
1')

ori
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Figure A.

Spacing error during the second half of the flights
(from
in nmr before Kiowa) behind Lead aircraft 1 (began descent too early).

1

i

innmr inc

i

in

lurrs

in

nit

Figure q. Inacing error luring the second half of the
flights
(from
in nmr before Kiowa) behind Lead aircraft 3 (began descent too late).

I

lnnmr Inc

i

in wups

in

nri

Figure in.
Snacina error luring the second half of the flights
in ')MT before Kiowa) behind Lead aircraft 4 (slow at Wifes).
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(from

I

10nr1r IOC

in

fITIN73

in

opt

gpacinn error during the second half oe theflinhts (from
Figure 11.
behind Lead aircraft 5 (high and east at the
11 rvir before Xiowa)
outer marker).
N comni%.rison was male of the absolute value of the spacing err-the second hale of the flinht between all pairs of lead aircra t
for
conditions. only two pairs of lead aircraft were not sinniFicantiv
different (T statistic r < .05). These were Lead 4 with Lead 1 and,
with Lead 7.

since the lead aircraft profiles are all variations that could he
exnected on an apnroach, the level and variance_ in spacina error is a
critical consideration. Figures 7-11 sho% the snacinn error for the
last half of each flight following die'erent lead aircraft. Pilots
clew their aircraft-tem close to Leads 1 find 4, thus reducing the narseparation behind Leads 3 and 5 became excessively
nindor safety.
lar4iP after Wifes. This has little innact oh saeetv but decreases the
efficiency of traffic flow. Tiead aircraft 1 on the nominal 7rofile
produced a gradual increase in positive snacing error with no large
.

cllannes in slope.

Fuel Consumption. A major concern in today's air carrier operaFlight.
Fuel consumntions is the amount of euel consumed during a
tion during a descent is also an indication or the amount of throttle
In a well nlanned descent, idle thrust can he
and speed adjustments.
used until established on final approach, unless traffic requires
A comparison/between the fuel used on
speed or course adjustment.
flinhts with no aircraft to follow and flights with different initial
Flights
snacinn conditions yielded no difference (t tests n > .5).
consumed
fuel
beginning inn seconds behind the lead did not diefer in
with flinhts having an initial snaeittq error (t tests p > .1).

mhe euel used on flights with no lead aircraft was then compared
with the fuel used- when following the five different lead aircraft.
inhere was no difference in the amount of fuel consumed (t tests e
Fuel consumption for flights following the nominal lead was no
.1).
dieferent (t tests r > .1) than flights rollowinn the other lead aircraft excent for Leal aircraft 4 (p < .ns, see rigure 10). Adjustment
in spacing behind Lead it required a reduction in sneed at an altitude
104
1 ei2,1

of anproximatelv 14,000 feet. Pilots had to lower flans and gear earlier in order to reduce speed and increase separation,jresultinn in an
increase in the use of power.
'

'Subjective Workload Measures

Once the ability of a nilot to perform the task has been deter-.
an important question to consider is the level of the nilot's
workload while nerforming that task. ,The workload rating scales that
were commleted after each flight showed significant difference betwe'en
the level of workload for a, flight using the cnTI to follow 100
seconds behind another aircraft and those flinhts where there was "no
othe'aircraft. Fspecially the adjective pair Denandinn/TIndemandina,
which had a _iilcoxon Signed hanks 'est n < .05 fot no lead aircraft
comnarel to afriead aircraft conditions and all-initial snaring conditions.
Other adjective pairs.also showed differences in workload
ratings between flights with no other aircraft and the in-trail following flights.
uowever there wereonly,a f=,..ieolated differences
among the different lead aircraft conditions and among the initial
spacing conditions.
mined,

Learning effects. The snacinn error continued to degrease on
each of the. three exnerimental days -(one -way" analvss o variance
Pft6.1q n < .01).
The mean spacinnerror reduced from 16.A1 -to 14.13
to 12.w3 -on the subsequent days.
Powever, the subiective workload
evaluations of flinhts made on each of the three days showed no
difference (Xruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance p > .1).
i,

niAcussion
The findings sungesot that pilots are able to follow another a,ircraft in trail using the information from a crITT.
They are able to
reduce error in the initial aircraft spacing rather quickly, given the
constraints of aircraft nerforrnance. Oenerally, the separation error
remained low until the moint at which the pilot benan*makine nreparation for landing.
The increase in error in the final staves of the
anproach suggests that the level of workloed has a detrimental effect
on the pilot's performance of the in-trail following task. The observations of the experimenters support this hypothesis.
As
the nilot
became more involved in the control of the aircraft
preparation for
landing, less time was spent looking at the
The workload
evaluation scales do not specifically address different phases of the
flight, however the pilots rated in-trail following flinhts in general
as having hinher workload than flinhts with no other aircraft.

In conclusion, the CDT? provides the necessary information to
enable a nilot to maintain separation from the preceding-aircraft.
The nilot can take the responsibility for snacinn rather
than having
the snacinn accomnlished by ATC.
This information exnands the canabilitv of the nilot under Phstrument conditions to that similar in a
visual environment.
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PAVE LOW III
INTERIOR LIGHTING RECONFIGURATION FOR NIGHT LIGHTING AND
NIGHT VISION GOGGLE COMPATIBILITY

H. L. TASK

_./4. GRIFFIN

Human Wineering Division
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

ABSTRACT

The PAVE LOW III aircraft is a modified HH 53-H helicopter that
The
has a low altitude (below 100 feet), night/day rescue mission.
desired night flying configuration is for the pilot to wear night
vision goggles (NVGs) to fly the aircraft while the copilot, without
NVGs, observes displays and monitors the aircraft instruments.
in
the
cockpit
incompatibility
NVG
of
problems
The
successfully countered using several light control techniques.

were

The light control modifitations were evaluated on the ground in
the PAVE LOW III helicopter at Kirtland AFB in April 1980 by PAVE LOW
instructor pilots.

The evaluation results were extremely positive.
INTRODUCTION

The PAVE LOW III aircraft is a modified version of the HH-53H
is
day/night air
Its primary mission
helicopter (see Figure 1).
The mission profile of this aircraft is to fly extremely low
rescue.

Figure 1.

The PAVE LOW III Aircraft; a Modified HH-53H Helicopter.

The original PAVE
for day/night search and rescue of downed pilots.
LOW III modifications inylvded a forward looking infra-red (FLIR)
'veable gimbal at the forward section of
imaging sensor mounted on
This FLIR 4,.A ided night, infra-red imagery via two
the aircraft.
(CRTs) mounted in the instrument panel in
5" x 7" cathod-ray tu
.

front

of

the pilot and co-pi -ot (see Figure 2).
Additionally, to
`support night and adverse weather navigation, a radar altimeter and
Terrain Avoidance/Terrain Following-radar was installed. However, as

Figure 2.

The Front Instrument Panel and Center Console of the PAVE
LOW III.

the

PAVE LOW III aircraft was undergoing acceptance
testing and
required
participation
in
Red
Flag
'79,
(Tactical
Air
Combat
Exercise), the requirement for low altitude flight was extended beyond
the design .capablities of the radar.
It was felt by those familiar
with the helicopter that lower altitudes could be achieved at night if
the pilot used the U.S. Army developed, second generation Night Vision.
Goggles (NVGs).
Figure 3 'shows a pair of the AN/PVS-5 night vision
goggles.
In initial tests with the night vision
goggles it was determined
that the interior lighting-for night flight interfered severely with

Figure 3.

Army Developed AN/P10-5 Second Generation Night Vision
Goggles.
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The night illumination, even adthe useful operation of the NVGs.
low
level,
emits
considerable
energy in the near infrared
justed to a
A
first
attempt to reduce this
where the NVGs are most sensitive.
Reliability,
(Productibility,
PRAM
by the
conducted
problem was
Availability, Maintainability) PO (Program Office) at Wright-Patterson
AFB in cooperation with the Military Airlift Command (MAC) and the Air
.Pescue and Recovery Service (ARRS). This initials test involved turning
off all possible interior lights and floodlighting the instrument panel
Electro-luminescent
with yellow-green electro-luminescent lighting.
in
the
visible region and
(F-L) light emits almost all of its energy
This
"cold
lighteffect
makes the
essentially none in the infra-red.
tradiwith
the
use
of
NVGs
than
the
E-L light much more compatible
tional incandescent lighting.

a meeting late in 1979 the authors were asked by PRAM and MAC
to address the problem of making the interior lighting of the PAVE LOW
The desired
the use of the NVGs.
III helicopter compatible with
operating condition was for the pilot to wear the NVGs to fly the
hellopter while observing the outside world, and for the copilot to
monitor the FLIR video display and the aircraft instruments. Thus the
fundamental problem was to design a means of lighting such that the
copilot had sufficient light to monitor the cockpit instruments but
insure that the lighting did not interfere with the pilot's NVGs. A
At

windscreen/
the
and
lighting
interior
aircraft
the
of
review
difficulty.
lighting
of
sources
two
instrument geometry revealed
overhead
and
center
the
on
illuminated instruments
First, several

console reflected directly in the ,windsrreen from the pilot's and
copilot's eye position as well as the flight engineer's nominal eye
This problem makes night flight, even without the NVGs,
position.
of
difficult and distracting and almost totally disallowed the use
in
the
cockpit
illuminated
other
surSecond, the stray light
NVGs.
reflections
face's (like the pilot's knees and hands) such that their
distracting
when
viewing
in the windscreen were highly visible and
was
necessary
to
it
improve
the
NVG
utility
To
through the NVGs.
the
control
reduce
or
and
sources
eliminate the direct reflecting
scattered light.
APPROACH

Several lighting and light control techniques were
alleviate the NVG incompatibility problem:
1.

Use blue-green E-1 flood-lighting and turn

off

recommended to

all

possible

incandescent lamp sources.
2.

Use blue filters over the CRT display

(instead of red)

and

place a red filter over the NVGs.
3.

Use light baffles to control stray light.

4.

Use anti-flare baffles on NVGs to reduce flare.

5.

Use flat black

flight clothing and helmets to reduce stray

light and reflections.
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As a result of the meeting with MAC and PRAM, them authors were
requested to impliment the above recommendations on a PAVE LOW III
helicopter for a full-up ground evaluation.
The following sections
describe each of these recommendations in detail.
EL

1.

WAVELENGTH Cr*)

Figure 4.

Wavelength Emission Spectrum of the Electro-Luminescent
Lamp jthout Filter (E-L) and With a Blue Filter (BB).

Electro-Luminescent Flood Lighting

The main reason for using E-L light is that, unlike incandescent
it emits little or no light in the near infra-red region.
The NVGs are highly sensitive to light from about 4L0 nanometers to
850 namometers.wavelength.
By
limiting the interior
lighting to
blue-green, visible wavelengths only, considerable adverse interaction
between the lighting system and the NVGs was eliminated.
Figure 4
shows the emission spectrum of the E-L lamps used. The upper curve is
the E-L lamp without filter and the lower curve shows the lamp with a
blue filter (BB) that was used to shift the emission spectrum further
lighting,

into the blue region.

The E-L lamps were placed under the glare shield to illuminate the
front instrument panel and center console. They were also placed on
the backs of the pilot's and copilot's seats, directed upwards, to
illuminate the overhead panels.
It was not possible under the constraints placed on this retrofit (no holes drilled or permanent modifications allowed) to properly illuminate the far forward section of
the overhead panels or the rear section of the center console. Thus
to provide a means of "portable" illumination, an E-L light wand was
provided\ that the copilot could use for map reading or close-up
instrument tasks such as setting radio frequencies.
In an ideal situation these areas would be locally illuminated with E-L light built
into the instrument or its immediate surround.
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Blue/Red Filters

The CRT FLIR displays on the helicopter use a P-4 white phosphor.

Although this emits no infra-red light
visible region.

it

does emit over the full

The standard-night operation required the white CRT
1.0-

P-4

NVG2
AID

W
Ct

0.012

m

I

(ed

WAVELENGTH (110)

Figure 5.

Composition of the Display P-4 Phosphor Spectrum and the
Night Vision Goggle (NVG 2) Sensitivity Curves.

screen to be covered with a red filter. This left a display emission
spectrum in the visible from about 600 nm to 650 nm. This spectrum is"
in the center of the sensitivity region of the NVGs. Figure 5 shows

WAVELENGTH (run)

Figure 6.

Comparison of P-4 Phosphor with Blue Filter and Night Vision
Goggle Sensitivity Curves.
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the relative sensitivity of the second generation night visions goggles
(NVG2) compared with the emission'spectrum of the P-4 phosphor.

By using a _blue filter (BB) over the P-4 phosphor screen it is
possible to shift the emission spectrum toward the blue, where the NVG
is not quite as sensitive (see Figure 6). This still result= in

WAVELENGTH 4,60

Figure 7.

Comparison of P-4 Phosphor with Blue Filter and Night Vision
Goggle Sensitivity with Red Filter. Note lack of overlap.

considerable overlap.
To reduce the overlap still further, a red
plastic filter was placed over the NVGs that was also highly transmissive in the near infra-red. This resulted in the durves, shown in
Figure 7. Under these conditions the emission of the display and the
1.

NVG2

WAVELENGTH G40
Figure 8.

Comparison of Night Vision Goggle Sensitivity Without
Filter (NVG 2) and With Red Filter (NVG 2 AA).
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sensitivity

of

the

NVG

have

almost

no

overlap ;

thus

effeftively

eliminating the interference of the display with proper operation of
The red/infra-red filter over the NVGs also significantly
the NVGs.
reduced, the sensitivity of the NVG to the blue-green E-L, thereby
eliminating that source of interference.

The red/infra-red filter does reduce the overall sensitivity of
However, since most of the natural
the NVGs as shown in Figure 8.
night illumination is in the near infra-red (IR), (i.e., 800 nm to
1,000 nm) the effective reduction in night sensitivity is very small.
Baffles for Light Control

incandescent lights in the
It is not 'possible to turn off all
Several
cockpit since some are required instrument status lights.
such lights were also unfortuantely located in the center console.
Most of the center console was directly visible in the windscreen due
To control these reflections, a material
to the reflection geometry.
This
developed by 3-M Corporation was applied wherever :possible.
material, called Micro-Louver (ML), is like a miniature venetian blind

cast in a thin plastic layer.

It

obtained in various configurations.

is

about

1/16" thick and can be

By varying the "slat" spacing anr

the fan of light that is allowed through the material can b
The material comes in three "fan widths" of 480, 60c
controlled.
tilt,
and

900';'

and

several

tilt

angles:

00,

180,

30°,

and

45

The tilt angle refers to the direction with respect to the vertic
Thus a 480 fan at 00 tilt results in a light distribution that
emitted vertically (with respect to surface of material) with a

.

.

is

'80

spread.

By placing appropriately chosen ML sections over the ligh , and
displays, the light can be directed away from the windscreer coward
the pilot, copilot, and flight engineer. This reduces or elim .es the

Figure 9.

The

an,

cro- ouver

iew

erect y.

direct reflections of instruments in the windscreen.
Figure 9 shows a
section of ML that is a 480 fan, 00 tilt mounted over p .vu-graph.
Note the clarity of the vu-graph beneath the ML.
Figure 10 Shows this
same vu-graph and material but from a different angle.
The vugraph
behind the ML is almost completely black because the light
has be-,: directed in a fan upward.

Figure 10.

The 480 Fan, 00 Tilt Micro-Louver Viewed from an Angle
of about 600.

This technique of using ML baffles was successfully employed over
several indicator lamps and displays including the incandescent lamp
illuminated moving map display located in the center console. The ML
was oriented to provide a .horizontal fan of light directed away from
the forward windscreen toward the pilot, copilot, and flight engineer
positions.

Although this technique was highly successful for the visible light
reflections, it was not totally successful with the IR reflections.

The ML

plastic was partially transmissive in the IR and the IR from
was so strong that it caused scattering within the
ML
To combat this problem a thin, plastic material was borrowed
from the laser safety industry.
The original purpose of this material
was to provide laser safety and protection at the near IR wavelengths.
Thus the material passed a large portion of the visible" spectrum but
absorbed light in the near IR.
This IR blocking material (IRBM) was
used in conjunction with the ML material to provide fairly effective
control of both visible and IR radiation.
The IRBM was a "Glendale
Green" filter material obtained from Glendale Optical Company.
The
published photopic transmissivity of the IRBM is about 45%.
It does
have a definite green tint and affects the red end of the visible much
more severely than the green.
the lamps
material.

Anti-Flare Baffles on NVG

Another source of stray light that can affect the NVG operation is
The NVGs have a 400 Field of View (FOV), 1:1 optical imaging system.
However, bright light sources just outside of
thi "s FOV can still illuminate the objective lens of the NVG. Although

caused by Gare.
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this illumination is not imaged through the optical system (since it
veiling
is outside the FOV) it still scatters in the lens causing a
This
condition
contrast.
luminance at the image plane that reduces

Figure 11.

Anti-Flare Baffles and Filter Holders for tt4 Night .Vision
Goggles.

outside of
can be partly alleviated by providing an anti-flare baffle
These baffles "shade" the
the objective.lens as shown in Figure 11.
They
light
sources
outside
of the FOV.
objective lens from bright
also provide a housing to mount the red/IR filters to the NVGs.
Black Flight Clothing

To further reduce stray light it was recommended that the flight
crew wear dark clothing to absorb any stray light instead of reDue to the geometry of the windscreen and pilot/copilot
emitting it.
the
knees
and hands of the pilot/copilot are reflected and
seats,
By wearing dark
highly visible in the windscreen to the NVG wearer.
clothing the intensity of the these reflections were greatly reduced.
GROUND EVALUATION RESULTS

All of the light control techniques herein described were applied
to the PAVE LOW III aircraft and evaluated by several instructor pilots
during a day/night ground evaluation. Overall the evaluation results
were extremely good. The, copilot had sufficient light to do his job,
Several
but the lighting did not adversely affect the pilot's NVGs.
specific problems were identified by the evaluating instructor
pilots.

An general, the use of the IRBM tended to make some of the indiIn particular,
cator lights too dim to the unaided eye in daytime.
marginally
acceptable
in daythe moving map (navigation) display was
the
IR
emissions
for
time when sufficient IRBM was applied to block
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130

n;ght

use.

During

the

night

evaluation

several

other "sources

of

incandescent or neon light IR emissions were identified as requiring
applications of the light control techniques.
These sources were not
identified originally because the other sources totally masked the
light from these sources. However, with the original problem lights
effectively controlled, these "secondary" sources of light control
problems became evident.

Long term problems that need to be solved before these techniques
can be applied are the materials problems associated with the ML and
the IRBM.
The ML is a soft plastic, as such it is susceptible to
scratching Apd, in the case of the incandescent bulbs, it can be warped
by the heats .k the lamps.
These same concerns apply to the IRBM as
well:
If an aircraft cockpit used E-L panel lighting instead of the
incandescent, then the heat problem associated with the ML application

would be solved.

Also, this would eliminate the need for the IRBM
since the E -L emits no IR.

An additional bonus of an all E-L cockpit light system or application of the techniques described, fs that the emission of IR from the
cockpit is greatly reduced or'eliminated. This should make the craft
less visible and vulnerable to. IR sensing and seeking devices.

CONCLUSIONS

The light control techiques described were successfully applied to
the PAVE LOW III helicopter to make the interior lighting system compatible with the use of Night.Vision Goggles. From the ground evaluation it is evident that these techniques provide= a simple, inexpensive,
and useful means to improve night visibility out of the cockpit with
or without Night Vision Goggles.
The materials problems encountered
should beladdressed, and these techniques should be considered in the
design of. new cockpit lay-outs for interior night lighting.

Since this effort, similar efforts have begun for light control of
These efforts are proceeding well as of

the C-130 and Uhipl aircrafts.
this writing.
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PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF
AN ONBOARD COMPUTER-BASED INFORMATION SYSTEM
Sandra H. Rouse and William B. Rouse

University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

A computer-based system for retrieval and display of procedural
information will be discussed. Preliminary evaluation of this system
will be considered, in the context of two-person crews operating in
normal, abnormal, and emergency situations. Data for execution times
and errors will be reported for comparisons of computer -based displays
and traditional hardcopy media.
Further, the effects of various levels
of computer "intelligence" will be reported.
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INTELLIGIBILITY OF AND PILOTS' REACTIONS TO
VARIOUS TYPES OF SYNTHESIZED SPEECH
G. Rothbauer
Technische Universitat Munchen

A literature search has shown that it would be of value to Voice
Warning Research to clarify the question, whether an artificial or
natural sounding computer-generated voice would be preferable for use in
Among the problems which arise when
a ockpit voice warning system.
warnings
are q'iestions regarding the content
ce is used to communicate
form of the information to be transmitted, interference with other
a
acoustic information, priority logic and technical aspects of voice
output.

Experiments will be conducted in a simple flight simulation using
realistic cockpit noise and simulated radio communication. Pilots
will be used as test persons: they are ideal because of their familiarity with general flight conditions as well as with phraseology used in
aircraft communications. In order to guarantee an almost constant
inter- and intraindividual operator workload, the difficulty of a twodimensional control task - a simplified flying task - will be adaptively
adjusted to individual perform; .ce capability.
The technical means used to generate voice warnings will be the
independent variable in these experiments: one method will be electronic
production of speech (not derived from spoken utterances) generated by
a Votrax synthesizer; the other method will be digital storage of spoken
warnings. A performance measure (intelligibility against a background of
cockpit noise) as well as subjective reactions of the pilots will serve
as dependent variables.
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HEAD UP DISPLAYS IN OPERATION:
SOME UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
Richard L. Newman
,Crew Systems Consultants
Yellow Springs, Ohio

William L. Welde
Air-Force Aerbspace Medical Research Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
1

Bec use of the interest in using head up displays (HUDs) as primary
flight re erences in instrument meteorological condilions (IMC), a survey
off
ational pilots flying HUD-equipped airplanes was undertaken. This
As
revealed several problem" areas. These are (1) The HUDs are too
brig t at night; (2) The field of view is too limited; (3) The 16cation
Of the design eye reference point does not correspond to the typical pilot
practice of sitting as high as possible to maximize his external view;
(4) The response of the HUD symbols is not adequately controlled by
existing specifications; (5) Pilots have an increased tendency towards
spatial disorientation while flying by reference to the HUD; (6) Th
instrument landing system (ILS) displays are not satisfactory; and (7)
The balance between presenting necessary information and clutter is
not always achieved in today's HUDs.

AV

.

.-

i Several recommendations are made to deal with these problem areas.
Chief among these is the conducting of a flight experiment to develop
design criteria for HUD symbol response and for the proper symbology
for the ILS approach.
These experiments would interact closely with the
study of increased pilot disorientation when flying by reference to
the HUD.

I. "'IL."
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A STUDY OF DECISION-MAKING BEHAVIOR OF
AIRCRAFT PILOTS DEVIATING FROM
A PLANNED FLIGHT*
George W. tlathers, II
The MITRE Corporation
McLean, Virginia
and

Walter C. Giffin and Thomas H. Rockwell
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

ABSTRACT

This paper outlines an investigation into the worth structures of
A "paper and pencil"
pilots facing a deviation from a planned flight.
simulation was used to frame the_situation into which pilots interjected
their own.decision making skills in a simple ranking of candidate diversion airports with varying locational, navigational aid, radar and
weather attributes. Using the c-njoint measurement technique, attribute
worth functions of thirty pilots were constructed. It was discovered
that systematic differences in the worth functions of the pilots did
not occur as a result of dividing the pilot sample according to any
measure of flight hour experience. However. differences were found wheh
the pilot sample was grouped according to grade of pilot certificate,
type of pilot training, and type of flying most commonly done.

INTRODUCTION
k,

Occasionally pilots must deviate from a planned flight and land It
an-airport which is not their ultimate destination or goal. The reason
necessitating the change could be that the weather at the destination
has turned bad, or that unexpected strong headwinds require another
The reason could be more urgent in nature such as the failfuel stop.
ure of an. aircraft system or subsystem which hinders some dimension of
In any case, the needYto choose and to divert to
aircraft performance.
another airport leaves the pilot with a decision, which, if not careThis situation is called
fully made, could have serious consequences.
the diversion-decision problem.

*This paper'is based on information developed as part of the Research
rt "An Investigation Into Pilot and System Response To Critical
R
n-Flight Events" by Thomas H. Rockwell and Walter C. Giffin, prepared
for the NASA Ames Research Center under Contract HAS 2-10047.
1514v6

1 r,
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In several accidents it can be pointed out that the most serious
decisional deficiency occurred when the pilot was selecting a course of
action in the wake of an unexpected event. In other words, once the
pilot accepted the fact that a real or perceived problem situation
existed, he made a poor decision concerning where to divert the flight.
To understand why this happens, one should consider the sequence of
steps a pilot must work through when resolving inflight problems.
Rockwell and Giffin (1980), in their study of pilot response to
critical in-flight events, suggest that pilots respond to urgent situations in the four step process of detection, diagnosis, decision, and
Considering those sitaatidns in which a diversion is neces_execution.
sary, the decision step may be enlarged and dissected to reveal the
pertinent influences in the diversion-decision process. One conceptualization of this breakdown is shown in Figure 1.
The pilot combines three main ingredients when making his diversion decision.
First, he used his own dtagnosis of the problem, including

a reassessment of the needs, capabilities, and limitations of his airThe quality of his diagnosis and
plane implied by the diagnosis.
reassessment can be measured on such dimensions as correctness and the
amount of certainty he offers.
Secondly, the pilot brings in several psychological factors. Some
of these are the economic, moral, social, and emotional motivating
factors which oftentimes bias the overall decision process, even though
they are rarely related to the objective evaluation of a situation.
For example, the oft demonstrated "get home-itis" phenomenon may cause
more rational alternatives to be ignored when faced with balky equipment and deteriorating weather.

DIAGNOSIS

EXECUTION

DECISION

11.....
Worth Functions
Combination
Mechanism

Psychological
Factors

1111..

FIGURE 1.

Internal Factors of Decision Step
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Finally, the pilot incorporates a unique worth function, or preference function into the decision process. The worth function is the
application of values or utilities to the decisional attribute. This
function combines pieces of descriptive, physical information to yield
Under homogeneous
the psychological "worth" of a decision alternative.
diagnostic and psychological conditions, the worth function determines
how a decision will be made.
The focus of this study is on the worth functions pilots employ in
Under the model of the decision process
the diversion-decision problem.
shown in Figure 1, the worth function could serve as a barometer of
underlying psychological pressures in the decision process. It would
be helpful to the understanding of the whole of pilot decision making
processes if more was known about his worth function and its implicaAssessing the worth functions of a group of pilots could distions.
close differences in worth structures which are dependent on pilot
experienced
For example, one might'compare:
background variables.
pilots
versus
risky
pilots,
versus inexperienced pilots, conservative
.i.nd civil trained versus military trained pilots.

Only a small portion of a'iailable decision making literature has
flight environment. Though pilot
centered on decision making in
judgment has long been recognized as an important factor in the safety
of flight, research in the area has largely been limited to observations
made from outside the cockpit. Many of the observations are retrospective analyses of the decision making behavior of pilots involved
in accidents or incidents. One reason more research has not been done
can be traced to th? difficulty in creating and controlling in-flight
decision making environments.

A study by Jensen and Benel (1977) offers an excellent overview of
pilot judgment from the viewpoints of aviation and psychology, and
uncovers many of the aspects of this area which demand further research.
Their main objectives were to examine popular questions about pilot
judgment, offer a coherent definition of judgment, and determine
whether training programs could be developed to modify judgment. A
two-part definition of judgment was presented as well as evidence
from judgment research in other fields that the process can be modified
through training.

Hoffman, Slovic, and Rorer (1968) investigated the use of an
analysis of variance model to determine how people combine various
pieces of information in a decision making situation. Nine radiologists
were asked to rate the degree of malignancy of ninety-six hypothetical
The ulcers were described in terms
_leers on a scale of one to seven.
of six orthogonal dimensions ("orthogonal" meaning changes in value
along one dimension do not imply changes on other dimensions). An
ANOVA was also used to determine the significance of configural use
of attribute information (i.e., combining the attributes of an
alternative interactively). They found distinct difference in the
decision models used by the different radiologists, but also found
that, on the average, about 90% of a subject's response variation
could be attributed to main effects only.
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In those cases where measurement of some of the values of the worth
model is difficult, the conjoint measurement approach has been useful.
It provides a stepping stone between those decision tasks with hard-tomeasure variables and the ANOVA method of processing data which is more
easily quantified. By doing so, much can be inferred about the process
governing a decision situation which would otherwise not be approachable.
As a product of the field of mathematical psychology, conjoint
measurement is the topic of numerous articles in the behavioral sciences.
A thorough review of conjoint measurement can also be found in Green
and Wind's (1973) book.
Conjoint measurement has been used in an aviation decision making
study by Curry (1976).
He determined the worth functions for general
aviation and airline pilots who were considering several landing situations.
One part of his study revealed large differences between the
worth functions of a general aviation pilot and an airline pilot.

ANALYZING THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS
The pilot in the diversion-dedision problem is faced with tradeoffs in matching available airports against his concept of "ideal".
The "ideal" airport he has in mind may not be a feasible alternative
for his situation.
The pilot faces what is known as a multiattribute
(or multidimensional) decision problem. To understand how these decir4ons are made requires ascertaining how one trades off conflicting
criteria, for example, better weather versus an increase in distance
or time.
That is the central issue of this research effort.
Many researchers have been interested in determining the worth
functions people use in choice making situations. There are problems,
though, that prevent the use of a straightforward analysis, such as
regression, in determining a worth function. These problems arise as
a result of the difficulty in measuring the value of some of the variables.
However, by carefully arranging the alternatives in the choice
making situation, one can overcame these problems by using the conjoint measurement approach.
This is possible because conjoint measurement requires only the subjective rank of a set of alternatives instead
of absolute worth values.
Although a relatively recent concept, conjoint measurement has
found widespread application in many different fields. Examples of
its application can be found in marketing researc,L (Johnson, 1974),
psychology (Krantz and Tversky, 1)71), and mathematical psychology,
(Tversky, 1967).
Conjoint measurement has been used in aviation decision making
research in assessing the worth of an approach to landing (Curry, 1976).
Curry used conjoint measurement to determine the relative worth of
attributes in the overall preference function of general aviation
pilots and airline pilots who were considering an approach-to-landing
situation.
The variables he considered were wind direction, wind
velocity, runway surface conditions, and turbulence.
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The main concern of conjoint measurement is to determine the joint
effect of two or more independent variables on the ordering of a
dependent variable. From the viewpoint of multiattribute decision making,
the additive model (where the total worth is simply a sum of the partial
worths of each attribute) appears the most relevant in most situations.
The goal of conjoint measurement, is to find a set of partial worths
(interval scaled with common unit), one ,for each attribute in the worth
function, such that the ordering of the sums of the partial worths
preserves, is closely as possible, the ordering of the dependent
variable.

When considering the additive model for worth functions, an analysis
of ordinally rank alternatives (on the basis of preference, for example)
can proceed by using a regression approach of the analysis of variance.
Assuming monotonic partial worth functions, a main-effects analysis of
variance is performed. The independent variables take on the values
which are used to define the attributes or dimensions of the alternaIf, for example, attribute i was allowed to vary on three levels,
tives.
the corresponding values of the independent variable could range from,
low to high, -1 to 0 to +1. The coefficients of the additive worth
t much emphasis the attributes have in the decision
model, which reveal
Making situation, areobtained by performing a regression analysis
The values of the dependent
over the whole bet of ranked objects.
variables are taken from the rank position of the various choices.
This substitution says, in effect, that the worth values (dependent
variable) for all the alternatives are at equal intervals along the
Though this assumption is very likely untrue, it provides
worth scale.
In fact, several researchers
an ideal place for the regression to begin.
have found that rarely do other values for the dependent variablef
yield the coefficients in regression which make the worth function fit
the observed data better than wnen rank values are used (Curry, (1976),
3-

and Green and Wind (1973)) .

This analysis yields a function which very closely approximates a
subject's preference scheme by considering simple, ordinally ranked
The function can then be held up for observation to disclose which
data.
attributes are dominant in the subject's preference scheme or worth
If the worth functions of several subjects are calculated
function.
under hamogeneons conditions, an analysis can be performed to determine
how properties of preference functions might be related to background
variables of the subjects.

THE EXPERDENT
Thirty instrument rated pilots volunteered to participate
joint workshop-experiment on pilot response to critical in-flight
events and deci,ion making. Prior to any of the individual experimental
sessions, tbe p rticipants filled out a pilot background data form on
which their flight experience, type of flight training, and type of
The pilots also recorded
flying most commonly done was recorded.
their responses to several items on a knowledge survey which was
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designe'd to estimate the pilot's knowledge of general aircraft systems.
The pilot - subjects were briefed on general weather and aircraft information which would be useful in the "paper and pencil" simulations which
were to follow.

On a one-to-one experimenter-subject basis, the pilots were asked
to consider five different scenarios unveiled through paper and pencil
techniques, one at a time. The first four scenarios were designed to
let the pilot exercise his diagnostit-skills on airplanes which were
experiencing problems in flight.
The last scenario was designed to
reveal the pilot's decision making tendencies in the diversion-decision
problem.
It was the last scenario that structured the platform on
which the data for this study was gathered. The paper and pencil simulation began when the experimenter commenced reading a chronologically
based description of the flight beginning with the preflight planning
stages.
The opening paragraph described the mission of the flight, and
provided some general preliminary information:
You are at the Bangor International Airport in Bangor,
Maine, and desire to fly to Glens Falls, New York, for a
1:30 p.m. business meeting (refer to the Low Altitude
Enroute chart provided). The current time is 9:00 a.m.
and you feel you can be ready for departure by 10:00 a.m.
after you conduct all necessary preflight activities. The
plane you will be flying today is your company's Cherokee
Arrow (N8086W).
You have flown this particular plane
several times before and regard it as a reliable airplane.
The aircraft's fuel tanks are full, and after a very
thorough preflight inspection you conclude that it is
perationally and legally ready for the flight. A brief
ist of the important performance figures and IFR equipment
on board is shown in the table provided.
The subject was given a moment to review the appropriate tables and
Because there was no element of actual control (e.g., control
of aircraft attitude, control of engine output, etc.), in the paper and
pencil simulation, the information in these documents provided the basis
for complete planning of the hypothetical flight. From this information, and the information he would receive on the weather, the pilot
was able to prepare for all phases of the flight.
figures.

In the interest of saving time and reducing variations in pilot
estimates of such flight performance variables as time enroute, an
IFR flight plan was computed and filled out for him. The pilot was
given a few moments to check over the flight plan and accept it.
In the actual flight portion, the text described to the pilot the
takeoff and departure of his flight, the climb to cruising altitude,
and the initial phases of cruise flight.
The pilot was encouraged to
follow the progress of his flight on a simplified version of the Low
Altitude Enroute chart for his route of flight. Until the midway
point in the flight, every aspect of the operation was considered
routine and according to schedule.
1.
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About midway through the flight; the need to divert was introduced.
In this case it took the form of an alternator failure. The symptoms
tive actions were taken, and a
of the problem were stated, some cor
s provided in the text which
general assessment of the situation

ct

follows:

At 11:21 (one hour and twenty-one minutes after departure)
you cross Grump intersection.
One minute later you hear
a short burst of static noise over your radio speakers.
At the same time you notice your VOR needles and their
"on-off" flags flicker unsteadily and return to normal
indications.
Carious to know what caused these events,
,ou glance over the instrument panel and find a "zero"
reading on the ammeter. You actuate the landing light
and notice no change in ammeter indications.
From this
information, iou conclude the alternator has failed. You
follow the procedures in the manual but your attempts to
bring the alternator back into service are unsuccessful.
Therefore, you turn offthe alternator, minimize the
electrical load, and operate solely on battery power.
The battery, by itself, can supply the required power to
operate your radios for only a limited time.
The amount
of time you have depends on the size and condition of the
battery, the temperature, and the power requirements of the
Even under ideal
essential electrical equipment you use.
conditions battery power is not expected to last longer
than fifty minutes.
You are at an altitude of 8000 feet, just west of Grump
intersection. The time is now 11:23 and you have been
airborne for one hour and twenty-three minutes. Winds
are out of the southwest at thirty knots.
The preceding text contains several key pieces of information for
the pilot facing the diversion-decision problem. First, the symptoms
and the diagnosis set the stage for the need to divert. The straightforward statement of the diagnosis was intended to give each pilot the
same perception of the problem. This is of great importance since'
the tabus of this study is on the diversion-decision issue rather than
If left to their own diagnostic devices, it would be highly
diagnosis.
unlikely that all pilots would perceive the problem the same way.
Next, the ramifications of the problem were clearly assessed.
Having
only battery power left!Ato run electrical equipment the problem was
made urgent in terms of "time. The consequences of flying beyond the
the flight would be trapped
lifetime of the battery are serious:
aloft with no means of communication or navigational guidance. Finally,
an estimated maximum time the battery would be useable was stated as
being not longer than fifty minutes.
The paper and pencil simulation had now reached the point where
the pilot was r'FOted upon to inject his own personal skills into the
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diversion-decision problem.
It involved ranking a group of airports
from most preferable to least preferable based on their attributes.

There were four attributes considered at each of the sixteen airports in this ranking task, namely; (1) air traffic control (ATC)
services at the airport, (2) the weather at the airport, (3) the time
to fly from present position to the airport, and (4) the best'instrument approach facilities there. Because the number of alternatives to
consider has to increase dramatically as the number of attributes
increases, it was desired to keep the number of attributes small. The
selected attributes were chosen because they are orthogonal with respect
to one another, and they were the more pertinent items to consider in
this situation.

/ Each attribute was varied over two levels. Four attributes at two
levels required sixteen candidate airports each with a different set of
attributes.
See Table 1 for the experimental design and a description
of attribute levels.
Each alternative airport was depicted on a three by five inch card
in terms of the four attributes. The sixteen cards were shuffled
(prior to the experiment) and laid out before the subject in a random
fashion.
The subject vaS then asked to rank the airports from most
preferable to least preferable, given the situation he was in.
Subjects were given as much time as they needed to complete the
ranking task, but rarely did it take longer than five minutes.
Subjects generally appeared quite involved and made meticulous adjustments to the rank before yielding a final ordering. When the subject
had completed the ranking task and was satisfied with the final product,
the experimenter recorded the sequence.

ANALYSIS AND RFSULTS

The analysis proceeded with the ranks the subjects provided in the
experimental task.
The first part of the analysis was aimed at modeling the pilot's worth function based on the ranked data. Conjoint
`measurement was used in this part. The second part of the analysis
combined the results of the first part and background data on the
pilot to determine if worth functions are related to background variables and diagnostic performance.

.

The convention adopted for this study was that a rank value of
sixteen was the most preferable airport and a rank value of one was
least preferable.
Most of the pilots agreed airport A of Table 1 was
most preferable and airport P was least preferable.
However, much
variation was seen in the airports in between.
The first step was to determine the coefficients for each subject's
worth function%
The general form of the worth function under consideration is of the simple additive type described in Equation 1.
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TABLE 1
4

2

Factorial Layout of Airports Attributes

Attributes

Airports

A

ATC

Weather

+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+
-

+

+

+

/+

+
+

B
+

C

D
E
F

+
.

G
H
I

J
K
L

+

M

+

N
0
P

+
-

+
+

Approach

Time

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

-

,

-

+

(+ = High Value; - = Low Value)
Key:

ATC:

Time:

Weather:

Approach:

+
+
+
+
-

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Tower with radar
UNICOM
15 minutes to reach the airpirt
30 minutes to reach the airport
1000' ceiling, visibility 3 miles
500' ceiling, visibility 1 mile
Instrument Landing System (ILS)
Non-Directional Beacon (NDB)

'

W(Z),,= BATC*XATC + BWX*XWX + BTIM*XTIM + BAPP*XAPP,

where XATC, XVX, KTIM,. and XAPP are the independent variables describing
airport Z in terms of air traffic control services, weather, time, and
approach aids, respectively, and BATC, BWX, BTIM, and BAPP are the
respective coefficients. In this study the independent variables took
on the value of +1 or -1, depending on the level of that variable
In order to begin a regression analysis, the
(attribute) at airport Z.
actual rank position for airport Z was used in place of the (still
unknown) worth value for Z.
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After the data was properly organized,and coded, it was submitted to
a computer prograR for regression analysis. The purpose of the regression
was to come up with estimates for the fdur B coefficients of the worth
function.
The range of values for the coefficients was 0.250 to 4.000. An
interpretation of'the coefficients can be given if one considers the
entire worth function for each,subject. The coefficients for one sub-'
jeCt, for example, were 1.000, 2.000, 4.000, and 0.500 for ATC, weather,
time, and approach, respectively. This can be interpreted as follows:
the worth of having the time valite at the, high level (fifteen minutes)
was twice that of having the weather value at the high level (1000 feet
ceiling, three miles visibility), four times the worth of having ATC. at
the high level (tower with radar), and eight times the worth of having
the approach at the high level (ILS). 'In other words, the most important feature about each airport for this subject was time followed by
weather, ATC, and approach, in that order.
A check of the goodness -of -fit of the derived worth function to the
input rank was performed. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient was
calculated for the relationship between the computed worth values for
the airports and the subject's f nut rank. The lowest Spearman
coefficient observed was .874, a.d all but two were above .930. The
input ranks of five subjects were perfectly correlated to the computed
worth values resulting in a Spearman coefficient equal to 1.000.

In addition to the correlation analysis, an analysis of variance
was performed to reveal what portion of the subject's response variation
could be attributed to the model.
It was found that, for all subjects,
well over 90% of the response variation was accounted for by the model
itself.
When interaction terms were allowed to exist (as in a linearinteractive model), their resulting contributions to variation were
found to be on the order of five to thirty times smaller than the
additive terms.
All of these findings offer convincing evidence that the additive
model was, indeed, the appropriate choice for this decisio?i making
situation.
Having this confidence, in the derived worth function, it was
then possible to analyze differences in the worth functions and how they
relate to pilot background variables.
The basic. approach was to dichotomize the sample population based
on several different descriptors of a pilot's background and skill.
The splits were performed on the basis of flight experience, training,
type of pilot certificates, type of flying most commonly engaged in,
and measures of ability determined by the knowledge survey and other
mevis.
The worth coefficients from the regression analysis became the
.center of attention in this analysis.
Table 2 summarizes the results
of various groupings and highlights those Which are statistically significant.
yr
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TABLE 2

Summary of Coefficient Means By Pilot Category*

Group Coefficient Means
No. of
Subjects

SAM

MYR

111nr

bATC

Pilot Category

,

I

(22)
(8)

Total Flight Hours:
Time >1100 hrs.
Category I:
Time < 1100 hrs.
Category II:

II

I

II

I

I

II

II

4

1.74

1.90

2.08

2.54

1.80

1.90

1.91

1.41

1.91

1.44

2.05

2.66

1.74

2.04

1.91

1.41

1.91

1.70

.

(22)
(8)

'Total Single Engine Hours:
Time > 800 hrs.
Category I:
Time < 800 hrs.
Category II:

-4

.

,

Inpfilsers:
(14)
(16)

(7)
(23)

(8)
(22)

Category I:
Category II:

Time > 300 hrs.
Time < 300 hrs.

Type of Training:
Military Training
Categcry.I:
Civil Training
,Category II:
Grade of Certificate:
Airline Transport
Category I:
Category II: Private or Comrercial

1.57

2.13

1.94

2.00

2.28

1.68

..

t

i

t1.25

1.68

1.90

1.561

1.73

1.80

1.67

1.74

1.90

2.20

1.72

2.42,1

2.53

2.21

2.55

2.40

2.16

1.80 l.'1.48

2.20

1.921
t

''"

Type of Flying Mostly Done:
Military or Airline
Category I:
(5)
tv-Zu
aeasure, GA/Comm,
Category II:
(25)
Business
*Significant Differences Enclosed In Dashed Lines

1.26:

7

.,

r

The first dichotomization was performed on the basis of total flight
experience in terms of flight hours. The sample was split at the natural
break nearest the 50th percentile. The criterion used to split the pilots
was 1100 hours.
Nine pilots were in the lower category and twenty-one
pilots in the higher category. A t-test was performed to determine if
there were arl significant differences between the means of the B
At the p = .10 level, no significant
coefficients for the two groups.
differences were found.
Changing the criterion in either direction had
no effect.
Splits of the sample were also made based on the number of
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) hours and single engine airplane hours.
At the .10 level, no significant differences were found.
The type of training a pilot received was used as a criterion to
.split the sample. There were seven military trained pilots and twentythree civil trained pilots. A t-test was performed on the worth
coefficients and a difference which was significant at the .10 level
(p = .06) was observed for the mean value of BATC.
(Recall that BATC
is a measure of the importance of air traffic control facilities in airport worth evaluation.) For civil trained,pilots the mean value of BATC
was 1.52 and for military trained pilots it was 1.25.
The pilot sample was split on the basis of the type of certificate
In this case, the twenty-one pilots with Private and
the pilot held.
Commercial certificates made up one group, and the nine pilots with
Same
Airline Transport Pilot certificates made up the other group.
notable differences were observed when comparing the worth coefficients
of these two groups. The mean,value of BWX, a measure of the importance
of weather to a pilot in this situation, was 2.49 for private and
commercial pilots and 1.48 for airline transport pilots. A t-test was
perfbrmed and this difference was found to be significant (p = .05).
Another difference, significant at the .10 level, was observed for the
value ofBTIM, a measure of the importance of the time attribute. For
airline transport pilots BTIM had a mean value of 2.53 and for private
and commercial pilots the mean value was 1.56.
The type of flying most commonly done was also used as a basis to
divide the pilot sample. .Pilots who engaged primarily in business,
light commercial, or pleasure flying made up one group. Pilots who
were involved with airline or military flying comprised the other
The split was made in this fashion because the highly structured
group.
environments in which airline and military pilots operate are similar
They are both usually required to fly in and out of busy
in many ways.
terminals and heed schedules, policies, and other disciplines.
Pilots
who fly for business, light commercial, or pleasure concerns, however,
operate in a much more relaxed atmosphere and dictate their own policies.
based on this split of the sample population, a significant difference
(p = .024) was observed for the coefficient BATC. The mean value for
business, light commercial, and pleasure flyers was 1.96, while the
value for airline and military pilots was 0.90.

I.
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CONCLUSIONS

J

In summary, significant differences in worth function coefficients
The most
were not a result of flight hour experience in any category.
significant differences were related to the grade of pilot certificate,
the amount and type of initial and recurrent training, and the type of
flying most commonly done. This suggests that training and repeated
exposure to testing situations are the variables which can predict the
A closer examination of the
general form of a pilot's worth function.
training and certification process is in order.
Pilots with higher levels of skill (as implied by higher grades
of certificates, more regimented training, and repeated exposure to
demanding flying situations) placed less emphasis on ATC, Weather,
This was interpreted as an indication that the
and approach aids.
lower values of these attributes were still within the realm of these
As a result, more emphasis could.
pilots' self-perceived skill'level.
be placed on time. Pilots who were not in the higher skill category,
on the other hand, could not consider some of the airports with the
Consequently, time sacrifices had to be
same amoun't of confidence.
'

made.

Once a pilot obtains a'private pilot certificate with an instrument rating, there, is little he must legally do to continue exercising
He can continue to accrue many hours
the privileges of his certificate.
of flight time but he is required to demonstrate, on only a sporadic
basis, that he is maintaining his, basic skills.' Airline transport
pilots and those pilots who fly for the military or airlines, however,
must maintain a higher level of skill regardless of the amount of flight
The general level of preparedness is much higher for
time they have.
military and airline flyers than for the rest of the flying population.
All of this lends support to the notion that the total amount of flight
experience is not as important as the amount and quality of initial and
recurrent training in determining the/general worth structure of a
pilot,

-

An important issue supported by this research is that pilots can
infer worth functions. There are differences in the way the thirty
Although differences were found
pilot subjects view worth functions.
it is sometimes difficult to explain the logic of why they are different.
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ABSTRACT

This research examines the relationships between aircrew compliance
The data for this analysis were
with procedures and operator errors.
generated by reexamination of a 1976 experiment in full mission simulaP. Ruffell Smith for the NASA-Ames Research
tion conducted by Dr.
The character of individual. operators, the chemistry of crew
Center.
composition, and complex aspects of the operational environment affected
Associations between enumerated
procedural compliance by crew members.
operator errors and several objective indicators of crew coordination
The correspondence among high operator error counts
were investigated.
and infrequent compliance with specific crew coordination requirements
was most notable when copilots were accountable for control of flight
parameters.

INTRODUCTION

An analysis of aircrew procedural compliance was undertaken as
part of a larger project at The Ohio State University titled "An
Investigation Into Pilot and System Response To Critical In-Flight
The project was sponsored by the NASA Ames Research Center.
Events" (1).
The purpose of this portion of the project was to examine airline cockpit crew operations in terms of the influence of procedural canpliande
A more complete discussion of this material
on observed operator errors.
can be obtained from Schofield's Ph.D. Dissertation (3).
Thr- study was based upon data generated in an experiment conductel
in 1976 4y Dr. H. P. Ruffell Smith under the auspices of the NASA-Ames
The Ruffell Smith research utilized a full-mission
Research Center (2).
simulation to study the performance of fully qualified airline crews
under varying conditions of workload. The cockpit was that of a Boeing

*This paper is based on information developed as part of the Research
Report "An Investigation into Pilot aad System Response To Critical
In-Flight Events" by Thomas H. Rockwell and Walter C. Giffin, fxepared
for the NASA Ames Research Center under Contract NAB 2-10047.
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747 which accomodated the usual three-person crew plus two observers,
a simulator operator/traffic controller, and an audio coordinator. The
full-mission scenario used was built around a charter flight from Dulles
Airport to Heathrow Airport (London) with a thirty-minute intermediate
stop at Kennedy Airport (New York) for fuel and cargo. The first segment placed relatively low workload on the crews, while the second segment was much higher due to pre-programmed mechanical failures.
Ruffell Smith concentrated on crew errors during the second segment
(high workload) of the scenario.
He was interested in establishing
statistically significant physiological or historical predictors of
crew performance during the second leg. This study, on the other hand,
emphasized the routine or customary tasks of flight operations as
exemplified by the first segment of the Ruffell Smith scenario. Furthermore, it was concerned with:
1) quantifying routine crew procedures,
2) analyzing observed crew errors to identify which particular crew
members were the primary causes of such errors, and 3) comparing
measures of4procedural compliance and operator error.

The primary data came from the audio tracks of the FM taRsLand
handwritten documents generated by the Ruffell Smith study. Th
information was supplemented by data which was culled from the Aircraft
Operating Manual, the Company Operations Manual, the Federal Aviation
Regulations, crew handbooks, and assorted navigational documents.

RESULTS

The principal results of this study include enumeration of normal
operating procedures, an assessment of aircrew compliance with certain
of those procedures and an analysis of operator errors related to procedural compliance.
Procedures

A procedure is defined as "a symbolic and mnemonic representation
of a set of sensory, cognitive, and/or motor activities which, when
recalled and executed within determinable tolerances, complete a task
as designed ".
The word "procedure" and its many aliases appear throughout afiation literature. Nineteen separate words and phrases associated
with aircrew operations which have procedural connotation are identified.
A set of normal operating procedures, as opposed to Abnormal,
Alternate, irregular, or Emergency procedures, are enumerated which
represent an idealized sequence based on the events in the Dulles-JFK
segment of, the Ruffell Smith experimental scenario. All of these procedures are considered mandatory for normal flight operations in
instrument meteorological conditions. Each procedure is identified by
published format and the cockpit crew members expected to exhibit
active procedural behavior. These are catalogued in Table 1.
The astonishing fact in this list is that 97 normal operating
procedures can be identified for standard cockpit activities lasting
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TABLE 1

Normal Operating Procedures

Index
Number

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.

31.

32.
33.
34.

35.
36.

37.
38.
39.

Name

Basip ATC communications practices
Preflight Radio Checklist
Gear pin status report
Hydraulic system pressurization
ATIS report
Clearance Delivery communications
Ground Control communications
Pre-start Checklist
Ground crew report
Cabin report
Engineer's Start Checklist
Start Checklist
Engine starting
Ground connections and hand signals
report
Engineer's Taxi Checklist
Pre-taxi Checklist
Transfer of EGT monitor
Ground Control communications

1.

\

Format(1)Operator(2)Crew(3)
coordinacodes
codes
tion

,

N
C,N
N
N
N
N
N

PNF

C,N
N
N
C,N
C,N

A
P1

N

P1 & FE

N

P1

C,N
C,N

FE

N
N

N
N
G,N
N

P1 & FE
PNF
PF
PF
FE
A
PNF
PF
FE
PF
A
PF & FE
PF
PNF
PF
PF & PNF

N
G,N

PNF
PF & FE

N
N
N

PNF
PF & PNF
PNF
PF

N

PNF

"axi

N

Takeoff and departure briefing
Final, weight and balance computation
Taxi Checklist
Tower communications
Passenger pre-takeoff announcement
Engineer's Takeoff Checklist
Runway line up
Takeoff Checklist
Thrust set-cing (takeoff power)
Takeoff
Takeoff callouts
Noise abatement departure
Gear retraction
Departure Contra]. communications
(initial contact)
Thrust setting (rated power)
Departure Control communication
(radar vector)
Flap retraction
Altitude callout
Intermediate level off
Departure Control communications
(climb clearance)

N
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1

3"

"

G,:i

C,N
N
N

C,G,N
N
C,N
G,,7:

G,N

P2
P1

P1 & FE
U
PNF
PNF
x

P1

FE
A

A

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

TABLE 1 (con't.)

Index
Number

Format
codes

Name

(1)

Operator
codes

t

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

46.
47.
48.

49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

55.,
56.
57.
58.

59.
60.
61.

62.

63.
64.

65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Airways navigation practices
Thrust setting (rated power)
Climb (below 10,000 feet MSL)
Company departure report
ARTCC communications (initial
contact)
Seat belt sign
Climb (above 10,000 feet MSL)
After Takeoff Checklist
Altimeter reset (not applicable for
cruising below 18,000 feet)
ARTCC communications (route clearance)
Cruise data
Altitude callout (climb)
Level off
Mach number/airspeed crosscheck
Cruise
ARTCC communications (radar vector)
Turbulence penetration
ARTCC communications (radar vector)
Turbulence exit
ARTCC communications (route clearance)
Fuel systems management
ARTCC communications (center
change; initial contact)
ATIS report
Company arrival report
Approach briefing
ARTCC communications (sector change;
initial contact)

N

G,N
N
N

PNF

N

A

N

PNF
FE
PNF
PF
FE
PF
PNF
A
PNF
A

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

G,N

PF & FE

N

PNF
A
PF
A

clearance)
Descent (above 10,000 feet MSL)
Altimeter reset
Seat belt sign and landing lights
Descent (below 10,000 feet MSL)
Approach Control communications
(initial contact; clearance)
Approach Checklist
Category I Instrument Landing
System (ILS) Approach

N /
N

N
N
N

x

U

U
PF

PNF
PF
A
U

PF

N
C,N

PNF

G,N

PF

1J1

x

PNF
FE
PNF

G,N
N
C,N
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U

PF

N
N
N
N

kproach data and speed bugs
Passenger arrival announcement
Descent Checklist
ARTCC communications (descent

(3)

Crew
coordination

PF & PNF
PF & FE
PF
U

N
N
N
C,N

G,N

(2)

A

x

TABLE 1 (con't0

Index
Number

Format(1)Operator(2)Crew (3)
coordinacodes
codes

Name

tion

84.
85.
86.

Approach radio checks
Altitude callout (degcent)
No smoking sign
Approach Control communications
(radar vector)
Approach flap extension
Course bar and glide slope callouts
Approach Control communications
(approach clearance)
Landing gear/landing flap extension
Landing Checklist
Final approach fix (FAF) Communica-

87.
88.
89.

FAF instrument crosscheck
Precision approach callout
Outside scan and visibility call-

77.
78.
79.
80.

,,,,

81.
82.
83.

tions

90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.

97.
98.

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

outs
Landing

Landing roll callouts
Tower communications
After Landing Checklist
Taxi
Ground Control communications
Parking
Blocks Checklist
Transfer of Aircraft Control(4)

N
N
N

PF & PNF
PNF.

N
G,N

PNF
PF & PNF

N

PNF

N
G,N
C,N

PNF
PF & PNF
A

x
x

N
N
N

PNF
PNF
PNF

x

N
N
N
N
C,N
N
N
N

PNF
PF
PNF & FE
PNF

,N

A
PF & PNF

x

U

x

x

k

PF
PNF
PF
x

Format Codes.: C (Checklist), G (Graphical), N (Narrative)
Operator Codes: A (All), P1 (Captain), P2 (Copilot), FE (Flight
Engineer), PF (Pilot Flying), PNF (Pilot Not Flying),
U (Unspecified)
Procedures used for quantitative compliance assessments
This is an optional procedure which is to be used at the discretion
of the pilot flying in the aircraft
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This lengthy list does not include any
approximately 75 minutes.
"optional" procedures or emergency type procedures. They represent
only standard operating procedures for the first leg of the simulated
flight scenario.
Several empirical taxonomies have been developed which seek to
classify these procedures in ways to identify useful relationships
among them.
One such grouping is the set of 21 crew coordination
procedures shown in Table 1.
Crew coordination procedures are emphasized since they capture the essential ingredients of group leadership,
crew management and behavioral conformity.
This study examines the
relationships between meticulous compliance with coordination procedures
and the crew errors noted by Ruffell Smith.
Compliance Assessment

Although Ruffell Smith used eighteen crews in his experiment, the
quality of the data generated and the observers were not the same for
all eighteen simulation runs.
Ten runs we
selected, which had the
same set of observers and usable audio da%4 throughout, for detailed
procedural analysis. The 21 crew coordination procedures were further
subdivided into checklists, callouts, configuration changes, and transfers.
Performance of each of the ten crews was,then evaluated for each
subdivision.

Pre-start, Start, Pre-Taxi, and Takeoff Checklists are supposed to
be initiated upon command of the captain or the flying pilot.
The other
pilot is then to announce the name of the checklist as a confirmation
of the command, and read the opening challenge. Once initiated, checklists may be delayed by interruptions, but ultimately must be resumed
and completed in toto.
In every experimental run the requisite challenges and responses
were made, even though some of the operator actions and replies were
contrary to procedural specifications.
However, there were remarkable
differences in the patterns of behavior noted among crews for these
five checklists.
In a total of fifty opportunities over ten flights,
the command-announcement-challenge sequence was fully executed only five
times.
The observed shortcuts raised questions about possible degradation in crew cohesion leading to increased uncertainty and Lick of
internal order.
The five audible checklists conducted by the two pilot crewmembers,
were contrasted with three checklist sequences (Descent, Approach, and
Landing) in which the flight engineer was the challenger. Exactly
half of the observed thirty sequences here began in the prescribed
command-announcement-challenge order and only one was missing the
In addition to collectively making mote of the preinitial command.
scribed announcements than their pilot counterparts, the flight
engineers were more self-consistent. Three engineers omitted all
announcements and three others omitted one. They also were more consistent than pilots in following the response to the last challenge
statement with the prescribed procedure completion statement.
When a

1
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1..4%)

pilot was the last challenger, 20% of the time the completion statement
was omitted; when an engineer was the last challenger., only 4% were
One plausible hypothesis is that crew coordination might be
omitted.
improved by making the flight engineer the challenger of all checklists.
Callout procedures are fundamentally different from checklists.
In the usual format the non-flying pilot acts as a back-up or secondlevel visual monitor who audibly relays operating information to the
Callouts occur during take-off, climb, descent,-approactl
flying pilot.
and landing.
One hundred seventy opportunities, among the ten crews, to execute
callout procedures were identified. Thirty-eight procedural errors were
noted, half of which were errors in altitude callouts during climb or
The errors noted were callouts made by the flying pilot rather
descent.
than the non-flying pilot (seven cases), late calloilts (thirteen cases),
and omitted callouts (twenty cases).
Procedures for gear and flap extension/retraction were well
executed in terms of established oral procedures. In 104 observed
configuration changes, one of the two prescribed verbalizations was
omitted four times, and one change (from flaps 1 to flaps up) was made
without comment from either pilot. However, it was noted that aircraft
altitude and location over the ground varied considerably at the
-Laitiation_point of selected configuration change procedures (e.g., the
Noise Abatement Departure Procedure), which were to be performed
simultaneously.

Verbal indicators of the transfer of Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT)
Monitor and Transfer of Aircraft Control Procedures typify the quality
In only two
of communications between specific pairs of-crew members.
fail
to
advise the
of the ten simulated flights does the flight-engineer
monitoring
EGT.
flying pilot when he can relinquish responsibility for
transfer
of
however, in spite of obvious needs to effect the optional
control procedure, two crews never use it and three crews execute
Only one crew uses more than two transfers
incomplete double transfers.
(4) during the simulated flight.
It should be noted that verbal behaviors dictated by the aforementioned crew coordination procedures can reasonably be expected to
It should also be noted
enhance crew- coordination and flight safety.
that non-compliance appears to depend more upon the operators involved
than on the requirements of the procedures.
Errors and Procedural Compliance
The Ruffell Smith error counts have been modified and expanded so
that every error is identified and individually related to an operator
Those data are summarized in Table 2. The
or group of operators.
error categories coded by responsible operator are: 1.-Alot flying (PF),
pilot not flying (PNF), captain, co-pilot, lot team, flight engineer
(FE), and entire crew. These categories cover all the errors recorded.
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The next step was to investigate potential relationships between
the enumerative error data and the enumerative procedure compliance
Because of the limited sample size, rettionships noted below'
data.
should be taken as indications of fruitful dir ctions for further
research rather than as definitive results.
A set of fiftetn dependent variable categories (error counts) was
generated by creating various combinations of six of the categories
noted in Table 2. A set of seven independent variables (five involving
procedural compliance and two involving crew experience) was also generated as noted in Table 3. Stepwise multiple regression techniques were
then used to identify the best mnelale relating the independent (procedural) variables to each of the dependent (error) variables in turn.
Results of that analysis, noting independent variables included and the
maximum coefficients of determination, are shown in Table 4.
Dependent variables, which reflect errors by the flying pilot
TPF, CPF), by the captain (CAP, TCAP, CCAP) and by the two pilots
collectively and individually (PLTs), all have highly significant
regression models in which pilot Plying checklist commands (PFCK) and
non-flying pilot callouts (PNFC) are the common independent variables.
That is, ;ilot errors do appear to be related to those two classes of
procedural non-compliance.

PROCEDURES SUMMARY
The study of procedural compliance by aircrews who participated in
the Ruffell Smith experiment suggests the following observations:
1)

Crew members face an impossible challenge in
attempting to mentally catalog all of the
standard operating procedures (SOP) published
for them.

2)

Routine non-compliance with an assortment
of SOP's has been documented.

3)

Forty-five percent of the enumerated crew
errors involved two or more operators, which
suggests that human redundancy by itself does
not erradicate personnel error.

I

4)

A statistical link appears to exist between
operator errors and procedural compliance.

5)

Full mission simulation offers new possibilities
for studying aircrew behavior in a controlled,
:.igh fidelity, operational setting.

6)

Altitude callouts, which duplicate functions
performed by a machine, produced the highest
frequency of non-compliant behavior, auggesting
that they may need modification.
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TABLE 2

Ruffell Smith's Errorsa Attributed To Operators

Experimental Run Number
Operator(s)

Code

3

4

5

6b

8

10

12b

13b

14

15

Pilot Flying
Captain
Pilot not flying
Copilot
Pilot team
Flight engineer
Entire crew

PF

4

1
1
1
1
2
0

1

6

2

0
0
2

1

4

0

3

2

0

2

14

4

4

1
1
0
0

a

1)

CAP
PNF
COP

PTM
FE

CRW

14

1
1
1
0
1

0

2

0

6
6
6

2

2

3
1

2

4

3

2

2

1
0

0
3

2

2

2

14

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1
0
1

,

2

0

1

Error categories and descriptions are individually related to operators
in Appendix D of Schofield's dissertation (3).
On runs 6, 12, and 13 the captaifi is the PNF and the copilot is the PF.

TABLE 3

Independent Variables

Experimental Run Number
Variable name
PF checklist
commands
Pilot checklist
announcements
FE checklist
announcements
PNF callouts
Aircraft control
transfers
Crew members

Code

3

4

5

6

8

10

12

13

14

15

PFCK

5

5

8

1

3

7

3

3

5

8

PA

2

2

1

5

0

1

0

0

2

FEA
PNFC

3

3

3

2

0

2

1

0

11

13

13. 9

15

1
15

0

16

13

15

14

TRAN

3

2

4

0

3

6

0

2

14

14

CREX

3

2

2

1'

2

3

1

1

2

2

PEX

2

1

1

1

2

2

0

0

1

1

with m ore than

1000 hours in
B-747
Pilots with more
than 1000
hours in B-747
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TABLE 4

Maximum Coefficients of Determination

Independent variables
Dependent
variable

PF
CAP

PNF
COP

PTM
TPF
TCAP
TPNF
TCOP
CRW
CPF
CCAP
CPNF
CCOP
PLTS

.-

r
L.)

(1)

One
Code

PNFC
PNFC
PFCK
PFCK
CREX
PNFC
PFCK
PFCK
PFCK
PNFC
PNFC
PNFC
PFCK
PFCK
PFCK

r

Two

2

.749
.651

.579
.513
.446
.571
.595
.692
.567

.317 it
.595
.569
.6o6
.532
.597

(1)

Tkxx refers to the pilot team plus member xxx.
Qcxx refers to the crew plus member xxx.

Codes

R

PFCK, PNFC
PFCK, PNFC
PF K, PA
CK, TRAN
REX, PEX
FEA, 2NFC
PFCK, PNFC

.869
.824
.709
.642
.626
.785
.825

PFCK, PA :x.763
PFCK,
PFCK,
PFCK,
PGCK,
PFCK,
PFCK,
PFCK,

TRAN
PNFC
PNFC
PMFC
PA
PA
PNFC

Three

2

.637

.363
.769
.794
.710
.624
.741

Codes

PFCK, FEA, PNFC
PNFC, TRAN, PEX
PFCK, PA, PNFC
PFCK, PA, TRAN
TRAN, CREX, PEX
PFCK, FEA, TRAN
PFCK, FEA, PNFC
PFCK, PA, PNFC
PFCK, TRAN, CREX
FEA, CREX, PEX
PNFC, CREX, PEX
PNFC, CREX, PEX
PFCK, PA, CREX
PFCK, TRAN, CREX
PNFC, CREX, PEX

R

2

.912
.878
.864
.798
.665
.848
.856
.808
.789
.550
.820
.852
.743

.705
.796

7)

Lack of unitary leadership and internal
coordination was most often observed when
the captain was not flying the aircraft,
suggesting a need to redefine flyilg copilot responsibilities.
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INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN FOR AIRCREW JUDGMENT TRAINING
Dr. F. Brecke
Logicon, Inc.
San Diego, California

ABSTRACT

Aircrew training design has made significant progress during recent
years. However, significant gaps exist both in design methodology and existing programs with respect to systematic training of higher level cognitive skills. Training in decision-making and judgment is currently haphazard at best.
After a brief review of recent literature, the paper
presents a conceptualmodelat judgment performance. The theoretical model
is an extrapolation from Jensen (1977) and unites the variables of cognitive

complexity, Time avairdbiliti, uncertainty, and strssin one coherent
model.
The.mode; is used to examine current airOrew training and to
develop new training strategies for improving judgment Performance.

INTRODUCTION

*secret to being agood
good'judgment. Very few people
familiar with the art of flying airplanes-wourdAisagree'With thatstatement. However, the art of teteching judgmentrto a pilot. is a secret. Vety
few people who deal in the magit arts of training 'design would quarrel
with that statement.
JUdgment is a part of the "RIGHT STUFF" of Thomas Wolfe's newest novel.

A good student is supposed to come with a'good foundAtion stock of that
right stuff. During training, he might increase, it slightly by. mere:association'with his instructors who have plenty of it, of course. But the
rest of it the delta which will' make him a full member of that exclusive
elite of good pilots--that delta he will acquire by experience, by hours

and hours of flying, by countless exposures to situations which.require
that rare quality of good Judgment.
The great teacher then, of judgment is experience, and usISD people
who are so adept in teaching facts, Concepts and rules and even such high
level skills as problem-solving, grudgingly leave the field to Mastet
Experience when it comes to instilling that most desirable of all skills,
the skill of making good and reliable judgments. That this is not a desirable state of affairs, and that the guild of instructional designers in

cooperation with the learned colleagues from the field of psychology
should do something about it, goes without saying.

This paper presents a conceptual framework for thinking about the
problem of judgment and a discussion of the applications of 'this conceptual
framework to training design and research. This may sound like an ambitious

endeavor, but if it provokes nothing but your passionate criticism, the
cause of finding the instructional treatment for judgment may be advanced.
I VI
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The most recent effort in the area of judgment training is a project
Phase I of this
sponsored by the Federal Ayiatiori Administration (FAA).
project resulted in a report byJensen and Benel (1977) from the Avi &tion
Research Laboratory at the University of Illinois. Their report was based
studies
on a literature review which, t( quote th'e authors, "led to many
but
only
to
one
which
was
related to pilot judgment ip a peripheral way,
The
Jensen
directly related"(Thorpe,Martin, Edwards and Eddowes, 1976).
and Benel report is essentially the first broad-based attempt to,answer
"What is judgment ? ", "Can judgment be trained?",
the three questions:
and finally, "Can judgment be evaluated?".
ti

The firstquestion was answered with a definition which consistediof
ttdo components:

Judgment consists oi;
1)

lAcognitive componentwhic6deals withestablishmentof alterna/ tive actions and the selection amongh them, and

.

0
.

2

'An affective component or motivation which effects such seIec:Lions Among the `alternatives.

In a later paper, Je'hsen expanded this definition to include a continuui frob perceptual Judgments to cognitive judgments (Figure 1).

JUDGMENT CONTINUUM
(Jansi0978)

COGNITIVE

PERCEPTUAL
JUDGMENTS

JUDGIlelikifS

2

INCREASING COGNITIVE COMPLEXITY.
DECISI9N TIME).

Figure 1.

Judgment Continuui 'Based-on Cognitive

Complexity Andtecisiou Time

According to Jensen, primarily perceptual judgment is associated with
low cognitive complexity and little" time availlAble for decision making.
At the other end of the continuum one finds moreisnalyticaljorms of judgment, called cognitive judgment, characterized by high cognitive complexity and plenty of available decision-making time.

The question, "Can judgment be trained?" was answeteepositively.
Judgment is trainable if Instructional Systems Design (ISD) methods are
used for training design. The instructional designer, however, finds little operational Advice which would enable him to "do his thing" in the
area of judgmen0, except the recommendation to use situational training
techniques.
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The question dealing with the evaluation of judgment was also answered positively. Judgment performance can be evaluated if such an evaluation is based on criteria established by behavioral objectives and if
Again, however, Jensen
the training situation is carefully structured.
and Benel offer no practical method of -tructuring the training situation.

Neither the recommendations for training, nor the recommendations
for evaluation follow from the definition. The definition itself clearly
is comprehensive enough to encompass all that might be called judgment,
but it is not sufficiently precise to allow the logical deduction of training or evaluation methods.
In additon to the Jensen study, there is a fairly extensive body of
literature which deals with aircrew decision making in a probabilistic
environment.
A good example of this literature is a study sponsored by
the Naval Training Equipment Center analyzing requirements and prescribing
a methodology for decision training in operational systems (Saleh, Leal,
Lucaccini, Gardiner, Hopf-Weichel, 1978). Decision making, however, is
only one, although the most complex one, of the cognitive activities to
The recommendations from this body
which the pilot must apply judgment.
of literature, therefore, may not be applicable over the entire spectrum
of the judgment phenomenon.

The training designer, if he is not to leave the field of judgmeat
to Master Experience, needs a definition of judgment which is
both broad enough and precise enough. It must be broad enough to include
the entire judgment spectrum and it must be precise enough to permit the
deduction of design principles for training. In the following, an attempt
is made at a redefinition of the concept of judgment and the major variables which influence judgment.
training

JUDGMENT MODEL
Definition
Fundamental to the understanding of the notion of judgment is the
idea of uncertainty in the sense of lack of information.
Judgment must
be exercised when less-than-perfect information is available, i.e., under
conditions of uncertainty.
To express this in more colloquial terms:

judgment is making more or less educated guesses if one does not know
everything one should know in a given situation. For example, the pilot
who cannot determine how far the wheels of his airplane are off the
ground during the final phases of his landing approach, must exercise
judgment in establishing the correct landing attitude. The same is true
for a pilot in an airrcombat situation, whenfaced with an opponent whose
personal capabilities he does not know, whose weapons he cannot identify,
and who flies an obviously modified aircraft of an otherwise familiar
type.
This pilot, too, is operating under conditions of uncertainty,
i.e., under conditions of a relative lack of information, and must exercise
judgment when he goes through the complicated decision-making process of

determining his next maneuver,

i.e., in deciding and planning how

best wipe his opponent out of the skies.
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to

from simple to complex cognitive
This point is, that judgment
tasks, illustrate another important point.
inGagne's
is not a type of intellectual skill as identified, for example,
Bloom's
or
Merrill's
hierarchy of intellectual skills or in Markle's,
be exer
taxonomies of objectives. Rather, judgment is exercised, and must
its
taxonomic
cised, when performing any cognitive task, regardless of
classification, when lessthanperfect information is available, i.e.,
whenever a cognitive task of any type must be performed under conditions

These two examples, which range

of uncertainty.
Under conditions of zero uncertainty, with all necessary information
in any cognitive task is not
available, the mode of cognitive operation
operation
which one might simply call
judgment, but a different mode of
essentially
deterministic as with the
determination, since the outcome is
the
other
hand, under very high
On
solution of a mathematical problem.
operation might more
or extremely high uncertainty conditions, the mode of
mode
which
might
no longer be class
appropriately be called intuition, a
mode
of
operation,
as
it
borders on irra
ified as a rational/cognitive
tional phenomena such as the famous "sixth sense" or ESP.

The concept judgment, therefore, can be defined with three relevant
attributes:
It is a mode of cognitive operation which is delimited by strict

ly deterministic modes on the one side, and by intuition on the
other, where the borderline between judgment and intuition is
less sharp than that between the deterministic mode of operation
and judgment.

It occurs under conditions of uncertainty.
task, regardless of
It is applicable to any type of cognitive
its taxonomic classification.
little
If this definition clarifies the concept of judgment, it does
faced
with
the
same
situation
to explain directly why different people
will operate with different degrees of success under conditions of uncer
Given
tainty, i.e., will demonstrate anything from bad to good judgment.
the
topic
of
judgment,
it
ap
literature
on
the relative paucity of the
exercise judgment
that
the
ability
of
a
person
to
pears safe to postulate
depends primarily on four factors or variables:
1.

2.

The difficulty of the judgment task, where the concept judgment
task is defined as any cognitive task which must be performed
under uncertainty conditions;
The available repertoire of relevant cognitive strategies, where

cognitive strategies are defined in

the sense of Gagne and

Briggs (1974) as capabilities allowing a person "to manage the
processes of attending, learning, remembering, and thinking."
3.

The level of stress at the moment of tasking and the amount of
stress generated by the task;

1.48

4.

The available repertoire of affective coping mechanisms for
dealing with stress.

This appears to be a quite plausible set of factors which can be sub
divided into two subsets, the first dealing with cognitive factors and
the second dealing with affective factors. Face validity of this set can
easily be demonstrated with air combat. Whether or not a given pilot will
demonstrate good judgment in an air combat situation, would certainly de
pend on his mental and emotional makeup and the perceived or objective dan
ger and difficulty of the situation in which he finds himself. Physical
stress and the physical condition of the pilot certainly influence judg
ment performance also, They are excluded here because the intent is to
shed some light on the cognitive and affective aspects of judgment train
ing only. Besides that, the physical conditioning part of pilot training
really does not present any problems.

In the following now, the factor difficulty of the judgment task is
defined with more precision and its relationship with stress is investi
gated.

Difficulty of the Judgment Task
One of the variables which determines the difficulty of a judgment
task is the degrespf uncertainty. The higher the degree of uncertainty,
i.e., the less information is available in a given situation, the more
Uncertainty and information
difficult it will be to exercise judgment.
are understood here in the sense of Shannon's Information Theory which
defines information as a measure for the reduction of uncertainty resul
ting from the recept!on of a message and which establishes the bit as
a measure of information. The uncertainty variable can thus be quantified
in bits and the uncertainty of a situation is given by the amount of in
In
formation in bits that is necessary for reducing undertainty to zero.
a binary situation, for example, the toss of a coin, the information "heads"
has the value one bit and reduces uncertainty over the outcome of the coin
toss to zero.

A'second variable which determines the difficulty of the judgment
task was identified by Jensen saCognitiveComplexity. One possible quan
tification of this variable is the number of discriminators and operators
in- an algorithm which describes the cognitive task. For example, the task
of identifying a concept with three relevant attributes, can be described

with an algorithm containing three discriminators and three operators.
Saleh et al. (1978) have deb ribed several emergency decision tasks in
algorithmic fashion, using decision trees.
The third variable is quite obviously the Time Constraint, i.e., the
time available to perform the task.
A task of a given complexity and un
certainty obviously becomes more difficult the less time is available to
perform it.
For the sake of conceptual convenience, more than for reasons of
theoretical necessity, these three variables can be arranged as the three
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axes of an orthogonal system of coordinates, or as three vectors origin
ating from the same point. Difficulty of the judgment task is then simply
defined as the resultant vector.

TIME CONSTRAINT

JUDGMENT TASK
DIFFICULTY

COGNITIVE
COMPLEXITY
UNCERTAINTY

Figure 2.

Judgment Task Difficulty
UCT Model:
as a Function of Uncertainty, Cognitive
Complexity, and Time Constraint.

For/the sake of rhetorical convenience, the threeaxis model might
be called the UCT model, the acronym being derived from the first letters
of the'three variables.

Stress
Before the application of the UCT model to training is discussed,
he relationship of judgment task difficulty to stress or to affective
,variables must be analyzed. In order to characterize this relationship,
an important distinction, the distinction between the flight problem and
the background problem, must be made. Jensen and Benel make essentially
/

the same distinction when they speak of rational and irrational pilot
This distinction can best be demonstrated by an example com
judgment.
The purpose of Flight No 1. is a crosscountry check
paring two flights.
ride for a private pilot license. One hundred miles before his destina
tion, the pilot receives a weather report which tells him of an unantici
pated deterioration of the weather between his present position and his
destination with the destination itself still under VFR conditions. The
pilot now has to exercise judgment in. deciding whether to continue to
his destination, to his preselected alternate, or to some other airport,
and whether to fly through the weather, around the weather, or above the
In Flight No. 2, exactly the same situation exists. One hundred
miles before his destination, the pilot receives the very same weather
He flies the same aircraft, etc. However, the"purpose of this
report.
flight is not a crosscountry check ride, but an important business meeting,
or a reunion with a lover, or a medical emergency. In Flight Na. 1_, the
pilot is faced with solving a pure flight problem. He will exercise his
best judgment, given the facts and uncertainties of the flight situation
In Flight No. 2, the same flight problem exists, but in addition
alone.
weather.
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to that, a second problem which can be called the background problem, is
to be solved. The background problem end the flight problem obviously
interact with each other. It can be hypothesized that if this interaction
between these two problems produces conflict and/or cognitive dissonance
(as defined by Festinger), a component of stress is introduced into the
situation which can be considered additive to the stress already existing
at the time the problem emerged.

Stress, however, arises not only from conflict created by the inter
action between the flight and the background problem, but also from the
The difficult of the judgment task in the pure
flight problem itself.
The relationships between
flight problem may also give rise to stress.
stress and task difficulty have been extensively investigated in human
factors research, and by and large allow the conclusion that performance
will initially rise with increasing stress up to a certain point, where
it rapidly drops off to near zero level.
Among flight instructors in
military flight training, this nhenomenon is well known as the so called
There are probably very few pilots, especially in military
"IQ, Dump".
aviation, who have not at one time or another experienced this phenomenon
themselves, either in training or during operational flying.
By the way,
military aviation is emphasized here, not because it is assumed that the
men (and nowadays women) who choose to become military pilots are espe
cially likely to "dump" their IQs, but because military aviation is espe
cially demanding.

Stress can thus be seen as a fourth vector inthe model, adding an
affective component to the definition of judgment task difficulty (Figure 3).

RAINT

STRESS

UNCERTAINTY

COGNITIVE

COMPLEXITY

Figure 3.

UCT Model:
Stress as the Fourth
Vector Determining Judgment Task
Difficulty (D).
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So far, then, two of the four factors likely to influence judgment
performance have been discussed. The following conclusions seem warranted:
Judgment task difficulty can be 'seen as the resultant vector of
cognitive complexity, uncertainty, and the inverse of time avail

ability.
Stress will affect judgment performance in a nonlinear fashion:
positively up to an individual maximum, and negatively beyond
that. The stress in a situation requiring judgment can be thought
the nulllevel stress,
of as consisting of three components:
stress resulting from the difficulty of the .judgment task -it
self, and stress resulting from the interaction of the flight
problem and the -bac kg rou

reobTein;

Types of Judgment Tasks
Before discussing the application of the model, one final distinction
should be introduced. It is possible to distinguish between two types of
The first type, Type 1, occurs when the flow of some
judgment tasks.
routine evolution is disturbed by some unpredicted, unforeseen occurrence
(such as in an emergency or malfunction), or when something planned and
predicted has not occurred (such as when the tanker aircraft does not show
up at the planned rendezvous). Many such situations are covered by pro
cedures, emergency and otherwise, but the potential variations in the
situations are so innumerable that it would not only be inefficient, but
virtually impossible, to invent a procedure for every eventuality.

The second type of judgment tasks are those tasks where the course of
events is never routine, never predictable, always uncertain, and where
judgment is therefore always required. This type of judgment task may be
called a Type 2 task and air combat maneuvering is a perfect example for
this class of judgment tasks.

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL
The two remaining factors, availability of relevant cognitive strate
gies and availability of relevant affective strategies for dealing with
stress, will be discussed in the dual context of selection and training.

Selection
In the selection process for training in the Israeli Air Force, the
applicants are subjected not only to paperandpencil testa and personality
interviews, but also to situational tests which tax an applicant's intel
lectual resourcefulness and his ability to withstand psychological stress
in practical, handson situations. It appears that these selection pro
cedures are quite effective and that their effectiveness can be directly
understood in view of the preceding discussion. Given the conceptual model
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above, it would appear possible to design carefully graduated situations
varying in cognitive complexity, uncertainty, time availability, and stress
that would yield valid predictive scores, when referenced to scores of a
norm group of successful pilots.

Training

If the conceptual model presented above is applied to training, one
can draw conclusions concerning the validity of current aircrew training
methods and one can begin to define new training strategies specifically
__aimed at the_development_of good_judgmeot_Performance under various de7
grees of psychological stress.

Currentmilitary aircrew training is characterized by an emphasis on
correct completion of prescribed procedure, compliance with rules, and
specific flight techniques& Judgment is a coveted quality and is usually
evaluated under such headings as "headwork" or "airmanship",tut explicit
instruction in headwork or airmanship is almost totally absent.
The authorhas personally received this type of training in the U.S.
Air Force and can attest to its inadequacy based on his rude awakening
A
upon assignment to an operational squadron of the German Luftwaffe.
former F-14 instructor pilot describes current training practices in the
Navy as follows:

"The student is taught from day one, that he must use correct proceHe is drilled for hours in these procedures and learns to
dures.
accomplish tasks using the same steps each and every time. Use of
checklists to cover normal, abnormal, and emergency procedures is
mandatory.

At the same time, he is presented with a myriad of rules to follow.
Compliance with Course Rules, Air Traffic Control, NATOPS, SOP as
well as Station, Wing, and NAVAIR instructions is taught.

When reasonably proficient in applicable procedures and rules, the
student is taught flying technique and is evaluated on "basic airwork". If the student has an opportunity to exercise judgment,he is
evaluated under the heading of "headwork". The system is structured,
however, so that virtually no opportunity exists, under normal circumstances, for a student to exercise his judgment. The studentwill
be successful if he follows correct procedures and rules.

Fleet replacement squadrons follow a similar approach to aircrew
Flight techniques (including weapon system utilization)
training.
are more heavily emphasized than procedures or rules as a student is
-Q-xpe-c-t-e4-to master-proc-eduree-arndrules quickly -with ahigh-dierree---

of transfer of knowledge from the Training Command.

Graduates of the present system can be characterized as reasonably
competent airmen, well-indoctrinated in applicable procedures and
rules, whose decision-making abilities are relatively unknown.
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Once in the fleet, the fledgling aviator is expected to learn by
example as he flies with an experienced flight leader and/or crewman.
When a'situation arises requiring exercise of judgment, he can nor
mally count on being assisted by many experienced people, both in the
air and on the ground.
Problems arise in this system when the inexperienced aviator is cut
off from the decisionmaking assistance of others. The student has
very little to fall back on, except his procedures and rules. Un
fortunately, there are not procedures to cover every problem that
may arise.

aviator'will probably decide on an acceptable course of action
based on his knowledge and the decisionmaking skills and judgment
that he developed prior to Navy flight training. . ."
When this state of affairs is examined in light of the model and the
concepts presented previously, it is obvious that training in Type 1 judg
it occurs
ment tasks is totally absent or accidental in two respects:
only by accident, and when it occurs in the air, it is likely to cause Fan
Training in Type 2 judgment tasks exists only in the form of
accident.
feedback, such as in the ACMR facilities when an air combat maneuvering
sortie is replayed in three dimensions and each move and countermove is

discussed postfacto.
Is explicit, systematic training of judgment really all that impor
tant? After all, the training pipelines do produce aviators who are able
to function successfully in peacetime as,well as in combat. The counter
It is well known, from military as
question here is: "At what cost?"
well as from civilian accident statistics, that the overwhelming majority
of aircraft accidents is attributable to pilot error and that most of these
waiting for experience
are simplys.errors in judgment.
In other words:
to teach you enough judgment can' kill you.
Further insight into the importance of explicit and systematic judg
ment training throughout the pilot's career is gained when comparing jobs
which are highly proceduralized by their very nature, such as the job of
a bank clerk with the job of a military combat pilot. Figure 4 illustrates
the task universes of these two jobs. They are arbitrarily limited to in
tellectual tasks using Gagne's taxonomy.
This illustration, by the way, is not based on actual data, but rather
on sound judgment.
The intent is to illustrate a principle rather than
to provide exact quantitative data. The fact that the two task universes
are different in overall size is irrelevant. What is relevant, however,
is the fact that the task universe of the pilot contains much higher pro
portions of judgment tasks, i.e., incidents where tasks must be performed
under conditions of uncertaintyThaze is little- -doubt- 111 itbank clerk's
job, once he has learned his rules and procedures. That is not the case
in a pilot's fob. When viewed in this light, current training practices
essentially provide the pilot with bank clerk training.
This is hardly
in accordance with the much touted maxim "Train Like You Fight".
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If a fighter pilot, or any other military pilot for thaimatter, must
have one characteristic, one trait that is absolutely essential in the
performance of his duties, that trait is probably initiative (besides
judgment). However, trainees who are continuously given directive commen
tary and who are continually drilled in rigid rules and procedures will
hardly develop initiative, but much more likely will abdicate responsibility

and await orders. Training in judgment on the other hand, i.e., training
under conditions of uncertainty, especially if such training follows an

orderly stepbystep course, systematically develops a trainee's self
reliance and with that, his initiative.
One more point should be made regarding the importance of including
judgment training in aircrew training curricula. The current rigid regi
mentation and proceduralization of training frequently leads .01M, actual
fear of departing from established procedures.
Not all emergency situa
tions fit precisely the case for which a given procedure is designed. As
a consequence, the rigidly trained aviator who is unable to and fearful
of bending the procedure might end up bending the airplane.
Given these arguments, the next logical question is:
"If judgment
training is so important, then why is it not included in the average air
crew training curriculum?"
Two reasons come to mind.
First of all, it
is much easier to train overt, observable behavior. This state of affairs
has not changed with the advent of ISD. 'Task analyses and objectives
hierarchies for aircrew training rarely contain the covert, higher level
cognitive tasks required of the combat pilot.

The second reason is the well known phenomenon where each accident
spawns another rule or procedure to be included in the flight manual.
The attempt to reduce costly errors due to bao judgment by regulation and
proceduralization is like trying to cure the problem by treating the symp
toms instead of the causes. In the words of one instructor pilot:
"The
exercise of judgment is inversely proportional to the amount of regulation.
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The amount of regulation is usually proportional to the cost of judgment
errors." Or, to say it somewhat differently: The attempt to remedy judg
ment errors by proceduralization starts a vicious circle which only leads
The only cure is to train judgment syste
to more errors in judgment.
matically.

New Training trategies
The model presented in this paper offers a methodology by which such
systematic training can be conceptualized, designed, and implemented.
First of all, judgment training must enable the trainee to distinguish
As mentioned betore,
tne flight problem from the background problem.
background problems may include such things as liedic'al emergencies", busi
However, they can be considerably more subtle
ness trips, and lovers.
Ore
background
problem tha the mill*ary pilot is especially
than that.
excessive
machismo, brought about by peer group
is
prone to encounter
"There
This
brings
to
mind
a
famous
Royal Air Force proverb:
pressure.
are old pilots and there are bold pilots, but thereon= no old boldpilots.
The "can do" attitude that is especially prevalent in today's Navy, quite
likely fosters a scarfflying, devilmaycare attitude rather than good
Given a behavioral objective such as "The student
and sound judgment.
will identify the background problem, given verbal descriptions of flight
scenarios, correctly in x out of y vases," it should not be too difficult

Such instruction would generate in
to design appropriate instruction.
the student an awareness of how the backgrourd problem may bias or inter
fere with his judgment in solving the flight problem.
Secondly, the threepronged model of uncertainty, cognitive complex
time availability, allows systematic design of scenarios: which
ity
If the student is
are carefully graduated along these three variables.
problems
under gradually
1
I,7cessively
morr-difficult
judvmr.nt
u)- jetted to
SLICI1
training
sequences are
if
all
stress,
and
increas!ng psychological
administered on the basis of reaching criterion performance before pro--;
pressing to the next higher level of task difficulty, it woilid appear
reasonable to expect a high degree of training effectiveness.
For example, in any given area of flight instruction, he it familiar

ization, navigation, ailtoground tactics, airtoair tactics, etc., the
model allows the design of a variety of possible systematic training stra
tegies which lead from the least difficult to the most difficult of judg
ment problems. One,such possible strategy Is presented in Figure 5 in the
form of a series of histograms which dhow relative quantities of the four
variables of uncertainty, cognitive complexity, time availability and
stress.

4.
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Figure 5.

Histogram Representation of an 8Step
Strategy for Judgment Training.

As the figure shows, the student is initially presented with scen
arios or situations of low cognitive complexity and ample time availabil
ity.
As he becomes proficient, an element of uncertaintylis introduced
while keeping complexity and time constant. Gradually, stress is intro
duced, the time available is decreased, and the levels of uncertainty
and cognitive complexity are built up until the student can finally de
monstrate acceptable judgment performance over the entire spectrum of the
particular subject matter domain being trained.

The gradual buildup of stress deserves special attention.

Class

room instruction, i.e., the academic environment, presents very little
natural stress. Stress is somewhat increased when the student transitions
from the classroom to the simulator environment, since he is there opera

ting under realtime conditions and under the influence of much more sen
sory stimulation than in the classroom. The transition from the simula
tor environment to the flight environment, however, represents a quantum
lump in stress. The reason for this is quite simply, fear of death.
The
simulator cannot crash.
It is, therefore, important that the student is
accommodated to these higher levels of stress in the preceding simulator
and academic environments.
It is equally important not to overdo this
principle so that the student does not develop fear of flying.
A second note of caution should be introduced here. Current train
ing essentially remains in the deterministic plane (Figure 6). The train

ing situations which are administered are usually canned, and have very
little builtin uncertainty. As mentioned previously, the student learns
innumerable rules and procedures. On the face of it, it would seem quite
reasonable to retain this sort of training and to proceed along the un
certainty axis only after the student has acvAred a firm basis in the
One could, for example, use in tactical decision
deterministic plane.
making, highly complex algorithms that the student works through in a
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Figure 6.

UCT Model: .The Deterministic Plane

classroom environment. It is do.ubtful whether training in su,ph determin
istic modes of operation has a high degree of transfer to, judgment perfor
mance which is an essentially different mode of cognitive, operation, i.e.,
Flying will never be totally pr*dictable, and any
a probabilistic mode.
attempts to transform the pilot into a highspeed automaton or computer
are doomed to failurg. The development of cognitive strategies that are
likely to be successful in an uncertailvenvironment is probably fostered
more effectively and efficiently, ifuncertainty is introduced all along,
I.e., if the student is led along a path which proceeds, stepwise along
each of the axes.

Research
The preceding discussion of training design,strategies based on the
UCT model immediately leads to numerous questions which can only be solved
by experimentation. It is suggested that %he UCT model is an exceptionally
productive conceptual vehicle for the design of research programs because
of its face validity on the one hand, and because of the many questions
it poses, on the other hand. It appears suitable not only as a vehicle
for investigating instructional strategies for judgment training, but also
The aircrew
for the investigation of the judgment phenomenon itself.
training community, however, can hardly afford to wait until the results
from such a research program, which would take years to put into motion
and years to conduct, are available. Such waiting would only perpetuate
the depressing accidentstatistics on pilot error and endanger the combat
readiness of our Armed Forces.

Beginnings
The aircrew training community has, in fict, already begun to imple
ment new forms of training which are likely to foster the development of
good judgment. For example, the F-15-program features situational emer
gency training (SAT). In this program, the old style boldface emergency
procedure training is totally absent. The student learns only three rules:
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maintain aircraft control, 2. analyze the situation and take proper
action, and 3. land as soon as practicable.
The student is presented
with carefully structured scenarios, both in the clalAroom-and the cock.
pit procedures trainer, and is consistently encouraged to otie his judg
ment in finding the proper actign for this problem.
1.

Another example is the air combat training syllabus for the F-14
aircrews, developed by Veda Incorporated. In this syllabds, the pilots
are first trained in the classroom in the general principles "of maneuvering

an F-14 in an air combat situation. They then proceed to theACMR debrief
ing facility which is used in a proactive manner, 'rather than in the
debriefing/feedback mode. The student is there presented with a graphic
image of a typical engagement, and on a second screen,with such data as
airspeed, altitude, etc., for both the fighter and the opponent.
The dy
namic graphic presentation is frozen at crucial points, and the students
are asked to assess the situation either from the standpoint of the fighter
or the opponent, and to exercise their judgment in deciding on their next
move. It is quite possible (however, not presently implemented) to create
fairly high levels of stress by increasing the pressure for quick answers
and by punitive comments for wrong or slow answers.
The students then
transfer to the simulator environment where they fly the same types of
engagemeqs. The simulator of course also offers the advantage of decision
time manipulation by the freeze capability. Stress levels again can be
manipulated by the manner in which the instructor reacts to the student's
actions.
The student finally proceeds to the flight environment, well
prepared for the splitsecond judgments he must make under stress. He no
longer finds himself thrust suddenly into an environment which, compared
to his preceding instruction, shows simultaneously enormously increased
levels of uncertainty, complexity and s tress, and much less available time.

The phenomenon of the IQ dump will hopefully occur with less frequency,
but it is as yet too early to tell.

SUMMARY

In his recently published book, "The Third World War", General Sir
John Hackett advances the hypothesis that Baia world war will be won by
--among other things - -the higher degree of independence in junior leaders
in the tactical area. Such independence requires judgment, good judgment
under stress. There can be little doubt about the importance of system

atic judgment training not only for aircrews,

but throughout the Armed

Forces.

This paper suggested a conceptual model and a design approach for
systematic judgment training. The ideas presented here, albeit not tested
by either experiment or experience, are simple and operational enough to
be put into practice immediately.

1
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AN INTRODUCTION
AIRMANSHIP:
A sage's question is half the answer (a Jewish proverb).

Amir Mane
Cognitive Psychophysiology Laboratory
University of Illinois
Introduction
fie

Airmanship is defined in the dictionary as "skill in piloting or
navigating airplanes" (Webster, 1977). This article does not deal with the
meaning of the word as such. Airmanship
its Hebrew
(or more accurately,
equivalent - "Aviraut") has a different meaning when used by the Israeli Air
Force.
The term is used widely to describe a pilot's proficiency and a
cadet's potential to succeed. It is generally believed that Airmanship is
one of
the more
important aspects of flight skill, although
it lacks a
precise definition.
Whenever decisions are being made regarding the
potential
of a flight cadet to become a fighter pilot, his
level of
Airmanship is considered as a major factor in the prediction of success.
Flight instructors, discussing the manifestation
of this phenomena, tend to
agree in their evaluation of any particular incident of Airmanship. Yet,
there is no mutual agreement on what the term describes nor on its objective
definition. Instructors regard it as an undefinable, holistic, criterion of
a pilot's quality of performance. A pilot's Airmanship reflects an overall
evaluation of his understanding, of the flight situation as manifested in
his decision-making.
In a systematic effort to clarify what is conveyed by this term I have
discussed
the topic in various
forums of pilots. I have interviewed
experienced flight instructors and squadron commanders, and solicited
incidents which exemplify Airmanship. My goal was to define and describe
this trait which is regarded as the essence of the flight skill.
I will
From
state briefly the results of this work and then describe it in detail.
a study of
the examples and attributes, a distinction between two uses of
the term emerged.
Airmanship is used to describe' a level of performance,
but, it is more often used to describe a personality trait.
As performance,
it describes excellence in the decision-making and judgment of the pilot.
As
a trait,
it is the ability and the
tendency to define the relevant
aspects of an aerial problem or opportunity.
some Examples of Airmanship
All the examples were actually given by flight instructors.
Some of
them are not related at all to aviation and still serve as good examples of
Airmanship.
Airmanship means not asking the control tower for permission to do
something, when it is obvious that they would not grant the request (e.g.,
permission to enter the runway while there is another airplane in the
"final").

Airmanship means to be able to drive your
stopping even once at the lights.

car on a very long street without

through a point where the height of reporting is
If you come to the base
6,000 feet and the approach control tells you to report at 7,000 feet, good
which is most
Airmanship means to start looking for the other airplane
probably ahead of you somewhere.

After shopping, to think ahead of time
faster is good Airmanship.

about which cashier's line will move

to the approach
(and according
When exercising right above your base,
long
detour),
good
Airmanship
is to get
procedure, you would have to make a
get
straight
this
way
to
and
in
permission to exercise emergency landing
down to the base.

Airmanship as Performance
order to
In
to describe performance.
The first use of Airmanship is
understand this use we will have to scrutinize the nature of flight skill.
distinguish among three
When describing this complex skill it is useful to
three subskills:, "what to see,"
A
pilot
must
master
different components.
A simple demonstration will clarify this
"what to do" and "how to do."
take off, knows "what to see,"
abstraction. A pilot on the runway, ready to
the
plane's
instruments
is relevant to the task at
he knows which of all
at the wind bag.
hand. He sees the wind direction and velocity by looking
cues that
all
the
external
sees
the
runway,
When starting the takeoff he
The
speed.
determine
his
the
runway
and
help him stay in the center of
from
the
airplane
to
keep
should
do
what
he
knows "what to do";
pilot
himself off
turning into the wind, where to direct his plane if he finds
in the beginning of
center, what he should do if the fire warning turns on
the takeoff and what to do if it turns on when the speed is high. The pilot
from
knows "how to do," how to manipulate the tail rudder and keep the plane
causing
turning from one side to the other, how to push the throttle without
ramble, how to take the airplane off the ground without
the engine to
stalling it.

With this description of the nature of flight skills, we can eliminate
Airmanship does not reflect the
the third element from our discussion.
None of the examples or descriptions that
motor component of the skill.
to the motor component, which, important as it may
were collected, refered
be, does not constitute any part of Airmanship. The example of driving fast
has L._
in a city represents a complexity of consideration that the driver
without
take into account in order to be able to go through the long street
having to stop. This example seems t3 reflect the performance component,
in the cognitive
this excellence in performance is
the essence of
out
consider the features of the road, he must be
The driver has to
skills.
synchronization
of the stop lights, judge constantly the
familiar with the
on
the
road,
and, probably, watch for the police
behavior of other drivers
actual
behavior
is
compared
against an ultimate criterion of
as well. His
far beyond the scope of this
this
criterion
will
be
excellence. Defining
phrase
which
attempts to grasp this subtle
paper. The "art of flying" is a
for
less,
we will conclude that it
concept. For out purpose we will settle
pilot in the
this criterion which underlies the "integration of the
is
rom
this
description
aerial situation." An inevitable question which stems
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is

"what

abilities?"

is it

that makes one pilot better
than the other
"What is the essence of this human trait"?

in

those

Airmanshin as a Personality Trait
The first and second components of flight skill aforementioned, seem to
be connected.
What to see and what to do can hardly be separated. The
importance of the different aspects of the flight situation keeps changing
all the time. Knowing where to look is dependent on knowing what you want
to do. Vibrations in the fuel indicator are of great importance when you
see them a short time after takeoff.
But, they are almost meaningless to
the
task itself when they appear in the final approach. The compass
provides almost no information for the pilot when the dog fight is at peak,
but is valuable when trying to make your way back to the base.
The decision
as
to which of all the flight dimensions requires attention is highly
dependent upon the purpose of the pilot and the action planned by him. On
the other hand, it is the information gathered that enables you to decide
what to do. It is in this connecting point between the knowledge of what to
do, and the knowledge of what to see,
that people differ. This is the
essence of the behavior described by Airmanship. Airmanship is the ability
and the tendency. to define the relevant aspects of an aerial problem or
opportunity.
During his period of instruction, the flight cadet is required to give
the answer to a variety of well defined problems. An example of one, would
be navigating the airplane. After finding his location he goes through a
detailed computation that results in a quantitative adjustment in the flight
direction and in the engine setting. This is an example of a well defined
problem. Another example would be a simulated emergency landing where the
instructor tells the cadet to assume that his engines do not function any
more.
Again, the cadet has to go through a clear set of checks and
procedures.
In real life we more often encounter ill defined problems. The
pilot faces an infinite amount of information that keeps changing every
second. Information that comes from the instruments of the plane, visual
cues from the outside, vibrations, smells and sounds, messages on the radio
and the like.
He also knows many facts regarding his goal and situation.
The first and most crucial step toward solving the problem is defining the
relevant aspects of the problem. The flight cadet who is asked to exercise
an emergency landing has to define first the relevant aspects of the landing
situation.
Teachers, as a common practice, help students by further
defining the problem, alluding to its relevant attributes.
As an example,
consider the flight instructor, who says: "So, where will you try to land
if your two engines are down, and you are too far from your base, and right
below us is a wide highway which is used infrequently ?"
By rephrasing the
question, the instructor defines the problem further and by doing so, leads
his student to the desired solutiori.
The ability to define the variables which are relevant to a problem.
depends on background knowledge, but given common background knowledge,
cadets will differ
in their ability to explicate from that knowledge. The
personality trait named Airmanship includes two different components:
"ability" and "tendency"
to exercise that ability.
The individ'u'al
differences appear when ability is measured, but they are much more salient
when the tendency is considered. Assume two people in a car approaching a
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in a multi-lane road. The driver stays in his lane and stops
stop light
lanes which lead to
He does so while two other
behind three heavy trucks.
second stop light
When
approaching
the
ty.
the very same direction are
could
be
the
best
lane
for
you
to take?" "No
"
his companion asks him:
lane this
the
empty
turn
to
'Nero
and
will
problem", would answe
of the
relevant
aspects
define
the
ility
to
The driver has
time.
go back to
Let
us
do
so.
lacks
the
tendency
to
situation but apparently,
the pilot who is required to be at the point mentioned earlier at 7,000 feet
If he will try to ascertain why he was asked to do
instead of 5,000 feet.
so, chances are that he will easily deduce the reason. The difficulty lies
The pilot who exercises right above the base does
in asking the question.
can fly according to the normal flight
He
all.
not face a problem at
procedure without any difficulty. Yet, he has an opportunity, which, if he
is able to define it, could help him achieve more during the flight lesson.
The ability to see where the aerial opportunity exists is a manifestation of
good Airmanship.
One attribute of Airmanship was emphasized by a flight instructor who
It is not that you
"Airmanship is not a process that takes time.
said:
You
simply
see it, in no time
solution.
think and think and then come to a
described
as someone
Very often in popular literature the pilot is
at all".
solutions
and
then
creatively
comes
who thinks very fast about many possible
instructor
Another
problem.
to
a
up with an optimal ingenious solution
hardly ever required to really
is
"A pilot
attacked this description.
a flowchart, you always know
Flight
is
like
think, and find a solution.
to know what the
is just
The
problem
what to do in a given situation.
solving
the problem
situation is." This once again shifts the emphasis from
to defining it.

to emphasize the
Allow me to discuss one more example that serves
When
learning to fly
Airmanship.
difference between solving problems and
should
he
do
if
he
finds himself
the landing pattern the cadet is told what
The
pilot ought
of
the
pattern.
drifting away from the appropriate location
to the
gradually
get
close
in
his
heading
and
to make a small correction
and
finds
landing
pattern
into
the
A pilot who descends
right pattern.
the
by
problem
the
solve
to
attempt
the runway may
above
himself
the
right
pattern.
he
will
gradually
approach
aforementioned method. Thus
and
Good Airmanship, ir. this case, would be to diverge from the regulations
that
you
are
change your direction abruptly. Being above the runway means
the
danger of head-on collision with other airplanes which get into
in
Naturally, it is best to terminate this situation as soon as
pattern.
different than
possible. The nature of the problem solving described is
The good
a
hypothetical
equation.
variables
of
decision
into
putting the
pilot immediately sees the implications of being above the runway. Knowing
For the good
there ig no question regarding what he should do.
this,
information
but
seperated
blocks
of
is
represented
not
as
airman, reality
implications
of
the
Seeing
the
rither as factors which have implications.
varins components of reality is what Airmanship is all about.
and Trait

As in many other cases, it is impossible to assess a trait directly.
performance - the behavior, which serves as our data. A correct
It is
is essential to the evaluation of the trait.
interpretation of performance
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A well trained pilot
This interpretation is not straightforward at all.
with thousands of flight hours has been in many aerial situations. His
experience makes the relevant aspects of a common state of affair very
does not have to deduce implications of an event, because,
salient.
He
experiencing it many times in the past, he knows and remembers well the
the particular situation. This distinction is even more
consequences of
of
the inexperienced pilot.
prominent while interpreting the behavior
Airmanship is most salient when encountering a new situation. A cadet, who
has been with one instructor in an unusual aerial situation, will be
mistakenly credited by another instructor, for very good Airmanship when
replicating the solution he saw the day before. For a novice pilot, it is a
the approach.
sign of good Airmanship to suggest a possible short cut in
For
an experienced pilot this would be a matter of routine, and would
reflect the ability to use his experience, ability which is different from
the one discussed in this paper. Clearly, the implication of this is that
there is no clear-cut way to distinguish one from the other.
When coming to
evaluate a pilot's Airmanship, his past experience should be taken into
account.

Closing Remarks
Airmanship is considered an essential component in the prediction of
pilots' effectiveness in combat. Yet it has always been a vague term. The
question "what is Airmanship" used to represent the search for an answer to
a question that had no answers. In this paper,
I briefly discussed the
equivocality of the term as performance and trait and the two meanings of
Tnis conceptualization is not a
the trait as "ability" and "tendency."
hypothetical concept which attempts to serve as a psychological model but
Many
rather a concept which is used among pilots but was never explained.
attempts were made to describe the pilot's decision-making process. Models
were constructed, and flowcharts were designed. In this article,
I have
tried to describe the essence of the
cognitive aspects of flight skill from
the pilot's point of view. My hope is that this abstraction can lead to a
better understanding of the process of judgment and decision-making in
flight.
This in turn should lead
to
to
better training methods and
construction of a selection test which will predict the success of the cadet
based on this trait.,
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DEVELOPING A CIVIL AVIATION PILOT JUDGMENT TRAINING AND
EVALUATION MANUAL
Jerome Berlin, Ph.D.
Charles Holmes, Ph.D.
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE

The purpose of the program is to improve behaviors associated with
judgments and to plan an experimental method to test it. The results
are contained in 3 volumes. Volume I contains the concepts upon which
the program is based and suggested evaluation methodology. Volume II,
the Student Manual, contains the instructional material in judgment
training and companion worksheets by which the student may determine
Volume III, the Instructor Manual, provides the
his or her progress.
instructor with a systematic approach to administering the judgment
training contained in the student manual and evaluating the performance
of the students.
The overall approach used in the program addresses judgment behavior
of pilots, uses self-assessment to determine poor judgment tendencies,
role modeling of the instructor, and accepted principles of learning.
We agreed in principle with the definition of judgment offered by
(Reference) However, we felt that the definition
Drs. Jensen and Benel.
should be a little more specific as to the process, and the definition
should be operationally based. Pilot judgment was therefore defined
as follows for the purpose of this program only:
"Pilot judgment is the mental process by which the pilot
recognizes, analyzes, and evaluates information regarding himself, the aircraft, and the outside environment.
The final step in the process is the making of a decision pertaining to the operation of.the aircraft."
STUDENT MANUAL

The student manual contains 20 lessons which are divided into three
Unit 1 of the student manual presents concepts and terms
units.
which are used throughout the judgment training course. These terms
and concepts have been especially designed to lead the student into
modified patterns of thinking which will ultimately produce better
judgment. The terminology also gives students and flight instructors
the most concise, objective means possible of discussing the pilot
behavior in judgment related situations.
Four sets of new terms and concepts are presented in Unit I.
fircl of these sets introduces the student to Three Subject Areas

1
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relevant to pilot judgment: Pilot (P), the Aircraft (A), and the
Environment (E). Conventional flight training deals with subject
areas A and E only. The judgment increments emphasize the pilot's
need to know more about the area P, the pilot; and how the pilot
interacts with the aircraft, PA; and the flight environment, PE;
and the combination PAE.

A second set of terms is called the six action ways. Nearly 600
NTSB accident briefs were examined to determine how pilots carry out
the actions resulting from their decisions. It became obvious that
These
pilot implemented poor judgment decisions in six ways.
phrases
called
the
Six
Action
Ways.
decision situations are verb
The six possible actions ways are:
_DO = The pilot did something which he should not have done.
NO DO = The pilot did not do something which he should have done.
UNDER DO = The pilot did not do enough when he should have done more.
OVER DO = The pilot did too much when he should have done less.
EARLY DO = The pilot reacted too early when he should have waited.
LATE DO = The pilot reacted too late when he should have reacted sooner.

The repetitive use of these terms or action ways is designed to effectively and positively identify the actual, erronecis response simultaneously
with the desired response.
The third new set of concepts presented is called the Poor
Judgment Behavior Chain. Research into accidents shows that once a
poor judgment (PJ) is made, there almost always follows a sequence of
poor judgments. As the chain of poor judgments grows, it is automatic
that the number of alternatives diminishes very rapidly. If this
sequence or chain is broken early in the situation, the pilot may
have more alternatives for successful recovery. In the judgment
training material, the phenomenon where one poor, judgment leads to
This section teaches
another is referred to as the PJ Behavior Chain.
the student about some of the chain mechanisms and what must be done
to break the chain. The judgment program uses elementary behavior
training to trigger within the pilot a new response pattern effectively
breaking the PJ sequence chain.

With the fourth set of concepts, the student is taught to understand and apply what are identified as the Three Mental Processes of
The first of the three processes is called "Automatic
Safe Flight.
Reaction" (AR). Two general categories of automatic reactions are
One involves the flight skills having to do with maintaining
taught.
The other concerns those
positive, on-going control of the aircraft.
learned responses to unusual or emergency situations.
Problem Resolving (PR)is the mode of thinking that helps a pilot
overcome undesirable situations by means of a systematic process.

Repeated Reviewing (RR) is the mode of thinking that allows the
Pilot to be continuously aware of all the factors (pilot/aircraft/
environment) that affect safe flight.

a
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Unit II of the Student Manual contains the behavioral aspects of
This unit is designed to adjust, or to redirect, a
the training.
pilot's tendencies in such a way as to promote the consistent use of
good judgment. The first approach addresses the pilot's hazardous
ways of thinking, his hazardous attitudes. Five hazardous thoughts for

pilots are identified, Vd an exercise for self-assessment of hazardous
thought patterns is provided.
Since little prior research was found in which such thought
patterns were described, it was necessary to consult experts to
obtain informed judgments of the nature of such hazardous thought
patterns, and to choose a descriptive name for the thoughts.
1.

Anti-Authority. This is the thought patterns found in
people who resent the control of their actions by any
The general thought is, "Do not tell
outside authority.
No one can tell me what to do."
me!

2.

Impulsivity. This is the thought pattern found in people
who when facing a moment of decision, feel that they must
do something, anything, and do it quickly. This thought'
is characterized in the student manual as, "Do something
quickly!"

3.

Invulnerability. This is the thought pattern of people who
feel that nothing disastrous could happen to them, personally.
The thought is characterized in the student manual by the
statement, "It won't happen to me!"

4.

Macho.

5.

Outer Control. People who have this thought pattern feel
that they can do very little, if anything, to control what
happens. When things go well, it is attributed to good
When things go badly, it is attributed to bad luck,
luck.
This thought
or it is generally the fault of someone else.
is characterized in the student manual by the question,
"What's the use?"

This is the thought pattern of people who are
always trying to prove that they are better than others.
they prove themselves by taking risks and try to impress
The thought is characterothers by acting dangerously.
ized in the student manual by the statement, "I can do it!"

It should be emphasized that the selected hazardous thoughts are
preliminary only. Additional research and validation of the judgment
training program is needed in order to fully develop the hazardous
thought concept.

Next students are taught to identify and understand the five
hazardou3 thoughts. A lesson is devoted to each particular thought.
Next is a lesson which specifies substitute thoughts, called
"antidotes", for the five hazardous thoughts.
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Unit III, Applications, contains written lessons to relate the
concepts of Units I and II to actual flight situations. No new
flight or judgment information is taught. This unit is made up of
numerous exercises centered about scenarios and case histories of
pilots carrying out flight. activities.
The scenarios and histories are taken from reports of actual
accidents and incidents reported within the last five years.
The
unit is intended to make judgment training seem real; to make it
come alive for the student. A sense of relevancy, of personal
involvement, is essential for new behavioral learning to take place.
INSTRUCTOR MANUAL

The Instructor's Manual outlines for the instructor the material
contained in the Student Manual, explains how the instructor is to
present the material to the students, and provides guidance on how
to resolve student difficulties regarding the course.
In addition
to describing how the instructor should present the program, the
instructor manual contains material designed to enhance the
influence cif the instructor as a role model for the student.
Finally, the instructor manual contains two sets of exercises for the
instructor to conduct during flight training activities.
These
exercises are designed to further develop and focus the student pilot's
judgment-making abilities as well as to reinforce the conceptual
and behavioral aspects of judgment training. These exercises are
generally completed in conjunction with other flight training
activities. Thus, the increase in logged flight time for the student
to complete the judgment training is minimal.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It was the intent of this research to produce an experimentally
derived training program.
As of yet, no construction testing was
done to verify either the appropriateness or the effectiveness of the
training increments making up the program. Only through such testing
can we know which materials and sequences are optimal. It may be
shown.by empirical testing that we have constructed too much material,
that it needs a different order of presentation, or that different
materials need to be developed.
We, therefore, recommend that a
validation of the program be conducted under controlled conditions
prior to the time that the program is field tested. An additional
advantage to conducting controlled validation is that optimum packaging
glitetlines can be developed as a corollary of the validation.
Finally, the program should be assessed for suitability in other
areas of aviation and its adaptability in other endeavors such as
industry.and driver training.
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PLANNING BEHAVIOR OF PILOTS
IN ABNORMAL AID EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
Gunnar Johannsen

Research Institute for Human Engineering
Wachtberg-Werthoven, F. R. Germany
William B. Rouse
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Two studies of the nature of planning behavior of pilots will be
discussed.
An experimental methodology for assessing "depth of planning"
will be presented and its use in these studies illustrated. Planning
behavior in situations where there are no fixed procedures will be
emphasized and associated data reported. Informal results for individual
differences in planning style will be considered.
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LANDING AIRPLANES, DETECTING TRAFFIC, AND THE DARK FOCUS
Stanley N. Roscoe
Behavioral Engineering Laboratory
New Mexico State University

ABSTRACT

Misjudgments of position in flight and failures to detect
other airborne traffic are casualties of the eternal tugof-war between visible texture and the pilot's dark fodus.
The eye is lazy and resists the pull of a distant stimulus, preferring to rest at a relatively short focal dip"
tance as it does in the dark or when looking at the sky.
Results from 23 experiments show that judgments of apparent size are highly correlated with visual accommodation
distance, And the difficulty of detecting airplanes on
stationary collision courses is greatly aggravated when
Subject,
focus is trapped by structure close to the eyes.
to
determine
task, and environment variables all interact
what we think we see,

PROBLEM

In 1950,1 discovered that pilots making landing approaches by
periscope come in high and land long and hard, unless the ,image of the
scene is magnified by about 25 percent (Roscoe, 1950; Rosdoe, Hasler,-&
Dougherty, 1966). In 1973 Everett Palmer at NASA-Ames Research Center
experimentally confirmed the common observation that pilots also make
high approaches and long, hard landings in flight simulators with
contact visual systems (Palmer& Cronn, 1973). Why is it that either
real or virtual images projected at xl magnification cause objects
such as airport runways to appear smaller and farther away than when
viewed directly?
In 1975 Robert Randle_ of NASA-Ames and I set out to find answers.
We had the expert help of Robert Hennessy, now Study Director of the
NRC Committee on Human Factors, and a gaggle-of graduate research
assistants at San Jose State in 1975-77, the University of Illinois in
Together we discovered a
1977-1979, and New Mexico State in 1979-81.
correlation of 0.9 or greater between the apparent, or perceived, size
of objects subtending a given visual angle and an observer's visual
accommodation--the distance to which the eyes are focused (Roscoe,
1979a, 1979b).

Perhaps it is not surprising that a relationship between perceived
size and eye focus for distances well beyond the near limit of "optical
infinity" went undiscovered for so long. Stimulus distances normally
included in laboratory experiments do not approach those from which
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pilots view the world below them in flight. Indeed, few laboratory
experiments in which eye focus was actually measured have involved
distances of more than a few meters. But now that a strong relationship between the distance of eye focus and apparent size has been
established, other mysteries of visual perception and illusion in
flight become fair game for reinterpretation.
For example:
Why do pilots making landing. approaches over water
at night toward a brightly lighted city consistently come in low
(Kraft, 1978) and sometimes land in the bay short of the runway? This
has happened in Tokyo, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, and
so it goes. Why is it that military pilots making ground attack runs
so often fail to pull up in time and fly into the terrain in clear
daylight? And why, in a group of pilots with "normal" vision, will
some spot "bogies" so much sooner than others?

BACKGROUND
Before offering speculative answers to such questions, some background is in order. By 1970 Randle had develdped a classical Pavlovian
cbnditioning technique, employing automatic biofeedback of focusing
responses, to study the extent of possible voluntary control of accommodation. Randle's initial'purpose was to teach children how to avoid
becoming myopic. Then during the early 1970s, Hennessy, working with
his mentor, Herschel Leibowitz, and fellow graduate student, Freu
Owens, at Penn State, greatly extended our understanding of the "anomalous" empty-field, night, and instrument myopias and clarified the
role of the dark focus, or relaxed accommodation, of the eye (Hennessy,
1975; Leibowitz, Hennessy, & Owens, 1975; Leibowitz & Owens, 1975a,
1975b, 1978; Owens, 1976, 1979; Owens & Leibowitz, 1975, 1976a, 1976b).
Then, between 1975 and 1930 my students, colleagues, and I did 21
experiments involving the relationships among visual stimulus variables, eye accommodation, and associated perceptual responses (Roscoe,
1975; Roscoe, Olzak, & Randle, 1976; Roscoe, 1977; Iavecchia,
Iavecchia, & Roscoe, 1978; Roscoe, & Benel, 1978; Benel & Benel, 1979;
Simonelli & Roscoe, 1979; Benel, 1979; Gawron, 1979; Simonelli, 1979a,
1979b; Hull, Gill, & Roscoe, 1979; Roscoe, 1979a, 1979b, 1980a, 1980b;
Gawron, 1980; Randle, Roscoe, & Fetitt, 1980). Reports of two recent
experiments are in preparation.
Therb is no longer any question we
have hit on a line of investigation of great importance to aviation.
Among the many findings, the following stand out as contributing
to our understanding of why pilots often misjudge sizes and distances
and fall to see and avoid other aircraft in flight:
1.
Judgments of size, and by inference the distance, of objects
in natural outdoor vistas are strongly dependent on the distance to
which the eyes are focused (r
0.9).
The exact functional relationship Is partially obscured by the unequal psychophysical units of the
inverse dioptric scale, D = 1/focal distance in meters.
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Accommodation to natural vistas depends in a complicated way
^n. the dark focus of the individual, the retinal locus and spatial
frequency of visible texture, and the sharpness of focus needed for the
discrimination of object identity, for example, reading a sign.
2.

Individual differences in dark focus range from perhaps 15 1,
:7 cm) in extremely myopic people to "i3 distant as -4 D (fa- beyond
"optical infinity") in the extremely hyperopic; the more distant the
.ual's dark focus, the greater his or her tendency to focus beyond
indi
an acuity target to maximize apparent size for the discrimination of
3.

detail (Simonelli, 1979a).

Some individuals can be trained more readily than others to
control the focal distance of their eyes voluntarily; there is some
evidence that such trainability depends In part on the individual's
Barr focus and that both the selection and train',ng of pilots should
4.

ta',:e such characteristics into account.

THE ilOON ILLUSION REVISITED

A cApvenient way to study perceptual responses to the distant
vistat seen in contact f117,ht is to use a technique developed by Lloyd
by superKaufman and Irvin Rock (1962) to quantify the moon iliuston.
posing a collimated disk of light; on any natural outdoor or laouratory
:scene and providing an adjustable-diameter comparison disk nearby, surprisingly consistent estimates of the apparent size of the simulated
"moon" can be obtained. Our adaptation of the Kaufman ane Rock technique ('mown affectionately as "the moon machine ") has been used in a
series or experiments to correlate measured eye accommodation, judgments of apparent size, and characteristics of both natural and artifirial visual scenes.
These experiments have shown that with both natural ani artificial
scenes, whether in daylight or at night, when viewing conditions cause
the eyes tc focus near, the moon shrinks, and when thoy cause distant
focus, the moon grows (Iavecchia, Iavecchia, & Roscoe, 1976; Simonelli
Whatever the
& Roscoe, 1979; benel, 1979; Hull, Gill, & Roscoe, 1979).
causal explanation may turn out to be, this highly invariant relationship is the key to many of the misjudgments experienced by pilots.
Such misjudgments can cause pilots to land in the water at night, fly
into the terrain or overshoot a runway in the daylight, or fail to see
and avoid another airplane on a collision course.
CRITICAL VARIABLEf,

V.ewing "conditions" that cause shifts it focus either outward or
inward from the lark focus include sutject, task, and environment
variablen as well as the distribution of visible texture.
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Subject Variables
Differences in perceptual abilities among people qualifying as
having normal "20/20" vision are staggering (Simonelli, 1979a). Slie
are surprisingly near sighted while some have the ability to focus -4 L
.gin
beyond "optical infinity," much-like a zoom lens of a TV cascara.
Air Force recruit, when told by Simonelli that he had remarkable
vision, said, "Yes, Suh, I can tell the color of a frog's eyes at 100
paces." The recruit was not bragging; his acuity was on the order o!'
20/10 and his dark focus and far point well into the negative rangy,'_.
Eye accommodation is a tug-of-war between the stimulus and the
lark focus, with the stimulus normally pulling just hard enough to be
seen and recogniied.
Nick Simonelli refers to this as the "acuity
demand" of a stimulus. As we walk, drive a car', or fly low over the
terrain, our accommodation is determined largely by Gibson's (1950)
well-known "texture gradient." The retina unconsciously performs Lome
kihd of a product-moment averaging routine on the.textural elements to
reduce the blur, and the fact that much of the scene necessarily
remains blurred normally goes unnoticed so long as the acuity demani
remains low.
In daylight the gradient extends uninterrupted from the nose and
other parts of the body to the near foreground and on out to the distant horizon.
But from the cockpit at night, and even in daylight at
higher altitudes, the gradient is not uninterrupted. Letween nearby
cockpit surfaces and the outside visible texture the gradient is interrupted by empty space. Even clouds are effectively textureless in that
they present little acuity demand, and at night the outside texture is
limited to a thin horizontal band of point light sources. Now Oils is
where individual differences in dark focus can cause giant mispercept'ons.

If
healthy
well as
pull of

a pilot's dark focus is .at about arrr length, normal for y(yJng
eyes, he will experience empty field myopia in daylight, as
night myopia.
Empty field myopia is reinforced by the ntimulus
window posts and frames, some of which are even nearer than
firms' length.
In 3 recent experiment by Jan Hull at New I4exico State
(Hull & Roscoe, in preparation), he found that while searching the sky,
pilots focused at almost exactly the distance of interposed winiow
posts, even when a post was no wider than the 2-1/2-inch distance
between the eyes, thereby supposedly causing no binocular obstruction
to outside vision.

Even thoug% other traffic may be clearly visible; the effect of
induced myopia is to blur the retinal image, reduce effective contrast,
and make objects harder to see and apparently both smaller and farther
away (Kraft, Farrell, & Boucek, 1970; Roscoe, 1979a, 1979b). Targets
can still be detected, particularly if they move, flash, or glisten, cr
if they present an extended distinctive shape, such as a long, thin
contrail. Unfortunately, another airplane on a collision course
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doesn't move, it only grows, and it must subtend J visual angle of .sore
than 8 minutes if it is to be readily netected when badly out of VOCJJ.
In a second experiment soon to be reported, Hull and I tested the
12 incher, in
effects of window posts 2-1/2 and 4-5/8 inches wide, an
front of the eyes, on the probability of detecting simulated contrails
at various elevations projecting various angular distances from the
right or left edge of a post. With a 2-1/2-inch post (the minimum
v;nibility standard), the probability of detection in a single' fixation
:)f 1/? second ranged from 5.79 to 0.97 as the angular length of a contrail Increased from 6 to 16 degrees to the right or left of forward

visior.AL
With the 4-5/8-inch post (2-1/8 inches'greater than the interpupillory distance), the probabilities of detection for correspdnding
cpntrail,s plunged to 0.10 for 6 degrees (barely visible to one eye or
the other at the right of left edge of the post) and gradually increased to 0.29 for 7 degrees, 0.55 for 9 degrees, 0.68 for 12 degrees,
and 0.65 for 16 degrees. In addition t' the total binocular obscuration caused by an oversized window post, the probability of detection
of a contrail in the monocular penumbra on either side is greatly
Few pilots are aware of the danger caused by wide window
"'educed.
'posts a few inches from the eyes.

A

Now for a different danger. If a pilot's dark focus is quite distant, possibly beyond optical infinity, and his attention is directed
to the lights of a coastal airport and the ej,ty rising beyond, thevisual scene can appear greatly magnified. The nearer lights of the
runway threshold will expand downward from the horizontal band of city
lights, thereby making it appear that the airplane is high on final
approach. The pilot may compensate by reducing power and drop below
proper glideslope. At some point the low position will suddenly become
apparent, and normally the pilot will add sufficient thrust to land
safely; but with engines spooled down, thrust may'come too late to
avert the water landing.
Task Variables

Pilots with normal, intermediate dark focus distances can experience similar outward shifts in accommodation when task demands create
elevated workloads and stresses. Several experiments have demonstrated
accommodation shifts with interposed mental activities (Holmstrom,
'Job Randle, John
1973; Gawron, 1979; Randle, Roscoe, & Petitt, 1980).
Fetitt, and I, at Ames Research Center, found that accommodation
shifted outward between measurements ?() seconds and 10 seconds before
touchdown, on simulated landing approaches by reference to a computerae have no comfortable explanation.
animated night visual scene.

I (I
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owever, outward accommodation is mediated by tlie sympathetic
branch of the autonomic nervous system (Cogan, 1937; Benel, 1975;
Gawrdn, 1979). That's the one that makes us ran faster And fight
harder.
It also helps us see the distant enemy in the :-hudow of , roc.k
and the jeer behind a nush.
It increases our acuity by magnifyir.E what
we see, just as outward focus magnifies the Moon. Can it be tat the.
flow of sympathetic adrenalin in the attack pilot expan,:s -.us visual
world, mates the ground appear lower, and causes'him to pull up toc
late? When a periscope's magnification is set toe high, pilots art'
often surprised by a touchdown far short of the runway (Rescue,
Dougherty, 1966).

Randle, Petitt, and I also.found that pilots do not acohmooate
accurately to changing focus demands induced by ophthalric lens.2s.
They responded slightly better to a direct view of the computeranimated display than to collimated virtial images as presented on headup displays, thus bringing into question the supposed advantage of
preparing, the eyes to see the runway when it suddenly appears on low
visibility approaches. Optically collimating an ima:-:e tends to release
our focus from the distant stimulus and allows it to iap,e
the
dark focus distance.
Environmental Variables
This iiscussion might have been headed, "3t. Thomas Revisited."
Surely one of the most puzzling and dramatic aviation mysteries
surrounds the crash of an American Airlines i, -727 Lt Harry S. Truman
Field, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, in 1976. Captain Arthur Bujnowski
had made 154 uneventful landings on the same chort, wide runway with
similar daylight visibility and light, gusting winds. But on April 27,
1976, Art 3ujnowski made a normal, "slotted" approach, leveled off a
few feet above the runway, and floated beyond the point of no return.
The flaming crash and resulting smoke cost the lives of
pL.sengers
and 2 flight attendants (NTSB, 1976; Roscoe, 1976, 1933a).
Art Bujnowski is a pilot's pilot, a skillful, calm, no-nonsense
ex-Captain, now in forced retirement in Connecticut and permanently
grounded.
But three minutes before his ill-fated landing in 1976 he
was in extreme pain from blocked ears due to an abnormal increase in
cockpit and cabin pressure caused by mismanagement of the air compressor during a rapid descent. Other crew members and passengers were in
similar pain.
Intense stimulation of the inner ears causes an accommodative spasm of the eyes at about arms' tenth on average (Clark,
Randle, & Stewart, 1975).
Neither 3ujnowski nor his copilot could see the clearly visible
VASI lights on final aproach, and both testified they expected the
airplane to touch down, as doctrine called for, 1000 feet from the
runway threshold.
But it did not douch down, and with About 1500 feet
or runway remaining, the copilot finally said, "You're still high,
Art."
I've made the same comment dozens or times as safety pilot in
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the right seat while a pilot-subject rounded out high and floated with
The visual field is compressed
the periscope set at xl mangification.
As
with near accommodation, and the runway appears higher than it is
Art Lujnowski remembered:

"...all 1 could see wereNottages and stores or whatever they were. But it seined like the activity
was right there at eye level, ..." (Transpript of
NTSB'public hearing, p. 360.)
REAL -WORLD APPLICATION

Randle's (1970) demonstration cf the possibility of conditioning
the accommodation reflex by the application of blofeedba,2k calls for
systematic investigation of the trainability of ihdividuals varying in
her oculomotor abilities. Basic data in
dark focus distances and
this area are fragmentary but promising, and effective conditioning
' techniques are needed involving only simple, inexpensive equipment that
can'be used by instructors or technicians with limited training, or
even by.the individual pilot. We have had some success using a simple
vernier optometerlonstructed from crosspolarized strips of cheap
This and other possible techniques
filter material (Iiimonelli, 1979b).
need to be investigated.
44111,

The effective focal distance of the eyes can be manipulated either
voluntarily, following bioconditioning, or involuntarily, by having
pilots wear polyfocal glasses as is done by United Air Lines (Harper &
Kildera, 1968). Acuity in resolving distant stimuli is enhanced by
focusing at a distance greater than that of the stimulus to be
discriminated. It is possible that detection of distant "point"
targets, such as other aircraft, also can be enhanced by inducing
accommodation to distances at or "beyond" optical infinity for
individuals capable of unusually distant focus.

Each of4he so-called anomalous myopias did its associated
micropsia are encountered in varying degrees by pilots flying airplanes, particularly ones with head -up displays. Similar myopic
responses and micropsic peceptions occur in airplane simulators with
contact visual systems. Recall that it was our concern with the bias
errors in landing with imaging flight displays that stimulated our
interest in this line of research in the first place. We found that
pilots do learn to compensate partially for such biased perceptions.
The possibility of training individuals to recognize conditions in
which to expect micropsic as well as micropsic misperceptions and to
compensate for them voluntarily is out there like Mt. Everest.
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THE DARK FOCUS'OF ACCOMMODATION AND PILOT PERFORMANCE
benel and Thoras L. Amerson, Jr.
Essex Corporation
Alexandria, Virginia

ABSTRACT

Two closely related lines of research are presented in this paper.
The first follows directly from the work on the resting state ,f visual
accommodation (dark focus) as a predictor of visual target acquisition
The second describes systematic (diurnal)
and perceptual judgaiOnts.
The possible relationship between this
variations In the dirk focus.
A
research and available performance (accident) data Is described.
function
discussion of.the impact of this hump capability factor upon
allocation in aviation systems is included with particular attention to
selection .criteria, training, and ameliorative' (hardware) techniques.
In addition, the relationship between the dark focus (as a preferred
focal distance) and system monitoring is considered both, for aircraft
And for ground-based systems.

INTRODUCTION

Flight is heavily dependent upon visual acquisition of information.
In commercial, military, and civil aviation, apparently stringent-standards for vision are applied. Despite a long history of the application
of visual standards, errdrs in acquisition of information remain relatively common. One such error is failure to acquire necessary informaThe most prevalent situation is
t'ion under unobscured circumstances.
air-to-air search where targets remain unseen until quite close. This

in the military situation,
Misperception of visual
decreases the possibility for a first strike.
The
work
of Roscoe and asso-,
information is also common in aviation.
ciates in the early 1950's with imaging displays provided evidence for
systematic biases in landing performance. fibre recent evidence, again
indicates similar effects occur during
from.....0iscoe and associates,

decreases the margin for avoidance and,

direct viewing of the outside world.

These errors in visual acquisition

are not trivial, having been implicated in the loss of lives and in
millions of dollars in property damage.
The basic visual capabilities of men nee to be fully considered.
Any such consideration should depend uponen irical evidence, rather
than conventional wisdom and/or historical prec ,ent. Periodically, the
"facts" as we know them need to be reexamined in light of current
Frequently, the evidence supports the status quo, but many
evidence.
times continued support is unwarranted. This has been the case for ode
basic attribute of the human visual system.

The assumed resting position

for focus or accommodation of the eye is not at the far point, as has
ti
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been assumed since Helmholtz; rather, the weight of evidence indicates
that a dark focus (labelled such for the most q9nvenient circumstances in
which to measure unstimulated accommodation) is on average within arm's
length, with an appreciable variability in this distance among individuals.

EXPERIMENT I

A body of research has been accumulatigg which strongly supports an
intermediate dark focus and indicates concomitantly a variety of
"normal" viewing situations which are influenced by this tendency. One

effect which has been *documented involves vision through interposed
surfaces.
Whiteside (1957) observed that some pilots focused spots on
the aircraft canopy during air-to-air search, but Mandelbaum (1960) was
apparently the first `o . document the circumstances under which the
interposed texture, rather than the desired object, was focused. Owens
(1979) found that thei "Mandelbaum effect" is greatest when the interye
posed screen and the observer's dark focus correspond, i.e., the
exhibits an inherent bias toward objects presented near the dark focu

In work alluded to earlier, Roscoe and associates have found a
similar intermediate tendency in visual accommodation when subjects view
natural scenes ,ef varying texture or "plain! versus "fancy" targets (for
a short review see Roscoe, 1981). The accuracy of accommodation can be
(1)
distance to a
shown to vary with a great many factors including:
surrounding/texture (Hennessy & Leibowitz, 1971); (2) background appearance (Benel & Benel, in press); stimulus characteristics (Simonelli,
1979); and even the mood of the observer (Miller, 1978).

An additionaa difficulty arises with inappropriate accommodation.
If one views monocularly a relatively distant object anit then focuses on

one finger held in front of the active eye, the object will shrink in
apparent size. In fact, moving the finger will make the object appear to'
change size, shrinking when movement is toward the eye and expanding when
away (attributed to Hoffean; see Ogle, 1950). Thus, shifts in accommodation may result in more than a loss of acuity. Shifts in apparent size
(and apparent distance) may interfere with safe operation of vehicles.

This is particularly so in aircraft where the requirement for accurate
perception both for traffic. avoidance (optimal acuity) and lInding
(optimal size/distance judgment) is extremely high and the penalty for
failure to maintain these standards would be severe.

Benel (1979) conducted a series of experiments culminating in a
demonstration of the effects of interposed texture on size perception of
the image of a distant object. Other findings from this series included
a replication of earlier work on the Mandelbaum effect.
Namely, the
nearer to the dark focus distance that an interposed surface lies, the
more likely it is that accommodation will be "trapped" at that distance.
Also, the more heavily textured the surfece, the more likely it is that
it will exert this effect. A third experiment verified-Hoffman's demonstration of shifts in size, but only qualitatively, i.e., only larger or
smaller. The last experiment to be described below quantified to'some
extent these latter findings.
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Method

Twelve observers were selected with a minimum uncorSubjects.
0
rected near and far acuity of 20/25.

Acuity measurements were made with an Orthorater.
Apparatus.
Accommodation measurements were made with. a laser optoriieter (for a
complete description and operating procedures, see Hennessy & Leibowitz,

Briefly, laser light reflected from a diffusing surface is

1972).

If the surface is a rotating drum,
granular or speckly in appearance.
the apparent motion of the speckles allows accommodation to be measured.
If the motion corresponds to the direction of rotation, the eye is
If against the direction, it is
overaccommodated (focussed nearer).
If
the
drum
is
optically
conjugate to the retina, no
underaccommodated.
consistent movement is seen. The Badal principle allows the effective
range of the optometer to be accomplished in a short space. Placing a
positive lens in the reflected path one focal length from the lens of the
eye allows the optical distance to bvaried from optical infinity to the
effectiVe power of the lens with no changes in size or brightness of the
image (Ogle, 1971).. Expo'ures were limited to .5 sec, a'length of time
A
shown to have no differential effect or( measured accommodations.
1.
schematic of this arrangement may be seen,in Figure

L7 L8 FH2

FS 3

LASER

BS1

ROTATING

BEAM CHOPPER

Figure 1.

L9

RD

Schematic diagram of the laser optometer

The size-matching apparatus (desceibed in detail by Iavecchia,
Iavecchia, & Roscoe, 1978) provides alternate viewing of a collimated,N
transilluminated disc superimposed on a selected field of view and a (
variable diameter transilluminatedidisc projected from one meter with a
black background. The former served as a standard to be matched 61, the
A 370 field of'view was available. A chin and forehead rest
latter.
Cut-away schematics of the appamaintained a constant eye position.
The
laser
was mounted to the left of the
ratus are shown in Figure 2.
apparatus and its speckle pattern was observed in a beamsplitter. Black
fiberglass mesh window screening served as the interposed texture.
Observers were instructed to make the adjustable moon
For each measurement the
appear the same size as the collimated moon.
observer was allowed to refer to the collimated moon a maximum of three
Procedure.

times.
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Preceding and following each session, the dark focus was measured
each
ach observer. The session began and ended with two accommodation
and apparent size matches to the external scene and moon without the
screen.
The screen was presented twice sequentially at each of four
distances (.75, 1.5, 2.25, and 3.0 D) and accommodation and apparent size
measures were collected at each distance. The order of presentation. was
counterbalanced across observers. The screen was moved while the mirror
reflecting the adjustable disc occluded the external scene.
This
prevented the observer from knowing with any degree of certainty the
'precise,distance to the screen.
/
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Figure 2.
Cub-away schematics-Of the stimulus presentation box.
On the left, box is set for viewing scene with superposed collimated
lighted disc, on right for viewing adjustable comparison disc.

Results
Two '2-way ANOVAs summarized.in.Tables 1 and 2 were performed on the
accommodation and apparent size data.
Screen presentation distance had
a reliable effect on both accommodation and apparent size. The relationship between accommodation and apparent size was analyzed by a series of
Pearson product-moment correlatlons.,,,,For the initial control situation
(no
screen),
accommodation add apparent size correlated reliably
p <
(r = --.56,
.05), indicating apparent size decreased with nearer
accommodation.
The same.
was found across screen conditions (r = .76, -p <
.01).

TABLE 1

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ACCOMMODATION
.

SOURCE

Screen Distance (A)

,A

x

B

Observers (B)

SS

DF

4.459
6.026
27.664

55

.892
.110

11

2.515

5

.

,
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a

I

%...) v./

8.13***

t
I

TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR APPARENT SIZE

5

B

10670.06
18819.76

55

Observers (B)

7292E3.61

11

Screen Distance (A)
A

x

***

p <

W

MS

DF

SS

SOURCE

.

--.

.

.2174.01
342.18
6629.71

6.3511"

.061

When data are pooled across observers, the correlation between
Converted to`
app rent size and accommodation is -.96 (see Figure 3).

.

distance of.acCommodation (in meters) rather than diopters, the correlation appears more linear and is positive at .98.
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Correlation between apparent size and accommodation.
a.

Discussion

The monotonic increase in mean accommodation and decreasein.mean
apparent size as the screen position approached the observer combined
with the relatively high correlation between apparent size and accommodation suggest that the distance to which an observer is accommodated is
a real, quantifiable correlate of apparent size. Although accommodation
is not to be taken as an exclusive factor, the magnitude of the correlations between apparent size and accommodation found indicates that a
large portion (approximately 50% in the current study)'of the total
,
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variance may be predicted by accommodation. Furthermore, the ratio of
size judgments under standard conditions. (no screen) to those with the
near screen indicates a magnificatiqn factor of 1.25 is needed to
equalize image sizes. This figure is in agreement with the literature on
imaging displays for landing aircraft.

EXPERIMENT II

It has been suggested that oculomotor function, like other body
In a ten-day study by (Leibowitz,
functions, varies by time of day.
1976), the dark focus of three male subjects displayed a possible diurnal
variation.
The "nonstressed" subject typically showed dark focus

measures .2 - .3 D less than morning measures of the same day.

The

Thus, a diurnal
"stressed" subjects exhibited a reversed relationship.
effect may have been present as well as a stress effect. Miller (1976)
has also reported a possible diurnal variation among subjects whose'dark
focus was measured morning and evening, three days per week, for three
All 21 subjects have larger dark focus values in the evening.
weeks.
Subjects revealed a positive correlation among changeability of mood,
variability of measured dark focus, and the amount of increase of accommodation in the evening dark focus measurement. Although the combination of these two works suggests a diurnal variation in the dark focus',
tne specific magnitude and nature of this variation was indeterminable.

A study by Mershon and Amerson (1980) has shown the change in dark
focus to be less than + .3 D for subjects measured twice over a one-week
interval and controlled for time of day. Thus, it can be assumed that
the dark focus measures of a population, however variable by time of day,
are relatively stable for a given time of day.
Recently, Amerson and Mershon (Amerson, 1960) collected data specifically to determine if (and to what extent) time of day variation occurs
in the dark focus of accommodation.
Method
Subjects. ,

Thirty-six male college students were screened fokir near

and far visual acuity of at least 20/30 in each eye
usual correction.

when wearing their

Acuity measurements were made with a Keystone TeleApparatus
The dark focus of accommodation was measured by a laser
binocular.
This instrument
optometer, similar to tht, previously described.
allowed measurement of accommodative distances from 0.33 to 3.6 D (from
2.33 to 5.b D with the addition of a -2 D lens in the subject's spectacle
plane).
The data collection followed a b x 6 design where each
Procedure.
of the six first measurement sessions in the morning was paired with each

Each subject came to the
of the six afternoon and evening sessions.
laboratory twice: in the morning between 8:00 and 11:20 a.m., and then
later in the day at 1:00, 2:55, 4:50, 6:45, 6:40, or 10:35 p.m. A test
included two measurements on the right eye.

Results

Time-of-day variations were tested by comparing the change scores
for the morning measures and the return measures (taken between 1:00 and
10:30 p.m.).
The mean dark focus value for the first test was 2.02 D, similar to
that found in a previous study with the same equipment (Mershon &
Amerson, 1960). It should be noted that mean dark focus values may vary
greatly even with large sample sizes of equivalent acuity (Simonelli,
1979).

Since the subjects came to the laboratory at one of six times during
the morning, the baseline measures in the study were, themselves,
To test for homogeneity of the six
subject to time-of-day variation.

groups for baseline measures of dark focus (DF 1), the Kruskal-Wallis
The lack of differences
One-Way Analysis of Variance was performed.
among the six groups (p > .50) was striking.
For the dark focus, there was a significant variation in the shifts
In Figure 4, each point reprefrom the morning baseline Measurements.
sents one subject's change in dark focus. Inward shifts are indicated by
values below the dashed baseline. The sloping line connects the median
Thus, for some groups, the
shift values across the six return times.
second dark focus measures were significantly different from the baseline measures. The pattern of these variations is consistent with expectations based on autonomic function. That is, there was an outward shift
in dark focus value from morning until some time in the early afternoon,
reflecting heightened sympathetic activity. An inward shift occurred in
the dark focus during the afternoon and extended into the evening,

reflecting heightened parasympathetic activity.
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Discussion

Significant time-of-day shifts in the dark focus of accommodation
were found. These shifts followed the pattern expected.in that the power
of the lens decreased from morning to early afternoon, whereupon a change
in the amount and direction of shift commenced.
By mighttime, the dark

focus was observed to be greater (the lens more powerful) than in the
morning.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

It is generally recognized that approaches and landings are among
the most demanding phases of flight and are probably most associated with
accidents and incidents. According to Hartman and Cantrell (1968) well
over half of all accidents occur during the night. Of course, weather is
implicated in large proportion of accidents but it is not differentially

important across times of the day.

Many factors might account for

night/weather accidents, e.g., reduced visibility,
increased pilot
fatigue, disrupted circadian rhythms, etc.
The relationship between

such factors and the findings of the current

research can be made

expLic it.

The research described in Experiment I indicates that accommodation
to very adequate visual scenes may be disrupted by interposed texture
(e.g., windscreens). Under situations with reduced external cues, this
interposed texture becomes a more imperative stimulus.
Thus, weather
which reduces visibility may increase the tendency to focus at nearer
texture, thereby reducing the likelihood that external cues will be
perceived adequately.
Likewise, the inaccurate focal state in evidence
during the (predominantlY) empty field of high altitude light, reduces

the probability of detection of airborne targets (eitAr traffic or
bogies).
One need not have too many San Diego incidents to see the
relevance of optimal traffic detection.
Taking into account the results of Experiment II, it is obvious that
the tendency for the dark focus distance to approximate the distance to a

windscreen will vary diurnally.
For an average pilot, wno would be
likely to have a distant dark focus (cf. Simonelli, 1979), the tendency
to have a nearer dark focus should be highest during the period 02000600.
(However, this expectation was not specifically tested.)
This
correlation does not imply causation, but it is highly suggestive of a
contributing factor.
If in fact these diurnal variations in the dark
focus result in differential perceptual events, then the subjective
appearance of objects such as runways will differ..as well. The potential
to respond differently and inappropriately is certainly real.

As systems become automated (albeit with manual override) the predominant role for man shifts from manipulator to monitor. The perceptual
abilities of man will be taxed heavily. It appears likely that perception of apprdhches in automated landing systems will be subject to
systematic errors (Randle, Roscoe, & Pettit, 1980). These errors may be
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particularly prevalent when approaches are made under circumstances
which depart significantly fr om the normal time of day and/or visibility
An additional factor in system monitoring performance reconditions.
lates to the dark focus as a preferred focal distance and the optimal
Apparently, the least strain and best
distance to visual displays.
performance should result when the observer/disp lay distance closely
approximates the dark focus.
Since the dark focus is an individual characteristic with re asonable stability, it would be possible to develop a selection criterion
based on the dark focus for various operator positions. For example,
fighter pilots who would profit immensely from earlier air-to-air target
detection could be selected on the basis of a distant dark focus. ConvrJrsely, when selection is impossible or uneesirable, corrective lens
could be prescribed to "correct" the dark focus either beyond the windIn systems
screen or to correspond to the observer/display distance.
needing both near and far optimization, operators would require multifocal lenses. An additional possibility is training of voluntary accommodation, a technique which has shown modest promise.
System design is performed currently with little regard to the dark
focus of the eventual user population. Fortunately, many rules of thumb

for display distance; etc., do lead to designs with observer/display
distances that approximate the average dark focus. Unfortunately, many
windscreen distances are also at that distance. Windscreens themAelves
It is likely that additional
have come under increasing scrutiny.
research will generate an increased emphasis nn design in this area.

Althopgh much evidence currently exists, many critical questions
or example, does the dark focus maintain its robustness as a
remain.
determining factor in accommodation across the day? Does this variation
follow some orderly circadian pattern? Would selection and/or training
improve first strike probability in fighter engagements? Can corrective
lenses reduce bias in landing judgments? Can corrective lenses a;d/or
equipment placement reduce complaints about visual display. induced
Further research should clarify these issues and proviae
fatigue?
definitive guidance for selection, training, and design.
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FUNCTIONAL OPTICAL INVARIANTS:

A NEW METHODOLOGY FOR AVIATION RESEARCH
Rik Warren and Dean H. Owen
The Ohio State University

ABSTRACT

The application of Gibson's (1979) "ecological approach to visual
perception" to aviation psychology entails the use of information rich
visual displays that must adequately and unambiguously enable a pilot to
perform flight maneuvers. Optical information often takes the form of
invariant properties of a changing optic array and functional invariants
are defined as psychologically effective optical invariants. Their
effectiveness is determined by empirical test but standard experimental
paradigms are shown to be inappropriate for testing the effectiveness of
information in rich displays due to the presence of inherent and
unavoidable confounding factors that are here termed "secondary independent
variablep" in contradistinction to the "primary independent variables"
manipulated by the experimenter. Recommendations for a new methodology and
statistical treatment are offered and the implications for aviation
psychology are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of functional optical invariants and the new methodology
they entail were developed to meet certain difficulties we encountered in
our attempt to apply J. J. Gibson's (1979) "ecological approach to visual
perceptipe to fundamental problems of aviation psychology. Specifically,
we are attempting to determine and describe the necessary and sufficient
optical conditions that induce a perception of egomotion (selfmotion). A
knowledge of the necessary and sufficient optical bases for the perception
of egomotion is needed to optimally design visual flight simulators and
simulator training programs. Optimization is psychologically and
economically important since underdesign results in poorer simulation
training than possible and overdesign results in overly expensive
training.

I

Ecological Optics and Optical Invariants
Since the concept of functional optical invariants is an extension of
Gibson's (1979) theory, his ecological approach will be briefly reviewed.
"Ecological optics" is the study of the information available in light and
its origins trace back to Gibson's (1947) research on pilot selection and
training in World War II. The principles of ecological optics that are
relevant here are:
1. The light coming to a moving point of observation is structured
owing to the structure of the environment and the observer's travel.
.
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2. The optical structure is constantly changingr again owing to the
observer's travel and also to events in the environment.
3. Over the changing structure or transformations of optical
structure, there remain properties (often higherorder relationships) that
do not change and are thus invariant over the transformation.
4. These optical invariants are claimed to be, or to form the bases
of, the univocal information used by active perceivers to survive in and to
exploit their environment.
Examples of change of optical structure. A common type of change of
optical structure is the total change in the optical location or direction
of points in the environment that corresponds to a displacement of the
point of observation (Gibson, Olum, & Rosenblatt, 1955). Another example of
change of optical structure is the change in optical size and optical
density of environmental features due to a change in altitude.
Examples of optical invariants. During rectilinear egomotion. the
optical position of the horizon is invariant over the otherwise total flow
transformation. Also, the optical position of the ground point toward which
a plane is heading is invariant if the path slope is ci5nstant. Since path
slope (if there is no wind) is the ratio of the descent rate to the foryard
velocity, this means that the optical position of the aim point is furthur
invariant over changes of descent and forward velocities as long as these
change proportionately. Changes in these velocities do result in a-change
in the global optical flow rate (Warren, Note 1).
This example of path slope as a ratio of two rates of change
underscore's a common finding of ecological optics: often optical invariants
emerge as rates of change during changes and especially as ratios of rates
of change of environmental variables.
It is important to note that whether or not an optical invariant is
indeed mathematically capable of specifying its source is a question for
geometry; whether or not a particular optical invariant is actually used by
an observer is a question for psychology. Hence, ecological optics is not
itself a theory of perception, but a propaeduetic for one.

PerceptIon and Functional Optical Invariants
Perception is defined as die pickup of information available in light.
However, the existence of potentially available information does not force
perceiving since, for':example, ar6observer may not be attending Rr not yet
have developed sufficient pickup skills (E. J. Gibson, 1969). Thus, optical
invariants fall into two functional equivalence classes: those that are not
utilized and are thus perceptua
'neffective, and those that are indeed
picked up and are thus perceptua lreffective.
4

.

Definition: Functional optic
invariant. A functional optical
invariant is an optical invariant that is perceptually effective (Owen,
Warrn, Jensen, Mangold, & Hettinger, in press). The term "functional"
carries two implications: that of being used or utilized ancralso that of
utility ax ptacttcal, survival value.
The implication of being used means that the ultimate determination of
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whether or not something is a functional optical invariant is by empirical
testing. this in turn implies that an adequate research methodology must be
a`ailable.
The implication of utility means that the problems selected for study
are motivated by practical concerns. This in turn implies that the research
methodology be sensitive to tkp requirements of ecological' validity.
Ecol;pgical functionalism and direct perception. The emphasis on
ecological validity is a hallmark of the ecological approach and there are
currently two active branches of development: One branch emphasizes, the
epistemological implications of the ecological approach.and is associated
with the term "direct perception" (e.g., Shaw &Bransford, 1977); another
branch emphasizes the empirical implications and is termed "ecological
functionalism" (Owen et al., in press).

This paper is on ecological functionalism and is concerned with the
problem of'how to study sensitivity to optical invarianth. If standard
experimental paradigms were adequite for testing candidates for functional
optical invariant status, then this paper would be unaecessary.
Unfortunately, standard experimental paradigms used today make assumptions
that Ore inappropriate for perceptual research in aviation.

Assumptions of Standard Exvrimental Paradigms
The standard experimental paradigms we are refering to attempt to
assess the effects on a performance dependent variable of systematic
manipulation of two or more independent variables (IV) in a balanced,
orthogonal factorial design. In practice, srveril assumptions are made in
applying these paradigms to research problems. One class of assumptions may
be termed "technical" and is not of interest here. These include the
assumptions of random assignment and homoscadacticity. The second class of
assumptions is concerned with the adequacy of the selection and evaluation
of the IV5 and are necessarily problem or context sensitive. In discussing
these assumptions, the specific context is that of perceptual factors in
'aviation. The assumptions commonly made in current research are:
Assumption 1. It is assumed that the IVs generally selected are indeed
the most relevant or germane for perception and action. Most relevant is
used synonymously with directly relevant in a causal chain sense. For
example, a common variable in the study of the perception of egospeed is
actual speed of travel. The selection criterion apparently used is that of
face validity albeit intuitively or tacitly applied.
Assumption 2. In any experiment, the total variation in the dependent
variable may be partitioned into that due to: (a) the effects of the IVs
selected and their interactions, (b) other systematic effects of either
identified or unidentified sources,(c) individual differences, and (d)
random error. Oftan, the sources of systematic effects may be
intercorrelated so that advanced techniques such as multiple regression and
correlation are required to evaluate the contribution of redundant factors,
and hence interpretation is difficult (Cohen & Cohen, 1975).
But, it is assumed that the variation due to "other systematic

(11 t)
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effects" may be reduced to zero by means of a well designed and executed
balanced orthogonal design. By well designed and executed is meant that the
effects of all non-experimental factors (either identified or not) are made
irrelevant by such means as elimination, use of a single level if
elimination is not feasible, randomization, or counterbalancing so that
their effects are self-cancelling and/or equal to zero. In essence, a well
designed experiment is assumed to control for or be free of confounding
factors. Technically, a confounding factor is a non -1 experimental or
non-manipulated fiactor.which has a non-zero coefficient of multiple
determination (r) or curvilinear determination al') with some IV or
interaction of IVs of interest. It is further assumed that the presence of
a confounding factor indicates a poor expertmett.
.

Assumption 3. The third assumption is that data analysis is complete
once an analysis of variance or regression analyse has rendered a verdict
on the main effects and interactions. (Post hoc talks, trend analyses, are
regression equations are included in the above analyses.) The main point
here is that although the discovery of an interaction may lead to joy if it
was predicted, or anguish if it was 'unexpected and "must be explained ", it
is assumed that no further explication as to just exactly how the variables
combine is required. An interaction is defined as an effect beyond the mere
addition of the effects of chin factors, and there is no presumption that
the exact mathematical nature of the non-additivity must be explicated.
More serious is the assumption that main effects are terminal findings
especially if no significant interaction is found.
Ecological Critique of Standard Methodology
As reasonable as the above assumptions are, they are not immune to
criticism. One obvious critique of most experiments from the ecological
viewpoint is the lack of ecological validity of the tasks and situations
commonly used. But ecological validity does not concern us here since it is
orthogonal to the procedural assumptions at issue.
.

Critique of Assumption 1
Perception exists for the purpose of acting in and on the environment.
Hence it is reasonable to vary environmental conditions to determine their
effect on perception and performance. But perception as the pickup of
environmental information contained in light is perforce constrained by the
available information. We cannot see a very real tree in front of us in the
dark. Hence it is also reasonable -- and we argue, more reasonable -- to
systematically vary the information contained in the light and let the ego
- environment states corresponding to that information vary freely rather
than the other way around as is now the practice. There would be no problem
as to which to deliberately vary and which to let vary freely if simple or
low -order optical and environmental structures were in one-to-onc
correspondence, but that they are not always so has been plaguing the study
of perception since Euclid.
An example in which there is lack of correspondence between simple or
low-order optical and environmental states is common in aviation: Two
planes may be traveling at the same ground speed, but if one is flying very
low, both the optical flow rate and the corresponding experience of
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egospeed will be fast, whereas if one is flying very high, both the optical
flow rate ana the corresponding experience of egospeed Will be slow
(Warren, Note l). Hence, a study that systematically varied egospeed, but
not optical flow rate, could miss the dependence of perceived egospeed on
altitude. A study that included altitude as a second orthogonal factor
might find a significant interaction between egospeed and altitude, but
unless it went beyond the environmental factors to the relevant optical
actor,eit could not explain the interaction. There are two lessons to be
'learned from this example: One is concerned with the number of factors to
include in an experiment and is discused in the next section. The other
-lesson is that the finding of a functional relationship between an
environmental condition and perception is not enough, for we must also
learn what the information "linking" the two is. Unfortunately, the optical
conditions, especially the optical invariants, tend to be ignored.

..

Critique of Assumption 2

The second assumption of the standard approach may be characte4zed as
implying that the factors chosen for an orthogonal design may be so chosen
and so presented as to avoid the effects of any confounding factors either
by elimination or deliberate control of all possible confounds. Our point
,here is that this situation, however desirable for elegance of design and
ease of interpretaion, is in general inherently unattainable in experiments
utilizing scenes of sufficient. ecological validity to be of interest in
aviation research. In general,. there will exist at least one, and often
many, identifiable factors,, in addition to the specified set of orthogonal
experimental factors, which will stand in a nonorthogonal relationship to
tlept. In other words, there will always exist confounding factors whose
cts cannot be controlled of eliminated by the experimenter, because the
actors are inherently tied-given the. environmental constraints.
Where the inherent,confounding exists, the very notion of confounding
must be reinterpreted. We will attempt a reinterpretation and try to
specify the conditions under which aviation research leads to nonstandard
analysis.
The reason for the inherent confounding of experimental factors is
that each experimental factor (excluding nonvisual factors such as
replications and flying experience) corresponds to some characteristic or
descriptive parameter of the visual scen4, whereas the number of degrees of
freedom available for distribution among the scene parameters is smaller
thanithe number of scene parameters that must assume values. One
ponsequence of the shortage of degrees'of freedom is that an experimenter
scene
may manipulate or specify the values of only a small subset o
parameters; the values of all the other unavoidably coexisti g scene
e initial
parameters are then forced or determined once the values of
subset are assigned.,The experimenter's problems are furthe exacerbated
since there is not complete latitude in choosing which comb nation of scene
parameters may be assigned to the degree of freedom consuming subset. This
may be best explained by'identifying the scene parameter: and their
interrelationships:
Scene parameter degrees of freedom. A complete description of an
-egomotion scene includes a specification of the environment and the
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orientation of the "window" through which an observer views the world. In
addition, the following must be specified:
1, T4 path slope. The specification of the path slope consumes one
degree of freedom.

*2. Speed of travel. Speed of travel may refer to the path speed or to
its components, descent rate and forward velocity. But assignment of values
to these three parameters is constrained since they are related by the
Pythagorean theorem: Path speed is the square root of the sum of the
squares of descent rate and forward velocity. Another constraint is that
the prior
descent rate and forward velocity are functionally related
selection of a path slope since path slope is equal to the ratio of descent
rate to forward velocity. 7iese two constraints mean that there is only one
degree of freedom for selecting among the three parameters of path speed,
forward velocity and descent rate.
3. Initial position. The initial position of an observer in an
egomotion scene consumes one additional degree of freedom. Position is
fi-A once one of the three position paramters of path distance to the
touchdown point, ground distance to the touchdown point, or initial
altitude is assigned a value. This is because path distance, on a
rectilinear path, is related to the ground distance and the altitude by the
Pythagorean theorem: Path eistance is the square root of the sum of the
squares of the gilound distance and the altitude. Another constraint comes
from the prior selection of path slope since path slope, in rectilinear
travel, is equal to the ratio of the altitude to the ground distance.
4. Initial acceleration. The acceleration aspect of travel also
permits one degree o'f freedom for its determination in a manner entirely
analogous to the cases of initial postion and initial speed. The three
parameters of path acceleration, forward acceleration, and downward
acceleration are determined once the value of one is chosen.
5. Ground texture size. Computer generated displays often use ground
texture that is regular or stochastica y so. The determination of the
es one degree of freedom.
(average) texture unit size also cons
Summary of degrees of freedom. The 11 scene parameters just descibed
permit only five degrees of freedom for their selection.
Further restrictions. An experimenter is further constrained in that
the five degrees of freedom may not be distributed freely. This is because
certain combinations of variables are mathematically related and that
relation cannot be broken. For example, since path slope is the ratio of
descent rate to forward velocity, no experiment may orthogonally vary all
three factors. This can be very frustrating to the researcher who wishes to
determine the effects of these factors on flying -.:rformance. Another
example is provided by the problem of determining the relative effects of
the various variables that might affect the perception of change in
altitude: No ecologically valid set of egomotion displays may
simultaneously orthogonally combine the factors of descent rate scaled in
meters, in eyeheights, in ground texture units, and the ratio of descent
rate to forward velocity, since there are only three degrees of freedom

available for these variables. But the expermenter's quandary is further
deepened because the honorable tact Piques of setting one factor to a
constant value or eliminating it are not applicable. All four factors must
coexist, and due to their Onnctional dependencies, one will always vary
outside of the experimenter's control.
"Primary" and,"secondary" independent variables. In an experiment, the
factors that an experimenter chooses to manipulate are'generally refered to
as Ills and are here further specified as "primary" IVs. The factors that
exist as a consequence of the mathematical relationships among the primary
IVs are also true IVs in spite of the fact that they are not orthogonal to
the primary IVs and that they assume their vats as a function of their
relationship with variables controlled directly by the experimenter. Thus,
primary %Vs correspond to the subset of scene parameters to which the
experimenter has chosen to allocate the available degrees of freedom. The
secondary IVs then correspond to the scene parameters not manipulated by
the experimenter.

What is aprimary IV in one experiment may become secondary in another
experiment. For example, in one experiment, an experimenter may
orthogonally cross descent rate and forward velocity as primary variables.
Path slope is then determined by the ratio of descent rate to forward
velocity and is a legitimate experimental factor although the experimenter
dienot assign its values directly. In another experiment, the experimenter
might choose to orthogonally cross descent rate with path slope, letting
forward velocity vary as neeeded. In this second experiment, path slope has
become a nrimary IV and forward velocity a secondary IV. No member of a
mathematically related set of factors is inherently primary or secondary
despite the appearance of the equations specifying the relationship. Any
equation may be rewritten so that any variable appears as a function of the
others.

It is important to note that the choice of4primary and secondary IVs
refers only to activity by an experimenter and not to activity by a
perceiver or perceptual system. The experimenter's activity is to affect
the availabiliy of optical information by manipulating directly the levels
and ranges of the primary scene parameters and indirectly the levels of the
secondary scene parameters. The perceiver's or perceptual system's activity
is to pick up and utilize information from the optic array. A perceiver
also may act to bring an event and its information into being as in the
case of making a landing approach. But, which optical invariants are
functional optical invariants for a given perceptual system is determined,
transducing)
in part, by the information extraction (not mere
characteristics of that system and not by what the experimenter does. The
lesson here is that the information that a perceiver uses may not always be
the information that an experimenter was primarily manipulating. Analysis
of the nerformance data as a function of the secondary IVs may reveal the
effectiveness of these sources in contrast to the possibly less useful (or
unused) primary IVs. This possibility has implications for the tenability
of the third assumption of the standard paradigm.
Critique of the Third Assumption
The ecological critique of the third assumption is simply that it is

not sufficient *to just report that an interaction exists.between two or
more variables. In a simple experiment in which all confounding effects are
eliminated and-especially when the the experimenter has no theoretical
expectation of a mathematical relationship between two variables, it may he
reasonable not to pursue an analysis beyond.the determination of the
regression equation for the variables and their interaction. This is
because there is no reason to "create" anew variable to enter into the
regression equation. But in the complex visual scenes of the type
encountered in aviation research, there do exist secondary IVs as a
consequence of the mathematical relationships among the primary or. main IVs
in a standard orthogonal design. The mathematical relationship often takes
the form of a decidedly ncn-additive "interaction" of the primary factors
such as their product or ratio. Thus, it might be possible to specify the
exact form of how the factors interact. This is..preferable to merely
.concluding that "some" interaction exists.
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Toward a New Methodology

The traditional experimental method, with its insistence on
controlling and excluding confounding factors, is too powerful a research
tool to dismiss lightly. But the visual scenes used-le-Iviation research do
seem to preclude the total elimination.of " confoinding" factors, and we
have seen that sometimes these so-called confounding factors are very much
of interest. We would very much like to orthogonally cross certain sets of
factors but unfortunately are logically preyented from doing so as in the
case of descent rate, forward velocity, and path angle or in the case of.
the four scaling variations of descent rate, viz., descent rate scaled in
meters, altitude, and ground units per second plus the descent rate as a
fraction of forward velocity. Thus, experimental research in aviation
psychology requires some modification of standard methodology. The
following list is intended as a first attempt at grappling with the
problems posed by aviation research.
Recommendation 1

Since the visual system extracts information from light, it is
reasonable to include optical variables and not just environmental
variables in the set of primary IVs. For example, global optical flow ratecan be included in the primary set in lieu of or crossed with path speed.
Recommendation 2
Since there is good theoretical reason to expect much; ie not all,
optical information to take the form of optical invariants, especially
invariant ratiok, it is important to include several levels of the optical
invariant in question and also to form each level of the invariant using
different combinations of absclute environmental values) The incluaion of
several levels of an optical invariant permits assessment of whether or not
the optical invariant is a functional optical invariant. Three levels
within a range optimized by preliminary experimentation will typically
reveal the form of the functional relationship. For an optical invariant to
be a functional optical invariant, performance must vary as the optical
invariant is set to different values. For example, does ability to detect
the point on the ground toward which one is f ing vary as the the angular
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separation between the focus of expansion and the horizon, an optical
invariant under rectilinear egomotion, is set 'to different values? The
forming of each level of the invariant from several combinatkons of.
absolute environmental values is for the purpose of enatling the invariant
to"exist independent of particular absolute levels of the component
variables. An invariant can exist over the change or transformation within
an event and also between events whose absolute values differ. For example,
Table 1 shows that a path slope of .10 is common to three different flight
paths having, in arbitrary units, descent rate / forward velocity pairing,
of 1/10, 2/20, and 4/40 respectively. If only one combination of absolute
values were used, it would not be possible to attribute the results to the
ratio or to the absolute values.

Table 1

Path slope as a function of
descent rate and forward velocity.
(arbitrary velocity units)
Descent Rate
1

Forward
Velocity

10

20
40

.10
.05
.025

2

.20
.10
.05

4
.40
.20
.10

Recommendation 3
Make all known secondary .Vs explicit. Generally, experimenters report
only the primary IVs that they used in an experiment and these are
generally environmental rather than optical variables. But the secondary
IVs are nevertheless present. Sometimes it is possible from the
experimental report to determine some of the secondary IVs, but this is not
always possible and poses unnecessary problems for readers. More
frustrating is the all too common problem that, whether or not the
secondary IVs are reported, the results, such as means, for these variables
are impossible to compute from results summarized over levels of a
variable. (A table of means for each cell in the design would solve this
problem.) Results for the second ry IVs might actually be more impressive
than those for the primary IVs a d thus should be reported.
(
Recommendation 4

Recommendation 4 follows immediately from Recommendation 3: the
statistical analyses should be extended to include the secondary IVs. Since
the secondary IVs are generally nonorthogonal to the primary set, this
means that multiple regression and stepwise multiple regression would be
appropriate. Since multiple regression can be cumbersome, it would be
useful to have a simple way to evaluate the secondary IVs taken one at a
time. The following techniques are presented only as working suggestions,
and since the statistical procedures need further evaluation, the results
dbtained should also only be treated as suggestive.
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One technique to simply assess a secondary IV is to ignore all other
variables and perform a one-way analysis of variance on the data. The
number of levels of the secondary IV will be determined by the number and
spacing of levels of the primary IVs "interacting" to produce the secondary
IV. The nature of the combinations is such that the data for each level of
thelsecondary IV represent a pooling of the data from one or more of the
"primary" data cells produced by the orthogonal crossing of the primer)
IVs. The n, -Aber of primary data cells that are pooled into one level of the
secondary IV will, in general, not be equal, and hence the number of data
points per level of the secondary IV will also not be equal. For example,
assume Table 1 represents the design of a simple experiment with descent
rate and forward velocity as piimary IVs. In addition to a standard
analysis, the data may also be analyzed for the effects of path slope as a
secondary IV. Notice that this particular spacing of the three levels each
of the primarylIVsyeilds five levels of path slope. In particular, a path
slope of .10 is formed by three different crossings of the primary
variables whereas a path slope of .40 results from only one crossing.
Assuming equal numbers of data points per primary cell, then there are
three times as many data points at the .10 level of path slope as there are
at the .40 level since the data for the .10 level come from the pooling of
three primary cells whereas the data for the .40 level come from only one
primary cell.
There are two reasons for arguing that a one-way analysis of va lance
is appropriate for the assessment of a secondary IV. One reason is t at
one-way ANOVA is well suited for and unambiguous with respect to the
unequal "n" problem that arises from the pooling of different numbers o
primary cells to yield the levels of the secondary IVs. The problem of
unequal "n" within the context of complex ANOVA is,,of course, notorious.
Another reason for suggesting the one-way ANOVA is that the ratio of the
between-groups sum of squares to the total sum of squares is equal to the
coefficient of curvilinear determination arb and the coefficient of
multiple determination (R2). This ratio indicates the proportion of
variance accounted for by all the statistical information in the secondary
IV and thus is an index of the total strength of the variable.
2
However, extreme caution must be used,in interpreting the R produced
by the above method. Its strength of using all he statistical information
in the secondary IV is also its weakness. The S; so obtained is that R`
obtained by a regressiontline fitted perfectly through the means of the
secondary IV. That regression equation is a power polynomial of degree
equal to the number of levels of the 'variable less one. The problem with
such a regression line is that it'accounts for too much: every kink and
outlyer in the means is fitted. A "true" functional relationship, on the
other hand, generally implies a'smooth trend line through the means.

The determination of a smooth trend line depends on the particular
data. Although mathematical curve fitting and trend analysis procedures are
left to other sources, we emphasize that a visual inspection of the graph
of means is the best first step, and that the trend equation need not be a
power polynomial: Power or logarithmic functions are often more common and
interpretable with respect to psychological theory. Whatever the trend
equation, the proportion of variance accounted for by that equation is
given by the ratio of the sum of squares due to trend to the total sum of
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squares (SStrend / SStotal). This ratio, asssuming a judiciously chosen
trend line, will give a more reasonable estimate of the proportion of
variance accounted for by the true relationship between the performance
measure and the secondary IV, all other factors excluded.

In particular, if the means appear to have a logarithmic trend (which
implies that constant increments in performance correspond to constant
proportionate increases in the secondary IV), then the "honest" proportion
of variance accounted for by the secondary IV is directly provided by the
coefficient of linear determination (r ) between the performance measure
and the logarithm of the secondary IV.
Recommendation 5

In a two-factor balanced equal-"n" orthogonal design, th, between cell
sum of squares (SScell) is 'equal to the sum of the sums of squares for each
factor and their interaction: licell = 2la + 2X,'+ ,lab. In this sense, the
cgcell xhausts all the statistical information available in the primary
41
atement is also true for designs involving more than two
his
I s.
rs with appropriate inclusion of all relevant main effects and
fa
interactions. The SScell may be formed for all the Primary IVs or for just
a select subset. A subset of the primary IVs might be selected when, for
example, an optical invariant can be formed using only some of the primary
IVs in an experiment. The ratio SScell/SStotal is the total proportion of
variance in the performance measure accounted for by all the statistical
information in the primary IVs and their interactions. We suggest that this
ratio can then serve as a reference or benchmark level against which the
strength of any secondary IV may be compared.
An index of how well a particular secondary IV (SIV) accounts for the
data as compared to the (relevant) primary IVs is given by:
(SSsiv/SStotal)/(SScell/SStotal) = (SSsiv/SScell)

But, as was just argued (in Recommendation 4 and letting the one-way ANOVA
SSbetween there equal the lasiv here), SSsiv is too strong a measure and
can be artificially be made equal to SScell by any artificial function that
results in as many levels of the SIV as there are primary cells. A more
"honest" procedure is to use the proportion of variance accounted for by a
smooth regression line through the means of the SIV, viz., SStrend/SStotal.
An index of how well the smoothed SIV function compares to the primary
variables is given by:
(SStrend/SStotal) / (SScell/SStotal) = (SStrend/SScell)

As a special case, if a logarithmic trend is manifest, the r
of the SIV may be used directly:

2

for the log

r2/(SScell/SStotal)

Notice that no SIV, however defined, can account for more variance than
that accounted for by the primary IVs from which it is formed. But the SIV
does represent a legitimate alternative interpretation of the data and may
account for more variance than any single primary IV or interaction.
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The above technique needs further study. For example, the proportion
of variance accounted for by the SIV, either from the one-way ANOVA or the
trend analysis, is obtained from a set of data with unequal "n"s for the
SIV levels. Whether or not this instance of unequal "n" affects the
analysis in any material way remains to be determined. Another area to be
investigated is the use of SScell for comparison purposes. In an unequal
"n" design, it is not generally true that the
cell equals the sum of the
sums of squares of the main effects plus their interactions. What an
experimenter should do in such a situation is not yet totally clear. Hence,
the above procedures are offered as tentative suggestions, but nevertheless
some method must be developed to enable assessment of the effects of the
SIVs. The suggestei procedures do show promise. They are easy to use and to
interpret and there is reason to believe that if they are not precisely on
target, they are not far off. At the very least, they serve a heuristic
purpose in choosing primary IVs for subsequent experiments.
Raw data vs. means. So far the discussion has assumed that the entire
data set was being analyzed. The variance not due to cells, (SStotal SScell)/(SStotal), includes the effects of "pure error", individual
differences, practice, etc. It can be argued that it is unfair to expect a
theory to account for such variance when evaluating a model (Cohen & Cohen,
1975, p. 249). A simple way to exclude practice and observer effects is to
perform a regression analvis on only the means of the variables under
study. For example, the
between the means of a performance measure and
the log of the SIV indicates how well a logarithmic function fits the
means, all practice and obierver effects excluded. Such an r2', by itself,
can be comparable, if not identical, with the ratio r2/(SScells/SStotal)
defined earlier for the entire data set. The r2 obtained using only the
means will, of course, have many fewer degrees of freedom associated with
it than the r2 for the entire raw data set and this may affect the
significance level.
Conclusions

The main point of this paper is that the visual displays encountered
in aviation psychology research unavoidably make available optical
information in addition to the, information they are designed to present.
Hence, experiments designed to assess the utilization of different sources
of information in aviation are subject to alternate interpretaion. The
experimenter is then faced with the problem of determining which of several
(partially) redundant sources of information is actually responsible for a
pilot's performance. These problems will become more evident and more
formidable when the experimenter turns control of the environmental and
optical variables over to the pilot in fully interactive flight situations,
simulated or actual.
Although no solution yet exists, some statistical procedures are
tentatively proposed to determine the relative strength of each factor.
Whatever the fate of these particular proposals, some assessment procedure
must be found that is applicable to experimental research in aviation.
Paradoxically, the situation of the aviation experimenter is more akin to
that of the non-experimental field researcher and hence, the multiple
regression techniques developed for many-factor non-experimental data may
prove useful.
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FRACTIONAL RATES OF CHANGE
AS FUNCTIONAL OPTICAL INVARIANTS
Susan J. Mangold, Dean H. Owen, and Rik Warren
The Ohio State University

ABSTRACT

Two experiments were conducted to determine whether higher-order optical
information is used to detect loss in forward velocity and loss in altiror the deceleration experiment, the lower-order environmental
tude.
variables of deceleration rate, altitude, and initial forward velocity
were combined to produce variables and invariants for initial optical
flow rate, optical flow deceleration, and initial optical flow damping.
For the descent experiment, descent rate, initial altitude, and forward
velocity were varied to generate levels of optical flow rate, path angle,
and relative rate of change in optical flow, density, and splay angle.
Speed and accuracy of responding were constant when invariant values of
fractional loss in speed or altitude were compared, in spite of the
varying values of the lower-order variables contributing to the ratios.
These results suggest that future research should investigate the psychological effectiveness of higher-order optical information for control
of self motion, in contrast to the past emphasis on lower-order environmental variables.

INTRODUCTION

The use of visual infordation available outside the cockpit is
critical to a variety of aircraft maneuvers, one example being the
landing phase .1 the flight. With the trend toward increased_use of
flight simulators for both training and experimental purposes arises the
need for determining specifically the nature of this information in
older to ensure that it is accurately represented by the visual display
simulating the external scene. Failure to supply this information may
cause difficulties in interpreting experiments which use flight simulators.

Although some researchers have assessed pilots' sensitivity to
visual information, the parameters manipulated have tended to be environmental variables. A common approach to aviation research involves the
manipulation of lower-order variables, such as forward and vertical
velotities, in order to assess resulting variations in performance.
For example, Palmer and Petitt (1977) used computer-graphic night visual
simulation in an attempt to determine why control of altitude during
flare and touchdown is much more difficult bin a simulatof than in an
Sensitivity to variations in descent rate pri r to touchdown
airplane.
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was measured by asking airline pilots to judge which of two scenes presented a faster sink rate. Height above the rumay was also varied to
Implicit
assess its influence on detection of differences in sink rate.
in this approach is the assumption that the visual system can directly
make use of this absolute information (altitude and descent rate) scaled
in meters or meters per second.
An alternative conception of visual information proposed by Gibson
(e.g., 1966, 1979) maintains that the visual system is sensitive to
higher-order information which specifies both the environment and the
This information is
individuaVs movements through that environment.
body-scaled, that is, it is in a form which the perceiver can directly
use to control movement without subjecting the information to processing.
With respect to the manipulated variables of Palmer and Petitt, it can
be argued from the ecological approach to perception that it is not
descent rate in meters per second which is of consequence to the visual
system but rather the magnitude,of the change relative to the initial
altitude at which the event began. The resulting ratio, descent rate
as a percent (or proportion) of initial altitude, scale's descent rate
in terms of the observer's eyeheight and thus provides a higher-order
If this is, in fact, a source of
optical variable (Warren, Note 2).-.
information to which the visual system is sensitive, performance should
not vary with variations in the values of altitude and descent rate so
If, on the other hand, it is
long as the ratio itself does not change.
the lower-order variables that are actually used, performance will not
vary with variations in the higher-order ratio when the lower-order
variable remains constant.
Because there are these two alternative conceptions of visual information, the expeiimental paradigm to be used in future investigations
of visual information specifying self motion must be carefully selected
in order to allow measurement of performance as a function of both of
these descriptions of information. Failure to select such a paradigm
can have the consequence of limiting experimental conclusions to those
founded upon an inappropriate description. The possibility then arises
that the visual system may not actually be sensitive to the lower-order
variables the experimenter assumes are being manipulated. What is
required is an approach which allows assessment of performance as a
function of both the lower-o;der and higher-order variables.
The paradigm used in the two experiments presented here involves
selecting values of lower-order variables so as to produce a matrix
containing both higher-order invariants for which the levels of the
lower-order variables differ but the ratios are equal, as well as higherorder variables for which the ratios are not equal. Three levels of each
of the two lower-order variables produce a nine-celled matrix in which
the higher-order variables are found on the negative diagonals and the
five variable levels appear along the principle positive diagonal (see
The advantage of this paradigm is that performance can be
Table 1).
assessed as a function of both the lower-order and higher-order variConsequently, it is possible to determine which type of inforables.
mation most adequately reflects performance. This paradigm was used
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in an experiment to identify sensitivity to Information which specifies
change in forward velocity (Owen; Warren, Jensen, Mangold, & Hettinger,
Information for change in altitude was investigated by Owen,
in press).
Warren, and Mangold (Note 1).

Experiment 1:

Information for Change.in Forward Velocity

In the Owen et al. (in press) experiment, deceleration rate, initial
forward velocity, and altitude were varied in order to produce variables
and invariants of initial optical flow rate, optical flow deceleration,
and initial optical flow damping, as shown in Table 1. Optical flow
deceleration, the ratio of deceleration to altitude, is a scaling of
Eyeheight is defined as the observer's
deceleration in eyeheights.
altitude above the surface of the ground. For example: a pilot flying
level at 80 meters has an eyeheight of 80 meters. As shown in Table 1A,
forward velocity can then be scaled in number of eyeheights per second,
which provides a measure of global optical flow rate (see Warren, Note
The pilot at 80 meters who has a forward velocity of 80 meters per
2).
Similarly, global
second is traveling at one eyeheight per second.
optical flow deceleration can be specified as deceleration scaled in
eyeheights, as shown in Table 1B. Unlike deceleration scaled in an
arbitrary metric such as meters, ebbal flow deceleration varies with
altitude.
Table 1

Combinations of Environmental Variables to Produce Optical
Variables and Invariants for the Deceleration Experiment
Initial Global Optical Plow Rate (eyeheights/sec)
Initial Forward Velocity (m/sec)
55.125
31.5
18
Altitude (n)
1.575
2.756
.900
20
A.

35

61.25

.514
.294

.900
.514

1.575
.900

Global Optical Flow Deceleration (eyeheights/sec/iec)
Deceleration Rate (n/sec/sec)
6.125
3.5
2
Altitude (m)
B.

20

.100

35

.057
.033

61.23

.175
.100
.057

.306
.175
.100

Global Opticll Flow Damping SI eyeheight/sec)
Deceleration Rate (n/sec/sec)
Initial Forward
6.125
3.5
2
Velocity (m/sec)
34.0
19.4
11.1
18
19.4
11.1
06.3
31.5
11.1
06.3
03.6
55.125
C.

A more likely candidate for specifying loss in forward velocity
is initial optical flow damping, obtained from the ratio of deceleration
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Optical flow damping scales deceleration
to initial forward velocity.
as a proportion of the initial forward velocity. It was hypothesized
that performance should improve as optical flow damping increases due
to the proportionately larger ratio of deceleration to forward velocity.
Performance should not vary with variations in the lower-order values
so long as the initial damping ratio itself does not change.

The ground surface simulated consisted of random rectilinear blocks 10 m wide and from 5 m to 20 m in length. Four ground
texture colors (light green, dark green, tan, and brown) were randomly
assigned to the blocks so as to form blocks of various sizes and shapes.
A special purpose visual scene generator produced 10-sec sequences repreAn analog computer was programmed
senting self motion over the surface.
to control the scene generator in order to vary altitude, initial forward
velocity, and deceleration. The scenes were videotaped and played back
on a Sony video projector screen 150 cm wide and 112.5 cm high, providing a field of view of 34 deg by 26 deg when viewed from a distance of
Method.

2.43 m.

Three levels each of deceleration rate (2, 3.5, 6.125 m/sec/sec),
altitude (20, 35, 61.25 m), and initial forward velocity (18, 31.5,
55.125 m/sec) were fully crossed to produce 27 deceleration scenes.
addition, 27 constant-velocity scenes were obtained by crossing the
three levels of altitude with the three levels of forward velocity.
The nine combinations were each presented three times. Each observer
received three blocks of the resulting 54 deceleration and constantEach block consisted of a different random order of
velocity trials.
the scenes, and all six possible block sequences were used an equal
number of times.
The observer sat in a Link General Aviation Trainer-1 flight simulator positioned 1.67 m above the floor, a height equal to the horizon
displayed on the screen. The observer viewed the visual scene and judged
The
whether the scene represented constant velocity or deceleration.
response involved pressing one of two buttons and was followed by a
confidence judgment on a three-point scale. Time from event onset to
respc^se was recorded from a millisecond timer without the observer's
knowl age. Consequently, no stress was placed on speed of responding
although observers were encouraged to respond during the 10-sec scene
No feedback concerning performance was provided during the
duration.
experiment.
Forty-two male undergraduates served as observers in order to fulNone of the observerA claimed to have had
fill a course requirement.
prior experience in visual flight simulators.
Results. Analyses of variance were performed on all of the data
co-be discussed. With the exception of a non-significant effect of

blocks (i.e., practice), in every case significance was obtained at the
.0001 probability level.

PgrforMance on deceleration trials was first evaluated as a function of the, lower-lorder variables. Proportion errors incrdased as
11
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altitude increased, but this-effect accounted for only .3; of the variance,'using the n2 (eta square) measure. Proportion errors decreased
Faster
as deceleration increased, accounting for 12% of the variance.
forward velocities resulted in an increase in proportion errors (n2 7
ttean reaction time increased as altitude increased, but the
7.3%).
effect was again small, accounting for only .9% of the variance. Faster '
forward velocities resulted in slower mean reaction times (n2 = 8.6%),
while faster decelerations were accompanied by faster mean reaction
times (n2 = 17.6%).
Optical variables were similarly analyzed with the n2 measu
an
Optical flow rate failed to account for much of the variance, havi
A
2.6%
for
proportion
errors
and
2.2%
for
mean
readtion
times.
n2
stronger effect was found with optical flow deceleration, with 8% of
the proportion-error and 13.2% of the mean reaction-time variance attributed to this variable. By far, the greatest variance Can be credited
For proportion errors, n2 = 23.2%, while mean
to optical flow'damping.
reaction time produced an n2 of 26.4%.
Based upon the n2 measure, there is little question that sensitivity tO loss in forward speed is most closely related to optical flow
Figures lA and 1B show proportion errors and mean reaction
damping.
time as a function of forward velocity and deceleration rate. The
solid horizontal lines, which connect the invariant damping ratios,
reveal that almost constant levels of performance resulted in spite of
variations in the lower -order variables contributing to the ratio. In
addition, performance varied with variations in the values of optical
damping. Together, these findings suggest that optical flow damping is
an 'ffective source of information used in detecting loss in forward
velocity. Such a higher-order invariant is thus a functional invariant.
Experiment 2:

Information for Loss in Altitude

The same patadigm was used by Owen et al. (Note 1) to investigate
information which specifies change in altitude. Again, lower-order
variables were selected in order to produce matrices of higher-order
variables.
Method. Three levels each of initial altitude (20, 40, 80 m),
forward velocfty (18, 36, 72 m/sec), and descent rate (1.25, 2.50, 5.00
m/sec) were selected in order to obtain 27 descent trials. Each of the
nine unique constant-altitude trials were presented three times. Table
2 displays the higher-order optical variables which result from crossing
the lower-order environmental variables. Obsetvers received only one
block of trials and a separate randomization was developed for each observer with the constraint'that no more than four trials of the same
The task involved judging
type, level'or descent, could occur in a row.
whether the scene represented level fliglit.or descent, and the observer
specified his decision by pressing one of two buttons and then made his
Twenty male undergraduates participated in the
confidence judgment.
experiment for course credit.
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Table 2

Combinations of Environmental Variables to Produce Optical
Variables and Invariants for the Descent Experiment
Initial Global Optical Flow Rate (eyeheights/sec)
Forward Velocity (m/sec)
Initial
72
36
18
Altitude (m)
3.600
1.800
.900
20
.900
1.800
40
.450
A.

80

.450

.225

.900

B.
Path Angle (%)1
Forward Velocity (m/sec)
Descent
72
36
18
Rate (m/sec)
1.74
3.47
6.94
1.25
3.47
6.94
2.50
13.89
6.94
27.73
13.39
5.00

Relative Rate of Chanlie in Optical Flow, Density, and
Splay Angle (X eyeheight/sec)
Descent Rate (m/sec)
Initial
5.00
2.50
1.25
Altitude (m)
25.00
12.30
6.25
20
12.50
6.25
3.13
40
6.25
3.13
1.56
80
C,

1Path angle is an optically available angle since it is
represented in the array by the angular separation between
the horizon and the focus of expansion.
Results. Analyses of variance showed significant main effects of
altitude for both proportion errors (n2 21 2.2%) and mean reaction time
Descent rate also was significant for both proportion
(n2 * 13.1%).
errors and mean reaction time (n2 of 3.9% and 17.3% respectively). The
third lower-order variable, forward velocity, failed to reach significance for either measure.

Initial optical flow rate did not account for much of the variance,
having an n2 of 4.8% for mean reaction time and .9% for proportion
errors. A somewhat stronger effect was obtained with the higher-order
invariant of path slope, the ratio of descent rate to forward velocity.
Mean reaction time for this variable accounted for 11.3% of the variance
and 3.8% of the proportion-error variance. The greatest variance is
attributed to descent rate as a percent of initial altitude. The mean
In
reaction-time n2 was 30.5% and the proportion-error n2 was 7.4%.
Figure 2, the solid horizontal lines demonstrate that performance as a
'function of initial fractional loss in altitude is fairly constant when
error rates were low.
Under the conditions of the descent experiment three different but
redundant sources of optical information which specify descent rate
were available to the observer for detection of loss in altitude.
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Figure 2.
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Relative rates of change in optical flow, optical density, and optical
On descent trials, the optical
splay (Warren, Note 2) were identical.
flow rate is constantly increasing due to the decreasing eyeheight,
producing an accelerating function which describes,bptical flow acceleration.
Opticalldensity, scaled in ground units per eyeheight, is defined
as the number of ground texture elements spanned by a single yeheight.
Decrease in altitude thus is accompanied by decreased optica density.
Optical splay rate is the angular increase in parallel surface lines
projecting to the vanishing point as altitude decreases. Experiments
are currently in progress which will isolate the three types of infor-

f

mation.

Discussion
4

The Owen et al. (inA)ress, Note 1) experiments suggest that relative or fractional rates of optical change are usef4 information for
Optical flow damping, or fractional
detecting change in self potion.
loss in forward velocity, was shown to be a source of psychologically
effective information in detecting loss in forward velocity. Sensiti y to change in altitude, on the othei hand, it a function of fracloss in altitude. In both cases, accuracy and speed of responding varied with the magnitude of the change, either change in forward
Both types
velocity or altitude, relative to the initial conditions.
of higher-order information were demonstrated,to be functional invariants in that they each met_the criteria that performance must remain
fairly constant so long as the higher-order-ratio is invariant and vary
in an orderly fashion when the ratio changes.
These results complement the experimental literature on looming anld
For example, Lee (1976) has proposed that both the
time-to-collision.
time at which braking is begun and the magnitude of the braking action
in automobile driving are dependent upon rate of magnification in optiThe inverse of the relative
cal size of the vehicle directly ahead.
rate of optical magnification is time -to- collision and thus provides a
potential source of information about the continuation of an event even
if the driver has no acdess to information concerning velocities of theLee's theory is founded
two vehicles and the distance separating them.
upon Schiff's((1965) demonstrations that optical magnification is a
higher-order source of information for imminent collision of an object
with one's self, and Schiff's results support the contention that it is
percent per second change which is directly used by the visual system.

Overall, these results demonstrate the need for testing of alternative candidates for information which may be more appropfiate for the
visual system. Use of this paradigm is not limited to comparisons of
The paradigm has the
lower-order and optical information, however.
potential of permittirig evaluation -of observer sensitivityto different
types of optical information which ordinarily are available under normal
Such an approach can be used to identify which of the three
conditions.
types of information is most useful in detecting change in altitude.
Experiments such as the two described here provide a preliminary
approach to the issue of determining the visual information that is
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Information available to the observer
useful in guiding self motion.
is,manipulated by the experimenter in order to assess the resulting
A next step in the investigation involvesvariations in performance.
giving the observer control over this information in interactive experiThe observer assumes control of the simulator in order to perform
ments.
specific maneuvers. Modification of the simulated flight path automatically brings about change's in the values of both the environmental states
and optical information. In this case, the information produced by the
observer becomes a dependent variable.
Together, the two types of experiments converge on the identificaThe consequence
tion of visual information used in guidimg self motion.
is that simulator designers will know which types of information must
be represented in the visual display in order to maximize transfer of
training and transfer of experimental conclusions to the operational
Sensitivity to relevant optical variables and invariants is
setting.
the criterion for comparing both hardware configurations and training
conditions.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an experimental paradigm and a set of results
which demonstrate a relationship between the level of performance on a
skilled manmachine control task, the skill of the operator, the level of
mental difficulty induCed by an additional task imposed on the basic
During a constant,
control task, and visual scanning performance.
simulated piloting task, visual scanning of instruments was found to vary
as a function of the level of difficulty of a verbal mental loading task.
The average dwell time of each fixation on the pilot's primary instrument
with
increased as a function of the estimated skill level of the pilots,
novices being affected by the loading task much more than the. experts.
The results suggest that visual scanning of instruments in a controlled
task may be an indicator of both workload and skill.
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INTRODUCTION

A persistent difficulty in the design and evaluation of man-machine
systems is the inability to accurately measure operator workloadsunder
fficulty is due to an inability to
various conditions. Some of th'
define clearly what is meant
workload. So far, a single definition of
workload has not been develo ed. This is not surprising since the topic
heavily related to the study of human behavior which itself is not an
is
exact science. The term workload has been constructed to be descriptive
One must usually rely on various
of the difficulty of performing a task.
descriptions of workload including verbal and graphical analogies. There
A list of
are at least two components to workload:. mental and physical.
some of the aspects of these two types is illustrated in figure 1.
the
need to
The desire to measure workload is usually motivated by
situations in which operator performance will decline. The
reasons for this need are evident: if the operator has too many tasks to
accomplish in too short a time, the performance on all or some of the
too
tasks may be diminished. The same may be true if the operator has
For example,
few tasks
to
perform and allows his attention to wane.
recent experiments (1) suggest that a general aviation pilot flying a
simulator equipped with an autopilot has a decreased ability to detect
It
his own blunders as the sophistication of the autopilot increases.
be
noted that another important potential cause of
also
should
performance decrement is the occurrence of an extremely rare or novel
Pilot training methods attempt to take some
event or series of events.
of the more common of these rare events into account by having the pilot
practice procedures for dealing with problems such as engine out, stall,
It may be the unusual failures
loss of one or more instruments, etc.
which have never been seen before which represent the greatest difficulty
to
since they may cause the pilot
focus his attention too narrowly,
perhaps forgetting about his primary piloting task at a critical moment.

predict

PHYSICAL

MENTAL

(-

..

N,

N

Figure 1.- Aspects of workload

Figure 2.- Theoretical relationship
of performance, workload, and skill

One of the important human factors questions in the cockpit is how to
specify tle procedures, display, tasks, etc.
in such a way that severe
the \pilot will not occur in any of the
over or underloading of
anticipated circumstances.
Thus,
if
one has a choice of 5 different
procedures for accomplishing some task, it would be quite useful to
compare the relative difficulty of
the procedures and the effects of
various perturbations or external disturbances on each procedure. Were a
quantitative comparison possible, the selection of the "best" candidate
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Such
procedure (or display format, etc.) might ',le greatly facilitated.
measures could also be used to compare what is currently in use with an
alternate approach.
of
prediction
Since the goal of workload measurtment is the
performance, it is often suggested that performance is the parameter
Certain
which should be measured as the workload conditions are varied.
performance criteria may be set and when the pilot cannot meet them the
level of loading may be judged to be too high. Such a technique assumes
performance varies in a consistent fashion with workload and skill.
that
That is, for this approach to be generally useful, all pilots should
experience about the same performance decrement for the same increase in
The
workload. Experience suggests that this is not the case however.
point is that
in situations such as piloting, where performing manual'
dexterity and verbal or mental activities simultanously are especially
preformance of a skilled operator may not show a great
important,
decrement until the workload is severe, and then a precipitous decline in
performance may occur.

Figure 2 is a graphical statement of our hypothesis for the
This hypothesis
relationships between workload, performance, and skill.
is specifically directed to the high workload situation. Performance may
also decrease at low workloads. This figure does show that performance
remains Constant over a range of workloads regardless of skill level.
However, the more skilled operator can maintain that performance level at
to
confirm this
In an attempt
a
higher workloads than the less skilled.
hypothesis, we have been exploring these : elationships by examining the
In
the work
behavior of aircraft pilots under varying task difficulty.
described here, we are concerned with the variation of a dependent
function of skill
as a
variable, the visual scanning of instruments,
the difficulty of an additional
level,
inherent task difficulty, and
verbal mental loading task. We will explore how the timing of fixations
on various instruments varies as a function of verbal task difficulty and
the skill level of the pilot. We will discuss the implications in the
level in a task which requires
results for the assessment of skill
skilled visual performance under varying task difficulty and in the
evaluation of learning behavior in this type of task.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
These experiments are concerned with relationships between "steady
independent parameters: piloting
of
the
various
state"
levels
The approach was to attempt to
performance, skill, and workload.
demonstrate whether consistent steady state effects of a constant mental
loading condition could be observed. Thus, the piloting task and verbal
mental loading task were held constant for a period sufficiently long
enough to collect the data to evaluate tha average effects of these
A run length of 10 minutes was chosen as an estimate of the
conditions.
minimum amount of time required to provide a sufficient number of
fixations to satisfy the assumption of steady state conditions. The
piloting task chosen was a precision straight and level path with zero
degree glide slope and live localizer with constant sensitivities on the
In
needle movements while maintaining a consta:tt heading and airspeed.
order to force some pilot vigilance on this task, a low level of
turbulence was also introduced for each run,
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A desktop general aviation instrument flight simulator was used to
simulate these flight maneuvers. This simulator is shown in figure 3.
Pilot lookpoint on seven instruments (Attitude. Indicator, Directional
Gyro,
Altimeter, Vertical Speed Indicator, Airspeed, Turn and Bank, and
Glide Slope/Localizer) was measured and recorded by an oculometer
described below.

Figure 3.- Laboratory equipment

The mental loading task was chosen so as not to 'directly interfere
with the visual scanning of the pilot (i.e. the task would not require
the pilot to look away from the instruments in order to accomplish the
task)
while providing constant mental loading during the maneuver. This
was accomplished by having the pilots respond verbally to a series of
evenly spaced three-number sequences (4) presented to them by a tape
recordet. The pilot was told that he must respond to each three-number
sequence as either "plus" or "minus" (up or down respectively on a rocker
switch) according to the algorithm: first number largest, second number
smallest = "plus" (e.g.
5-2-4),
first number smallest, third number
largest = "plus" (e.g.
1-5-7), all other sequence combinations are
"minus" (e.g.
9-5-1).
The numbers were prerecorded at 4 second and 2
second \\intervals between sequences.
These spacing intervals
were
determined empirically to create heavy and severe additional mental
loading respectively. The pilot was instructed to give the number task a
priority equal to that of the piloting task (as if the verbal task
represented a constant rate of radio communication).
Pilot lookpoint was measured using a Honeywell oculometer system
which has been substantially modified by NASA Langley Research Center
(3).
This device is non-invasive and allows
the
experimenter to
determine the time course of eye fixations on instruments employed by the
pilot and the dwell time of each fixation to the nearest 1/30 second.*
Starting with this information, dwell time histograms for each instrument
These
for each loading condition could be plotted as discussed below.
histograms are a plot of the number of fixation counts which fall into
In these figures, the bin
bins of specified time duration during a run.
size is 0.066 seconds arid the range of the time axis is 0 to 5 seconds.
The instrument name for each histogram is located on the left side of the
figure.

Six subjects, varying in skill level from non-pilot to a highly
The
in these experiments.
experienced NASA test pilot participated
subject numbers and approximate skill level are listed below.
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Skill Level

Subject Number
4

11

9
5

10
7

a

Highly skl\lled NASA test pilot
Highly skilled general aviation instructor pilot,
NASA employee experienced in simulation experiments
General aviation pilot, current only in simulators
General aviation pilot, current in airplanes
Student pilot
Non-pilot

.

Subjects 5, 7, 9, and 10 are referred to collectively as "novice"
Subjects 9 and 11 were the only pilots-with any
pilots in this *paper.
The subjects were
previous experience on this particular simulator.
allowed to practice the flying maneuver and verbal mental task until they
felt comfortable with the situation.
RESULTS

Dwell Time Histograms

Perhaps the most striking effect observed in these experiments is the
effect of the verbal loading task on the dwell time histograms of
four novice
In the
individual instruments for a given maneuver.
which
the
dwell
time
on
the
primary
instrument
(the
instrument
subjects,
registered the highest total number of dwell counts) became progressively
weighted toward extremely long dwells as the verbal task difficulty
increased. Figure 4 shows the dwell time histograms for pilot 5 on the
attitude indicator, directional gyro, glide slope/localizer, and vertical
the dwell
speed indicator. Note that for the no mental loading case,
has
a
fairly
standard
*shape
(2).
indicator
attitude
histogram on the
When numbers are added to the piloting task, the dwell becomes longer and
the peak of the histogram at 1/2 second begins to disappear. The effect
the entire
is even more dramatic for the 2- second interval case;
toward
extremely
long
dwells
on
attitude
as the
skewed
is
distribution
pilot apparently begins to "stare" more and more at this instrument.
Similar effects are seen for the other novice pilots.
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Figure 5.- Dwell histograms for
pilot 11

Figure 4.- Dwell histograms for
pilot 5
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However, an interesting difference occurs for, subject 7,
This subject had no previous piloting experience and was only
non-pilot.
given enough practice to allow him to stay nominally on course during the
precision straight and level maneuver. This subject adopted the glide
to
slope /localizes as the primary instrument apparently in an effort
Even
keeping
the
needles
centered.
task
by
accomplish the precision
though the subject adopts the inappropriate instrument to accomplish the
piloting task,
the dwells on this instrument are affected in a manner
similar to those on the attitude Instrument for the more experienced
novice subjects.

The visual scanning behavior of the two subjects with higher levels
skill was also affected by the verbal loading although to a much
Figure 5 shows the dwell time
lesser degree than for the novice pilots.
histogram for subject 11, who had the next to highest skill level, and
was somewhat more affected than the test pilot, especially at the highest
loading level.
uses a large number of short dwells on the
Subject 11
attitude indicator under the no loading case. When the mental loading
task is introduced at 4-second intervals, his distribution is shifted to
somewhat longer dwells. However, there is still a very significant peak
at around 1/2 second. The actual shift in dwell times is not as large as
that seen in the novice pilot's histograms, even though there appears to
be a
large change due to the reduction in magnitude of the histogram
peak.
to longer
Even at the highest mental loading level,
the
shift
dwells is not as severe as it is in the less skilled pilots.
of

r-

Figure 6. Dwell histograms for
pilot 4

Table 2. Percent of primary instrument
dwells greater than 5 seconds

The shift to longer dwells may also be demonstrated by looking at the
percentage change from the no loading case in the number of dwells on the
primary instrument that are 5 seconds or longer in duration as the mental
workload is changed. The raw counts of such dwell are shown as the last
element in the histograms. Table II shows the percentage change from the
no loading
case for each pilot. The percentage of dwells is seen to
increase with decreasing skill level. This holds for all subjects except
subject 7,
the non-pilot.
It
should be pointed out, however, that
subject 7 used a different primary instrument from the rest of the pilots
and.
therefore, had a completely different basic scan pattern from the
other pilots. This fact may not allow direct comparison of the results
221
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from subject 7 with the other subjects.
This is not a cause for concern
since the
results
from all of the pilot subjects seem to be consistent
and, therefore, any conclusions drawn from their results should be

applicable to other pilots.

The dwell time characteristics on secondary instruments were affected
most in the novice subjects, as may be seen in figure 4. This is typical
to
of all novice subjects. The secondary instrument dwells are seen
change in a different manner than the primary instrument dwells. As
opposed to the shift to longer dwells, as in the case for the primary,
instruments,
the effect
of mental loading is to decrease the number of
looks at secondary instruments, one example of a phenomenon know as load
shedding.
The shape of some of the histograms changes under varying
time
loading conditions. Pilot 4 was the only subject whose dwell
histograms on secondary instruments were not affected by mental loading
(figure 6).
Subject 11 (figure 5) appears to exhibit some load shedding,
primarily on the altimeter and vertical speed indicator.
Fixation Sequences

We are also interested in examining whether pilots develop a scan
pattern
patterns during
or
the constant
flying maneuver in our
experimental paradigm. Assuming that such -patterns might exist, it
appeared of interest to determine whether they might be altered by the
addition of mental loading. The results from one method of studying this
question is presented below.
If the dwell times on individual instruments are ignored, an ordered
of
instrument fixations may be developed for each pilot for the
various mental loading conditions. These lists may be broken up into
smaller segments (or sequences) of various lengths for easier analysis.
Each different sequence may be considered as a component of the overall
scan pattern.
One may hypothesize that the sequences which occur most
frequently during the maneuver are those of most importance to the pilot
and ones which might indicate an ordered scan pattern.
list

Examination of the results indicated that sequences
of
four
instrument
fixations were the longest for which there was a significant
amount of repetition during a run, hence sequences of length four were
chosen for analysis. The number of times each four instrument sequence
occurred during a 10 minute run was obtained as was the total number of
From this data, the percentage of
sequences of length four in the run.
occurrence was calculated for each observed sequence. For example there
might be 800 sequences of length four in 10 minutes.
If the sequence,
ATTDGALTDG, occurs 40 times during the run, its percentage of
In this fashion,
occurrence would be 40/800 X 100 percent = 5 percent.
the percentage of occurrence of all length four sequences in the no
mental loading case was determined for each pilot. The 10 sequences
which occurred most frequently were arbitrarily chosen as indicators of
the
scan patterns normally used by various pilots. The manner in which
the percentage occurrences for these 10 sequences change as a function of
Figure 9
mental
loading
is shown for two subjects in figures 7 and 8.
plots the sum of these percentages across mental loading conditions for
is
important to note that the sequences used as the
all subjects.
It
basis for calculation for all conditions are the ten most frequent for
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the no mental loading case. Each line beginning at the no mental bolding
case and ending at the 2second= interval case represents the same
sequence.
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Figure 7. Percent occurrence of
sequences for pilot 5

Figure 8.--Percent occurrence of
sequences for pilot 11

Several interesting obiervations may be made by comparing the plots
A difference
the skilled pilots with those of the novice subjects.
may be seen between the two groups in the percentage of occurrence of the
most often used sequences. The first ten sequences used by the skilled
pilots comprise over 50 percent of their scan pattern (see figure 9).
The usage of these ten sequences is relatively constant with changes in
mental loading suggesting that the patterns a
disturbed by the
not
This finding is certainly in keeping with the
mental loading task.
intuitive development presented in the introduction which suggested that
it
should be difficult to interfere with a skilled subject performing a
of

task.
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Figure 9. Percent occurences of ten most frequent
sequences for all pilots
The novice pilots' results differ in several respects from those of
the skilled subjects, however. The ten most frequently uscd sequences in
the to loading case occupy much smaller percentages of the total scan
than do those of the skilled pilots. This suggests the novices' sums are
lore random than those of the skilled subjects, even without the
imposition of an additional task.
The novice subjects also show a etonsistent decrease in the percentage
occurrence of the ten sequences as the mental workload is increased.
This.decrease may be the result of either the equalization of the number
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trend to
a
the run (i.e.
of each sequence in
occurrences
those
to
a
different
set
of
sequences
from
change
a
or
randomization)
results
Thesq
a
change
in
strategy).
used in the no loading case (i.e.
support out original hypothesis of a change in the basic scan pattern as
mental workload is increased, but indicates the effect is much more
evident in pilots of moderate skill.
of
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DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that in a skilled task such as piloting, in which
visual scanning plays an important role, the scanning behavior may serve
as an indicator of both workload and skill. Before discussing some of
the implications of this finding, it is important to note from the outset
the notion of an
that the results presented do not seem to support
accurate, absolute measure of workload. However, a quantitative relative
comparison of mental workload under varied conditions does appear to 4be
feasible.
One implication of the results applies to the estimation of workload
of some new procedure whiCh may have several possible levels. In many
cases, test pilots with superior flying skills are utilized in the
estimation or measurement of workload. This often results in equivocal
results when comatring alternative procedures, controls, or displays.
The present results suggest that different levels of workload may be
difficult to measure in such subjects since they appear to be less
sensitive to increased difficulty. Our results suggest that pilots of
moderate skill are more sensitive to the verbal, mental loading task.
Thus, if one is concerned with the question/of the effect of changing the
level of difficulty of some task, then as one step in the evaluation, the
use of pilots of intermediAte skill at several mental loading levels
and
would seem appropriate since their behavior (visual scanning
performance) will be altered more as a function of the mental loading
task than will that of more skilled pilots.
Another possible application may be the assessment of pilot skills.
The results have suggested that there is a relationship betwejen the
The obvious place
scanning behavior of the pilot and his skill level.
one might use this technique is in training. One may hypothesize that,
as a pilot's skills develop, his visual scanning behavior will be less
and less affected by donvisual increments in workload. Specifically, it
appears that as skill increases, the percentage of long dwells decreases
for a particular mental loading level. The scan pattern used during a
fixed maneuver is also unaffected by mental loading at higher skill
This finding might be utilized in assessing pilots' currency,
levels.
competency, and level of skill; the technique might be used to pinppint
areas which may require additional training or practice.
The work described here has barely scratched the surface on the issue
prediction of performance via workload measurement. The results
suggest that this will be possible in at least some types of situations.
In order to examine this matter carefully, performance on -both the
piloting task and the verbal mental loading task must be closely
monitored.
of
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SUMMARY

This paper describes some of the results from an experiment designed
examine the relationship between pilot visual scan of instruments and
mental workload. It was found that a verbal loading task of varying
difficulty causes pilots to stare at the primary instrument as the
difficulty increases and to shed looks at instruments of less importance.
The verbal loading task also affected the rank ordering of the scanning
sequences. By examining the behavior of pilots of widely varying skill
levels,
it was suggested that these effects occur most strongly at lower
skill levels and are less apparent at high skill levels.
A graphical
interpretation of the hypothetical relationship between performance,
workload, and skill is introduced and results
form the preliminary
experiments are presented to support this interpretation.
to
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Summary

This paper describes an effort to determine control and display criteria
The
for operating SAC's KC-135.tanker with a ,reduced crew complement.
Tanker Avionics and Aircrew Complement Evaluation (TRACE) Program was a four
phasm effort addressing the control and display design issues associated with
operating the tanker without the navigator crew position. Discussed are:
the mission analysis phase during which the tanker's operational responsibilities were defined and documented; the design phase during which
alternative crew station design concepts were developed; the mockup:evaluation
ph'ase which accomplished initial SAC crewmember assessment of cockpit designs;
and the simulation phase which validated the useability of the crew system
redesign. The paper also describes a recommended crew station configuration
and discusses some of the philosophy underlying the selection of cockpit
hardware and systems.
PREFACE,.

Recognizing the potential for significant cost savings to the Air Force if
the navigator position could be eliminated from the KC-135 tanker flight crew,
the United States Air Force directed that a program be undertaken to determine
the feasibility of replacing the navigator with avionics and/or other cockpit
In the Spring of 1978, the Air Force Wright Aeromodifications (Ref. 1).
nautical Laboratories, Flight Dynamics Laboratory, started a two and one-half
year effolL aimed specifically at the crew system design issues associated with
removing the navigator position from the crew but retaining the pilot,4copilot,
The work, known as the Tanker Avionics and Aircrew
and boom operator.
Complement Evaluation (TAACE) Program, was a four phase effort commencing with
an analysis of the tanker's mission and associated crew responsibilities.
The Program then progressed to a design phase during which several alternative
crew system concepts were developed. During the third phase, a series of mockup
evaluations were conducted to determine the crewmemlier acceptance of the
different ideas, while the fourth phase accomplished a simulator validation of
the findings of the previous mockup activity. The Program results indicated
that operation with a reduced crew complement is a viable option if suitable
equipment changes are made; specific crew station concepts and control and
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display subsystems were identified which offer the potential for operating
the tanker without the navigator.

J

Additional engineering development is currently underway and a final
determination of the feasibility of operating the tanker without a navigator
has yet to be made.
The following sections of this paper discuss the
activities involved in accomplishing each of the four program phases, concluding with a brief philosophical overview of the approach used in performing
the program.
1.

PHASE I - MISSION ANALYSIS

The first ten months of the TAACE Program were devoted to documenting
SAC's tanker mission and identifying the duties and responsibilities of each
of the four flight crewmembers.
The intent was to establish as complete a
description of the entire system as possible; the vehicle, its subsystems,
the mission tasks, and the operational context in which the system was
employed. Heavy reliance for collecting this data was placed on in-flight
observation of training and operational flights and crewmember interviews.
A total of 25 in-flight observations were made, ranging from Combat Crew
Training flights to European theater refueling exercises. During these
flights, ,crewmembers were given opinion questionnaires to fill out aimed at
obtaining subjective workload estiMates as a function of both crew position
and mission segment. Figure 1 summarizes the workload ratings for all
crewmembers for all observation flights and permits a subjective comparison
of the perceived levels of workload for selected segments of the tanker's
mission.
AVERAGE WORKLOAD RATING AS A
FUNCTION OF MISSION SEGMENT
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In addition to this supjective workload assessmen , a great deal of
descriptive informatiorwts obtained during each'fligh identifying the
activities engaged in by the crew during the different ission segments.
This was done so that a complete statement of tanker op rations and crewmember responsibilities was available 'to assure that necessary capabilities
were not inadvertently eliminated from the new, three-crewmember configuration.
The descriptive information was collated and used to iinvent a hypothetical
mission detailing an operational employment of the tanker. This document,
known as the mission scenario, was drafted at Wright-Patterson AFB, and then
carefully coordinated with Headquarters SAC personnel and operational crews
to assure that it was realistic and conformed to the Command's views and
needs. After several iterations, a version was established that was repi-esentative of the types of events encountered by the KC-135'during day-to-d4
Included in the scenario for completeness were selected system
operations.
failures, various weather conditions, and diUerentlevelsof crew workload.
A great deal of care was exercised in creating the scenario as it established
the standard against which any new designs would be measured. It was realized
that unless an accurate test 'of the new concept was available, little
assurance as to the useability of the new system could-be established.

The scenario was documented in three ways; by altitude profiles (Figure 2,
3, and 4) a time line, a portion of which is shown in Figure 5, and a narrative.
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Briefly, the scenario describes the events and tasks accomplished by a single
The
tanker during three operational flights over a period of three days.
ship
first flight is a fighter deployment to Europe supported by a five
tanker force. The described tanker is briefed to be the number two aircraft
in the tanker formation, but due to system malfunctions experienced during
the take-off roll, must delay on the ground for minor repair. The resulting
late departure generates out-of-the-ordinary navigation tasks, created in the
scenario as the first major test of the system's ability to cope with
unexpected situations. Eventually, the aircraft joins with the previously
During the flight, various tanker
departed formation and proceeds to Europe.
system failures occur, as well as encounters with adverse weather and receiver
refueling malfunctions. An uneventful IFR recovery in England terminates the
The second flight is an Emergency War Order (EWO) mission, in
first flight.
which the described tanker is number two in a two ship formation launched
from Mildenhall RAFB to join with two B-52 bombers over the North Atlantic.
During the cruise segment to the rendezvous, the lead tanker experiences
unresolvable system failures requiring single ship completion of the remainder
of the mission. Once again, tanker malfunctions dictate additional workload,
including tanker control of the rendezvous with the receivers and minimum fuel
landing at the recovery base. The third and final flight is also a two ship
mission, launched from Bodo AFB, Norway, to support tactical air operations
in Eastern Europe. An extremely high workload situation is established during
expectedly
the orbit and subsequent refueling operations witli the mission
terminated by the detonation of a nuclear device somewhere in the vicinity
of the aircraft. A complete description of the mission, including the entire
narrative and time line, is provided in the TAACE Program Final Report (2).
Figure 6 is an artist's overview of the entire scenario.
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Figure 6.

Overview of entire mission scenario.
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2.

PHASE II - CREW SYSTD. DESIGN

After thorough analysis of the scenario, a tentative list of crew station
revisions was made identifying the elements of the existing system that might
be alt ed in order to affect the elimination of the navigator from the crew.
In addition, readily available systems and control and display components that
would have to be added to the vehicle were also catalogued and their suita-,
bility assessed. This hardware oriented activity provided the transition to
the second phase of the program, the development of specific design concepts
for flying the tanker without a navigator.
The second phase of the TAACE Program dealt with the development of crew
system concepts that would provide for operation of the vehicle, monitoring
of subsystem's performance, accomplishment of the refueling tasks, and complete and safe accomplishment of the navigation job without the benefit of
the navigator crewmember.
It was clear from the outset that particular
attention would have to be paid to the reworking of the navigation subsystem.
However, since the level of automation and integration needed to eliminate
the navigator from the crew was not known beforehand, three alternative crew
station designs were developed.
They differed from each other in several
ways:
the degree of change or update to the existing tanker; the amount of
automation incorporated in the design; and the costs associated with retrofitting the fleet. These three designs were named the MINIMUM, MODERATE,
and MAJOR updates.
The MINIMUM update (Figure 7) redesign was developed as the least
expensive alternative to operating the tanker without a navigator.

101:1631 16314611

Figure 7.

MINIMUM Update Redesign.
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It incorporated very minor changes to the baseline configuration and is
characterized more by the rearrangement of on-board controls and displays
than by the addition of new systems. It was felt that the minimum update
represented the least sophisticated (and least cos.ly) concept with any chance
at all of providing the necessary functions and capabilities compatible with
In this sense, it was one end of a sophistication/
a reduction in crew size.
cost/capability continuum by which the three designs could be compared.
The MODERATE update (Figure 8) was developed as the most logical candidate,
one having a moderate blend of the new systems, rearranged existing systems,
This design - characterized by the
and modified crew station geometry.
addition of several major cockpit subsystems including integrated caution

Figure 8.

MODERATE Update Redesign showing (1) Pilot and Copilot Electronic
HSI's, (2) Navigation Management Subsystem CRT/Keyboard Units,
(3) Reconfigured Er(gine Instrument Panel, (4) New Caution/
Warning Panel and 5) Fuel Quantity Instruments.

and warning annunciator lights, vertical scale engine instruments, electronic
displays to replace the electro-mechanical HSI's, and two electronic display/
keyboard units (Figure 9) through which the crew interacted with the new
navigation management of existing controls and display - was felt to provide
the necessary level of crew support to assure successful mission completion.

)
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Figure 9.

Navigation Management CRT/Keyboard Unit.

The third and final design, the MAJOR update (Figure 10) was developed to
consider a configuration felt to be more than adequate to do the job.
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Figure 1U.

MAJOR 'Update Redesign showing (1) Automated Checklist
Readout, (2) Dedicated Weather Radar Scope and (3)
Fuel System Switch Matrix.

From the outset, it was assumed that the MAJOR update was more sophisticated
In addition to the modifications advocated
than was absolutely necessary.
for the MODERATE update, the MAJOR update included a completely automated
fuel management system, integrated tuning of all voice radios, and computer
In
storage and electronic display of checklists and emergency procedures.
the
opposite
end
of
the
continuum
a sense, the MAJOR update represented
from the MINIMUM update, the two bounding the design problem, thereby placing
limits on the extremes of control and display sophistication to be explored.

In the middle, representing what appeared to be a logical tradeofe-bileen
the austerity of the MINIMUM update and the extravagance of the MAJOR update,
was the MODERATE update.

The design phase of the TAACE Program was not confined to the development
As part of the process of creating the different
of the three designs on paper.
configurations, a fullscale mockup facility (Figure 11) was constructed which
was used to verify the suitability of control and display location, crew
station egress and ingress, and overall crew coordination. The mockup was an
accurate replica of the KC-135 cockpit and played a fundamental role in the
design process. As the three configurations were evolving, each in its turn
was laid out in the mockup and assessed for adequacy from the designers point
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Figure 11.

Exterior of full-scale mocKup used during TAACE program.

Thus, dutiog ttte ours, or th, desfh phase, each configuration
of view.
After the configurations
was continually exam,ned and rkIiiwd as eiTropriate.
were fairly well established, cocepit thecklists and procedures were developed,
an integral part of the design task, directed toward establishing crew roles/
Checklists and procedures are
duties and efficient crew system ruaetioning.
the operating instructions hat inform the crew of the techniques for using
procedures and emergencies, and operating
the system during but nor
procedures often represent a direct link between the design community and the
During the AAcE Program, cockpit procedures were extremely important;
user.
SAC has established very specific ways of performing its mission and the
already -in- existence operating procedures for the tanker in the context of the
refueling mission often established as definitive a set of design requirements
as did the crew site issue itself.
1

When the point of diminishing letuins was :cached-the pilot where interations to the designs produced vry little teal change-the program progressed
to the third phase, the mockup evaluation of the three configurations.
3.

PHASE Ill

MOCKEP EVALUATIOn

The third phase of the TAACE Pro.,lam p,r1t)t-11,d an initial set of evaluations
of the three designs, an ini,ial assessment of the utility and pilot accept-
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ability of each of the three configurations from the operator's point of view.
The mockup evaluation returns the focus of activity to the user, providing,
another opportunity for user inputs to the development process.
The intent is
to create a structured situation during which operationally experienced crewmembers are given the chance to assess how well the design can support safe
and effective accomplishment of the mission.
A total of nine fully-qualified, operationally experienced SAC tanker
crews participated in the mockup evaluation. The general sequence of
activities for each crew included attending ground school, receiving realistic
mission briefings. Three crews participated in the evaluation proces at one
time.
Starting on a Monday morning, and finishing on a Friday evening, it
typically took five days to complete all scheduled activities.
Thus, a
total of three weeks were needed to collect all the mockup -evaluation data.
On the first day of each week, three crews were introduced to the TAACE Program
at which time the goals and objectives of the work were explained. This
rather informal sessiop pelped establish rapport with the user and generate
enthusiasm for the process wherever possible. It was pointed out that the
mockup activities to follow were a significant departure from the traditional
cockpit design process, and that the significance was due primarily to the
user's involvement and willingness to "role play" during upcoming mockup
flying sessions
Following the orientation briefing, the crews attended several hours of
ground school, classroom type sessions during which the cockpit designs were
discussed and explained. A great deal of time was spent briefing the new
systems and their operating procedures; line crews are often not familiar with
the new concepts or hardware and an effective evaluation demands that the
crewmembers thoroughly understand how the equipment operates. Ground school
is a relatively formal give and take of information with the crews learning
the new configurations and bow the equipment is intended to help them perform
the mission, while passing along insight into good and bad features of the
different ideas. Often, unanticipated uses for features of the design are
discovered while deficiencies or illogical procedures may also be noticed.
Frequent use is made of the mockup to familiarize the crewmembers with the
location of equipment; during the flying sessions they are asked to move their
hands from control to control in order to assess reach envelopes and accessibility,'and awareness of the location of equipment facilitates this assessment.
Actual role playing in the mockup took place after the ground school
sessions were completed. As was mentioned earlier, nine SAC crews participated
in the mockup evaluation phase of the program. However, for the activities
associated with the actual mockup role playing, each crew was treated
individually.
Mission, briefings began the process with each crew being given
flight, weather, communications, formation and refueling information in a
manner similar to standard SAC tanker operational briefings.
The intent was
to create a mind set within the crewmembers such that once inside the mockup,
they were thinking along mission lines and evaluating the designs in the
context for which they were intended. Each crew received three different
mission briefings, one for, each of the three flights developed during tlie
mission analysis phase of the program.
During the briefings, the crews were
encouraged to ask questions about the mission and to make sure they understand
the job to be done.
They were informed that they were expected to perform all
communications tasks that would ordinarily take place during the mission,
maintain, an awareness of their navigation situation, calculate all parameters
e.g., take-off and landing data, estimated times-of-arrival, etc., and
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1__generally pe form all crew station duties demanded of the mission or the
Since some emergencies were to occur during
systems in the crew station.
each flight, the crews were also reminded of their responsibility to be
familiar with all checklists and emergency procedures.

After each mission briefing the crew entered the mockup, climbed into
the seats, and started the role playing exercise. They donned headsets and
communicated over a functional intercommunications system, beginning the
Outside
process with the appropriate checklist for the mission being flown.
the mockup, there was an experimenter's console manned by two test engineers
responsible for monitoring the mockup session and providing external voice
communications in response to either mission situations or crew initiated
commands. Typically, the test engineers assumed the voice communications
for such external agencies or personnel as ground control, tower, departure
control, Air Traffic Control, SAC Command Post, fire guard on the ground, and
other aircraft in the formation.
The test engineers also paced the mockup flight by providing indications
of mission progress in the absence of functional flight or navigation instrumentation. For example, after the crew had completed the "Line-Up" checklist
and simulated a take-off, a test engineer, speaking as Departure control,
would call the aircraft and say that radar contact had been established.
This sort of feedback helped keep the mission moving and the crew oriented,
and was provided through3ut the role'playing exercise. Finally, the test
engineers moved the flight ahead of its normal time line in order to eliminate
long uneventful segments of the scenario where, because of the lack of
operable equipment, the crewmembers would not be learning anything new about
To effect a "move ahead", a test
how the system was intended to operate.
engineer would inform the crew that they had just completed a specified
series of tasks and that the flight was being moved ahead to test the useability of the system under another set of conditions. The crew would then be
briefed on the new conditions; e.g;, altitude, heading, airspeed, GMT, weather
conditions, current agencies in communications contact, and upcoming events,
such as passing a specific radio aid to navigation. During the first flight,
for example, the crew was permitted to accomplish several cockpit checklists,
prepare for and execute the take-off, and join-up and then establish themselves
The flight
mentally at cruise altitude before the first "move ahead" took place.
was then advanced to a position over the North Atlantic, just prior to one of
Approximately 30 minutes of air refueling
the Mid Atlantic air refuelings.
activity was performed after which the flight was moved ahead again, this
time to a point approximately 30 minutes prior to touchdown at Mildenhall
The crew was permitted to complete the final segment in real time,
RAFB.
making radio contact with all the necessary controlling agencies in England,
performing necessary descent and before landing checklists, and simulating the
approach and touchdown.
The overall role playing exercises encompassed a total of twenty-seven
Every crew flew each of the three mission flights once, using one
of the three designs; thus, each crew flew all tasks and used all designs, but
did not experience all the possible combinations of design coupled with flights.
Over the course of the total mockup phase however, each of the nine possible
combinations occurred three times.
flights.
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Immediately after the flying sessions, the crews were handed questionnaires asking their opinion about the useability of the design just flown to
do the job just completed. The intent was to not only determine which of the
three designs wab best suited to a removal of the navigator, but how, if at
all, their suitability varied as a function of mission tasks.
The mockup flying and subsequent evaluations provided by the SAC crews
identified both good and bad features of all three designs, resulting in the
development of a fourth configuration, a:composite of elements from each of
the original three. The detailed results of the Mockup phase are documented
in an Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Technical Report, AFWAL-TR80-3030 (Vol. 1) (Ref. 2). A summary of those results is provided here.
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Figure 12.

COMPOSITE Redesign. Note (1) Schematic representation
of fuel system, (2) Retained pilot and copilot electronic
HSI's, and (3) Navigation Management CRT/Keyboard Unit.
Sepond unit is installed on an isle stand, aft of throttles,
not shown.

The desired COMPOSITE design (Figure 12) was characterized by a navigation
management system similar to the one defined in the MODERATE update, capable
of displaying at least six upcoming waypoints at a time, computing take-off
and landing data, storing holding or rendezvous patterns for air refueling
operations and generating flight plan data such as Lime-to-go, or distance-toNone of the fuel management concepts included in the original three designs
go.
Instead, a reduced version of the existing
were judged suitable by the crews.
tanker fuel panel, with essentially the same capabilities as the existing panel,
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is included in the COMPOSITE.
The most significant feature of the composite
design is the electronic display replacement for the electro-mechanical HSI.
This device displays, at pilot discretion, conventional horizontal situation
data (Figure 13), computer generated map data (Figure 14)/ weather radar information (Figure 15), holding or rendezvous patterns (Figure 16 & 17), and other
information typically provided by the navigator.
The electronic HST's,
coupled with the navigation management subsystem,comprise the heart of the
avionics needed to operate the tanker without the navigator crew position. The
management system computes navigation data, manages some of the navigation
radios, and generally performs the calculations accomplished by the navigator,
while the electronic displays
present to the pilot and copilot the information
gener ated- by the computer.

O
Figure 13.

O

Electronic HSI, showing conventional horizontal situation
information.
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Figure 14.

Electronic HSI, showing map format. Parameters shown clockwise
from upper lefthand corner, are Time (T) and Distance (D) to
next waypoint, current aircraft heading (270), course between
last waypoint and "To" waypoint (260) map range in nautical
miles (80) and current ground speed (GS).

I

Figure 15.

Electronic HSI, showing, weather radar information.
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O
figure 16..
11

Electronic HSI, showing holding pattern information. ORBIT
shown is computer generated, based on information supplied
by the crew.

Figure 17i ,Electronic HSI, showing air refueling rendezvous
Note airplane symbol and 40 and 80 range ticks.
represent distance frgm airplane symbol, and are
anticipate tanker 180 turn to lead receiver along
course.
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information.
Range ticks
used to
refuel...lag

candidate avionics package and crew
At this time in the program, a
based on the using commands ev4uStation configuration had heen'deveroped,
A paring down process was
acion of several altet.nativc crew system concepts.
desigq
phase,
where obviously
taking place, having started during the
through the mockup
unacceptable ideas had oeen eliminatd, and continuing
The last phase of the TAACE
assessment
took
place.
exercise where additional
of ideas - fine-tuning the
Program accomplished the final paring down
COMPOSITE design.
-

4.

PHASE IV - SIMULATION VALIDATION

simulition work performed to validate the crewmember
1n general, the
the.' same procedures employed
acceptability'of the COMPOSITE design followed
were obtained to "fly " the
during the mockup activity; SACIcrewmembers
questionnaire'data was obtained to record
system under simulated conditions,
recommended crew system control and
crewmember opinion, and a final set of
t4'14444.
display design criteria were generated.'
1
cockpit
latidn,facility used for the TAACE Program consisted of a
The si
engineer's
console,
a
projection system, a test
cab(Figu S), a visual
The
operator's console, and supporting computer systems.
,

o
simulat
the KC-135,cockpit outfitted ,...
simulator cab was a geometric duplicate of
controls,..lighting,
communications
with operable flight instruments, flight
(Figure
19).
radios. and navigation management subsystem

a

r
1

a%,
4

Figure

S.

Exterior of simulator cab useI.during TAACE ProErem.
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Figure l9.

Interior of simulator cab configured with "COMPOSITE" design.

The crew could program any flight plan into the navigation system and through
proper switch sele'ction have relevant navigation data appear on the electronic
HSI and flight director.
The crew could then fly the flight plan and have

computed for them pertinent navigation information. The system also displayed
ground speed, true airspeed, time and distance tc go to future wavpoints,
holding and rendezvous patterns, and other data deemed necessary as a function
of the mockup evaluation work.
To enhance the realism of the simulation,
environmental conditions of day, night, and engine sound were provided along
with a visual presentation of airport features for take-off and departure
operaticns.
The test engineer's console fulfilled the same functions as did
the console used during the mockup work, witW the addition of cockpit repeater
displays to ;how information selected by the crew. Finally, a boom operator's
console was fabricated to provide the boom operator, who participated as a
member of the crew, with tasks to perform which simulated his activities
during the a;r refueling segments of the flight.
The simulator sessions, fiown by four crews not previous,4 involved in Ult.
program,were crnductad in the same way as the mockup sessions wi'zIlarh crew
receiving mission briefings, entering the cab, flying the mission, anc
completing questionnaires.
Since the real world flying task was simulate°,
the pilots, in addition to their mission responsibilities for navigation and
subsy:..tem monitoring, also had tc fly the airplane.
Thus, the single biggest
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difference between the mockup and simulation phases was the increased workload levied upon the crew, and hence, a more valid assessment of the design's
useability. Another difference was the availability of objective system
performance data. Prior to the simulator flights, the optimum mission
profile consisting of headings, altitudes, arrival times, etc., was programmed
into the computer for comparison with the crew generated values for the same
parameters. This data was then analyzed to augment the pilot questionnaire
data in making decisions about the suitability of the avionics systems flown
by the crew.
In contrast to the large differences between the MINIMUM, MODERATE, and
MAJOR crew stations that were evaluated during the mockup work, resulting in
the COMPOSITE design, the simulation phase attempted to assess the relative
goodness of much more subtle crew system alternatives. For example, after the
mockup work, it was unclear as to exactly how much flexibility the crew should
have in selecting for display raw navigation sensor data. The mockup evaluation was simply not sensitive enough to determine this. Consequently, during
the simulator flights the crews, although always using the same equipment,
were given different levels of capability with which
operate. During one
leg of a flight, for example, they might fly with only one navigation
management system electronic display/keyboard unit operable, while at other
times, have access to two units. Thus, the simulation phase was a continuation
of the paring down process started during the design phase, with the level of
emphasis placed upon finer details of equipment operational capability or
arrangement.
The alterations in the COMPOSITE design needed to make it acceptable to
the SAC crewmembers who evaluated it were not nearly as extensive as those
made to the MINIMUM, MODERATE, and MAJOR designs to generate the COMPOSITE
configuration. As expected, changes dealt primarily with details of display
fcrmat, information content, or of the navigation subsystem.
For example, it
was felt that the Bearing Distance Heading Indicator should have the capability
to display either TACAN bearing or flight plan waypoint bearing, as selected
by the pilots; that when radar Imagery was displayed on the electronic HSI
certain navigation parameters be retained in the corners of the display; and that
waypoints be retained in the flight plan until erased by the crew rather than
eliminated automatically as used.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The TAACE Program is significant because it demonstrates an objective,
structured process for dealing with the very complex issues of crew system
design and evaluation. Figure 20 overviews this process starting with
the mission analysis, progressing to the preliminary design phase, and moving
through the various levels of ser-in-the-loop evaluation.
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Figure 2,)._ Crew system design process, showing major activities
pursued during design and evaluation of new cockpit.

It is important to note the sustained reliance upon the user throughout the
entire methodology, from the intense interface during the development of the
design scenario to the mockup, simulator, or flight test work. It is also
important to note the continued use of a validated, comprehensive scenaric.
At the outset, the scenario represents a definition of the problem being
solved by the evolving crew system.
Later in the process, it represents
the criteria against which the design's useability is measured. Finally, the
method provides for the collection of subjective pilot opinion data, objective
system performance data, and other factors that can all be brought to bear on
the decision making process. This was the approach used in the TRACE. Program
and it has proved compatible with tne other on-going processes currently in
use dithin the United States Air Force for developing and procuring new
weapon systems.
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OPERATIONAL MONITORING
IN MULTI-CREW TRANSPORT OPERATIONS
Capt. Harry W. Orlady (Ret.)

At least two kinds of failures are involved in a majority
of the flight crew related operational anomalies which occur
in air transport operations. The first is the failure in expected performance by the pilot flying which leads directly to
the operational anomaly. The second is the:failure of the other
pilot to detect the performance deviation or deviations responible for the "unwanted occurrence" in a timely and effective
manner.

A

This paper is concerned with the second failure.
It considers operational monitoring by the,pilot not flying as a
sub-system of the total operational task and discusses selected
aspects of monitoring from this viewpoint.
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AN ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
TO RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN THE COCKPIT
Linda Orlady Rings
Department of Aviation
The Ohio State University

With the advent of computer technology in the cockpits of modern
airplanes and the pressure to reduce the size of the flight deck crew in
airline and general aviation operations, an examination of the resources
that yet remain available is needed both to determine whether they are
adequate to solve routine and emergency flight problems awl to determine
There is a growing concern, particularly in
how to use thee effectively.
general aviation, that inadequate training in resource management may be
This concern was
the reason for a number of accidents and incidents.
formally expressed in an NTSB report of the spring, 1980 crash of a DHC-6.

The report cited

the lack of resource management training as

a

contributing factor of the fatal crash.

The resources available to the pilot can be put into three broad
cockpit equipment, the ATC system, and other pilots in the
categories:
flight crew.
Pilots are highly trained in the use of the cockpit
For example, if an autopilot
equipment and generally use it effectively.
is available and working correctly, its use allows the pilot to spread his
or her workload more efficiently and to have more time for other tasks
such as scanning for other aircraft, copying clearances, etc. Air traffic
control, on the other hand, is an often underutilized resource.

Frequently its full potential is not realized or appreciated until an
emergency situation occurs. The third resource, the right seat occupant,
Some left seat pilots think of the right seat
is often overlooked.
His operational relevance is simply a
occupant as simply a passenger.
weight that shifts the center of gravity of the aircraft forward a couple
of inches.

The reason that resources such as ATC and the right seat occupant are

properly used may be that we do not yet know how to use them
One potential approach to a
effectively in all areas of aviation.
not

solution of this problems is Organization Development (OD), a conceptual
The
model that has been used successfully in management science.

objective of this paper is to demonstrate how application of the
problem-solving skills inherent in OD can be used to better manage the
resources available in the cockpit. The paper focuses, on a particular
segment of the aviation industry, general aviation, which encompasses
civilian flying except that of the scheduled air carriers.

all

OD is a systemwide concept to increase organizational effectiveness.
The organization can be any relatively autonomous group; it need not
In aviation the organization is the left and
include the entire firm.
The objective of an OD
right seat occupants for a particular flight.
program is to provide first a systematic diagnosis of the organization,
OD
and secondly, a strategic plan for improvement of resource management.
Its framework should
should also facilitate problem solving on the job.
allow for changes in the environment.
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OD is not new to the aviation industry.

Crew coordination has long

been a concern of the airlines and other users of multi-person crew
aircraft. The term, "resource management"., has been applied more recently

as better describing processes necessary for safe and efficient operation
of the aircraft. These processes involve OD principles. They include not
only crew coordination but also leadership and commandibility skills.
Several major airlines are utilizing organization development techniques
to better manage cockpit resources.
An examination of these techniques
may help assess their potential contribution to the non-airline sector.

American Airlines calls its interpersonal skills training program
"TACT", an acronym for Transactional Analysis in Customer Treatment.
The
program is based on the Thomas A. Harris theory of transactional analysis
and was -originally developed for training customer contact personnel such
as ticket agents.
Approximately five years ago, the TACT program was
incorporated into the upgrading program for copilots transitioning to
captain status. OD would suggest that such programs are of limited value
because they deal with only one section of the cockpit organization, the
future captains.
OD requires an integrated approach including the full

Failure to use the other members of the flight crew may cause
incorrect perceptions of, not only their own role, but also that of the
other crew members leading to an ineffective utilization of this cockpit
resource.
This problem has appeared in other applications of the OD
Others in
approach where indoctrination was given only to top management.
the organization typically resist the new approach primarily from a lack
crew.

of understanding.

Eastern Airlines has one of the oldest resource management programs.
Its Line-Oriented Flight Training program (LOFT) was first used in the
late 1950's on DC-8 and Boeing 720 series aircraft.
Today Eastern's LOFT
program takes a complete flight crew through a four hour simulator
mission, during which they are faced with mechanical malfunctions or
failures under a variety of real world operating conditions.
Eastern has
found that the program is an effective evafuation tool, not only of their
One of
flight crews but also of their training and operation procedures.
their training managers has stated:

"The simulator's ability to accurately reproduce the line
pilot's normal working environment, plus the instructor's
briefing prior to the period, emphasizes to the crew that they
are expected to perform in the simulator exactly as they would
perform in the real wcrld.
This permits us to see a more
accurate picture of how the crew functions in such areas as

decision-makini, cockpit discipline, the Captain's command
presence, crew coordination, and other resource management
skills" (Beach, 1979).

This statement also points to a criticism of LOFT.
Some people have
suggested that LOFT is more of an evaluation program than a training
program.
It should also
be
noted that Eastern, like several other
airlines, is in the process of developing a LOFT program for initial
Furthermore,
training in addition to the program for recurrent training.
the evaluation is structured so that it is not a pass/no pass evaluation
and is thus used for training as well.
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These and other successful programs have several principles in
common. First, the developers of the programs have had the support of top
Secondly, they have acquired critical
management from the beginning.
support by inviting both the FAA and their pilots to participate in the

development of the program and simulator missions, and in a continual
review of the program to improve it.

The major effort being made by the airlines to reexamine and use
basic OD principles suggests that this same process may also make a
contribution to general aviation safety. Obviously, there are significant
While the same OD
differences in the flight operations involved.
principles may be relevant in both areas, their specific application may
vary widely.
Airlines
important difference is in cockpit organization.
typically have a tightly defined, formalized structure in the cockpit.
One

Each crewnember has certain responsibilities and tasks which are
specifically delineated. This order works well in a controlled environment
with a relatively small group and a single common and very specific goal.
General aviation, on the other hand, is much less structured and much more
Under these conditions, effective utilization of OD principles
diverse.
may be a greater challenge.
One potential application for these concepts is the definition of the
optimum role for the graduate of a pinch-hitter course, such as that
sponsored by the Aircraft Operators and Pilots Association (AOPA).
Presently, the main objective of this course is to teach the passenger in
the right seat how to land in an emergency situation should the pilot
This approach, however, is an
become incapacitated for any reason.
The
underutilization of a resource with considerably greater potential.
flight
by
pinch-hitter can improve the safety and the efficiency of the
airports,
finding
opening
charts,
helping with radio communications,
Almost invariably, pinch-hitters enjoy the
scanning for traffic, etc.
Many of their fears about flying are allayed, and much of the
course.
There is no reason a pinch-hitter cannot make a
mystery disappears.
positive contribution to the flight even if his role consists of only
elementary tasks such as switching frequencies on the radio.

The present pinch-hitter training course is similar to giving
resource management training only to captains. Only half the job is done
if a newly trained pinch - hitter gets back in the plane with available
- only to discover that the left
resources to offer the left seat_

potential resource nor of ways to
seat pilot is neither aware of
The left seat pilot should recognize the potential of this
utilize it.
Providing
new resource and needs guidelines to assist him in this way.
the needed help is a chalAnge for all of us who are concerned with GA
training and safety.

Another potential GA application for OD has sometimes been called
It involves two qualified pilots,
the occasional copilot problem."
frequently, two flight instructors both at the control of the aircraft.
This situation, seriously regarded by some people as quite dangerous, can
Having two pilots, neither
create very real role perception problems.
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clearly designated as pilot-in-command (PIC) is only slightly more
hazardous than having both of them playing that role.
(The airline
version is flying with two captains.) In most situations, the PIC sits in
the left seat.
And often, this seating arrangement alone is enough to
clarify the PIC and copilot.
However, during instruction, the student

usually sits in the left seat with they instructor as PIC in the right
seat.

This situation increases the vulnerability of instructor pilots to
conflict when flying together, particularly under stressful conditions.
Unfortunately, these are precisely the times when it is important to have
no confusion regarding roles and exactly the situations under which the
right seat instructor pilot is trained and conditioned to command the
plane.

Another difference between the airline and non-airline environments
is the technology available and the conditions under which it is used.
Very few airline crews fly a B-727 one week and a B-737 the next.
However, GA pilots frequently fly substantially different aircraft without
anything resembling airline cockpit transition training.
Even similar
aircraft types may have radically different cockpit equipment.

One last difference between the airline and general aviation
environments relates to the motivational bases of the employees.
Because
it is the nature of their job, airline flight crews are more highly
motivated to work as a team for the safety and effectiveness of the
operation.
Thus, one would anticipate a minimal amount of conflict
between crewmembers.
It would be difficult to make such a generalization
concerning general aviation. For example, the copilot may be brand new in
a particular type aircraft.
However, knowing that he hasjust completed
two years in the left seat PIC (or even worse, as a flight instructor in
the right seat) may shed some light on his motivation.
He may be flying
as copilot because he wants to build flight time in this particular type
of aircraft in hopes of upgrading to the left seat. Or, he may be flying
right seat because he feels more comfortable in that position.
Either
motivation could lead to conflicts with other crew members.

One problem
for general aviation pilots is that no where do they
teceive training in resource management.
The FAA provides outlines for
flight training curricula and sets standards through flight and ground
testing.
None of the flight test guides for any of the five pilot
certificates (student, private, commercial, flight instructor, and airline
transport) mention such topics as resources, crew coordination, etc. Some
flight training programs provide instruction on utilizing the right seat
crewmember, particularly in light twin training.
However, during the
checkride, most candidates are expected to ignore any resources that might
occupy the right seat.
Since the GA environment is neither static nor strictly ordered, and
the pilots potentially are quite diverse in skill level, motivation, and
experience, a model is needed that will allow the pilot to identify
resources and utilize them to more efficiently and safely fly the
aircraft.
One such model, developed by Bobbitt and Behling (1980) for
business management areas, provides a diagnostic approach which applies
well to aviation resource management.
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The diagnostic approach first classifies resources into four
"Task" is defined by
task, technology, structure, and people.
the objectives of the situation - these must be operationally meaningful
For example, in a situation where the landing gear will not
statements.
extend, the task would be to keep the aircraft flying while examining
variables:

options to remedy the problem.

"Technology" refers to the equipment in the aircraft. As mentioned
it is not infrequent to have the same type aircraft equipped

earlier,

This is a case of having different resources
quite differently.
For the gear problem mentioned above, the presence of an
available.
autopilot or capable co-pilot could certainly change how the pilot would
deal with a problem.
Is
"Structure" refers to the communication and authority structure.
the left seat pilot accustomed to, and most comfortable when flying alone?
Does the right seat know to not initiate actions without approval or at

The two flight instructors with
least notification of the left seat?
similar role expectations flying together is an example of the potential
problem of the authority structure.

The last variable, "people", focuses on the attitudes, expectations,
A co-pilot with two hours time in a
skills, and abilities of the pilots.
particular type aircraft is a different resource than one with 1000 hours
time in type. Becoming acquainted with the capabilities of the person in

the other seat should be a part of preflight planning.

It should be

however, that the importance of differences may increase or
If the task is reading approach plates,
decrease depending on the task.
for example, the numbers of hours in type is irrelevant.
noted,

It

is

important to realize

that

the

four variables are mutually

dependent on each other. A change in one will have an effect on another.
Furthermore, once the diagnostic breakdown is completed, a pilot has been
provided with little more than that - an identification of potential
Stopping at this point puts a pilot at the same level as the
resources.
left seat pilot not knowing what to do with a pinch-hitter.
therefore, of the diagnostic appr$ch is to
The second stage,
detertine the utility of the four variables. Drawing from J. D. Thompson's

(1976) "Three C's of Management", the variables are evaluated as
Constraints are those variables
constraints, contingencies or controls.
over which a pilot has no control. Many of the technology variables are
For example, if a transponder does not have an encoding
constraints.
The importance of constraints is
function, then that is its limitation.
recognizing that they cannot be changed to solve an inflight problem.
Contingencies are the "what-ifs", events which may or may not occur.
It might
A good resource manager excels in the handlinglof this area.
the
right
seat
the
task
of
setting
up
mean, for example, assigning to
navaids and frequencies for the approach. A contingency for which the YIC
should be prepared is discovering tnat the wrong approach plate was used
and then how to respond in redirecting resources.
Controls are those Item over which the pilot does have command.
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utility, of the right seat will depend on hold the people in both seats have
learned to coordinate their activities through an authority structure. If

the left seat is unsure Of who is controlling what, performance of tasks
will suffer.

The importance of this model lies in its adaptability to different
It is a model which fits the dynamic environment of general
aviation. However, for this diagnostic approach to work, both left and
situations.

seat occupants must be aware of its limitations - namely, as a model
which classifies.
If the classification is faulty, then so may be the
performance of tasks.
This statement represents a fairly often heard
criticism by left seat pilots of their experiences trying to utilize the
right seat. A copilot 4requently causes a worIload increase (for the left
seat) 'because not only must the aircraft be flown but now the right seat
must be. monitored as well.
This situation is correctable using the
diagnostic model.
Monitoring is necessary but so is planning for the
contingencies and coordinating activities among the crewmembers.

Utilization of OD principles can make a significant contribution to
the general aviation sector.
It provides an organized framework of
problem-solving, skills which can deal with the variances of skills,
abilities, role perceptions, and motivations of the pilot populations
involved. The skills developed must be appreciated by both right and left
seat occupants and their utilization clearly understood prior to the
flight.
These concepts once developed and implemented Should also be
supported by the FAA and by all other leadership elements ip GA.
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VALIDATION OF A PROPOSED PILOT TRAINEE
SELECTION SYSTEM
Jefferson M. Koonce
U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado
The use of an Aircrew- Payohomator Test- -Deviee and -the- Air

Force Officer Qualifying Test have been proposed for the
selection of U.S. Air Force pilot training and candidat05.
Random sample of the class of 1978 and the class of 1979
were given the proposed tests and followed through undergraduate pilot training. The results cast serious doubt
as to the utility of these tests in selecting U.S. Air
Force Academy cadets for pilot training.
INTRODUCTION

With the current high costsof undergraduate pilot training (UPT)
there is a need to accurately screen candidates so that thoseadmitted
into pilot training will have the highest probability of successfully
completing the program. The ability to reduce the numbers who fail to
complete pilot training to less than ten percent through an improved
pilot trainee selection system is the goal of ground based screening
(GBS). The proposed GBS system (McGrevy and Valentine, 1974) would use
the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (A QT) form N and an aircrew
psychomotor test (APT) device to select pilot training candidates on
cognitive factors (AFOQT) and perceptual-motor factors (APT). Gould
(1978) reviewed the development of the AFOQT, which has been used by
the U.S. Air Force since 1951 and has undergone fourteen revisions over
the years. The AFOQT results are organized into five composite scores
(officer quality, verbal, quantitative, pilot, and navigator-technical)
based upon various ,00mbinations of the eighteen subtests.
The full
AFOQT takes approximater seven hours to administer and it may be given
individually or as a group test. Gould also reviews the standardization
of the present Form N of the AFOQT.
4
Passey and McClaurin (1966) provide a comprehensive review article
on psychomotor testing over the years and suggest. certain refinements
for the updating of psychomotor test devices. Recent technological
advances in solid state electronics has caused a renewed interest in the
use of psychomotor tests in pilot selection. McGrevy and Valentine
(1974) report on the development and validation of two psychomotor tasks
presented by a psychomotor device (APT) which is reliable, easily maintained, and provides accurate measures of subject performance. The
first of the tasks is a two-hand coordination pursuit task and the
second is a complet coordination test requiring x-y compensatory tracking with a joystick and a single z-axis tracking using footpedals.
McGrevy and Valentine (1974, pg. 9) state that "the addition of the
psychomotor tests to the AFOQI can enhance the prediction of pilot
training success."
The proposed implementation of a GBS system requires that it be
.1sed to select pilot training candidates from all sources; AFROTO, OTS
and USAFA. Because the U.S. Air Force Academy's population is a highly
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stratified sample of the population at large'and because it has a highly
refined selection program along with four years of motivation and.training, the utility of applying GBS to Academy cadetshas 'been questioned:
In fact, over the past ten years, the attrition'Of Academy graduateefor
flying deficiency in pilotitraining has generally been ten percent or
less, the goal of the GBS system. Thus, before such a:program as GBS
is Applied,:ta_a Yezy_select,populationthe. validity of that ITogram_for
screenlng pilot candidates should be demonstrated as being as good or
better than the existing system. The previous1y claimed validity of the
AFOQT and the. APT have been correlation coefficients biltween candidates'
performances on the tests and their piss/fail performances in pilot
training, not a demonstration of the relationship of.their predicted
performances with actual pilot training performance.
)'

.

The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the relationship between the pilot training performances predicted by the GBS system and
the candidates actual performance in pilot training. The experimental
hypothesis was that GBS will significantly enhance the Capability to
identify those pilot training candidates who will fail to complete
pilot training while not causing a significant number of false positives
that is, denying access to pilot training those who would have been successful. In demonstrating the validity of applying the GBS system to
theAcademy, it was decided that (1) pilot qualified cadets should take
the AFOQT and APT, and be ranked in order of performance scores, (2)
those failing to score above the proposed cut-off level be identified,
i3 all candidates be permitted to go to pilot training, and (4) after
completion of pilot training their pilot training performance would be
compared with their scores on the AFOQT and APT.
METHOD
1.pparatus

The Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT), Form N, were furaished by the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) for administration of the test to Academy Cadets. See Gould (1978) for detailed
description of the AFOQT.

.

Two aircrew psychomotor devices manufactured by Systems Rpsearch
Laboratories for APHRI, were positioned in individual rooms of the
Each device
*iehavioral Sciences Laboratories U.S. Air Force Academy.
'In
the
first
task the
automatically presented and scored two tasks.
subject was required to track a target with his cross using two hand
(ontrolle*s. The right-hand controller moved the cross horizontally-ana the left-hand controller moved the cross vertically. The target
moved.cicckwise in a circular manner with minor variations in velocity.
Both the target and the subject's cross were presented on a CRT and the
controllers were to the left and right of the screen slightly above
'armrest' level. The second task presented cross hairs aividing the
CRT screen in half vertically and in half horizontally. With a stick
similar to that used to control aircraft the subject attempted to maintains his cross in the center of the cross hairs. Moving the stick to
the light iaused the cross tc move left on the screen and moving the
stick forward (away from the subject) caused the cross to move toward
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the bottom of the screen. While trying to keep the cross centered, the
subject also had to keep a vertical bar, located on the bottom of the
CRT, centered laterally upon the vertical cross hair with the use of
footpedals. Pressing the right footpedal caused the vertical bar to
move from right to left on the screen, and the left footpedal would
The APT device was controlled by a cassette tape
move it to the right.
which gave instructions to the subject, controlled the presentation of
the --tacics , -and-- caused the-subject's-error-data ta be-eolleeted and presented for the experimenter to record after-each session. The 'total
time for the APT device to present both tasks was eighteen minutes.
See Sanders, Valentine, and McGrevy (1971) and McGrevy and Valentine
(1974) for further details on the APT.
.

Subjects and,Procedure
All subjects were U.S. Air Force Academy cadets randomly selected.
by the Academy's computer and given an appointment to be present for
the testing.
When the subjects arrived for their scheduled appointment
they were briefed on the nature-of the study, informed of their status
as a volunteer, and asked to sign a consent form before participating
in the study.
In December 1977 the AFCQT was administer'd to approximately two
hundred randomly selected cadets from each class, 1979 through '1981.
The testing was conducted on a Saturday in several large lecture hallo
with adequate lighting and writing surfaces. Cadets taking the AFOQT
were excused from a Saturday morning training session and inspection.
Administration of the AFOQT took approximately seven hours, not includ-,
ing the break for lunch.
In the Spring of 1978 those first classmen, cadets of the class of
1978, who were pilot, qualified and had taken the AFOQT were asked to
take the Aircrew Psychomotor Test in the Behavioral Science Laboratory.
These subjects (N = 129) had either completed the T-41, light aircraft,
flight training or had completed at least half of the program at the
time of the APT session. Additionally, 261 pilot qualified second
class cadets of the class of 1979 were randomly selected to take the
APT.
None qf these cadets had taken T-41 flight training, however, a
portion (8.8) of them had had some flight training outside of the
Academy environment. The second classmen who took the APT were a different sample from those second classmen who had taken the AFOQT.
When a cadet reported for the APT session he was told the nature
of the study and the task to be performed and asked to sign a consent
Those not desiring to participate
form volunteering to participate.
were dismissed.
RESULTS
) QT

The AFOQT criteria for acceptance to pilot training is at least
tne 25th centile on the pilot composite, the 10th-centile on the navigator, and at least at a total of 50 when combining the pilot and

/57

The data on the combined pilot ar.1
navigator cent lie scores together.
navigator scores are in Table 1. There was no significant differences
Using the AFHRL
in the performance of these two groups on the AFOQT.
criteria for the AFOQT, 8.4% of those pilot qualified cadets in the
class of 1978 who took the AFOQT would have been denied access to pilot
training if GBS were implemented. Similarly, 13.6% of the class of
:979 would have been denied access to pilot training. The proportion
of tnose who would have been denied access to pilot training who actually succeeded in pilot training was 80% for the class of 1978 and 81.25%
for the class of 1979. The correlation between the AFOQT scores and
UPT pals /fail were 0.149 and 0.260 for the classes of 1978 and 1979
re.3pectively.

TABLE

AFO,j Scores and Pilot Training Performance

AFO,J Scores

Class of 1978
Passed
Failed

Class of 1979
Fal-:sed
Failed
J3

99

ailed

9),

8

The ,ir Force human Resource:; Laboratory has proposed that only the
L2(Jliq 1,,chorotor task on the APT be used for Filet bcreenink; because
t_e
ta-k doe:, riot contribute sirnficantly to the validity of GB:).
The scoring or the
LDrmative dlta on the first task was not available.
.:econd tasK is developed by first converting the raw error scores on x

horiontA1), y (stick vertical), and z (rudders) axes to s-scores
11..c, the population means and standard deviations obtained earlier from
A
'he AFROTO and 'T_L", population, and then i:umming the three z-scores.
negative sum would be better than average which should be sera. If a
Dahi
snou_iu have a z-score sum of 3 or more that would elimlHate
nim from conlieratiou for pilot training,.

There was no significant difference between the fi,st and second
Had the APT been used to screen these candidates
for pilot training using all of the data, 9.3 of the first dais-men
',Li 6-05 of the second classmen would have been denied access to pilot
mining (Table 2). The proportion of those who would have been denied
to UPT based on their APT scores but who actually passed pilot
training wa.; 83.33% for the class of 1978 and 91.67% for the .class or
The correlations between the APT scores and UFT pass/ fail were
ET).
t.la,sman on the APT.

--..0E! and - ').o_'(

for the classes of 1972 and 1979 resp,.?ctively.

.1
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TABLE 2

Aircrew Foymonotcr Test Scores and Pilot Training Perfmrman,.e

Ai].(ircw Psycsot'Dtor
:1-1:;-; of 197,)

f

Passel

Passe°

10

1leitrer
Lr the Al: ,curfs discriminuted very well u2twee:, thse
whc passed pilot trining ani those who failed to
cor4lete pilot tr-lining.
In fact the distributions of the scores of
those who ',ass:el and failed pilot training were very similar. The
of significant correlations between the test scores and pilot trainin;
performance sipports this observation.

The cadets in the class of 1978 had comileted or were halfway tc
completion of a
aircraft training program while thonc in the
class cf 1979 nad not yet entered the light aircraft training progrhl.
On toe AE'CiT ta,i class of 1978 scored slightly higher than the class 0"
1979 but insufficient for statistical significance. One would expect
sach an increase in score due to an additional year of college education, but the adlition of light aircraft training did not add suffi
iently for a dir'erence between clan es. Surprisin;:ly, the second cla,s
cadets, ,_lass of- ;979, performed slightly better than the class of l976
on the Aircrew i'schomotor Test device; however that difference was
not enough to reach .statistical significance.
The second APT task was
very similar to flying an ILS approach with a flight director, but on
one of trio axes trie control inputs were reverse those of an aircraft
while on the other axis it was the same.
This might have been a source
of confusion and resulting higher error for the subjects in the class
of 1978 since they had more flight experience than those in the class
of 1979.
In general, the use of both the AFOQT and the APT would not have
reduced the percent of attrition of Academy cadets in UFT. But, the
prosperts of denying access to pilot training to a gr up of ,_riiets of
wSieh at,

iea.;-t-, eignty percent would probably be successful in pilot

trtin-

is- may have :ome serious side effects on morale and the willingness of
r.
inaiviluaii; to complete their education at the Academy. Many cadets
to tne Academy with a very strong desire to bekiome an Air Force
Tilot aril by the time they are firlt or second "inosmen they represent
'Cirr.f-

invetmerit.
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What that might do to
year, or even before they arrive at the Academy.
the potential pool of future Academy candidates is unknown, but the
effects of temporal decay of five years on the predictive capability
of: the tests would probably render them even less useful than they
were for the ciasses of 1978 and 1979, college seniors and juniors.
At preLent, the Air Force Officers Qualifying Test and the Aircrew
:chomotsr Test do not seem to be of any significant value tor the
of Air Force Academy cadets for undergraduate pilot training.
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SEX AS A MODERATOR VARIABLE IN THE SELECTION AND
TRAINING OF PERSONS FOR A
THOMAS M. McCLOY and

.LED TASK

N. KOONCE

United States Air
., Academy
Colorado

The emergence of females into traditional male roles in industries
as well as the military has caused concerns over whether it might require
modification of the selection and training procedures that have been
developed previously to optimize the screening of males for those 'roles.
Natural curiosity has asked how the sexes differ in physical strength
capabilities, but the effects of any differences in cognitive styles or
psychomotor abilities have not been fully explored.
For many years paper and pencil tests have been used by the military
services in the screening of candidates for most officer training and
flight training programs. Gould (1978) reviews the development of the
Air Force Officers Qualifying Test (AFOQT) which has been used by the
U. S. Air Force since 1951 and has undergone fourteen revisions in the
past twenty-seven years. The test results are organized into five composite scores (officer quality, verbal, quantitative, pilot, and navigatortechnical) based upon various combinations of the eighteen subtests which
include electrical maze tracing, rotated blocks, and aerial landmarks.
Psychomotor ability has been used off and on as a predictor of
pilot training success since 1919. The use of psychomotor tests in the
U. S. Air Force was discontinued in the early 1950's because of difficulties in calibrating and maintaining the machines under decentralized
testing conditions. McGrevy and Valentine (1974) report on the development and validation of two psychomotor tasks presented by a solid state
psychomotor test device (PTD) which is reliable, easily maintained, and
provides accurate measures of subject performance. The device automatically presents instructions to the subjects, gives them practice, and
then tests them on two tasks: a two-hand coordination pursuit task (PTD1)
McGrevy and
and a complex stick-and-rudder coordination task (PTD2).
Valentine state that "the addition of the psychomotor tests to the
AFOQT can enhance the prediction of pilot training success." (pg.9).
This paper tells of a series of studies designed to determine just
how different are males and females in cognitive styles and psychomotor
abilities, whether one could expect a gender difference in the acquisition
of ,skills, and whether or not prediction equations developed to optimize
the selection of males for a skill would be adequate for the selection
Also, once the males and females were
of,females for those same skills.
trained to a given skill level on a basic task, would they exhibit equal
transfer of training to more complex tasks? The research presented here
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used a battery of cognitive and psychomotor tests similar to those
proposed by McGrevy and Valentine for the Air Force, proceeded to
measure the performance in the acquisition of basic flight skills,
and noted the effects upon transfer of training to complex flight
The cognitive tests were the Identical Pictures Test
skills.
(perceptual speed), Map Memory Test (visual memory), Cube Comparison
Test (spatial orientation), and Maze Tracing (spatial scanning) from
the Ekstrom, French, Harman, and Derman (1976) battery, and the
Embedded Figures Test (field independence) from the Educational
Testing Service (Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, and Kark, 1971). Three
psychomotor tees were administered: the pursuit rotor task (PR),
the PTD1, and the PTD2.
STUDY 1

The subjects were fifty-one male and fifty-two female volunteer
fourth class (freshman) cadets at the U. S. Air Force Academy. Initially
they participated in three 50-minute sessions over a two month period.
The first session consisted of small group administration of the
first four cognitive tests which were quite similar to subtests forming
In the second session the subjects were
the pilot scale of the AFOOT.
individually given the EFT and the three psychomotor tests. In the
third session each subject was instructed in how to perform four basic
flight maneuvers (climb, cruise, descent, and turn) using a desk-top
flight simulator, given practice on the maneuvers, and then tested on
his or her performance while flying these maneuvers in simulated smooth
and turbulent air conditions.
The performance of the males and females on the cognitive tests
were in the directions anticipated from general population data, in
that the females were somewhat faster on the IP test, while the males
tended to be better on the MM, CC, and MT tests. Also, the males were
faster on the EFT test (more field independent), but not significantly
Only on the CC test was the sex difference statistically signififaster.
On all of the psychomotor tests and all of the simulator
cant (4140.001).
flight maneuvers in rough and smooth air the males were significantly
better than the females (g< 0.001). The lack of significant differences
between the sexes on the cognitive tests might be due in part to the
selection process for cadets at the Academy which tends to result in
cognitively more homogeneous groups than would be expected in the general
population.

The scores on the cognitive and psychomotor tests were used as
predictor variables in a stepwise multiple regression technique to
predict the flight maneuver performance in smooth air, rough air and
For the males, the PTD2 and
overall for males and females separately.
the IP tests were the significant predictors; but for the females, the
PR and CC tests were the significant predictors. The multiple Rs ranged
The multiple
from0.388 to 0.526, all statistically significant (414.0.05).
Rs in predicting flight performance for the males and females together
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did not differ significantly from those for either sex separately.
The great dissimilarities in the equations for males and for females
tend to support the notion that to select those females with the
greatest probability of success in pilot training one should develop
the weights for the predictor tests from females in the population
as .opposed to using those weights derived from males in the population.
STUDY 2

A year later those subjects who were still at the Academy (45 males
and 45 females) were asked to return for two or three additional fiftyminute sessions.
Because such a significant sex difference in the
performance of the four maneuvers had been observed we asked whether
it was attributable to sex differences in cognitive interpretations of
the tasks or motor translations of the desired responses. The subjects
Based upon
were given a single trial pre-test on the four maneuvers.
the pre-test performances they were divided into three equal groups of
males and females for control (CON), cognitive training (COG), and
cognitive and motor training (COG +MOT). The COG training consisted of
verbal interpretation of eight different flight attitudes with verbal
responses as to how one should respond with the throttle and yoke to
bring-the aircraft to a desired position. The COG+MOT training required
the same verbal interpretation of the same eight attitudes, but instead
of telling how one should respond to bring the aircraft to a desired
position they actually made the initial responses to the throttle and
To prevent practice, the COG+MOT subjects were not allowed to
yoke.
fly all the way to desired position, only make the initial input to
Both experimental groups were given feedback at the end
the controls.
of each of the eight trials.
All three groups, CON, COG, and COG+MOT, were then tested on their
abilities to perform the four basic flight maneuvers, and then they
continued to practice them until their performance reached a preset
The dependent variables were the performance on the first
criteria.
trial and the total trials required to meet criteria. The first trial
performance indicated a difference between the sexes (144.0.02) but no
differences between groups. On the other hand, the trials to criteria
reflected a significant difference between the performances of males
and females (1140.0001) and a significant difference between groups
The multiple regression equations became
(a40.10); see Figure 1.
stronger as the subjects overall were broken down into their respective
training conditions, and even more when divided into sex within groups:
Overall

Group_

Sex Within Group
M

CON 0.652

F

M

0.593

COG 0.783

F

M

COG+MOT 0.615
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F

0.850
0.782
0.733
0.871
0.394
0.763

These results indicated that sex is inoeed a moderator variable in the
prediction of basic flight performance. Also, novices who are not very
familiar with a %killed task to be performed will benefit far more from
both cognitive and motor training than from cognitive training alone.
Perhaps once the subjects becogie more skilled the cognitive training
will be just as effective as cognitive and motor training.
STUDY 3

The remaining subjects, 43 male and 38 female cadets, were then
instructed on how to perform a chandelle, and then they practiced it
until their performande met predetermined criteria. A chandelle is a
maximum performance climbing turn that is more cognitively demanding
than the four basic maneuvers previously learned. Prior to the learning
of the chandelle all of the subjects were equally skilled in the performance_of the four basic maneuvers. No sex differences in the learning
of the chandelle were anticipated. The trials to criteria on the chandelle
refletted a-significant difference between the sexes (D40.056) and a
significant difference based upon the previous group training (D40.02);
Separating the cognitive tests from the psychomotor tests
see Figure 2.
in the prediction of all of the subjects performance on the chandelle,
the multiple R for cognitive predictors was 0.414 while for psychomotor
predictors it was 0.225. This indicates the more cognitive nature of
In the prediction of trials to criteria on
the chandelle maneuver.
the chandelle overall, by group, and by sex within group the results
were similar to those of the four maneuvers:
Cherall

Group

Sex Within Group
M

CON 0.589

F

M

0.488
COG 0.704

F

M
COG+MOT 0.684

F

0.980
0.690

0.825
0.971
0.889
0.805

The results of this study continue to support the idea of
sex as a moderator variable in the prediction of complex flight skills.
The individual regression equations by.sex had significantly different
predictor variables which suggests that regression equations developed
on one sex may not be optimum for selection of persons of the other
The fact that a sex °difference persisted on the chandelle after
sex.
all subjects were performing at the same level on the four maneuvers
leads one to think that the males and females might differ in their
But,
abilities to transfer their training on these types of tasks.
relative
to
the
because the chandelle was so cognitively demanding
four basic maneuvers we might not be seeing the phenomena of transfer
of training as much as the learning of an entirely different type of
task.
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/1
1

CON

COG

COG+MOT

CON

Conditions
Figure 1.

Mean trials to learn four maneuvers.

I

I

COG

COG+MOT

Conditions
Figure 2.

n c '"

Mean trials to learn a chandelle

Another study is being conducted this year at the Air Force
Academy to see if the differences between the males and females can
be completely "trained-out," and using comparable tasks will males
and females transfer their training equally from one task to another.
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CHANGES IN THE US ARMY AVIATOR SELECTION AND'TRAINING PROGRAM
by

W. R. Brown, J. A. Dohme and M. G. Sanders
US Army Research Institute'
Fort Rucker, Alabama

Shortly after World War II the Army began to build its own aviation program.
Early on it was recognized that the Army's training needs and those of the other
services were sometimes disparate. One major disparity is the Army's Warrant
Officer aviator program.
The Army trains both Commissioned Officer and Warrant
Officer aviators. While the officer flight training program was and is very
similar to the flight training programs of the Air Force and the Navy, the
Warrant Officer (WO) program is unique.
Basically, the WO program permits
individuals who have only a high school education to be trained as aviators.
The selection process is necessarily different for the two training programs.
This paper will present an overview of those training programs with a focus on
aviator selection; past, present and future.
vs

The fact that the Army has two basic entry programs creates some special
selection and training problems. The backgrounds of the individuals who-enter
flight training via these two avenues appear to be somewhat different. The
majority of WOCs entering the program have prior enlisted service but a sizable
come "off the street", i.e., civilian entry.
The Commissioned Officers (COs)
entering the program generally differ in two ways from the WOCs: they have more
formal education and they have been through at least one "screening program"
designed to eliminate those who do not have the potential to become officers.
That'is, all COs have undergone'basic officer training in one of these three
programs:
ROTC (Reserve Officer Training Corps), OCS (Officer Candidate School),
or th US Military Academy.
Training Rates

Over the Years, the number of WOCs and Cis trained has changed drastically.
In the early days, (forties and early fiftief;), when the Army had more fixed
wing (F/W) than rotary wing (R/W) aircraft, many more COs than WOCs were
trained.
The general, approach at that time put COs into F/W aircraft and
WOs into R/W aircraft. As the tactics and doctrine of the Army changed,
going mores to R/W than F/W, the number of CO and WO aviators trained has
become more nearly equal. With these changes, the general rule of training
COs primarily for F/W and WOs for R/W has also changed. All flight student,'
now receive Initial Entry Rotary Wing (IERW) training as the first step in
their flying career.
Later, some are given advanced aircraft transitions,
either F/W (T-42, U-21, OV-1, etc.) or R/W (CH-47, AH-1, UH-60, etc.). The
number of CO and WO IERW graduates by year are shown in Table l. This table
r4lect-, that there have been substantial changes in output from the IERW
flight training program.

2h7

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

The increased training requirements observed in recent years came about
(1) the loss of a large number of aviators trained
for three primary reasons:
during the Vietnam era, (2) the low retention rate of aviation WOs; only 46%
of the aviation WOs trained during fiscal years 1976, 7T, and 1977 remained
in the Army at the end of their three year obligated tour, and (3) increased
aviation force requirements for the 1980's.
Attrition Rates

The attrition rates for both CO and WOC IERW students can be seen in
Prior to 1977, WOC flight training students Were given OCS type
Table 2.
training concomitantly with flight training. As Table 2 illustrates, the
attrition rate for WOC students was quite high for the FY 75 and 7.6 timeframe.

INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

An investigation into these attrition rates revealed that the majority of
these attritees were being eliminated for non-flight related deficiencies,
This attrition was
i.e.. military or officer development deficiencies.
occurring during flight training, after considerable time and expense had
In an effort to reduce costs in aircraft and time, a formal
been invested.
military development course was established to train WOCs in these military
and officer skills prior to actual flight training. .This course is called the
Warrant Officer Military Development Course (WOCMDC) and is six weeks in length.
Table 2 illustrates tho percentage of attrition associated with IERW training
The bar graphs for,,, the
both before and after the establishment of the WOCMDC.
years 1977 through 1980 show that the WOC eliminations for flight related
deficiencies closely match those of the officers. Most of the attrition takes
place during the WOCMDC prior to flight training thereby reducing training
A, noted earlier, the COs entering flight training have already been
costs.
through this type of military development sdreening process, therefore attrition
observed for CO' in IERW is primarily due to flight deficiencies.
Flight Aptitude Selection Test (FAST)

The first operational selection instrument for the flight training program
evolved from the development of two separate test batteries, one designed for
the selection of officers as fixed wing trainees and one designed for the
,,election of Warrant Officer Candidates (WOCs) as rotary wing trainees. As a
result of a field evaluation, the two were consolidated into one test battery
However, the resultant test, the Flight Aptitude Selection Test (FAST)
in 1966.
still retained two forms; the Officer Battery (FAST-013) and the Warrant Officer
Table 3 presents a listing of the components of the two
Batt.ery (FAST-WOCB).
These subtests can be grouped into four basic content areas
batteries.
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(1) biographical data and interest information, (2) spatial ability,
(3) mechanical ability, and (4) aviation information.

INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE

Each FAST battery resulted in three scores:
(1) rotary wing aptitude
score, (2) fixed wing aptitude score, and (3) a composite score. Theicomposite score was used for selection purposes.
The FAST maximum composite
score is 519 for the WOCB and 562 for the OB.

FAST composite score medians (50th percentile) of 256 (SD = 60) and 300
(SD = 30) respectively for the OB and WOCB were found for 1977 through 1979.
applicants.
The minimum score required for entry into the flight trainini.
program was 155 for officers and 300 for WOCs. Tables 4 and 5 piesent the
composite score means, by year, for officers and WOCs entering flight training.
It can be seen from these tables that the composite score means for the students actually selected for flight training are considerably higher than the
minimum.
This is due to the large applicant pool from which the Army may
select.
The Army has the opportunity to select individuals with higher FAST
scot-vs and still fill the throughput/graduation requirements.
This favorable
selection ratio does, however, appear to be declining.
Tables 4 and 5 indicate
that with the increase in required throughput (reference Table 1)-the composite score means for IERW students show a slight decrease over the last few
years.
It should be noted, however, that the average composite score for WOCs
entering the program in 1981 is 324 which is at the 68th percentile score.

INSERT TABLES 4 & 5 ABOUT HERE

When using any selection instrument, one of the important factors to be
determined is its predictive validity. Several predictive validity estimates
have been made comparing composite scores on the FAST with overall flight
grades. The most recent study (Eastman and McMullen, 1978a) found that the
predictive validity coefficients of the FAST to,overall grade were .38 for
the WOCB and .44 for the OB. The estimates were adjusted for restriction
of range on the predictor variable.
Eastman and McMullen (1978a) also found
that successful officer trainees obtained significantly higher FAST composite
scores (278 vs 244) than'eliminated officers (t = 2.39; p<.05). However,
the FAST score difference between successful (mean = 342.6) and nonsuccessful
WOCs (mean = 333.7) was not statistically significant.
Two factors probably account for the lack of statistical difference
observed in the FAST scores of successful and nonsuccessful WOCs:
(1) the
highly restricted range of FAST scores for WOCs entering the flight training
program, i.e., individuals selected for the WOC program scored in the 70-80th
percentile range on the FAST, and (2) a large percentage of the WOCs were
eliminated for deficiencies not related to flight aptitude.
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Revised FAST

Several significant changes have occurred since the FAST was developed in
1966, e.g., the nature of the mission has changed to reflect the emphasis on
rotary wing flight, especially Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) flight. Additionally,
the aircraft coming into the Army inventory have grown in complexity, and the
applicant population has changed to reflect increased minority and female
Also, there were some difficulties with the FAST itself.
representation.
It was composed of two rather lengthy batteries which were difficult and
time consuming to score. Additionally, there was an unacceptable error
rate at the Armed Forces Examination and Entrance Station (AFEES), in the
administration and scoring of the two batteries (Eastman and McMullen, 1978b).
Based on these and other considerations, a Revised FAST (RFAST) was develop d
-which became operational in March 1980. The RFAST has several advantages over the
(1) it contains only 200 items, chosen primarily from those items
old FAST:
on the old_FAST found to be most predictive of IERW performance, (2) it is
easier to score, (3) the same test is given to both WOC and CO applicants.
Table 6 shows the seven subtests contained in the RFAST as compared to the
original twelve subtests found in the FAST-OB and FAST-WOCB. A preoperational
mit

INSERT TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE

studv was performed to obtain an estimate of the predictive validity of the
RFASF relative to the,IERW overall grade. A sample of 178 WOC students,
previously selected based on scores from the old FAST, were given the RFAST
,hortly after entering flight training. This sample had a mean composite
The predictive validity coore of 112 with a standard deviation of 15.
efficient was found to he .33, corrected for restriction in range. Preliminary
data on 2,517 applicants tested with the RFAST indicates a mean of 98 and
standard deviation of 20.5. An initial cut score of 90 (35th percentile) was
established for the RFAST. This cut score will allow Army selection officials
to adjust to varying selection ratios and select the most qualified individuals
available. A validity estimate for the officers has not yet been accomplished.
It is anticipated that a full predictive validity effort will be completed in
FY 82.

Current Research Efforts

Several other projects are in progress and show some promise for increasing
otfcctiveness and broadening the scope of the Army aviator selection proA hrief description of some of these projects is provided:
4ram.
th .

FAST Fairness Evaluation - The old and RFAST batteries are being
(1)
tvaluated relative to the issue of fairness. Greater minority and female
representation in the flight school applicant population dictates the evaluation
of all forms of the FAST to insure equivalent predictive capabilities for all
Research along these lines is tieing conducted in-house as
applicant groups.
well as through contractual support.

'CO ...J
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Revised FAST Alternate Form - Army policy changed in 1980 such that
(2)
one retest is allowed on the Revised FAST six months after original testing.
The preliminary stages of research have been completed in the process of
The development of
develOping an equivalent alternate form of the RFAST.
the alternate form will allow the Army to properly implement the retest
provision.

Differential Mission Assignment of Aviators - At the current time, the
Army graduates aviators in a dual track IERW training program in which approximately 25% of graduates earn their wings as Aeroscouts flying the OH-58 heliARI
rn their wings as Utility aviators in the UH-1.
copter and the majority
has been tasked to develop an assignment procedure to identify the aptitudes and
abilities of student pilots in order to optimally assign them to one of four
training tracks corresponding to the four basic helicopter missions: Aeroscout,
Attack, Cargo and Utility. The mission analysis is nearing completion and work
is beginning on the development of a test battery which will assess mission
specific abilities and aptitudes.
(3)

Performance-Based Aviator Selection System (PASS) - The PASS is a job
sample test which evaluates the appliant's psychomotor and cognitive capabilities
in the performance of actual flight maneuvers. The PASS program involves five
one hour blocks of automated flight instruction and evaluation in a UH-1 heliThe applicant progresses from the most basic aspects
copter flight simulator.
of helicopter flight up to complex high workload flight maneuvers (a VOR
After validation,
approach with a concurrent on-board emergency procedure).
the PASS will be used as the second part of a two-step sequential selection
The first step will be the RFAST which will be used for initial
program.
screening followed by a finer aptitude assessment with the PASS.
(4)

I
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF COMMISSIONED& WARRANT OFFICER
GRADUATES FROM IERW FLIGHT TRAINING: FY 75 THROUGH FY 81.
WO
CO

900
808

800
.

700

600
500
400
300
200
100

75

76

77

73
79
YEAR (FY)

in

80

81
(PROJECTED

TABLE 2
IERW A

ITION RATES FOR WOCMDC, WO FLIGHT TRAINING. AND CO FLIGHT TRAINING

50

WOCMDC

WOC FLIGHT

40.

',/ CO FLIGHT

.'.

30.

20.

10

75

76

77

79

78

YEAR FY
rb I,
A-

80

Table 3

COMPOSITION OF FAST BATTERIES

Officer

Warrant Officer

information

x

x

Mechanical Information

x

x

Mechanical Functions

x

x

Visualization of Maneuvers

x

x

Instrument Comprehension

x

x

Complex Movements

x

x

Stick and Rudder Orientation

x

x

Test

Biographical Information
Mechanical Prin

ples

Flight Orientation
Aviation Information
Helic

Self-Description
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TABLE 4
MEAN FAST SCORES FOR WOCs ENTERING IERW

:MO
:3 30
MEAN FAST ENTRANCE SCORE
1p

340

330
320
V

310
CUT SCORE

300
0
280

270
260

75

J76

77

78

79

80
(PROJECTED)

YEAR (JUL TO JUN)

r1( 1')
kw I-) -)

TABLES"
350

MEAN FAST, SCORES FOR COs ENTERING IERW

340

330

/
MEAN FAST ENTRANCE*SCORE

290
280

270

i

260
250
4

75
YEAR (JUL TO JUN)

A

TABLE 6

COMPOSITION OF FAST BATTERIES'
s

1 Old. FAST

Of

cer

Test_

Biographical Information

X

Mechanica,1 Principles

X

Warrant-Officer
WOCB

Flight Orientation
Aviation Information
Helicopter information
-

Mechanical Information
=MI

Mechanical Functions

X

Visualizat ion ofAManeuvers

Instrument Comprehension
complex. Movements

Stick and Rudder
Self - Description
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DIFFERENCES IN MULTI-TASK
RESPONSE STRATEGIES

DR. DIANE DAMN
THOMAS SAIST
Department of Industrial Engineering
SUNY at BuffaloBuffalo, New York

ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of two.experiments .examining/'
In the first
individual differences in multiple-task performance.
experiment, the subjects were classified according to the response
-strategy they used'eo perform'two discrete tasks. The subjects then
performed three different task combinations on four successive days.
A multivariate analysis of variance revealed significant betweenstrategy group differences in multiple-, but-not single-, task performance. The-Second experiment was designed to determine irthe results
of the firms experiment reflected between-group differences'in information priac-eSsing. The analyses indicated that one strategy group
processed multiple-task information significantly more poorly than the
other tWo groups.

40,

INTRODUCTION
One of th major problems confronting aviation psychology today
concerns excessive pilot workload. In some cases, recent advances in
technology, which have greatly extended the capabilities of the aircraft,
have put an increased demand on the pilot's limited informatign processing resources, In Other cases, the nature of_thelnission itself, such
as air-to-air combat, puts an extreme load on the-pilot's processing
capacities. Although some progress has been made in workload reduction
through improved controls and, displays, such changes do little to reduce
the load inherent in some types of missions. Therefore, it seems
important to select individuals who can deal effectively with high information processing loads.

To date, there has been little success in identifying individuals
However, Damos
who can perform well wider multiple-task conditions.
and Wickens (1980) found evidence of such differences' when subjects
were Classified according to the response strategy theused to perform
a discrete information processing combination consisting of a memory
and a classifiqation task. Three distinct strategies were identified:
a simultaneous response strategy, an altery ing strategy, and a massed
strategy. A simultaneous response strategy 5 one in which the subject
responds to both stimuli within some arbitr,l_ ly small interval (less
than 100 cosec). An alternating strategy is one in which the subject
If more than two responses
alternately makes one response to each task.
are made consistently to one task before switching to the other, the
strategy is classified as massed. Damos and Wickens found that the response strategy groups differed significantly on the memory-classification
combination, but not on any single -task measure of performance. Addition-
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or

in their performance on a
So Miffered
he grouns
ienificant diffe' nces were
tracking-tracking combination, but again no
found on any measure of single-task tracking.

ally,

_

1

This pattern of resulbeemav indicate that the response strategy
retiedindividual differences in multi-,but,not single-, task performance.
This paper presents the results of two experiments. The first
examine whether there are consistent
between strategy-group difterences
in multiple -talk performance. The second determined whether the observed
differences reflected fundamental differences in .information processing
or simply the effect of the strategy itself (a more detailed description
of the experiments is given in Damos and Smist, 1980,-T981).
EXPERP1ENT I
l',14,1erimental Rationale

Fxperlment I js designed to determine if there are consistent
een -group differences in multiple-tak performance by comparing the
the thLee strptegy
groups across a variety of task combine=

hod

Tasks

For this task two randomly select digits
resented simultaneously to the subject.
The digits aid on two dice
size and name. The subject deterns:
Classification.
between five and

mined the number of dimens:-irins on which the stimuli were alike and then
pressed one of three kevP)-n his left -hand keyboard.
soon as the

subject pressed a kv the pair was erased and,a new pair presented 2
msec later.

A

Twodependent variables were calculated for each trial: the
average interval\hytween correct responses (CRI) and the percentage of
correct responses-to.the total number pf responses emitted. The average
CR1 differs from the more common average reaction time in that incorrect
responses are not counted in its calculation.
This is, when an incorrect
response occurs, the CRI is the time between the preceding correct
response and the next correct response including the time during which
the incorrect response was made.
Both the percentage of correct responses
and the CRI were displayed to the subject at the end of each single- and
dual-task trial.
Memory.
In this task randomly selected digits between one and
The subject retained
four were presented sequentially to the subjec
the most recently displayed digit in memory while responding to the
"receding digit. For example, if the first stimulus were "1" and the
second "3", the correct response to the "3" would he "1". Responses were
The keys
made by pressing one of four keys on the right-hand keyboard.
were numbered from left to right beginnipg with "1". The response to the
As soon as a response wls
first stimulus of any trial was always "1".
"th, stimulus was erased and the next one presented.
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Two dependent variableA were recorded: CRI and the percentage of
correct responses. At the end of each single- and dual-task trial the
CRI and the percentage of correct responses were displayed to the subject.
Under dual-task conditions the digits for the classificatioA task were
presented iiiethe left rside of the display sc.feen; the digit for the
memory task was presehted on the right side.
-

Tracking. Two identical one-dimensional compensatory tracking
tasks each required the subject to keep a moving circle centered in a
horizontal track by making appropriate left -right manipulations of a
control stick. One task was controlled by each hand. The inppts to the
two displays consisted of the sum of sine waves of .02, .03, .07, .13,
,23, .41, .83, 1.51, and 3.07 Hz.
The inputs to the two displays were
independent. The control systems had mixed first- and second-order
dynamics with weightings of 0.10 and 0.90 respectively.

Average absolute error was calculated for each task and.presented
to the subject at the end of each trial, or% indication for single-task
trials and two for dual-task trials.,4The tracking tasks that were controlled by the left and ri t hlands were appropriately offset to the left
and right of the display
this task consisted of a series of 100
Listening. Each vial
ichotically to the subject. The stimuli
stimulus pairs present
consisted of the digits zero through nine and all letters of the alphabet except W, J, pc I, and To These letters were not used because pretest
data indicated eliat their probability of detection was either very high
or very low. The letters were targets and could'appear in either ear
alone or both ears simultaneously. An equal number of targets mas presented to both ears during a trial and could vary from 8 to 12 per ear.
Half of the targets during a given trial were paired with targets in the
opposite ear, the other half were paired with numbers. The average
,
probability of a target was 0.1 for each ear. If a target appeared in
the left ear, the subject pushed his left-hand.response,key; if it
appeared in the right, he pushed his right-hand response kseT.
Stimuli
. were presented at 56 dB(A) against a .background of white Oise which .raised
the overall sound level to 71 dB(A) with a -14 dB signal to noise Ltio.
The interstimulus interval was 750 msec and the average dthation of the
stimuli was 325 msec.

Under selective listening conditions subjects concentrated only on
one ear, ignoring information presented in the opposite ear. Under
dichotic conditions subjects attended to both ears equally. Each pair
of stimuli was aligned to give simultaneous onset.

-%

Apparatus

A Processor Technology Microcomputer with a Helios IIdisc system
recorded all responses and performed all timing. This system displayed
all inputs for the tracking, classification and memory tasks on a KOYO
Model TMC-9M CRT.
r

1

Tracking. The forcing function was recorded on a cassette tape and was
played on a Phillips Minilog 4 Data Recorder. The output of the recorder
was fed through filters that were implemented on'two EAI TR-20 analog
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computers to provide the desired power spectrum of the forcing function.
The control system dynamics also were programmed on one of the EAI TR-20
computers.
Subjects tracked the function using a pair of Measurement
Systems IncorporhtedAodel 541 Two-Axis Gimbal joysticks.
Ipth sticks
were modified to permit movement in the left-right dimension only.
Memory, Classification. Subjects made their responses for these,
tasks bw depressing a key on each of two 4 by 4 matrix-type Micro-Switch
Model SW-10196 keyboards mounted )6 the table in front of them. The keys
which were employed had no identifying, marks which would connect them to
the stimuli.
Listening. The stimuli for thjs task were crated using a VOTRAX
Voice Synthesizer at the Naval Aerospace Medical Researc Labdratory at
Pensacola, Florida. The tape was played on a TEAC A-234
eel-to-reel
tape deck and presented through Koss/E.9 headphones to the subject. White
noise was produced using a Grason-Stadler 1724 noise genet for and superimposed on the stimuli through a SOW MX-20 sound mixer.
S bjects resnonded to the stimuli by pressing one key on each of the two keyboards
described above.

Design

A withimrsubjeTY-epeated measures design with one independent
variable, practice; was used. The experiment was conducted on 4 consecutive
The task presentation order was the same for all subjects.
days.
Subjects

The eleven subjects were right-handed native English speaking males
between the ages of 18 and 35 who responded to advertisements placed in
the campus nel,spaper and in ympus buildings. They were required to be
flight naive with no significant physical handicaps and have good- hearing
Subjects were paid- .$250 per hour.
and vision.
Procedure
performed under single- -task conditions
On this day, subje trials, beginning with the right-hand -They received ten tracki
and alternating between hands on each successive 1-min trial. During the
1-min between-trials rest, pause, they received feedbi6k on their performance.
Day 1.

only.

Following the tracking task, the subjects received a total of 12
selective listening trials, Subjects performed six trials per ear,
starting with the right and alternating between ears. Each trial lasted
75 sec with a 40-sec rest pause between trials. No feedback was given.
ubjects performed six Cr++1-sV_Tich on the memory-and
All trials were 1 min
classification tasks, alternating between tasks.
long with a 1-min pause between trawls- during which the subjects received
feedback. The entire first session lasted 1.5 hours.

Days 2, 3, and 4.

On the second day of the experiment subjects
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al -task conditions. Subjectsstirst performed two singleperformed under
=task tracking trials, one on each hand. 'The subjects then performed'two
Each dual block was followed by both
blocks of five dual-task trials.
a right-hand and a left-hand singletask trial." All trials w rel. min long.Feedback was provided after ach trial,
fol+mred by a 1-min rest pause.
*1k_

The subjects then performed a pair of- seletive listening trials,
Followone on each ear, followed by two blocks of sevOtsdj.chotic trials,
ing each dichotic block, subjects performed a pair, of selective trials.
All trials were 75 sec-long, followed by a 40-sec_rest pause. At no time
during the listening task did subjects receive any feedback.
In the final portion of the session subjects performed two trials
each on the memory and classification tasks. Subjects then performed two
five-trial blocks under dual-task conditions, each block being followed
by a single-task memory and a single-task classification trial. All
trims were 1 min Long followAby.a 1-min pause, during which feedback

'

was given.
Days 3 and 4- followed th same pattern as Day 2.
Days 2, 3, and 4 required approximately 2.3 hciurs.

Each session on_

Results

Strategy Analysis
The subject's response strategy w 'as classified using the following
First, the percentage of'between-task switches was calculate
procedure:
by dividing the number of actual switches by the total number possible.
The total possible was equal to 2n-1 where n is the &amber of respons'es
For instance, if the'subject
made to the task responded -to the least.
task
and 23 to the memory task,
made 43 responses to the classification
Next the percentage
the total numberiaf possible switches was 2(23)-1-45.
of simultaneous responses was calculated by dividing the number of_simultaneous responses by the total number possible and multiplying by 10n.
the example given above, the total pimber of possible responses was
For
Finally, the greatest number of sequential responses to either task
23.
was noted.
,

The identification of the subjects 'strategies was straightforward;
Five subjects used the simulno arbitrary assignments were necessary.
alternating
strategy;
and three, the massed
taneous strategy; three, the
strategy.

Single -task Performance

The single-task data from Days 2-4 were analyzed for between-group
differences using a two way (group by trials) analysis of variance. No
significant main effect of group or group by trials interaction was found
for any of the tasks.
Consistent

ndividual Differences

Before the dual-task data were examined for evidence of consistent
between-group differences, the performance on each task combination was
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A task (or combinexamined for differential stability (Jones, 1969).
ation) obtains differential stability when the rank order of subjects
remains constant within experimental error from trial to trial. A technique suggested by Bittner (1479) was used to examine each task combinStability was obtained on the fourteenth dual-task trial for
ation,.
the memory-classitication combination, the eighteenth trial for the tracking-tracking combination; and on the first block of trials (Trials 1-5)
for the dichotic listening task (performance was calculated over blocks
of five trials on this task combination because the subjects made so few
responses).
iate Analysis
e other
The unadjusted dichotic P(A) scores and the scores for
two task combinations, which were corrected for individu! differences
in single-task performance, were-submitted to a two-way (groups by praLOnly two levels of the practice factor,
tice) repeated measures MANOVA.
Days 3 and 4, were included in the analysis because neitheL the trackingtracking combination nor the memory - classification combination obtained
The multivariate F for the effect of groups was
stability on Day 2.
Ontv the univariate test of P(A)
=
4.0860, p
.02).
significant (F
6

was signft
class

1?

ant (F2,8 = 7.3671, p

,02) althoucth the test

3.Qqh

'on combination just missed significance

The main effect or practice

lso was significant (r

the,memorv-

= 17.7950,

.01).

3

Both the univariate tests on the trael:ing-tracking combination (F
' 4978

=.(167).

1,8

.02) and on the memorv-classifieation combination (F1,9

6367, p
.0011 were
was not si,mificant (F

gniticant.
The =n-oup by practice inte
.05).
= 0.6751, n

6,

TABLE I

Dual-task Performance as a Function of
Practice and Response Strategy Group

.

Groun

TrackingTracking

MemoryClassification

Ltstcnir;

Simultaneous

433

5.9

.846

Alternating

332

10.4

.787

405

10.6

.855

Day

Simultaneous

383

8.2

.850

Alternating

167

13.5

.773

Massed

376

14.7

.S62

EXPERIMENT II

Experimental Rationale

The results of Experiment I seem to indicate that the response
strategy reflects differences in multiple-, but not single-, task performance. However, it is still possible that the strategy itself is the
cause of the nattern of results observed in Table 1; only performance data
from Days I and 4 were used in the analysis and the response strategy
Therefore, it is necessary to determine if the
developed on Day 1.
significant effect of group indicates between-group differences in information processing or simply reflects the effect of the strategy itself
on performance on a variety of task combinations.
One way to determine if different response strategies refl
fundamental differences in information processing is to ask the subject
Such a change should result in a minimal disruption
to change strategies.
in performance if the "natural" strategy is simply selected at random but
should disrupt performance severely if the strategy reflects fundamental
differences in information processing. However, a large disruption in
performance also may occur if the subject attempts to adopt a new strategy
r extensive practice with another. Therefore, to prevent an ambiguous result, it is important to provi.-e only enough practice trials to
identify the natural response strategy.
Practically, there appeared to he no reason to examine changes from
more efficient to less efficient response strategies because there are no
real-world situations where the timesharing efficiency of an operator
Thus, subjects always were asked to
would be degraded deliberately.
change to a more efficient response strategy, i.e. from a massed response
strategy to a simultaneous response strategy.
Method

Tasks and Apparatus
These tasks and
Only the memory and classification tasks were used
their apparatus were identical to those used in Experiment I,
Procedure

The subject first performed 12 single-task trials, six on
Day 1.
The subject then
the memory task and six on the classification task.
performed five dual-task trials followed by one trial on each task alone.
This testing session required approximately 1.25 hours.
The subject performed a total of four single-task trials,
Day 2.
alternating between the two tasks. The subject subsequently performed
five blocks of trials consisting of five dual-task trials followed by one
This session required approximately 1.75 hours_
trial on each task alone.
Design
A five-group spli
were assigned to one o

Subjects
of factorial design was,used on Day
e ive gr:'oups on the basis of the response strategy
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r)
Li' 4 ".

used to perform the memory-class fication_combination on Day 1. All of
the subjects using a simultaneous response strategy on Day 1 were asked Lo
continue using that strategy on Day 2 (Simultaneous-Simultaneous) (n=8).
The alternating and massed strategy subjects were assigned to their Day 2
groups at random with the restriction that approximately half of each
group be assigned to each of the Day 2 strategies. Thus, one-half of the
subjects using the alternating strategy were asked to,continue that
strategy on Day 2 (Alternating-Alternating) (n=3); the other half were
asked to use a simultaneous strategy (Alternating-Simultaneous) (n=4).
Similarly, about one-half of the massed subjects were asked to change to
an alternating strategy (Massed-Alternating) (n=12); the other half, to a
simultaneous strategy (Massed-Simultaneous) (n=10).
Subjects

A total of 37 right-handed subjects were recruited through advertisements placed in the student newspaper and in university buildings. All
subjects were between the ages of 18 and 35, were native English speakers,
and had vision correctable to 20/20. None had any flight training.
All subjects were paid $2.50/hour for participating. The three
subjects in each of the five Day 2 groups having the first, second, and
third best overall dual-task performance were given bonuses of $10.00,
-S6,00 and 84.00 respectively.
ResulLs

Strategy Analysis

The strategy analysis was conducted in exactly the same way as
Again, the response strategy used by the subject
for Experiment I.
Eight used the simultaneous strategy;
could be clearly identified.
22;
the massed.
seven, the alternating; an
Day 2 Performance
Because the strategy used to'perform the memory- classification
combination is known to have major effect on dual-task performance (Dames
and Smist, 1980; Damns and Wickens, 1980), it was of no real interest to
compare groups using different response strategies. Therefore, all
single- and dual-task analyses were conducted within strategy groups.
performance. Two-way (group by trial) ANOVAs were conducted on the memory data and the classification data for the three
groups of subjects who used the simultaneous response strategy on Day 2
and the two groups who used the alternating strategy. The only significant effect was a main effect of trial for the classification task for
the simultaneous response strategy groupsDual -task performance. To determine if the differences in group
nertormonce shown in Figure 1 were significant, a two-way (group by
trial) repeated measures ANOVA 'ras performed on the dual-task data aver--d over tasks for the simultaneous strategy groups. Both the main
15.4428,
.02) and trial (F__
= 4.5767, p
effect of group (F
25, 45E,
p

-

2, 19
.001) were reliable.

Additionally, the group by trial interaction was
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significant (F

48, 446

= 1.8069, .2. < .001).

SIM-SIM (dual)

- MASS-SIM

(dual

ALT -SIM (dual)

0----0 SIM-SIM (single)
A -- -A

10

20

15

MASS-SIM (single)
ALT-SIM (single)

25

30

35

Trial
Figure 1.

Day 2 single- and dual-task performance for subjects using the
simultaneous response strategy.

A similar analysis was conducted on the averaged data for the two
groups using an alternating strategy. Only the main effect of trial was
.001).
= 4;7911, P
statistically significant (F
24,

Asympotic performance. The ANOVA conducted on the Day 2 dual task
data for the simultaneous response groups indicates a real performance
difference between the Mass-Sim Group and the other two groups (see Figure
However, this difference could be transitory, indicating only that
1).
massed response subjects. have difficulty adopting a simultaneous strategy.
It does not imply that massed subjects would not performas well as the
simultaneous and alternating subjects given extensive practice.

One way to determine if the performance difference shown in Figure
1 is transitory is to compare the estimated asymptotic performance for
This is accomplished by fitting the data using some preeach group.
determined equation and estimating the asymptote frOm the obtained values
Initially, the data of a few subjects with
of one or more parameters.
very different learning curves were fit uAng several potentially
applicable equations. The equation CRI=a+b/T, where T is the trial
number, generally provided the best fit across the various learning
curves and subsequently was selected for use.
m

Each subject's data were fit individually and a one-way (group)
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performed ou the estimated aemptotes. The effect of
for
group was si nif icant (F9 19 =4.4666,2.i13). The average asymptote
AlternatingGroup was 2.002 sec; for the
the Massed-S multaneous"
Simultaneous Group, 1.504 sec; and 1.620 sec for the SimultaneousSimultaneous Group.
DISCUSSION
this paper was designed to deter riment described
differences
response strategy reflects consistent between-:group
ii
The
second
experiment
was
in multi-, but not single-,,task performance.
designed to determine if the differences observed in the first experiment
the
reflected fundamental differences in information processing or simply
T;e first _ex

effect of the strategy itself.

Fxperment i found evidence of consistent between-group differences
in performance across a variety of task combinations. _It is interesting
to note that none of tate groups was superior on all three combinations(see
of the three groups dues not
Table 1). Also, the relative nertormhnce
task characteristic, such as pacing.
seem t- be a function of any obvious
could
Experiment II demonstrated that the Massed Response subjects
subjects
and,even
after
not change strategies as easily as the Alternating
substrategy,could
not
perform
as
well
as
Practice with the simultaneous
An
extrapolation
of
the
Day
,cts in the other two simultaneous groups.
Massed sub2 performance data from these three groups indicated that the
subjects
jects would not reach the same level of asymptotic performance as
be
viewed
in the other two groups. Although this extrapolation should
Massed
with caution, it and the Day 2 data do seem to indicate that the
subjects proceg's information,from the memory-classification combination
differently from the other two groups of subjects.

individual
It seems then that the response strategy does reflect some
Apparently,
the
Alternadifferences in muli-task information processing.
ting subjects process information similarly to the Simultaneous Response
subjects and cite be easily trained to use a simultaneous response strategy,
The==1assed subjects, on the other hand, appear-to process multi-task
of subjects
information basically cliff -ently from the other two groups
Thus,
it
may
be necessand seem to have difficul,y changing strategies.
and
then
train them
ary to select individuals for particular combinations
possible.
to perform the combination in the most effective manner
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SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY AND THE FIXATION PH,kSE

Edward A. Stark
The Singer Company
Link Flight Simulation Division

ABSTRACT

In 1962 Fitts proposed a 3-phase model of skill learning.
The
model was derived in large part from the analysis of flight control
tasks, and from interviews with physical education instructors. In
subsequent research insights were developed into the fundamental
nature of the learning functions taking place during second, or fixation phase of skill acquisition.
During the same time period increasing use was being made of flight simulators to provide training which
could not practically be given in actual flight.
Simulator technology advanced rapidly as engineers developed
better ways of reproducing the crew's cockpit, instrument, aural,
motion add visual environments. Major simulator users became convinced that flight-like practice in flight-like environments would
insure the efficient development of capabilities for skilled perlformance.

Continuing advances in simulator technology have produced almost
totally real instrument and-aural tue systems, and a number of special;
ized g-cuing systems are rapidly being matched to the sensory capabilities and needs of flight crews.
Intensive research in visual cuing
is providing more and more realistic visual scenes and in general,
flight simulators are becoming more real, more complex and more expensive.

.

It is suggested that the fixation phase does not require a flight
environment or even a reproduction of the flight environment for
effective learning and transfer. While Similarity between training
and operational environments appears to be essential for transfer of
training to take place, the concept of similarity may not include the
total complex of stimuli available in flight as perceived by the instructor or the simulator designer, but may include only the stimuli
perceived by the student as he observes, practices and validates
specific tasks within the period of response fixation. It is suggested that special attention be given to the task information required and the learning functions involved in the fixation phase of
skill learning.
1. INTRODUCTION.

Skill training has almost always relied on some sort of simulation from the use of wooden swords and blunt arrows through training
aircraft and various electronic devices.
The transfer of skills from
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the simulator to the operational setting has always been assumed to
require some degree of similarity between the two environments; hence,
the term "simulation". Oddly enough, attempts at defining "similarity"
as it relates to the processes by which complex skills are learned
Similarity is generally taken to refer
have been few and far between.
to identifiable elements of the operational environment, incorporated
in the tral ing setting with little consideration for the ways in
which these elements are used by the skilled operator or perceived by
the trainee.
nt rapid increases in the use (and utility) of sophisticated
ators in skill training have resulted in, and to a large extent
brute force applications of technological advances in increasing
the objective similarity of training and operational settings, These
applications of technology have increased simulator realism in an
engineering sense, but have accounted too little for the abibkty of
the student to perceive and employ operatiqnal_ reality in skill developAs a result, trainees have been able to practice sin more and
ment.
more realistic task settings, but there have been few improvements in
the guidance provided them in the identification and interpretation of
the information represented in the simulator in support of practice:.
Simulators have been used to remarkable advantage by providing rele-tvant, dy.Alamic and important task information, but neither maximum
training efficiency nor maximum training effectiveness will ever tbe
achieved ugtil this information is organized not only for task relevance but Also for relevance to the processes by which learning occurs
and skills are developed.

The traditional use of textbooks, lectures, pictures, part-task
trainers and other essentially "non-real" settings in flight training
programs reflects a recognition of the general idea that complex
skills are not always learned most efficiently as complete entities.
Unfortunately, it also reflects a training system philosophy directed
more at the convenient administration of training than at the ManageIn general, phased training settings are
ment of learning processes.
defined ant'organized to support cognitive learning and perceptualmotor practice in mission-derived training tasks with little formal
consideration of the variety of psychological functions involved in
the development of total task proficiency.
When Fitts proposed his model'of skill learning processes,)11e
suggested that each skill consists of cognitive, perceptual and psychoThe cognitive ef=ment is concerned with the knowledge
motor elements.
The cognitive element
required to describe the task toltiperformed.
includes the words used to describe the task and the procedures, techThe
niques, and standards which define:4n essential characteristics.
perceptual element includes those processes by which task information
is recognized, discriminated, interpreted and used in controlling task
The psychomotor element includes the perceptual and
performance.
neuromuscular activities which constitute task performance.' 'Cognitive
elementt are usually learned early in training to form a basis for
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unde standing the task, for implicit manipulation of task elements and
ons, and for organizing practice in the psychomotor activities
cond
which constitute task performance. Cognitive task elements are generally considered to account for a small proportion of the overall skill
and for a similarly small proportion oft the time and effort..sspent in
Akin development.
It is quite likely that cognitive learning never really ends-, but
continues as the learner becomes more and more familiar with the task
and with his own capabilities in performing it. At the same time, the
bulk of cogditive learning appears to take place prior to the beginning of the next phase of learning which Fitts called the fixation
phase.

2. THE FIXATION PHASE.

In tHt fixation phase of skill learning several different processes take place as relatively discrete patterns of implicit and
explicit behavior are practiced and perfected. A repertoire of perIncreasing
.ceptual and psychomotor skill elements is deyeloped.
levels of skill are reflected genetally in increasing* rapid and
accurate overt performance. The fixation'phasa and the next phase the automation phase - overlap significantly, but the fixation phase
is characterized by the development of individual but interrelated
In the automation phase these
perceptual and psychomotor skills.
individual skills are integrated into more complex performance capabilities and the individual skill patterns become autonomous requiring
little, if any, conscious attention on the part of the operator once
they have been selected and initiated.

The psychological events taking place during the fixation phase
can require weeks, months or even years of practice. Fitts cited data
collected by-'Snoddy in 1926 to illustrate the time required in the develppment of a simple but unique skill. Snoddy's subjects practiced
The task was
tracing within the narrow borders of a star patt n
he
star,
the pencil
made novel by requiring the subjects to observe
The
subje
is
practiced
each day
and the hand holding it in a mirror.
and
error
scores
for 59 days, continuing to show improvement in time
Fitts
also
quoted
data
collected
throughout the entire 59 day period.
by Crossman who measured the performance of cigar makers. Crossman's
subjecti continued to show improved performance over a period of ten
veers.

Obviously the performance of complex skills can be improved with
It is almist as obvious that most
practice over long periods of time
formal flight training programs'cannot provide enough practice for
While many
many pilot skills to reach anything like an asymptote.
operations,
many are
skills are undoubtedly perfected in line flying
for
lack
of adeneglected beyond the stage of_minimal proficiency,
Unfortufacilities
and
time.
qu=ate- practice settings, resources,
nately, many skills required of combat pilots especially, are never
really practiced at all except in combat, for reasons of safety and
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air combat
While simulators are being used bor training some
economy.
ceptof
the
tacit
skills some skills are being neglectedtecause
the
only
valid,
ance of the concept of total simulator realism as
feasible practicesetting for learning some complex skills.
of the
Total flight,simulator realism is beyond the capabilities
foreseeable
will
continue
to
be
for
the
current technology and it
already
In some fhformation areas nearly total realism has
future.
the.reprepossible
overall
fidelity
in
been achieved, but the highest
out-of-the-window
sentation of vehicle motion and in the simulation of
fall
visual scenes falls Ar short of reality and will continue to
severely
While
this
would
seem
to
short for-a long time in the tuture.
flight training posh ble in simulators, it
limit the amount of contact
rilliance on simulators
could, in fact, lead to a new and higher level of
has
required complete
Skill learning does not_and never
for trainiag.
settings.
training
and
operational
physical correspondence between
from
one setting.
Somehow the process of generalization permits- transfer
differences
exist
between
them,
to another even when quite noticeable
that
efficient
percepIn addition,-Fitts' model makes it quite clear
other than simple
tual and psychomotor learning involves something
The fixation phase
repetitive practice in "real.' task environments.
in the proof the Model is a recognition of fundamental differences
repertoire
are delwcesses by which the various parts of"the skill
specifically.
loped and of the need to address these processes

the ways in
CloSer attention to the'learning processes and to
effective use
relates
to
them
can
lead
to
more
which task information
Relatively
discrete
practice_
of the available simulation technology.
of
settingsmilhr be developed to support more complete learning
integrated in the--which
could
then
be
discrete but related skills
in the__
automation phase of learning in a sophisticated simulator or
could
increase
the
prime system itself. This approach to training
it
could
place
efficiency of skill learning; but, equally important,
and
psychomotor
skills
required attention on a variety of perceptual
Limideveloped.
which are currently neglected or only superficially
simulation
systems,
in
tations in the potential for realism in visual
minimum information
focusing
attention
on
the
particular, is currently
thorough analysis
needed for training; this in turn will lead to a more
task
information
relates
of, and insight into the processes=by which
training
administrators,
trainers,
meld
Finally, trainiv
to training.
Fitts'
fixation
phase
as a
device designers will begin to look back at
skills can be devewhich-repertoires
of
essential
learning arena in
loped in less than totally real training settings.
learning was a
Fitts' postulation of a fixation phase in skill
and his approach
recognition of the fact that the trainee's perceptions
of essentially discrete
to learning change as he develops a repertoire
Aviation Psychology
Much
of
the
work
in
the
task-related skills.
establishing the
Laboratory in the late 40s and 50's was devoted to
developed. Recent work in the Air
ways in which psychomotor skills are
pretraining and backForce's Human Resources Laboratory, in cognitive
students at the
ward chaining, and the work of Roscoe and his
_
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University of Illinois have expanded qur knowledge of the perceptual
and learning processes, While at the same time contributing to more
effective learning in a variety of on-going training programs. Also,
work in -the Pennsxlvania-State University's College of Health, Physical Education and Recreation is providing additional information about
some of ale processes which take place in the fixation and automation
stages.
Christina and others have found(that skilled performers do a
great deal of anticipating;.that,is, they use specific cues and cue
patterns not only to guide speCific responses, but they also use
task-related information to develop event time. histories which can be
used in anticipating future output requirements. Anticipation is
essential under conditions when time constraints and, perhaps, thresh--old problems do not permit classic stimulus-response relatiohships to
control operator outputs. This type of information adds to-our under-,
standing of the processes by which complex skills and skill elements
are mastered and entered into the student's repertoire in the fixationIncorporating this information in flight training programs
phase.
will require additional research and additional insights -into the way
students approach learning situa.hons.. in the meantime, it is imink about the )asic elements of which flight skills are
partant,to
f the.ways in which these component skills can be most
composed and
efficiently
economically deVeloped._
3. SIMULATOR APPLICATION.

Most maneuvers can be described as-unitary events involving
sequences of control inputs, and defined by systematic changes in
attitude, airspeed, flight path and aerodynamic status.. Unfortunately,_most maneuvers are=surficiently'complex that the relationships
among flight conditions, control. inputs andtaircraft responses remain
a total mystery for a relatively long and frustrating period of time
for the pilot trainee. When the aircraft was the primary training
tedium, learning involved flight manuals, texts, lectures and a lot of
practice in sorting out and responding to a relatively complex and
The first Link trainer and a variety
confusing practice environment.
of other ground training devices were developed to reduce the cost and
complexity of training. They also isolated important task information, permitting a clearer perception of=relevant control dynamVs and
a simpler and less ambiguous practice envirOnment.
At the value of ground trainers became more and more evident,
attention shifted from supporting specifit-flight task learning processes to providing more and more of the stimuli associated wit
actual flight. Instead of providing simple, high-fidelity set ngs
for the development of individual skill proficiencies, simula
technology tended to swamp the student with practice settings
complex and as confusing as the flight environment itself. Ea ly
trainers provided relatively simple practice settings not so much by
intent, but because of inherent limitations in the awlilable techno%logy. Today, task-relevant information can be stored, priecessed and
displayed with rapidly increasing efficiency. But thee capabilities
are typically used:for increasing overall realism rather than in
support of simple but crucial training objectives.

2

suggested that today's advanced simulation technology be
applied in the support of individual training problems within the
context o f the fixation phase of learni
This Means that specific
difficult and important skills
d
1 components should be trained
outside the whole task context in low-cost but high-fidelity training
settings designed to mediate only that information relevant to a
specific task or task component.
.

This approach is intended to accomplish three primary-objectives:
First, to assure that many otherwise-neglected skills receive the time
and attention they require for effective flight crew performance;
second, to provide ,essential skill trainirg with minimum use of complex simulation and, finally and perhaps most important, to provide
unambiguous practice settings which require the student to deal, at
least in the early stages of training, with only the information
relevant to the specific training objective at hand.
The identification of the psychological
cesses involved in the learning of
typical flight control skil
may help to identify some of the simpler
settings which might be de
oped for more economical training. More
important, it could help _o develop settings for more complete learning of skills and skill elements which are currently neglected both in
flight and in simulator training.
LEARNING FUNCTIONS.
The Loop.
The loop is a simple enough maneuver as viewed from
the ground, from the point of view of the skilled pilot, or as seen-by
the engineer whose device is expected to simulate it.
From the point
of view of the novice pilot, however, it is a disturbing sequence of
rapidly changing conditions over which he seems to have little obvious'
control, and which frequently turns into a stall or a high-speed
rolling dive toward the ground.
um the point of view of the learning psychologist, the loop involv- an appreciable number and variety
of sensations, perceptions, interpretations, anticipations and control
sequences and modulations.
At least four psychological functions must
be exercised in developing proficiency in executing the loo
in
addition to the-mar:- obvious cognitive components of the
4-1

=

)

4.1.1 Procedural Functions. TraditionallY, procedures are considered to be discrete control events executed in a fixed sequence
within a relatively rigid time frame. Procedural skills are usually
learned in relatively simple settings, by rote. They are usually
readily verbalized and involve a somewhat unique transition f4pm
cognitive to motor learning since they involve both an intellectual
element and the execution of simple muscular actions.
While most
complex flight maneuvers are usually not cor,idered procedural, it is
useful to think of these tasks in a procedural framework because it is
useful in guiding the learning of the more difficult perceptual and
pavChomotor activities, it is also a reminder that seemingly_complek

skill elements might also be learned at least in part relatively
simple settings.
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Flying an acceptable, Iprodynamically consistent loop includes a
sequence of more or less pre=defined control inputs. Understanding
the sequence of inputs and beingiable to execute them in order is an
important part of the skill. Typically, the loop begins with a specific power setting and airspeed, and an increase in back pressure at a
prescribed rate.
Eventually, the back pressure is released, reapplied, and finally released again at the end of the maneuver.
In
addition, power is adjusted throughout the maneuver in a similarly
procedural fashion.
If the aircraft is propeller-driven an additional procedural
element mist be mastered: as airspeed and power settings change, the
pilot applies rudder pressure to maintain a constant heading and to
keep the wings level. These control inputs are procedural in the
sense that they can be memorized as a part of the task requirement and
initiated more or less by rote.
Sometimes novice performance is
recognized by the "mechanical" approach used in performing maneuvers.
The pilot knows the inputs he must make; he knows the general sequence
in which they must be made; but he has not yet learned Ito recognize
and interact with the information reflecting inaccurate control inputs
or changes in the flight environment. This tends to illustrate that
while knowing and performing the procedural task elements provides'a
systematic framework for effective practice, the more complex perceptual and motor elements must also be learned in attaining complete
skill proficiency.

4.1.2. Perceptual Functions,The loop requires that the student learn
to perceive and interpret a number of complex patterns of risk -relevant information. A variety of sensory systems is involved, with
S- mary emphasis on the interpretation of information from the visual
s e ne.
Information from the various inertial sensors is also important because it is generally-perceived in advance of correlated visual
events, once the pilot begins to recognize and correlate the informaA major perception to be
tion from the various sensory systems.
learned in the development of skill in executing the loop is in recognizing the rate of pitch change required to maintain positive pressure
in the seat throughout the inverted phase of the maneuver, without
Rate of pitch change is sensed early
inducing a stall or a departure.
in the loop by observing the motion of the nose with respect to the
in control forces and g-loads and the sounds of
horizon, but chang
irflow over the cockpit also cie tribute to the
the engine and the
As the loop progresses, non-visual cues
perception of pitch rate.
become increasingly important as visual contact with horizon is lost,
unless the pilot chooses to use instrument cues to supplement those
available outside the cockpit.

f

The perception of changes in aircraft heading is also important,
and like the perception of pitch rate, becomes more difficult as the
aircraft reaches the inverted position. Inertial cues are important
here also as they accompany changes in roll angle or yaw which could
result in changes in heading.' Even though torque corrections are made
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on a 4uasiprocedural basis as the maneuver progresses, accu to rudder
require
require immediate visual and inertial informat on as the
maneuver is developed.
Roll attitude is perceived early in the loop by reference to the
horizon; hut, again, inertial cues are important in recognizing and
correcting deviations from the wings-level condition ihroughaut the
maneuver.

Loops are usually -racticed at altitudes chosen to provide a substantial margin foL error, but the transfer of skills learned in
aerobatic pra t!e-is most crucial when they are needed in low altitude flight.
Commercial pilots rarely enter loops at low altitudes by
.ch-Ace, but require skill in controlling the aircraft at all altitudes
and in all att udes as the aircraft's performance is influenced by
inadverten
o
rol inputs, turbulence and weather.
Air combat pilots
also require skill in aerobatic flight (and in loops) at all altitudes
and so a need exists for skill in another perceptual _task element.
Prior to beginning the loop, the pilot must'recognize the space available to him in performing it, not so much as a number of feet of
altitude, but as an estimate of available - versus required vertical
separation from the ground. Different loops require different amounts
of space with good, well-executed loops requiring less space than
poorly-exedkted loops; with practice, the pilot learns the amount Of
space required for his own worst-case performance.
The perception of altitude is important at the Leginning of the
loop and at the end; but the perception of_altitude rate at the end of
the loop is also a crucial pilot function. Again, altitude rate in
feet per second is relatively meaningless to the pilot:
for the
pilot, altitude rate at the end of a loop must he perceived in relation to the known characteristics-of the aircraft.
These become known
as the pilot is exposed to the information provided by the visual
scene, the instruments: the sounds and the control and inertial forces
accompanying control inputs under various circumstances and conditions.

The fixation of perceptions associated with normal maneuvers is
insufficient in preparing the pilot for the integrator and refinement
of more complex skills.
Flight manuevers are not always executed as
described in the training manual, due to variabilities in human performance and unanticipated or misperceived conditions in the Hight environAs a result, the training setting must he designed to provide
ment.
information associated with normal performance and also that information, sometimes only subtiely different, which defines conditions
which are not normally encountered.
Frequently these kinds of information are crucial in differentiating among situations making drastically
different demands on the pilot.
In the loop as in other maneuvers it
is important that the consequences of incorrect control inputs be
represented to permit the pilot to perceive and eventually anticipate
and avoid the consequences of improper inputs.
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Perception and perceptual flight task elements are generally of
interest only as they relate to the control outputs and modulations
Once important
required to operate the aircraft and its systems.
perceptions begin to be developed they must be associated with relevant control actions so that essential perceptual-motor skills can be
developed.
4.1.3 Perceptual-Motor Functions. Procedures are well established
control activities a_omplished in a fixed sequence; they are defined
as "well established" because they do not involve any unique patterns
They include actuating a switch, turning a
of neuromuscular response.
knob, or moving a control in one direction or another. Procedural
learning does not develop these muscular patterns, but simply attaches
Perceptual-motor
them to specific unambiguous bits of information.
learning not only attaches specific control outputs to both discrete
and complex information patterns, but it also develops skill in moduIn the_
lating control inputs based on changes in stimulus patterns.
flight environment patterns of task relevant informatidn frequently
change too rapidly for the pilot to recognize, interpret and respond
to the change even though a change in control output is required.
Under these circumstances perceptual motor activity includes both the
modulation of control outputs as relevant information is observed and
interpreted and the development of skill in anticipating control
requirements.
In the loop the primary perceptual-motor element is in controlling pitch rate throu2,h the application of back pressure. The pilot
maintains a rite of turn in the vertical plane with elevator inputs
As he learns to interpret the inforwhich are initially procedural.
mation accompanying the maaeuver he begins to modify inputs to the
elevators to produce changes in the various stimli reflecting air15 learning progresses the piTtt develops the
craft pertormanLe.
ability to make more and more accurate control inputs and modifications while it the same time learning to perceive patterns of performance unique to the specific aircrift.

Other perceptual motor responses are also teamed i-1 the loop.
Control of roll attitude is high y dependent o n the perception of both
The
visual, inertial and, in many a rcraft, control force cues.
initially procedural torque cor ection is also refined as the cues to
yaw and roll accompanying changes in power setting and airspeed begin
Power settings also begin as procedural inputs, but
to be recognized.
as the pilot recognizes discrepancies between indications of pitch
rate, g-load and the sound of the engine and the air flow and those
experienced in "good" loops and in demonstrations, power control
inputs are modified to reduce and avoid these discrepancies.
4.1.4 Anticipation. There is always some delay between the recognition of a control requirement and the initiation of the control
There is also a delay between the initiation of input and the
input.
change in performance it is intended to effect. A major element of
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perceptual motor learning is in accounting for these delays through
the development of timing skill and through the development of skill
in anticipating control requirements at some time in the future.
Cantrol system delays and dynamics require timing skill while the
rapidity with which many flight conditions change requires the pilot
learn to predict events from a recognition of trends in the pert(
formance of, the aircraft or in the changes taking place in the environment.

Anticipatory behavior can be learned as a part of the perceptualmotor learning processes taking place in actual flight or in a simulator having the ability to represent relevant task information and
it may be possible also to learn anticipatory behavior
task dynamics.
in simpler training settings if these settings can represent the cues
and the dynamics essential to the anticipatory behavior itself.
4.1.5 Judgment. Pilots operating in flight environments begin to
learn to exercise judgment as soon as they begin to exercise control
of the aircraft. Judgment is concerned less with the quality of
specific control inputs than with the recognition of corcrol requirements and their application for maximum safety and performance effiTraditionally, judgment is taught as a cognitive skill with
ciency.
heavy reliance on the observation of skilled performance in day-to-day
Pilots, whether they are
flight and flight training situations.
experienced or novices constantly exercise judgment, not only in the
selection and execution of a flight path, but also in the operation of
Judgment is exercised by assessing
the aircraft and its systems.
existing conditions and responsibilities and selecting a control
strategy designed to maximize safety, economy, and chances of mission
success.

While judgmental training is probably not generally considered to
be a major function of the fixation phase of skill learning, the
fixation phase, particularly if it occurs in the simulator or in a
series of simpler training settings, can he crucial to the development
of effective judgmental skills.
Simulators and other non-real training settings ire frequently
chosen for aecomplishim flight training object'ves because, beside
being economical, they are safe. A simulated crash or mid-air collision poses no hazard to life or property, permitting trainees to
explore and become proficient in situations which could not be exIn the loop, for example, the pilot can
plored in actual flight.
learn to estimate the vertical space available to him at low altitude
and to experience the dynamics of the loop in environments he would
not expose himself to in flight. As an air combat pilot he can also
learn to modify the basic loop to make an attack or to evade one, at
the same time learning to sense the energy avail -able to him throughout
the process. Obviously, simulation technology has a great deal to
offer in the development of important skills, but it also has the
ability to shield the student during a major part of his formal
trainee experience from the need to make many kinds of judgments which
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he would be required to make if training were given in the aircraft
itself.
Consideration must be given to the judgmental aspects of each
flight task to insure the development of training settings capable of
suoporting them as well as the perceptual and perceptual motor skill
elements.

The loop is a cottlex naaeuver which can eventually be exercised
almost as a procedural task; as it becty^es fixed isn the pilot's skill
repertoire it can be accomplished with little conscious thought or
attention if it is always performed in the same kind of flight environment. Other difficult maneuvers are not so,readily automated because
they are erformed in a variety of environments which force the pilot
to deve op a number of perceptions and discriminations all relevant in
t e
er ormance of the maneuver, but which reflect significantly
diffe nt task conditions.
Here the characteristics of the settings
in which perceptual, psychomotor and iudgmental skills are to be
learned are defined more by the conditions under which the maneuver is
performed than by the dynamics of the maneuver itself.
The Rapid Deceleration.
The helicopter pilot's rapid deceleraion is a good example of the kind of task in which the task environment makes unique demands on the fixation phase of learning. Rapid
decelerations are practiced in many kinds of terrain and involve
bringing the helicopter to a stop in a position providing concealment
or protection from hostile observation or from engagement by air
defense weapons.
The maneuver must be performed quickly:
vulnerability is proportional to the time required to uisapFear behind an
obstacle.
Because the maneuver must he done quickly there is always
the possiblity of selecting the wrong place to hide, overstressing the
helicopter and striking the ground or an obstacle.
4.2

4.2.1 Procedural_ :0:4/notions.

The rapid deceleration maneuver is procedural in the sense that it requires specific sequential inputs to
the collective, cyclic and antitorque controls. The procedure is
similar to that used in R autorotation and is not really learned as a
unique part of the pilot's repertoire of evasive actions. The perceptual and perceptual-motor functions are also quite similar to skills
learned earlier, but involve a significant degree of concern for
tactical as well as purely psychophysical responses.
4.2.2 Perceptual Functions. A major perception in low altitude
tactical helicopter operations concerns the pilot's awareness of the
characteristics of the terrain over or through which he is flying.
Since he expects to he observed and engaged from the ground he must
learn to perceive line-of-sight relationships between his position and
potential threa implacements and between these areas of potential
threat activity and other areas on the ground which might conceal him
from observation.
His perception of the terrain is strongly influenced by the information provided in the form of maps, photographs and
briefings, but a significant amount of perceptual skill involves
observing relationships in the terrain, as they developed, in real
time.
The location of features capable of providing covering con-
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cealment for threats and for friendly elements and for the helicopter
In addition, the pilot must recognize
itself must be recognized.
possible routes of movement for surface units and systems, possible
fields of fire for both hostile and friendly forces, and the landmarks, if any, identified in briefings and in pre-mission planning.
He must also be able to recognize movement and indications of movement
in the terrain and indications of friendly and hostile activity. The
pilot must be able to discriminate among different kinds of activity
identifying specific weapon types, locations and trajectories in order
to plan and execute evasive maneuvers.
The perception of the tactical environment is crucial in permitting tie pilot to accomplish his mission; but equally important, he
must learn to perceive the characteristics of his aircraft. Specific
perceptions must lead to specific relevant and accurate system performIn the rapid deceleration the pilot must he able to anticipate
ance.
the rate of descent of the helicopter and the lead time required to
bring it to a hover in close proximity to the ground. This means that
he must perceive vertical (or slant) velocity in terms of time-to-go
and he must perceive the time and control inputs required to establish,
Since the rapid deceleration
maintain and terminate the descent.
will frequently be used to place the helicopter behind an obstacle,
the pilot must also perceive his rate of closure with the obstacle and
the capabilities of the helicopter for achieving and terminating
motion around it.
Most of the perceptions discussed so far are primarily visual.
The pilot observes a variety of visual scene elements, and through
practice learns to organize these elements into patterns of shapes,
shades, colors and movements having special meaning for his control
responsibilities and mission functions. Many perceptions of helicopter capabilities also involve the non-visual sensory system,' including the receptors responding to control pressures, skeletal movements, vibrations, seat pressures and gravitational forces. While
visual information is of primary importance, the generally shorter
response latencies of the non-visual sensors make them important in
developing maximum control proficiency and in helping the pilot to
avoid overstressing the helicopter white maximizing the maneuvering
capabilities available to him.
Since military helicopters operate in a wide variety of terrain,
tactical, lighting, weather, load and visibility conditions, the pilot
must develop perceptions peculiar to these differences. The ability
to recognize and discriminate among elements and features' in the
terrain changes drastically with viewing conditions and, in effect,
requires the development of a large number of related but distinctly
different perceptions.

4.2.3 Perceptual-Motor Functions. The best rapid acceleration is
the one which exposes the helicopter to ground observation for the
least amount of time and which does not result in damage to the helicopter and its systems. The pilot must learn to initiate the maneuver
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without inducing a uegative g-load on the helicopter and he must
terminate it in a hover as near to the ground and as close to the
source of concealment as possible. This means that each perception
must be associated with a related set or sequence of control inputs.
Since each rapid deceleration occurs in a different perceptual environment, many different perceptual-motor responses must he developed.
Tt
is likely also that some sort of generalization still must he developed to account for small, but crucial differences in maneuver conditions.

4.2.4 Anticipation. Being "ahead of the airplane" is a crucial
part of every pilot's job.
Anticipation is an even more important
part of the tactical pilot's responsibility since he must anticinate
not only what his own aircraft will ba doing in the next few seuond-i,
but ne must also be able to predict, to the extent possible, the
actions of many different elements in the tactical environment.
In
this context the anticipatory function includes a significant element
of risk-taking as the pilot attempts to predict events to which he
will nave to respond, while at the same time estimating the probability of their occurrence.
4.2.5,4udgment. Anticipating and estimating the probability of
occurrence of important events is the essence of judgment. Judgmental
skills are developed through exposure to circumstances representing
various levels of ambiguity and critic,llity and through the observation of the consequences of the decisions made with respect to them.
Judgmental learning is also a function of the pilot's confidence in
his own ability to correctly interpret complex situations and to
interact effectively with them.
The helicopter pilot, faced with the
possible necessity of performing a rapid deceleration, must he confident that his estimate of the situation is valid and that his ability
to respond to it is likely to be effective. It would appear that
simulation and other even simpler synthetic training environments
could. contribute heavily to training in the processes by which effective judgments are made, provided simple statements of training
objectives and definitions of relevant task information can he developed.

Like the pilot learning to perform the loop, the pilot learning to use
the rapid deceleration as a tactical maneuver is faced with requirements for many different kinds of learning. Since his task is a
flight control event as well as a tactical maneuver the skills to be
developed are more complex than those required in the aerobatic loop,
but they are directly related to specific kinds of definable information and they require the exercise of learning processes which can
also he identified for efficient and, probably more economical training.
Neither the loop nor the rapid deceleration requires a single
complex training setting, but both require careful analysis of the
skills and processes involved in their practice and mastery.

th

The performance of many flight tasks is influenced not only by
characteristit_s of the aircraft and the environment in which it is
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flown, but also by the performance of other dynamic elements in thp
The fighter pilot flying an air combat mission,
flight environment.
for example, must be proficient in performing a wide variety of flight
tasks and maneuvers. He must also be proficient in adjusting his
r.!rformance to the performance of other friendly and hostile elements
on the ground and in the air, frequently in an extremely short period
Here again, the skills involved in air-to-air combat are
of time.
complex and the levels of proficiency required for mission success are
For practical reasons it is quite likely that very few are
very high.
ever developed to anything like the highest reasonable levels in
An analysis of 4 typical
conventional flight training programs.
maneuver may help go focus attention on skill elements which could be
developed in practical non-combat, non-flight training settings.
L.3

High Speed Yo-Yo.

A pilot overtaking a hostile aircraft attempts to place the
aircraft within the range and ladnch limits of his weapons. The
target aircraft, at the same time, may attempt to evade by turning at
If the attacker's velocity is
a greater rate than his attacker.
greater than the opponent's the centrifugal force of the corresponding
turning maneuver places him outside the turning plane of the target
and thus places the target outside the effective zone of the attacker's
Thus, the attacker must lose velocity while maintaining
weapons.
visual contact with the target, and before the target has time to
The high-speed yo-yo accominitiate a different evasive maneuver.
plishes this, and is initiated by lifting the nose with top rudder to
bleed off energy, maintaining visual contact with the target throughout the maneuver. As velocity begins to match that of the defender
the nose is lowered again to establish a pursuit relationship.
4.3.1 Procedural Functions.

The two primary elements of the maneuver are the visual interpretation of target/attacker relationships and relative velocities and
sensing and controlling the available energy level throughout the
maneuver to permit the pilot to place the defender in his weapon
Once the attacking pilot senses an overshoot or speed
envelope.
advantage he uses top rudder to raise the nose, sensing the loss of
energy through changes in g-load, angle-of-attack and consequent
As energy is dissipated bottom rudder
changes in aerodynamic buffet.
is used to lower the nose, to enter the turning plane of the opponent.
The task is procedural in the sense that a prescribed sequence of
control inputs is made, but each input's characteristics are deterAined both by the nominal demands of the maneuver and by their effects
on the velocity and flight path of the aircraft. They also depend
heavily on the behavior of the target as the procedure is executed.
Typically, the yo-yo is practiced initially without a target, permiting the pilot to exercise procedural inputs and, most important, to
learn to recognize the cues which tell him what his aircraft is doing
and how much maneuvering energy is available throughout die maneuver.
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4.3.2 Perceptual Functions.

Three perceptions are of extreme importance in the high-speed
yo-yo. Two are largely visual, but are probably intimately involved
with the pilot's ability to project the performance of his own aircraft (a multi-sensory perception) on the performance of the defender.
The first perception concerns the relative velocities of the two
predicated on a
aircraft. The initiation of the high-speed yo-yo is
positive rate of closure with the pursuing aircraft gaining significantly on the defender. Depending on the size of the opporent and
the viewing conditions, the fighter pilot may sense significant rates
of closure with another fighter at distances as near as four or five
If the defender initiates a defensive turn, the difference in
miles.
velocity can make it impossible for the attacker to stay in the defender's turning plane and, more important, to bring his weapons to
bear. As a result it is important for the attacker, first, to sense
the fact that he is overtaking and, second, to accurately gauge the
Estimating
rate of overtake and its effects bn his tracking solution.
the rates of overtake also tends to dictate the point at which the
yo-yo must be started and the degree to which the nose must be elevated.

The third perception concerns the performance of the aircraft
itself, both in the normal training environment and in the conditions
These latter perceptions are critical
typical of combat operations.
in the development of combat proficiency but are generally neglected
in conventional training because they involve unacceptable hazards and
For these reasons, they require careful attention
inordinate expense.
in the development of safe, economical and effective training settings.
Aircraft performance is described in A number of different parameters including airspeed, sink rate, climb angle, attitude and turn
rate; but for the fighter pilot the aircraft's energy level during an
If he has energy available he can
engagement is of utmost importance.
use it to increase velocity in attacking or evading an opponent or he
If the pilot has
can use it to gain altitude to achieve an advantage.
altitude he can use that to provide energy, if he can avoid getting
too close to the ground. The energy level of the aircraft is sense
through control forces, accelerations on the pilot's body, sounds,
changes in the visual scene, apd in the cockpit instruments, when the
pilot can spare the time and attention required to read them.
The perception of energy level requires the interpretation of a
variety of information throughout the flight envelope of the aircraft,
sensing conditions along the edges of the envelope, that is, at the
highest angles of attack, the lowest airspeeds and attitudes and the
greatest g-loads at which the aircraft.(and the pilot) can operate
effectively.\ These perceptions are hard to develop because of the
hazards involved and because of the effects of changing flight environments and aircraft configurations, but They are crucial in permitting
the pilot to maintain positive and effective control when flying
against a similarly proficient opponent.
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Most of the perceptions required in air-to-air combat operations
are difficult to develop because of the natural hazards of the environment; but, perhaps more important, because of the amount of informa--t
Lion involved and the number of sensory systems required to develop
unique and unambiguous perceptions.
In addition, of course, the air
combat environment can change more rapidly than the sensory systems
can adjust, requiring a high level of skill in anticipating and predicting future events requiring new or modified responses.
4.3.3 Perceptual Motor Functions.

The perceptual-motor responses required in executing the highspeed yo-y.) are not particularly difficult, but they cannot be executed by rote except in highly artificial practice environments. In

operational flyinnd even in conventional in-flight practice the
rate at which rudder inputs are made, the amount of roll-out required,
the height of the yo-yo and changes in g-load and angle-of-attack all
depend on the effects of each input on the next and, when a target
aircraft is involved, on the actual closure rate and on the behavior
of the opponent throughout the maneuver.
In operational flying it is
unlikely that a high-speed yo-yo would ever be completed as the opponent senses and counters it at sometime during the maneuver. The
perceptual-motor activities used in the yo-yo to optimize tracking and
energy conservation are not unique to the yo-yo, but are probably
adaptations of a repertoire of previously learned responses. Early
flight training and the basic flight maneuvering syllabus are designed
specifically to help the pilot to learn the fundamental performance
characteristics of the aircraft.
4.3.4 Anticipation.

During air combat maneuvering practice the pilot learns to perceive the flight_path of the opponent at extreme range and to recognize target attitudes and aspects associated with various flight
paths.
At the same time, he learns to anticipate flight path and
velocity changes both by understanding air combat tactics and their
relitionship to various flight and tactical environments and by recognizing changes in attitude before they result in actual changes in
flight path.
Some of the pilot's ability to anticipate his opponent's
behavior results from his own experience as a defender; but much of it
comes in conventional training from familiarization with the opponent's
aircraft and his tactics. -In addition, it comes from as much practice
as possible in flying against aircraft tactics similar to those used
by the expected opponent.,
4. 3.5

Judgment.

The development of judgmental skills involves the development of
skill in estimating risks associ ted with various possible courses of
action.
The development of judgmental skills in air combat training,
in training in other flight tasks, can suffer from increased
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exposure to synthetic training settings at the expense of training
time spent in actual flight. Unless specific provisions are ma4e for
Very little judgmental
the support of judgmental training objectives.
skill is involved in practicing the yo -yo other than that involved in
flying the aircraft in proximity to the ground, clouds and other
At the same time, the pilot must eventually develop judgaircraft.
ment not so much in executing the yo-yo as in applying it in a variety
of tactical situations.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

Simulator technology has made remarkable advances over the past
30 or so years as the capabilities of data storage, proce3sing and
Much of the technology has been
display systems have been improved.
applied in the development of complex and increasingly "real" training
More attention is needed in the development of limited but
settings.
high fidelity training environments for the training of important and
difficult tasks and task elements. Unfortunately, there is a tendency
to treat specific tasks as unitary functions and to treat task learning in terms of practice in the actions observed in skilled task
In reality, lost flight tasks consist of a variety of
-performance.
subtasks and task elements whose nature and interrelations change as
Also, most flight tasks involve more than
task proficiency develops.
one psychological function, each facilitated by a somewhat different
kind of task-relevant information. More careful analysis of flight
tasks and related learning processes is needed to permit the more
relevant application of the available technology in training support,
within training settings designed not so much for "realism" as for the
support of the fixation phase of skill learning as defined by Paul
Fitts.

More careful application of the technology available to support
training can improve training efficiency and economy; it can also
support training in skill areas which have heretofore been neglected.
Many important skills, especially those involving flight control and
marginal conditions, and those relating to air combat have been neglected because of the assumption that they require complex and expansive training settings and sometimes because of the assumption that
the required simulation is beyond the capabilities of the technology.
Analysis of the psychological events and learning processes associated
with these skills can lead to the development of simple, inexpensive
and effective training settings. Complex simulators will always be
required in training some complex and difficult skills and in inteIt is unlikely, however, that they are essential in
grating others.
training many individual skills and skill elements of importance.
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AN Ar)APTIVE PRIVATE PILOT CERTIFICATION EXAM
Stanley 11". Trollip
Richard I. Anderson
University of'Illinoisat Urbana Champaign

Every year there arc millions oatests administered
throughout the United States for a variety of reasons.
In
aviation alone, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
gives over 230,000 paper and pencil examinations annually.
While these tests are, generally regarded as being necessary,
their cost of administration is enormous.
Therefore,
techniques for reducing these costs are appealing.
Two such techniques are administering examinations. via
computer and adapting examinations to each examinee's
ability.
This paper addresses the latter, specifically the
application to aviation cert,ification of adaptive testing
based on item response theory. Adaptive testing is defined,
item response theory is introduced, adaptive testing based
on item response theory is described, and the impact of
applying adaptive testing to the certification of pri \rate
pilots is discuAsed.

Adaptive Testing and its Potential Benefits

An adaptive test can beAefined as one which is
constructed dynamically on the basis of an examinee's
responses.
In other words, many of the items to be
adminidtered are not selected beforehand, but are selected
as the. test proceeds in such a way as to extract the most
information from the test. Thus it can be said that the
test adapts to each examinee.
A test can be adapted several different ways.
One way
is to explore in depth only those areas in which the
examinee demonstrates weakness.
Another, which can result
in or can be a part of the first, isto'terminate a test as
soon as the cutoff score has been or can not he attained.
A
third way, which can be a part...of both the first and second,
is to select test items which will differentiate best the
ability level of the examinee from other ability levels.
Potential benefits are many. Because adaptive tests
are often sh rter than their conventional counterparts, cost
in examinee a d examiner ttme is reduced.
Because items are
selected on t e basis of each examinee's responses, the
precisior, of
ach,estimate of examinee status can increase.
Because exam nees will encounter fewer items that are either
too difficu4 or too easy, examinee anxiety may degrease and
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examinee alertness may increase. Because each test is
likely to be short and different for each examinee, test
security is strengthened.
Item Response Theory

An alternative to classical test' theory (the theory
which underlies the vast majority of current cognitive
ability testing) is called item response theory (Lord,
'1950).
The major differente between these two theories is
that item and test characteristics (for example, item
difficulty, test reliability) are invariant in item
response theory only.
In classical test theory, the values
of item and test statistics are 'Bependent upon the group of
examinees who responded to the test; that is, statistic
values vary with the ability leveli and the homogeneity of
ability levels of the examinees upon whom the statistics are
based.
In item response theory, item and test statistics
are not dependent upon the particular group of examinees who
responded to the test; statistic values are constant for all
groups of examinees.
TheYefore, item response theory allows
one to describe very precisely the characteristics of an
item or test before it is administered.
4

i

The basis of item response theory can he said to lie
in the relationship between examinee ability and'the
probability of responding to a test item correctly.'
For
most items, the probability of a correct response tends to
increase with examinee ability. However, this relationship
is rarely linear. A graph of a common relationship appears
in Figure 1.
I

As can he seen, the probability of a correct response
changes most dramatically between ability lever; x and y.
Examinees between ability levels w nd x are almost equally
likely to respond correct
and
ose chances are very
slim.
Similarly, examinees
ween ability levels y and z
are almost equally likely to respond correctly, and those
ctevces are extremely good.
Clearly, this item would be
little value if the purpose of the test was to
differentiate among examinees of ability levels w through x
or y through z.
However, if examinees between ability
levels x and y were given many items of this type, the
spread of the resultant scores would be very large; therefore, this item would be very valuable for differentiating
among examinees between ability levels x and y.
,

Although the relationship between examinee ability and
the probability of a correct response varies from item to
item, most of the curves which characterize Oils
relationship (commonly(-called item characteristic curves)
possess somewhat of an S-shape.
While retaining an S-shape,
item characteristic curves often differ in three ways.
Each
is described in turn.
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a.

13

1

11J

Examinee Ability:

Figure 1
Common Relationship Between Examinee Ability
and Probabilit y of Correct Response
First, the point below which the curve never falls
This point represents the probability
is item dependent.
that the "lowest" ability examinee will respond correctly.
Not surprisingly, this point is commonly called the
"guessing" parameter, and is most often near zero for
constructed response items and near the reciprocal of the
In
number of alternatives for multiple-choice items.
Figure 1, the "guessing" parameter is 0.1.
Second, the steepness of the curve is item dependent.
A steep curve, such as that appearing in Figure 1, reveals
that the item will tend to discriminate very well among
In
examinees within a very narrow range of ability.
other words, within a certain ability range, a steep curve
reveals that the item will tend to discriminate very
well between examinees that are close to one another in
As the steepness of the curve decreases, the
ability.
power of discrimination extends over an increasing range
However, the power of discrimination over
of ability.
this range is less than that over the narrow range of a
(Compare the two item characteristic curves
steep curve.
Not surprisingly,
in Figure 2 to verify this difference.)
the parameter that represents the difference between the
slopes of item characteristic curves is called the
"discrimination- parameter.

Third, the position of the steepest slope of the curve
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Two Item Characteristic Curves with
Different "Discrimination" Parameters
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Two Item Characteristic Curves with
Different "Difficulty" Parameters
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along the ability scale is item dependent (see Figure 3).
This position is identified by`the ability level at which
an examinee's chahce of responding correctly Is midway
between complete certainty and guessing. Although the
difficulty of an item is actually examinee dependent,
this position is commonly called the "difficulty"
pArameter.
In Figure 3, the solid item characteristic
cu'-ve represents an item that Is more difficult for more
examinees than the item represented by the broken curve.

The ranges of each parameter's values are parameter
Of course, guessing parameters range from near
0 to near 1; according to Warm (1978), guessing parameters
for multiplechoice items are typically lower than the
reciprocal of the number of alternatives by 0.05.
Discrimination parameters range from near zero to +0
such that the maximum steepness of the curve's slope
increases with the parameter value; according to Warm
(1978), values between 0.5 and 2.5 are most common.
Diffi ulty parameters can range the entire ability scale.
dependent.

,

igure 4 presents the item characteristic curves of
several items from the FAA's Private, Pilot pool. These
graphs demonstrate rather vividly the effect of different
discrimination and difficulty parameter values on an item
characteristic curve's shape.
The guessing parameter of
each of these examples is 0.2; truncation of the ability
scale at the lower (left) end prevents some curves'
appearance near 0.2.
Truncation of the ability scale also
prevents some curves' appearance near 1.0.
,

Adapting a 'Test to Examinee Ability Using
Parameters as Defined by Item Response Theory

Once item parameters have been determined2, items can
be selected for administration to each-examinee such that
each selected item will contribute most to the estimation
of examinee ability.
This is possible because item
selection is delayed, except initially, until after the
examinee responds.
After a correct response, the estimate
of examinee ability is 'increased and a more difficult item
is administered; after an incorrect response, the estimate
of examinee ability is decreased and a less difficult item
is administered.
In general, changes in the ability
estimates will eventually become progressively smaller.
A
Once the change is negligibl%, the test can be halted.
schematic of a potential series of estimate changes'`
appears in Figure 5.
Item selection is usually not based solely upon item
difficulty.
As discussed earlier, the steepness of an
.
Item characteristic curve reveals how much an item will
tend to contribute to the discrimination among examinees
within an ability range.
After an estimate of ability has
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tc,a calculated, tie item that will discriminate best
between examinees at the estimated ability level and
Typically,
neighboring ability levels can be selected.
this selection is such that the selected item's difficulty
is greater than the previous item's difficulty following a
correct response and lower following an incorrect response.
The estimate of examinee Ability that is calculated
after each response is such that an examinee of that ability
has the greatest chance of generating the previously
Examinees of any ability level possess
generated responses.
some chance of generating a particular series of correct
and/or incorrect responses to a particular serie,, of items.
However, there is only one ability level at which the
chance is greatest.
Each estimate of examinee ability is
the best approximation possible of this single ability level
given the examinee-s responses.
In general, as more items
are answered, the chance that an examinee at the revised
estimate of ability has generated the generated responses
becomes increasingly greater than the chances of
examinees at other ability levels.
Adapting Private Pilot Certification
As part of a contract with the Federal Aviation Administration and the Office of Personnel Management, we are
exploring the applicability to the FAA Private Pilot
Written Examination of adaptive testing utilizing item
As currently
parameters as defined by item response theory.
designed, the operation of such an adaptive exam will
proceed as described in the previous section with only
one difference.
Since the primary intent of the private
Pilot exam is to differentiate those who should he certified
from those who should not, termination of the exam can occur
as soon as the estimate of examinee ability is precise
enough to reveal that it is clearly below or clearly at or
above the cutoff ability level. Thus, the exam does not
always need to continue until a highly precise estimate
of ability is calculated.
All of the potential benefits of adaptive testing that
were discussed in general earlier in this paper are expected
to accrue With an adaptive private pilot exam.
In fact,
since we are implementing the exam on a computer-based
education system called PLATO (Lyman, 1q80), an additional
benefit is possible.
Time saved because of a shortened exam
c-an be used by an examinee to study comouter-hased aviation
lessons or to respond to practice exams during which correct
responses are revealed.
Despite expected benefits, the implementation of the
Some of these are
adaptive test may cause a few problems.
discussed below.

One problem lies in the nature of feedback that is
Currently
available from an adaptive certification exam.
each examinee is informed of the FAA categories in which
Though the
appear the items he or she answered incorrectly.
quality of this feedback cap be challenged because each
category is usually represented on the test by a single
item, this feedback is politically desirable and possesses
legitimate benefit.
With an adaptive test, however,
feedback cannot be as extensive because many categories are
likely to he excluded.
A particularly intriguing question surrounds the
psychological and legal ramifications of failing an
adaptive certification exam.
Examinees may not accept
failure when it is based on a shortened test.
Therefore,
it may be necessary to terminate a test early only when an
examinee is assured of passing.
Lastly, because administration of_the adaptive
certification exam requires a computer, examinees must be
willing to take the certification *exam via computer.
In an
attempt to determine if private pilot examinees dislike a
computeradministered exam, we have implemented a mimic
of the current private pilot exam on PLATO and are using
it to examine student pilots officially.
Any student
pilot wanting to take the FAA certification test locally
is given the option to take our computerized version.
Data
to date indicate that the computerized version causes no
logistical problems in terms of use and is well received,
However,
particularly because of the immediate feedback.
it also appears that if an examinee is dubious about
passing, the paper and pencil test is preferred, possibly
because the immediate notification of results could cause
embarrassment.
Such discomfort could contaminate examinee
performance on a computerized version.

Implementation of the adaptive test may not only cause
few problems, it may also be a problem.
A major obstacle
lies in the potential multidimensionality of the private
pilot item pool.
A single adaptive test using item
parameters defined by item response theory cannot he
implemented unless the subject matter covered by the test
is all of the same type, in the sense that one ability is
called upon to answer all the items. Our inspection of
the private pilot pool suggests that it is multidimensional;
that is, different abilities may be tapped by different
subsets of items.
If multidimensionality were to be
confirm(-, empirically, the item response model could be
applied -Ally to subtests, conceivably diluting potential
benefits.
However, confirmed multidimensionality could
reveal that some examinees can pass the current exam while
Thus a battery
failing, on one or more critical dimensions.
of tests may he more desirable than a single test.
Application of adaptive logic to each subtest would still
he possible, though the small size of subtest item pools may
a
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hinder the adaptability of some tests.

One obstacle that we encountered would not be
encountered should the FAA decide to fully implement an
adaptive private pilot exam. This obstacle involved our
Ideally, item parameters
calculation of item parameters.
are calculated after the careful administration of the items
to several hundred examinees. Alternatively, item
parameters can be calculated from the responses of past
However, since we were unable to
certification examinees.
implement either option, we were forced to estimate item
Unfortunately,
parameters from classical test statistics.
the accuracy of such estimates has not been completely
established, although existing evidence looks good
(Jensema, 1976).
Conclusion

The increasing use of computers for the administration
of tests opens new possibilities for improving the
information available from tests and for decreasing the cost
One such possibility is the implementation
of giving them.
This paper has described adaptive
of adaptive testing.
testing based on item response theory and has discussed
several issues that are being considered during the
application of this technique to private pilot certifiDespite unresolved problems, adapting aviation
cation.
certification exams appears to be generally desirable and
will probably be recommended in the specific case of
private pilot certification.
Footnotes
1.

As discussed by Warm (1978), the relationship of
interest more precisely involves the amount of
confidence (represented by a probability value)
examinees have in the correctness of the correct
response; it does 'not involve the prooability of
However,
responding to a test item correctly.
reference to the latter facilitates communication.
Therefore, only the latter is used in this paper.

2.

For a discussion about how item parameters can be
calculated from examinee response patterns, see Lord
For a discussion about how item parameters can
(1980).
be estimated from classical item statistics, see
Schmidt (1977).
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TOWARDS AN INTERNAL MODEL IN PILOT TRAINING
R. J. BRAUNE

S.R. TROLLIP

AVIATION RESEARCH LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

INTRODUCTION

Research into the problems of pilot training has been dominated for a
suggestions coming out of behavioristically oriented
by the
long
time
However,
these
suggestions hive not always led to the expected
research.
Current findings in cognitive psychology and human information
success.
processing together with the changing role of the pilot seem to suggest
that a new approach to flight training would be justified.
of the areas where the behavioristic approach did not lead to the
desired success was in instrument flight training. In accordance with the
Stimulus-Response model of behaviorism the student pilot is supposed to
develop a rigid scan pattern in order to extract the necessary information
from the flight instruments. A long line of research showed however that
experienced pilots do not follow a rigid scan pattern when flying under
1950;
instrument conditions (e.g. Jones, R.E., Milton,J.L., Fitts, P.M.,
&
Obermayer,
P.M.,1950;
Gainer,
C.A.
&
Fitts,
Jones,R.E.,
Milton, J.L.,
S.R., & Crosby, J.V., 1978; Spady,
Parkinson,
Maio,
De
R.W., 1964;
A.A., 1978; Simmons, R.R., Lees, M.A., & Kimball, K.A., 1978; 'Harris, R.L.,
&
ChOsthilf, D.M., 1980; Tole, J.R., Ephrath, A., & Young, L.R., 1980;
The research mentioned has been reviewed in detail
1980).
Dick, ;A.O.,
The
empirical evidence seems to sdggest'that experienced
by Braiine (1981).
instrument pilots adjust their scan pattern to the requirements of a given
situation with the attitude information as the central source. Although
which pilots scan the
in
individual differences exist in the sequence
that
pilots - in the same
appears
given
situation,
it
in
a
instruments
being
It is
of
information.
the
same
categories
look,
for
situation factors,
specifically,
controlled
by
cognitive
scanning
is
proposed that
internal
task demands. Through experience the pilot has developed an
of
flight
phases
which
generates
certain
expectations
about
representation
k1hen
scan.
pilot's
guide
the
expectancies
These
given situations.
scanning the instruments the pilot develops a mental picture of the current
mental picture correlate$ with the expectancies no
the
If
situation.
Otherwise control inputs will have to be
adjustments will be necessary.
One

,aade.

THEORETICAL RESEARCH

The idea of an internal representation with built-in expectancies
has not been limited to aviation. Based partly on findings chat came out
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of applied
would help
operators.

research it was attempted to develop theoretical models that
to explain and to predict
the monitoring behavior of human

Work by Hickey & Blair (1958), Senders (1964, 1965), Carbonell (1964),
Smallwood (1967),
and Sheridan (1970) led to Moray's (1976) discussion of
coming
an internal mode/ in human operators. Moray suggests that the data
out of structural and functional research into operator performance may be
combined under the concept of an internal model. The growing acceptance of
the idea of an internal model seems to be expressed in a numberf papers
that were presented at the NATO Symposium on "Human Detection and Diagnosis
of System Failures", Fall 1980 (Bainbridge, 1980; Curray, 1980; Rasmussen,
1980; Wickens & Kessel, 1980; Moray, 1980; Epraht & Young, 1980).
ideas involved in the
The general
internal model of human observers
may be summarized as follows:
experienced operators have an internal model of the overall system.
The internal representation of the system's processes is not limited
Any one
to visual cues, but includes a wide range of sensory stiipuli.
of the stimuli that is integrated into a high fidelity internal model
can guide the operator's control behavior.
- an important part of the internal model is a thorough knowledge and
This allows the operator to
understanding of the system's dynamics.
These expectancies allow for a reduction
have certain expectancies.
in workload.
the knowledge of the system's dynamics is the primary guide for the
information sampling behavior of the operator concerning the state of
the system.
the sampled information is being used to construct a mental image of
the current state of the system.
the mental image is being compared to the internal model, or the expected
state of the system in order to make a decision about control actions.
the control actions are directed towards the future state of the system
which lies within the goals determined by the internal model.
- the control actions consist of response schemata which enable the
operator to adapt to the situation.
idea of an
The use of pilot scanning models and the correlated
internal model in the training and evaluation of pilots could prove to be a
flight training,
especially if it is being
significant contribution to
considered that no real understanding concerning efficient training methods
exists.

CURRENT TRAINING METHODS
the
measurement of
pairing
and
idea
of
stimulus-response"
The
It
observable behavior was readily accepted in the training environment.
was probably Gagne's work (1970) that was most influential concerning the
analysis and classification of observable behavior. gagne (Gagne, 1970;
Gagne & Briggs, 1974) shows how -- under the concept of rtask analysis"
learning objectives can be developed which supposedly lead to the mastery
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of the skills involved in a given task. The current instructional systems
development technique (ISD) of the United States Air Force is based on this
with the
Miller (1974) and Klein (1977) criticize this approach
approach.
for
argument that it does not handle certain training issues efficiently,
example complex non-procedural tasks.
is that
Another major problem with the current approach to training
research into the problems of how to train a pilot has been neglected. To
the authors' knowledge only very few attempts have been made to build an
the
cognitive and
information processing
concerning
base
information
1973;
Prather,
aspects of flight training (Goldstein & Goldstein, 1972;
It appears as if no systematic framework exists which
Trollip, 1976).
could guide the research into the training problems of future pilots.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
suggestions centering around the internal model of
Considering the
human operators one of the major questions of future research dealing with
can be developed
how the internal model
should be
training techniques
We suggest that an answer to this question may
efficiently and correctly.
be found if the representation of knowledge is considered.

In recent years a growing number of scientists in human information
have been
cognitive psychology, and artificial intelligence
processing,
working on the problem of the representation of meaning and the structural
and processing aspects of knowledge (e.g.: Bobrow & Norman, 1975; Minsky,
Although frequently
Rumelhart, 1975; Schank, 1978; Anderson, 1980).
1975;
differing in the vocabulary being used the general idea is the same, namely
interactive
the form of
in
knowledge is being organized
that
stored
knowledge structures called "schemata".
Rumelhart & Ortony (1977) define schemata as "data structures for
They exist for
memory.
in
concepts stored
generic
the
representing
underlying objects, situations, events, sequences of
generalized concepts
Nel,on (1977) defines a
events, actions, and sequences of actions...".
that describes the interaction of a number of
schema as "an event sequence
Knowledge of schemata for recurrent
concepts organized around a goal.
events enable to predict what, when, and why things happen".

Schemata have variables that may become associated with different
For example the schema
aspects of the environment on different occasions.
site,
a
3 different variables: a landing
least
for LANDING has at
On
particular type of aircraft, and certain environmental conditions.
different occasions these variables will take on different values.

Schemata contain as part of their specifications information about the
serves at
This
type of values that may be connected to the variables.
a) they tell what range of values might
important functions:
least
two
realistically be bound to each variable; b) when there exists insufficient
least
information they can allow for good guesses and expectations for at
but represent
The constraints are seldom absolute
some of the variables.
statistical distributions of possible values.
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The general structure of schemata appears to be given in terms of
relationships among other schemata.
one
in
embedded
Schemata can be
another.
This
feature allows one to understand objects or situations in
terms of
their major parts without necessary reference
to the internal
structure of the constituents themselves. Embedding also seems to suggest
a representational economy of variables. A subschema that appears in every
LANDING is the DESCENT. However,
the
this subschema is
not limited to
LANDING schema but can also be utilized during any other phase of the
overall schema of FLIGHT.
Rumelhart &
Ortony (1977) suggest
that
a
close*
there
exists
relationship between plans and actions. Actions can perhaps be viewed as
schemata instantiated with motor values. That the application of schemata
to motor
behavior
seems possible has
been shown by Schmidt's (1975)
extension of Adams' (1971) closed loop theory of motor learning, the schema
theory of discrete motor skill learning.

Schemata may be considered to be the key to the comprehension process.
Comprehension may be considered
to consist of selecting schemata that will
correlate with the perceived information, and then based on a decision rule
verify that those schemata account for it.
A schema correlates with the
perceived
information whenever that information can be interpreted as an
instance of the concept that the schema represents.
ooking at it from the
point of view of an
perceived
internal model this would mean
the
that
information is used to construct a mental image. The ental image is then
being used to establish a correlation with the intern 1 model of the given
situation.
Probably the most
important
aspect of the
schema
approach to
process of
comprehension is the
Assuming that the
role of prediction.
comprehension can be regarded as being similar to the process a scientist
goes
through in testing a theory, it is reasonable to agree that not every
possible experiment must have been performed to be able to
predict with
some confidence the outcome of many proposed experiments.
Schemata permit
one to predict aspects of the input
which have not yet
been and perhaps
never will be observed.
For instance, once a pilot has rolled his aircraft
into a turn he can expect his aircraft to loose altitude because of
the
overall reduction of lift. The schema TURN consists of certain aspects
certain variables
which
allow the pilot to make predictions and act
accordingly.
The
particular schema which will be activated at
of
the
time
perception depends not only on the input itself but also on the context in
which it occurs. Different contexts may give rise to different patterns of
schemata available
for comprehension even though the input might be
the
same (Bransford and Johnson, 1972).
It is assumed
that no random search
procedure could possibly lead to an efficient activation of schemata.
The
search for possible schemata has to be guided and it must
be sensitive to
differently by
The
same
input is
interpreted
the
context at
hand.
it, what
they observe
observers depending on the conditions under which
they have just observed, and what they expect to observe. What seems to be
necessary is a process which allows for the convergence of information so
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input can be combined with
that information derived directly from the
Rumelhart (1977) proposes
expectations to activate the correct schemata.
of bottomup and
achieved by combination
that such a convergence can be
topdown processing.

The discussion so far has taken schemata as given cognitive structures
that exist from the very beginning. No mechanism has been proposed yet
The nature of schemata
whereby 'Lew schemata can grow and old ones evolve.
and their interrelation with concepts seems to suggest a number Of
mechanisms whereby new schemata can be invoked. Two of such mechanisms are
schema specialization and schema generalization.
in a given
Schema specialization occurs when one or more variables
schema are held constant, for-lexample the flight student learns to land one,
particular aircraft on one particular runway under the same environmental
The criteria for schema specialization are probably frequencl,
conditions.
If a schema is used frequently with the same values assigned
and utility.
to some or all of its variables then the generation of a specialized schema
will occur. Specific schemata allow for a fast detailed interpretation of
Comprehension seems to be facilitated. However,
small range of inputs.
a
if a person is confronted with too many specialized schema'ta the difference
between them may not be sufficient to enable the selection of the correct
ones. A discrimination problem may occur and tide processing time saved in
comprehension will be taken up in selection

Generalized schemata are the exact opposite of specialized schemata.
Some fixed portion of a specialized schema is replaced with a variable to
construct a more abstract schema. Carefully selected examples of a given,
that its
schema will help to demonstrate the nature and limits of values
is especially
variables can take. The aqcuisition of generalized schemata
desireable when dealing with situations in which no one schema fits exactly
high
that
can be found in a complex, dynamic,
the type of situations
perfomance environment like aviation.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of training, especially in the area of aviation should be
provide a tkill and knowledge structure that will prove useful to a
to
processing new information and dealing with novel situations.
pilot in
However, it was mentioned that the current approach to flight training is
learning
derived from Gagne's recommendations which assume that: a)
progresses from simple to complex; b) skill learning is additive (operant
exists in a clearly defined probleM space
conditioning); c) a given skill
(StimulusResponse pairing). In the highly dynamic environment of aviation
it appears to be doubtful that especially the last assumption is valid.
Insteacrit must be assumed that the pilot is confronted with a relatively
illdefined problem space that requires constant adaptations. adaptations.
pilot scan research and the theoretical issues
Considering the findings of
to
be
appears
it
model,
the
internal
the notion of
centering around
a more
to
possible that the suggestions from schema theory may lead
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the
nature of the
However,
to
pilots.
due
efficient training of
recommendations given by schema theory, which were mostly'derived in
strictly controlled laboratory settings it is clear that they will have to
framework in the
research
be empirically validated within a systematic
aviation environment.

The following questions may serve as guidelines for research into the
of efficient
training methods towards an accurate internal
development
model.
What concepts and rules should be included in a given schema?
The context and the entry knowledge (conceptual and procedural) of the
learner population will help in answering t'is question.
- What are the variables of a given schema and what is the range of the
values of these variables?
This question should be investigated in the different contexts in which
a defined schema can occur. By studying an identified schema in these
different contexts it should be possible to identify the variables and
the range of values that they` can take on.
Will the acquisition of the internal model be facilitated if certain
variables are held constant initially?
The state of the art in simulator technology allows one to hold certain
variables conftaWt. When the flight student begins his training it is
now possible to ignore certain conditions initially and have him
concentrate on the aspects which suggest an easier integration into his
existing conceptual and procedural knowledge structure. By reducing the
learner's overall workload during the training process more attention can
Hence the intended
be given to the critical skills to be learned.
automatization of the given skill should occur sooner (Shiffrin and
Schneider, 1977).
Can the acquisition of an accurate internal model be facilitated if some
of the functional relationships are being trained context free before
training in the specific context occurs?
Current research into this area seems to suggest that this may be
possible (Rouse, 1981).
What considerations should be given concerning the examples which are
supposed to communicate a given schema to the learner?
a) Will the comprehension of the system dynamics be facilitated if the
underlying knowledge structure has been taught explicitly, or does
it suffice to present examples only?
b) Will a divergent set of examples be better for the transfer to novel
situations than a set of highly similar examples?
c) Does the order of example presentations influence the acquisition of
an accurate internal model?
d) How many examples need to be presented in order to build an accurdte
internal model that facilitates the transfer to novel situations?
All these questions only represent an outline of the problems that
However, the lack of data concerning efficient
need to be investigated.
model
accurate internal
training methods for the development of an
be
should
questions
research into these
systematic
that
suggestes
As the role of both military and commercial pilots changes, the
initiated.
need for this research becomes more pressing.
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THE TOMORROW LEARNING MACHINE
W. W. Castor
Aviation Simulation Technology, Inc.

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the need for the evolution of general aviation
flight simulators into learning machines and to propose a specific set of functions and
designs for the tomorrow learning machine.

The term "flight simulator" is used generically to represent the gamut of training
devices other than aircraft that are used in the flight training exercise. These include
both generic and type sinmulatorYtZght training devices, and cockpit procedure
trainers.

The term "learning machine' applies to devices that are interactive to students in the
pursuit of training objectives. They are represented today by such tools as computer
assisted instruction (CAI), "smart" video tape or disk and various mechanical tools that
force a reiteration of learning, based upon the correctness of a student's response.

The concept of the tomorrow learning machine

is

the marriage of simulation

techniques to computer controlled Yearning machines.

The discussion will be represented in four parts:
1.

That there will be an increasing use of simulators in general aviation flight
training.

2.

That there are a number of inherent problems in flight training today.

3.

That there is the potential for resolving these problems through the use of
simulators that are adapted to become learning machines.

4.

And that there is a proposea set of functions, uses and design criteria to be
considered for the tomorrow learning machine.
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THE GROWTH OF SIMULATION

General aviation training will be moving rapidly in the direction of simulation devices.
The advanced experience of commercial and military aviation in the use of simulators
has proven the benefits of increased proficiency for less cost.

And there is a major set of demands that exist today in general aviation that will
increasingly drive towards training in simulation devices.
ECONOMICS

Flight training in simulators is less expensive.

Simulators save on our energy reserves. You can literally
fly around the world on the equivalent of one gallon of fuel.
ENERGY CONSERVATION

EFFICIENCY

You can acomplish'three to ten times as much in a given unit of

training time. An aircraft is a very poor classroom by comparison.
EFFECTIVENESS

A greater range of training can be accomplished; particularly

in

handling emergency procedures. Simulators make safer pilots.

Simulation provides an improved vehicle t4 standardize fPining...and
simulators reduce the demand on air traffic control.
STANDARDS

In short, simulation can be a superior way of handling training. And our technology
today allows us to provide increasingly sophisticated elements of simulation at a price
affordable to general aviation.
Projections of growth in simulator training in this decade range from 50% to 100% of
al flight training being done in simulators by the year 1990. One large flight school is
implementing plans to be doing 70% of their flight training in simulators within three
ears.

Ihe tools of simulation in flight training will see extensive growth and usage. The
numbers of general aviation simulators will increase one hundred fold by 1990.

With this dramatic proliferation of simulation devices and with the extraordinary
wealth of technology we have today, how can we take further advantage of the

opportunity to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of flight training
LIMITATIONS OF FLIGHT TRAINING

There have been traditional limitations to flight training since its inception. For the
last 78 years flight training has been a one on one operation. One instructor and one
student. It has '-,cen an event orientation.
As observed by Stanley Roscoe, in his book Aviation Psychology, "there is more literal

truth than hyperbole in the frequent assertion that the flight instructor is the greatest
single source of variability in the pilot training equation" "the standardization of
flight training has always proved an elusive objective".

Ftie are not in fact able to standardize.
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And because we cannot fully control or evaluate this variable event represented by the

flight instructor, we effectively do not really know what works best in flight training.
quite sure about what is not working at all.
Nor are
Education in flight training is not an event, it is et process. And to manage a process,
we must specifically assign and calibrate the events. Because the events of flight
lessons have great variability, we are woefully ill-equipped to implement and manage
the process of education in flight training.
We have seen heroic and monumental efforts to improve flight training. By "improve?'
mean elevate the success record as perceived by at least two terminal evaluations:
1.

2.

The accident rate per 100,000 hours; and ....
The check pilot. Another subjective and variable event.

Many of these improvement efforts have been represented by massive increased
dosages of training and enormously expensive physical replicas of aircraft that are
used hS training machines. And they have had a measure of success.

%,,e have made positive inroads. We have improved. But we really haven't done
anything of substance to control and standardize the event! We've just added more of
them.

Moreover, I would suggest that there may be more effective and less expensive ways.

'I hat we may not need to dump fertilizer over the entire farm in order to grow ten
strawberry plants. If we could just target in on the strawberry plants, we could save a
lot of fertilizer costs. Maybe we would even use a different kind of fertilizer.
But in order to rifle in on the specific elements of training; and in order to evaluate
the training standards; and in order to eventually implement and manage a process of
education... we need to standardize and empirically evaluate the event.

And with the assumption that simulation and flight training devices will be de rigueur
in future Hight training...we just may have a better opportunity to standardize and
evaluate.

tiL1:1.6 10lt IMPitCALMENT

i' hat are some of some of the obvious needs in flight training today that could
poteritially De addressed through the use of simulators?
I here is a need tb:.:
1.

Standardization tools that can be interaltive to a student's individual goals and
progress.

I here is a need for:

A means of augmenting an instructor's role to reduce the boredom of monitoring
and to allow him tools to manage exceptions in the training process. To monitor
the process of education as opposed to originating an event.

There is a need for:

A way of permanently recording Swift training sessions to allow empirio,ii

3.

comparisons of lesson effectiveness with a student or a group of students over
time.

Where is a need for:

Vehicles that force the implementation of consistent perforinahoe stare- rFor example: what is a successful VOR tracking lesson': If ,oii
t1e nrco to ev..h.2t-.
instructors, you will receive 10 different answers.
on ;
successful performance on specific parameters that are eorsist.ii t
st.idents.

[here is a need for:

Increased instructor productivity. 1hy one on one

I

t1 by not one to

(4. 10')

I. Ixt I ION -XL ELEMEN I'S OF lONIORROWS 1,1,ARNIN6 0 ACHIM.

If we accept that flight training is moving rapidly in the direction of simulation tool-,
and that there are these needs for improvement in flight training as it exists toda,
then how can we endow simulators with the capacity to better resolve these need, for
improvement? How can we interlace interactive training machines with simulators to
serve as a platform for increased training proficiency? What might ue proposed as the
functional elements of tomorrow's learning machines that can contribute to the
resolution of these needs? anq that can allow the further generation of improved
training techniques and tools.

Hie following functional elements for tomorrow's learning r1.011.ries are proposed for
consideration:
1.

For standardization: the /mpiernentation of simulator lessons at t le im,teroctive
computer level. By that is meant that the training activities end parameters
would be directed and monitored by computer programs. And that they would be

designed to interact with the student by computer instruction to direct the

lesson in the context of the student's performance. For example, it the student
does not perform an ILS within prescribed parameters, he is directed by the
computer to redo it. If th student's performance is extensively beyond
parameters, an instructor is notified. The instructor would at that time bring his
skills to bear to assist the situation. He is keyed to manage the exception. lie is
not required to sit and wait for an exception to occur. But the lesson would be
standard. And the parameters of achievement would be standard. And the
Instructor productivity would be amplified.

0

Improved instructional tools are needed to increase instructor productivity am:
effectiveness. Rather than one instructor tending to one stw'ont, consider the

use of remote centralized monitors that portray all lesson plan activity tor
several students. Monitors that could portray the track being flown as well as
the attendant training parameters defined in each dimension of flight activity.

there should also be the ability to recall and portray specific segments of the
lesson by either monitor or by strip chart recorder to compare and reinforce the
training experience as necessary.
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Emergency procedures should be reinforced in a standard fashion by preprogrammed or response generated emergencies to the instruments or to the
engines. Because other students undergoing that same lesson would encounter a
similar set of emergency conditions, it would be possible to evaluate a
consist,- t level of training and training results.
Again, the instructor can amplify his productivity by monitoring many students
at once. He would interject his skills only on an exception basis. he would be
trained and equipped to manage the process of education.
3.

Evaluation tools should be provided by permanently recording the lesson activity
on computer media. It would be recorded in each dimension along with the
specific parameters of required performance.

This would allow, finally, an exact and . precise record to evaluate the
effectiveness of lessons, the longer term performance of students, the
comparative effectiveness of various lesson plans on groups of students and an
evaluation of the training device itself. It could allow a platform of knowledge
upon which to base the evolution of behavioral training techniques and tools.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

In order to project a more defined reality to these functional elements, let us consider
the general design and interface requirements for the components of TOMORROW'S
LEARNING MACHINE.

The essence of what you see in the diagram (Figure 1) is a simulator with its
component peripherals of visual system, plotter and instructor control console

interfaced to a computer that uses a voice synthesizer, a dual floppy disc, a color strip
chart recorder, a monitor, and a keyboard for its component peripherals.
The simulator, either generic or type specific, would require a databus and a capability
to regularly emit precise digital information on attitude, position, altitude, speed, and
condition. It further would require input ports to allow elements of external direction
and control.

The interface would provide information to the computer from the simullftidr-databus
and allow the computer to control the visual presentation and the remote instructor
console. The visual should be controlled in terms of the ability to dynamically change
the ceiling, the visibility, the day or night toning and the runway light intensity. The

instructor console should be automatically controlled for the implementation of

various emergencies on a pre-programmed or response-oriented basis.

On the computer side, the voice synthesizer would be used to direct the lesson activity
and it should have the capability of several different voices for its vocabulary. This

would imitate the realism of receiving instructions or clearances from different
clearance authorities. For example, one voice for the tower, another for departure
control, and yet another for center control.

The dual disc would be for the purpose of holding lesson programs and for recording
the flight lesson. The lesson plan and the parameters of performance would all be
contained on the disk along with the ability to direct the lesson and to direct an
iteration of a poorly performed maneuver.
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The strip chart recorder should use color to allow distinct portrayal of the lesson track
versus the actual flight track in each dimension.

The monitor (CRT) is there to provide lesson reinforcement. It is in effect an
automated blackboard which could visually present a lesson objective by showing
historic track or demonstration pictures.

The keyboard would of course be present for logging in and off and initializing
programs....as well as providing instructor control and override.

The system could be further interfaced by modem to a central host computer or to a
time shared system. These features could expand the learning machine to multiple
units tied to interactive video briefing stations fu- a total integrated learning system
center. A larger host system could also allow the evaluations of more complex
maneuvers.

In addition to what is visible in this diagram, there is a requirement for an operational

program that provides for simple input and alteration of lesson plans with voice
control, interactive branching, pre-programmed emergencies, control of the visual,
lesson performance parameters and recording.

And the final and most important requirement is an array of highly disciplined and
tested lesson programs. And that will be a limitless goal because the learning,
teaching evaluation is heuristic by nature. It is a closed system of specific
requirements and exact behavioral results that will lead to continuing improvements.
Some of the specific capabilities of this learning system design would be:
1.
2.

To record altitude and position for a one hour flight.

To replay parts of the flight onto a strip chart with a horizontal situation that
shows the allowable position criteria and a vertical cross-section showing the
glide slope.

3.

4.

5..
6.
.

8.
9.

Instantaneous position on the computer monitor to orient the simulator position
to facilities.
Computer generated instilment failures.
Instructions stored on floropy disc.
Programs that could be created by a user rather simply.
The ability of the computer to talk by using a stored vocabulary.
Computer generated instructions and corrections when a student is off course.
And computer generated check lists to reinforce procedural training.

And some of the functional uses of this specific design would be:
1.

Computer interactive instruction where the computer provides instruction by
voice and. concurrently evaluates a student's performance on the simulator. The
evaluation criteria would direct branching in the lesson for repeat maneuvers or
for advanced progress.

Hight profiles where a typical trip begins with the copying of a clearance from
the computer. Controllers' voices are changed and there are frequency handoffs. Again, the computer would observe and record the performance. The
computer could generate instrument failures at critical times or in response to a
,)tudent's situation. The computer could control visibility and cloud ceiling to
give enroute weather changes.
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3.

Instructor evaluation packages would allow the instructor to call for variow
evaluation plots or to request pre-programmed demonstration pictures.

4.

Complete flight profiles would be permanent records. They could be used to
evaluate student/group performance against a consistent standard...and they
could be used to establish improved training profiles.

That then is a generalized picture of a proposed design for tomorrow's learnitio
machine. Tne inherent capabilities of such a design could be instrumental in meeting
the needs for Improvement in flight training.
It would allow us a vehicle to standardize, control and measure what has been for the
last 78 years the one great variable in flight training: the individual lessons by the
individual Instructor.

SUM IRY
There will be an Increased dependency on, and requirement for, simulators in general
aviation. The proliferation of simulators will grow exponentially. The future is
moving towards us very rapidly.
There are pronounced needs for improvement in flight training today. But until we can
get our hands around and standardize the event of a training lesson, we cannot control
or improve the training process.
This trend towards significantly increased usage of simulation devices provides us with
a unique opportunity to meet the needs for improvement in flight training today. And

that opportunity can best be exploited by the marriage of simulators to interactive
learning techniques. That marriage would provide an increased ability to standardize,
control and measure the events of flight lessons. It would provide improved
instructional tools that increase instructor productivity and concurrently provide the
ability for students to proceed at their own pace and according to their owe, goals.

We have discussed at some length the functional elements, the design characteristics,
the capabilities and the uses of tomorrow's learning machine. The technology of today
makes feasible these characteristics. We are on the edge of a new renaissance in
flight training.
We are directing our time and efforts to develop such a tomorrow learning system. We

believe that the benefits of improved instructor productivity, standardization of
training and especially the ability to empirically evaluate the effectiveness of various
innovations in flight training techniques and tools can significantly advance the art of
training to the level of a science.
1,4e would very much appreciate the input and observations of others as to how we can
direct and amplify the value of what we are trying to do.
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OPERATOR SKILL RETENTION IN AUTOMATED SYSTEMS
Dennis B. Beringer
Department of Industrial Engineering
University of Wisconsin at Madison

Many contemporary man-machine systems are becoming increasingly
In some instances this automation is virtually complete
automated.
(robot-operated assembly lines) while in others it is only partial
Although very high levels of
(commercial aircraft autopilots).
reliability have been achieved in the operation of many such systems,
some experience periodic failures ranging from slight performance
degradation to catastrophic malfunction. The behavior of the human
operator during these periods of failure is of particular interest.
Numerous semi-automated systems retain the option of direct human
control although the operator may spend most of an operational cycle
as a monitor of the system rather than a manipulator of the system.
This essentially removes the operator from the control loop and poses
serious problems when a manual override of the system becomes necessary.
Beyond the immediate difficulty of knowing what state the system is in
when such action becomes necessary, the operator who is out of the
control loop for any length of time may also experience a reduction
in manual control skills over time. This may be most pronounced if
system failures are very infrequent.
The program proposed herein will examine the effects of task
automation on skill retention through the use of simulaton. A PDP-11
computer will be used to generate displays and monitor operator
Automation
performance on simulated monitoring and controlling tasks.
failures will be systematically introduced and will vary in frequency
between experimental conditions. Performance under these conditions
will be compared with that obtained using an artificial manipulation
task designed to maintain skilled performance in the absence of
This approach should provide a means of
actual system failures.
predicting what level and type of interpolated activity may be
substituted for actual system control activity to maintain operator
skills at an acceptable level.
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MEASURING PILOT AIRCOMBAT MANEUVERING PERFORMANCE

Edward E. Eddowes

Operations Training Division

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

The key requirement in developing measures of any human performance is
to know and understand the performance to be measured.

In the case of pilot

air combat maneuvering performance this requirement has become a formidable
problem from the outset.

While previous attempts have been made to know and

understand pilot performance in air combat for the purpose of developing

suitable measurement procedures, to date none have solved the problem

effectively to the satisfaction of behavioral scientists and expeOenced air
combat pilots.

The Mysti ue of Air Combat Maneuverin

Performance

It is not surprising that acquiring the needed knowledge and understanding of a pilot's air combat performance is not easy.

The mystique

which surrounds the air fighter's skilled performance reinforces a popular
notion of the courageous, determined, relentlessly aggressive, sharp' -eyed
hunter of the skies, capable of making split-second decisions and
lightning-fast maneuvers to defeat an aerial opponent.

Such images as these

have been fostered in the film performances of Errol Flynn, David Niven,
John Wayne, Robert Ryan, Edmund O'Brien, Robert Stack, Robert Mitchum, and
Robert Wagner, to mention only a few.

The descriptions of fighter pilots presented by Tom Wolfe (1979) in The
fight Stuff suggest such additional characteristics as ambitious,

competitive, jealous, exploitive, and above all eager to accept dangerous
challenges in order to demonstrate courage.
will

A pilot with the right stuff

let it all hang out, against all odds, and will compete at the drop of

a hat for the opportunity.
their right stuff.

Furthermore, righteous pilots don't talk about

Thus the problem of knowing and understanding pilot air
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combat maneuvering performance to develop the means for measuring it remains
unsolved.

Until recently further research and development which focused on pilot
It was assumed to be
air combat maneuvering performance was discouraged.
too amorphous, too multi-faceted, too complex, too subjective, and too rare
to attack systematically with ary reasonable chance for success.

What, Cdfl We Learn from the History of Air Combat?

There are historical data available to aid in the search for knowledge
and understanding of pilot air combat maneuvering performance.

If one keeps

paperback
a sharp, fighter pilot-like, eye out for them, more than 100
histories, biographies, autobiographies and memoirs published/reprinted
during the last twenty years may be found in chug stores, airline terminals,
news stands, and book stores.

From these histories of Rickenbacker (1969),

and
Bishop (1967), Fonck (19671, and von Richthofen (1969) from World War I,
(Forrester,
of Galland (1965), Hartman (Toliver and Constable, 1971), Tuck
1978), Townsend (1969), Sakai (1965), Klostermann (1979); Johnson (1964),

and Scott (1965), from World War II, one can piece together an emerging
job
picture of what a fighter pilot is, how he goes about his combat flying

and the behavioral processes he exercises in accomplishing an air combat
mission.

The historical data at first underline the popular image of the expert
air fighter as having superior vision (Sakai, 1965), as being an excellent

pilot (Bishop, 1967) and deadly shot (Fonk, 1967; Heiferman, 1971; and von
Richthofen, 1969), as exercising coolness under pressure, and above all as
before you get
an aggressive attacker whose goal is to, "...blow you apart
close enough to hit me." (Scott, 1965). This last quote suggests a pilot
characteristic that may provide a clue to help penetrate the fighter pilot
mystique and stimulate a new interpretation of what the great aces have told
Getting the enemy before he gets you suggests a strategy of taking no
us.

unnecessary risks, of fighting on your rather than his terms, of seeking and
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where
exploiting fighting advantages and, if possible, of avoiding contacts
This approach has been
your adversary may exploit an advantage against you.
1971),
endorsed by Fonck (1967), Rickenbacker (1967), Chennault (Heiferman,
1971).

and Hartman (Toliver and Constable,

Such fighter leaders as Bishop (1967),

and Chennault (Heiferman, 1971),

he can
indicate that the successful air combat pilot will learn everything
about the capahilities and limitations of his aircraft and be practiced in
and
extracting its maximum performance in a variety of air combat tactics

maneuvers under a wide array of environmental circumstances without
For the same reason
unintentionally exceeding ts performance limitations.
the expert air fighter will know the strengths and weaknesses of his
the
adversary's aircraft, its performance capabilities and limits, and both
p-obahle and possible combat tactics and maneuvers his enemy may use to

counter his attack (Sims, 1962).

In addition Fonck (1967) and Rickenbacker

(1969) emphasize caution, concentration, and patience as key characteristics
of the successful air combat pilot.
combat
It can be seen that the expert pilot will plan and manage his
position by
engagement to put his opponent in the weakest defensive
in the sun
detecting his enemy before he is detected, for example, by hiding

from a favorable position.
or behind clouds, so as to, initiate an engagement
The expert will include in his plan a number of alternative tactics/maneuvers
his
with which he can counter the enemy's defensive maneuvers and preserve
Thus he will know aheal of time what
initial advantage as long as possible.

circumstances of
to do, how to adapt what has to he done to the momentary
optimizing the
the engagement, what information he needs to guide him in
this
effectiveness of the attack, and where and when he must get
information, and what to do with it (Eddowes, 1974; Eddowes and Waag,

prevent
This last bit of knowledge and planning foresight will
criteria for
avoidable tactical errors during a fight, generate flexible
alternative courses
moment to moment assessment of how it goes, and provide
attack if
of action for selection in case a pilot decides to knock-off his
19801.
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it looks like an engagement is not going well enough to warrant pursuing it
further.

Components of Air Combat Maneuvering Skill

There isetNe other important characteristic of the expert air fighter
that may have little to do with aggressiveness, keen eyesight, or superior
marksmanship.

This attribute of air combat maneuvering performance involves

the pilot's continuing application of his mission plan in sequencing and
pacing his cockpit tasks in anticipation of what is coming up next.

The

result is his habit of getting everything done and out of the way as soon as
possible in order to leave htm relatively free to concentrate his attention
All this reduces

on defeating his -adversarfonce the engagement begins.

task overload and the'performance degt:adation it typically produces.

The characteristic readiness- for - anything of an-expert air fighter

develops naturally as his flying skills increase in breadth, depth, and

refineM&A during all the flying training he has undergone up to the moment
he decideS to point the nose of his aircraft toward his enemy.

rcraft, has been

habitual anticipation, that is, thinking ahead of the
trained-in since the beginning (Eddowas and Waag; 198

The pilot's

.

Early in training

a pilot learns that to control an aircraft properly, he must begin his
control actions soon enough to satisfy the spatial and temporal requirements

of the maneuver he is executing.(whether it is leading with control stick
pressure to level out of a dive without overshooting his assigned

altitude,

or starting a high,yo-yo in time to avoid overshooting his adversary in air
combat).

Acquiring satisfactory anticipation skill is complicated by the fact
that errors often are not apparent to the pilot when they are made because
of the lag in an aircraft's response to a control input.

Thus a pilot can

only review.his error retrospectively to determine what he did wrong and
discover how to correct/avoid the error in the future.

This state of

affairs does not provide favorable circumstances for feedback that leads to
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effective, rapid-learning.

Given that the pilot with average anticipation

still may need lots of luck to Survive, much less-succeed in air combat, it
is easily seen that improved performance measurement could lead to more
effective training and increase the rate of skill acquisition in air combat
maneuvering.
0

Summarizing the analysis presented above, the air fighter has to
translate his mission requirements into a planned sequence of actions he;
must take.

Then he can use this information to evaluate his progress during

the mission on the basis of.how closely he satisfies the requirements of his
plan.

For example, by knowing the weapons loaded and how he will employ

them, the pilot can' prepare them for firing long before he is likely to
contact the enemy.

In addition-, as a consequence of his planning for all

foreseelb.lawavents, 'the air fighter can position himself in the best

.,

tactical position available to provide himself themost favorable escape
routes or for modifying the mission plan if things turn out differently than
expected.

He will be able to evaluate the progress of-an engagement on the

Further, he will be

basis of the crjteria established in,.his mission plan.

able to discriminate the ,need for deciding Qin what- to do next because the

plan will guide his information seeking which in turn will guide his
decision making.

Applying Discrimination and Decision Skills in Air Combat
By simplifying his Moment-to-moment' perfonnance requirements through

anticipating the work he can accomplish before contact with the enemy;-the
air fighter can concentrate on the combat\engagement and its critical cycle

of discriminations and decisions that Hartman (Toliver and Constable, 1971)
,

has identified succinctly, "See, decide, attack, break."

The combat pilot

sees or detects and identifies his )tdversary; decides to or not to attack,

given the spatial relations involved, the functional state of his aircraft

and the estimated capabilities of his adversary attacks using his knowledge
of his own aircraft' and the enemy aircraft capabilities; and breaks contact

following the attack using the most effective maneuver under the

3
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Each engagement involves repetitions of the see, decide,
Like many of his predatory
attack, break discrimination-decision sequence.
He
predecessors, Hartman found turning contests haz'rdous and avoided them.
circumstances.

his
preferred to use the see, decide, attack, break sequence tc simplify

tasks in the midst of an aerial dogfight.

If this picture is accurate and valid, and the history of air combat
indicates it is, the key components of an air combat mission are the quality
of the mission plan and how a pilot uses it.

The depth and breadth of the

information the plan summarizes determines its quality, and the disciplined,
refined discriminatic7: and decision making of the pilot reflects the quality

of his performance as he uses the plan to guide him in determining what to
he
look for, where and when to look for it, and what to lo with it when

finds it.

The air combat training problem, it seems,

is organizing the environment

how to
of a novice air fighter so he can acquire the familiarity he needs in
by
deal effectively with an air combat engagement rather than be overwhelmed
it.

such as
An important-asp?ct of the training is feedback to the learner,

The presentations
may be provided by performance measurement information.
which follow describe two independent approaches to developing air combat

maneuvering performance measurement systems.

They are based on different

developed
capabilities for recording descriptions of air combat engagements
At the
in different training environments by different military serivces.

close of these presentations you will be able to see what has been
accomplished, decide on the similarities and differences of these two
and
measurement systems and applications, attack and assess the credibility

merit of the results, and determine if a break has been made in the
previously mysterious area of measuring a pilot's air combat maneuvering
performance.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND THE NAVY'S TACTICAL
AIRCREW TRAINING SYSTEM (TACTS) 1
LT GERALD R. STOFFER, Ph.D
Human Factors Laboratory
Naval Training Equipment Center
Orlando, Florida 32813
ABSTRACT

The development and use of the Tactical Aircrew Training System (TACTS) as
Pilot perfora means for training advanced air combat skills are described.
mance measurement capabilities of the TACTS are reviewed in terms of their
value for pilot selection, aircrew training, assessment, and simulator deSeveral approaches and methods used to conceptualize and measure air
sign.
Limitations in existing
combat maneuvering (ACM) performance are presented.
TACTS performance measurement capabilities are illustrated in terms of several
psychometric, training, and TACTS operational user feasibility requirements
It is concluded that while the exisfor a system of performance measurement.
ting TACTS represents a highly advanced aviation engineering technology that
can provide extremely valuable training, that same technology has largely ignored the functional requirements for a system of human performance measureImprovements in the TACTS performance measurement capabilities will imment.
prove its training value even further.
INTRODUCTION
In the 1950 Korean conflict, American F-86 Sabre jet aircraft destroyed
equally capable Soviet MIG-15 aircraft at a rate of 10 MIG's for every Sabre
lost (Futrell, 1960. In view of these results, the USAF and USN were surprised at the relatively poor exchange ratios of approximately 2:1 advantage
over the North Vietnamese Air Force during the first half of the Vietnam conIn 1969, the Navy released the reflict (DeLeon, 1977; Editors, AFJI, 1974).
sults of a study directed by Captain Frank Ault to explain the unexpected poor
air combat maneuvering (ACM) performance of U.S. pilots in Southeast Asia.
The "Ault Committee Report" (1969) identified deficiencies in -ir combat
In particular, many pilots were reported to
training as a primary factor.
have fired their weapons (i.e., missiles) outside of tactical launch envelope
Failure to recognize and fire within an acceptable geometric cone
boundaries.
surrounding a target aircraft greatly reduces the probability of kill. Because the Vietnam Air War was the first time that U.S. pilots used missiles as
their primary air-launched weapon to destroy enemy aircraft in flight (Craven,
1980), inadequate training in missile envelope recognition was especially. ap-

parent.

the Navy developed a major requirement
_In response_ _to _Zhe_Ault_Report
that a designated airspace (range) and ground support be designed and impleThe specific range.requiremented to provide training in air combat skills.
(1)
accurate
real
time
weapon
envelope
recognition training durments were:
ing ACM; (2) accurate recording of training events for debriefing, and (3)
and
(340F)
COMNAVAIRSYSCOM
supported .by
been
has
project
1This
The material presented here does not reflect official
NAVAIRDEVCEN (6021).
positions of either of these agencies or of the U.S. Navy.
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satety and economy of ACM training (Air Test and Evaluation, VX-4, reported in
Applied Physics Laboratory, 1975). The range, originally called the Air Combat Maneuvering Range (ACMR), is today known as the Tactical Aircrew Training
The general system, functional description, and operating
System (TACTS).
guidelines for TACTS are described in detail elsewhere (User's Guide, 1978).
PURPOSE

Two major training technologies exist to provide Navy air-to-air combat
Following
The first, TACTS, is the context for the present paper.
training.
the
operational
and
training
capabilities,
a brief 6escription of the TACTS
(1)
a
description
of
ACM
perremaining s&etions of the paper will focus on:
formance; (2) an analysis of the human- performance measurement
and limitations of TACTS; (3) an assessment of the value of TACTS performance
measures for a variety of human factors applications; (4) an identification of
different approaches used to conceptualize and measure ACM performance; and
(5) development of a set of specific functional requirements for a system of
performance measurement (PM).
The Major purpose of this paper is to indicate the current limitations in
Navy TACTS performance measurement relative to an ideal set of functional requirements for a performance measurement system (PMS).,*.The major thesis developed herein is that while the TACTS original design included performance
It is
measures, there was no specific design for a -system of measurement.
felt that development of a PMS, which meets the requirements presented here,'
will greatly assist in more fully accomplishing the original operational
training requirements which led to development of the TACTS faoility.

The second major training technology, air combat maneuvering simulators
Two classes of simulators are
(ACMSs), are somewhat more recent innovations.
(1) Weapon System Trainer, Device 2F112, located
used for Navy ACM training:
at NAS Miramar, CA and NAS Oceana, VA; and (2) Air Combat Maneuvering SimulaThe ACMSs will not be discussed specitor, Device 2E6, located at Oceana.2
fically below, except as an alternative approach to TACTS ACM performance
measurement.

DESCRIPTION OF TACTS CAPABILITIES

Existing TACTS Operational Capabilities
TACTS is an advanced air combat training system developed to improve airIn a designated airspace, controlled but realistic ACM miscrew proficiency.
sions are flown against U.S. "play to kill" aircraft adversaries that mimic
With special airborne instrumentation
the looks and tactics of Soviets MIGs.

pods, all significant flight parameters, weapon events, and mission data of
multiple aircraft are transmitted to ground stations where they are displayed
in real time to the range training officer and recorded for replay during post
Tracks of the symbolized aircraft ire presented on a
mission debriefing,
CRT display.
The system also maximizes safety of
(3-D)
three-dimensional
If
an
aircraft
violates
any
preprogrammed safety parameter, the
training.
pre-designated symbol for that aircraft begins flashing on the display
is scheduled to be ready
2A r-iw device, Air Combat Tactics Trainer, 2E7,
for training at NAS Lemoore, CA in late 1982, and a second unit for NAS Cecil
Youngling et al. (1977) provide a description and
Field, FL in mid-1983.
evaluation of the several ACMSs used by the Air Force and NASA.
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The ground instructor can then warn the pilot.
four subsystems comprising TACTS.
screen.

Figure 1 portrays the

first TACTS became operational in December 1973 at MCAS Yuma, AZ3.
wound stations for monitoring and debriefing ACM in the Yuma range are availOn the east coast, an over-water range
ale at both Yuma and NAS Miramar.
Ground training facilities
became operational in 1976 off Cape Hatteras, NC.
are available at both NAS Oceana, and MCAS, Cherry Point, NC.
The

Z.xisting TACTS Training Capabilities

(1) highly realistic conditions
The TACTS training capabilities provide:
.raprximating_actual combat; (2) management, and direct control of training by
zround -based instructors who can quickly vector participating aircraft into
olsitions to set up for each engagement; (3) several missile envelope recogni_ion training modes, varying progressively in difficulty; (4) immediate know(5)
"nondebatable"
iedge of results of simulated weapon release outcomes;
!i.e., objective) magnetic tape record of certain actions in the aircraft; and
ih) recorded flight and weapon action data for performance debriefing and
tardcopy feedback.

.mergine TACTS Training Capabilities

The name change from ACMR to TACTS in 1980 reflects the broadening of
anticipated training system capabilities beyond air combat maneuvering to a
Emerging capabilities include simulated
variety of aircrew combat tasks.
lir-to-ground weapons delivery (e.g., no-drop bomb scoring), electronic wartraining, and surface-to-air missile (SAM) avoidance training.
(EW)
fare
initial studies have been completed to investigate the feasibility of adding
FY3b at-sea monitoring and debriefing capabilities aboard aircraft carrier
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3rhe Air Force participated in the evaluation of the first Navy range and
7113hed a subsequent requirement for an Air Force range called the Air
The first ACMI became operational
Maneuvering Instrumentation (ACMI).
a
technologically
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1976 at Nellis AFE,
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DESCRIPTION OF ACM PERFORMANCE

(1) destroy
The pilot attempts to:
The basic ACM task appears simple.
According
to John
the
enemy.
by
the enemy; and (2) avoid being destroyed
fighter
ace
in
WWII,
pilots
just
before
an ACM
Johnson (1956), Britain's top
who
are
going
to
shoot
and
"fall into two broad categories; those
He
."
that
they
will
be
shot
at
*_hose who secretly and desperately know
Traditioncalled the first group "hunters" and the second group "hunted".D
ally, however, the fighter pilot has been identifie with the first, aggresThe
sive role and co a much lesser extent with the second, survival role.
cultural -Mystique surrounding the aggressive fighter pilot and the nature of
.

.

.

.

his combat task are described below.

Task Complexity
During ACM the modern pilot must visually detect, identify, and track an
adversary which can change position in 3-D geometric space at supersonic
Meanwhile, the fighter must also rapidly manipulate his aircraft and
speeds.
actions
weapon controls, monitor instruments and displays, and coordinate his
fighter
airover communication channels with other aircrew and/or friendly
typically
the
place
within
All these dynamic responses must take
craft.
In addition to the stringent pershort, 2-3 minutes, of an ACM engagement.
ceptual-motor skill requirements, decision-making demands are continuous. For
example, missile envelope recognition is a critical decision based on a number
fighter missile type
of factors, including the kind of aircraft adversary,
selected, various rules of thumb for envelope determination, etc.
decision-making skills are "enabled" only
The
through the mastery of a third skill-control over emotional responses.6
pilot must keep his "cool" under conditions of high gravitational forces, the
possibility of a ground or midair crash, and the extremely rapid loss of fuel
During actual combat, the pilot contends
during intense ACM on the TACTS.
with additional stressors, including the likelihood of multiple adversaries
with real weapons, communicaton jamming, SAM missiles and enemy "flak" of
Although 98 .percent of pilots surveyed have highly favorable
various kinds.
opinions of the instrumented ACM range as a training facility (Youngling et
al., 1977), there was also consensus that the relative safety of the training
environment limited to some degree transfer of trainin& to the life-threatenThese

perceptual-motor

and

ing episodes of combat ACM.

*Current ranges will also be modified as needed for operational test and
evaluation (OT&E) research studies such as the Air Combat Evaluation - Air
a joint Air Force/Navy
Intercept Missile Evaluation (ACEVAL-AIMVAL) program
evaluation of new air intercept missiles and tactics.
JWelss (1966) dichotomized combat pilots into "Hawks" (those that downed
enemy aircraft) and "doves" (those that were shot down by enemy aircraft).

6A collaborative effort between the Naval Health Research Center/NTEC is
plannea for FY82 to identify training "stress profiles" of pilots during the
experience of ACM and to relate these profiles to objective measures of ACM
performance.

0

Air-to-air combat between aircraft is especially complex because in-close
aircraft maneuvering is required.
The classical and modern "dogfight- or
-hassle" between a fighter and an adversary target (called a "bogey ") takes
place because of a requirement for visual identification (VID) of an adversary
prior to weapon release.
The operational requirement for VID lessens the
likelihood of destroying friendly aircraft.
However, VID is not necessary for
existing missile effectiveness which can extend well beyond visual acquisition
range, and beyond the airspace in which visually controlled dogfighting would
otherwise occur.7

The abbreviation -AC is often used as a catch-all expression for the
entire air-to-air combat mission which is highlighted by the aircraft maneuvering engagement, (dogfight).
The entire mission includes several kinds of
performance skills, including radar procedures, VID intercept procedures, tactics, ACM, weapon system and missile/cannon envelope recognition, and -bugout:,return to base) procedures.

The "Fighter Mystique"

Until recently, attempts to quantify the highly complex ACM task and to
The ACM performance measurement (ACMPM) methods described below are all recent products of
the last decade.
Part of the historical reluctance to develop ACMPM systems
can be attributed to what might be called the "fighter mystique" (Eddowes,
1981).
There appears to be a general sentiment in the populace that fighter
pilots have the "right stuff" (Wolfe, 1980).
It is also generally acknowledged that the ingredients for the right stuff are complex and unknown.
Even if
the ingredients were known, they could not be quantified.
Finally, the argument continues, even if they could be quantified, so few people would have the
reduce it to elemental sequences of subskills were scarce.

right stuff that measurement would be impractical.

Studies of combat reviewed by Youngling et al. (1977) support the general
view that only a few fighter pilots have the right ingredients for combat success.
For example, only five percent of the 5,000 fighter pilots who flew
against the Germans in WWII during 1943-1945 accounted for 40 percent of the
kills recorded by the Eighth Air Force during that period.
Even more impressive were the German fighters whose ten best chalked up 2,568 kills among them
(Weiss, 1966).

The unfortunate consequence of the fighter mystique attitude present in
this culture is that the skill components of the ACM task have not been translated into performance measures which could be used to provide training feedback for the majority of fighter pilots who could profit from such feedback.
Data from WWI, WWII and the Korean conflict indicate that less than 15% of all
fighter pilots had a better than even chance of surviving their first combat
experience (Weiss, 1966). Based on data such as these, it has been estimated
that, without specialized air-to-air combat training, high attrition rates can
be expected in future conflicts TYoungling et al., 1977).
7

Certain navy combat experienced ACM pilots (e.g., Flynn, 1975) feel
the advent of new missile technology "will not eliminate the need for
visual identification of enemy aircraft and hence the inevitable dogfight" (p.
4).
An identical view has been expressed by Air Force pilots (Ethell, 1980).
that

A
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A(_.N PLNFORMA,XE MEASUREMENT (ACMPM)
t,APABIEITIES AND LIMITATIONS

As described above, TACT'S contributes directly to training by providing; an
TACTS records and plays back objecACM performance measurement capability.
a
variety
of
graphic
and numeric formats. However,
tive performance data in
limitations for training
a
number
of
specific
the existing TACTS ACMPM has
be
The
full
potential
rf
ACMPM has yet
whis:n will he described below.

the ned for a system or performance m,s1,/ErN,rt
Fleet Project Team (FPT) for 31T u,mbat traininc;

evi:ierv:e of
Nall:,

6r1

itated:

-.:ert,rmance measurement system (PMS) is requirtd to determine tra:LIre,
effectiveness, act as a diagnostic training aid, and evaluate present/
AG
future training device capabilities relative to be syllabus.
A
standa-d PMS should
for PMS, indices must be identified.
(COMTACWINGSLANT naval message, March, 1981.)

.,mttatons _n Forlsring ACMPM

The limitations indicated below confirm the conclusions ot
for

the

provide a foundation
ACMPMS in support of the fleet.

development

of

a

set

of

tht

requirements

FPT
for

an

The performance measures available during ACM and for the
ACM debrief are so "rich" that some users have described the scheme as "data
looding".
The instructor is genuinely overloaded with such an array of
Data Flooding.

information.

Data flooding is a natural conseLack of Specific Training Objectives.
When it is ur4.quence of Inadequate specification of behavioral objectives.
certain as to what is being trained, the simple (and often more costly) solution is to measure everything.

A major limitation of the
Lack of Trend Data.
to
accumulated over engagements
are
not
lata
Trend data
& Stoffer, 1981).
and to diagnose consistent patterns of performance

TACTS is that performance
trends
aircrew
are necessary to identify

identify

as a baseline for correc-

tive action.

A second consequence of
Certain Tmoortant Variables Unmeasured.
,date specification ct training objecti.res is that an important performance
One such variable, time in envelope, is not
,ariable may go unmeasured.
This omission is interesting since
present
TACTS
PM.
the
4vailable under
,nvelope recognitiin skill training was one of the three original requirements
Leading to development of TACTS.8 A second variable, energy manageMent, has
An energy
aly recently teen available as a debriefing aid at NAS Miramar.
,.anagement display (EMD) measures the maneuvering capability-of the aircraft
The
integratIng energy maneuverability data available from the TACTS.
-y
45ilitv to maximize maneuvering capability is a major determinant of the out_me of air combat (Deberg, 1977; Pruitt, Moroney, & Lau, 1980).

7''E,ren

if

a

-)e

-asis

)t

in envelope indication were immcdiately available, it
necessary to reconstruct or qualify the variable (1.,?., on

time

a rate measure).
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Much of the performance data avaiiinadequate Debrief Data- Formatting.
able during the debrief is in numeric form which is difficult to'visually proThe operational acceptance of the EMD is based in large part
cess and retain.
on the fact that it is a pictorial display of the energy maneuvering envelope
The EMD was deof an aircraft and of its opponent during an ACM engagement.
Simiveloped as a debriefing tool with considerable input from TACTS pilots.
larly, the complexity of missile envelopes would be more easily understood if
An ongoing project, direct 2d h,
represented by graphic than numeric formats.
the Human Factors Laboratory (HFL) at the Naval Training Equipment Cent r, aafocused on the development of methods to standardize the entire debrief teedback in terms of display tables and graphs that are recommended by TACTS users
(Ciavarelli, Pettigrew, & Brictson, 1981).
Methods for missile envelope representation, and simultaneous representation of associated missile shots, are
now available.

Lack of Quality Control Over Raw Performance Data.
Two major emergirg
systems to provide performance measurement for TACTS will be described in a
subsequent section.
Both of these efforts, as well as a more recent effort
with a similar goal (McGuinness et al., 1980), have had to implement considerable quality control over the performance data prior to data analysis and
interpretation.
McGuinness et al. have described in some detail a number of
limitations in TACTS hardware and operational procedures which consequently
require "filtering" of TACTS output data.
VALUE OF TACTS AS A SOURCE OF PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

The objective performance data available from TACTS are sources of valuable criteria for several purposes, including training.
Selection

One of the original (1975) research interests in the TACTS ACMPM was to
identify, define and validate behavioral criterion variables for use by the
Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (Brictson, Ciavarelli & Jones,
The Vision Research Laboratory, in particular.
1977; Brictson et al., 1978).
Interested in developing realistic criteria for validation of certain
There appeared to be an obvisual variables used to select naval aviators.
vious mismatcn between current selection variables which emphasize static,
high contrast, central vision acuity and the dynamic, low contrast, peripheral
vision characteristic of ACM - a major mission of the navy fighter pilot community.
In a study using TACTS data, e.g., it was found that the average
visual target acquisition ("tally-ho") range was considerably shorter than expectation based on laboratory data on human visual capability (Hutchins,
19781.
These laboratory data are the basis for the visual selection tests
currently in use by the Navy.
Youngling et al. (1977) have systematically

reviewed and recommended ACM ranges as intermediate test beds for combat effectiveness predicted by various selection factors.
rraining

Measures of ACM
Performance data are essential to the training process.
subtask skills allow the instructor to monitor the progress of training, as
well as to provide diagnostic feedback regarding problem areas. Both normreferenced and criterion-referenced standards of aircrew proficiency can be
These behavioral criteria and associated standards inform the
establishes.
Instructor and student as to what is to be trained- and to what level. Tralning effectiveness evaluations (TEEs) are then possible.
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lac a i
---------,:ater:', and
Assessment of operational ACM readiness, tactics, equipment,
of
cost-effectiveness of the range, is, possible only with the availabilit,
TACTS performance data.
1

rests on
Readiness Assessment. Once combat becomes necessary, the outcome
A
selection
process
and
training
in
ACM.
the quality of the, previous aviator
squadrons
on
rni,Isions
third factor is placement or deployment of aircrew and
Readiness E-.,ssm.-11l_iitej to their level of operational readiness.
:har ar-,
changing
the
level
of
ACM
proficiency
through till .ins,,
is nat concerned with
and
individual
differences
Lc simply attempts to describe existing squadron
awung fleet fighters.

Performance data taken during TACTS engagements ',an
Tactics Assessment.
The
Naval
Fighter Weapons School (NFWS), called "Topgui "
update ACM tactics.
Lessons learned from tacis responsible for teaching advanced ACM tactics.
the
TACTS
have
already
begun
to
update Topgun tactical
tics assessment on
?oldance, including those that concern throttle control during ACM and varl-us
"rulPs of rhumb" for recognizing missile launch envelopes.

The technology of TACTS is changing rapidly with
iEquipment Assessment.
theidevelopment and introduction of new aircraft (i.e., the F/A-18), new air
Intercept missiles (i.e., all aspects capable), new performance aids incorporated in Heads -Up- Display (HUD) to improve missile envelope recognition
,.[.utter, 1979), new EMD performance aids developed to maximize the maneuvering
Performance
capability of the fighter aircraft (Pruitt et al., 1980), 'etc.
criteria will serve to evaluate whether the use of modified capabilities and
performance aids translates into improved performance on TACTS.
Similar to commercial airline recording of flight data
Safety Assessment.
and human performance for subsequent analysis for safety factors, TACTS allows
both on-line and off-line capability for safety assessments leading to corrective and/or preventive feedback.
The use of simulated weapons and' talgeL.,
:osc-Effectiveness Assessment.
increased the safety) of ACM practice.
(and
the
cost
has greatly decreased
The producer of the instrumented air combat ranges for both the Navy and the
training costs by
Air Force estimates that the TACTS/ACMI reduces air combat
According to dill
-lore than $100 million annually (Cubic Corporation, 1978).
Dolla-1 (1980), the TACTS manager at Miramar, the first system develope.,: :>r
1Lramar cost approximately $25 million in R&D and installation of the s,s-en
The system costs less. than a $1,060 an hour LL. opezIn an operational mode.
these
savings
must be assessed in terms of perfocuauk et!ecHowever,
ate.
tIv2ness measures on the TACTS.
Simulation Design
One of the most important values of PM is its role in training device
Future Navy air combat training simulators will be designed with -he
lesign.

benefit of TACTS performance, data that has validated certain ACM simuiacor
In particular, the simulator's PMTS can
training capabilities and not others.
Common performan-e rpane designed co overlap that available on the TACTS.
or
ideal foundation
lures between ACM trainers and TACTS would provide an
(see
Mciinness
et
al.,
1930).
effectiveness evaluations of simulators

1)0
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MAJOR APPROACHES TO ACM PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT (ACMPM)

The literature on ACMPM can be organized on the basis of common approaches
to the problem of measurement.
Systems View vs. Component View
Thus,
Most researchers in this field have taken a systems view of ACMPM.
human performance and its measurement is viewed as only one component depenThe system includes such
dent on other elements in an ACM training system.
elements as aircrew, ,instructors, aircraft, weapons, and operating conditions,
all of which impact performance output.

Mult4variate vs. Univariate Analyses

Most researchers have recognized the complexity of ACM success and have
adopted various statistical techniques to deal with this complexity. Not surprisingly, multivariate methods such as multiple regression (Coward et al.,
factor analysis (Deberg, 1977), and discriminant function analysis
1979),
(Kelly et al., 1979), have been applied primarily with ACM simulators rather
In contrast to TACTS, these simulators allow sufficient
than with the TACTS.
pilot sample size and repeated measures on selected variables to allow the use
of multivariate statistical approaches to the development of ACMPM.
The Readiness Estimation System (RES), described below* provides a performance index of ACM based on complex mathematical models that incorporate a
number of airplane and inter-airplane parameters typically measured by the
TACTS.

should be noted that operational users (Seminar, 1980) of TACTS are
generally opposed to a simple, univariate characterization of performance.
Their legitimate fear is that ACM training would be geared to achievement of
that particular performance metric to the exclusion of others critical for ACM
In addition, there appears to be a desire to avoid labeling the
proficiency.
performance of any particular pilot based on one measure that might have adResolution of the apparent conflict
verse effects on his competitive spirit.
between research development of. single metrics and the concerns identified
above will be found, in part, by development of a composite measure of ACM
success, dependent on multiple tasks, with each task weighted according to its
This composite measure, under
relative contribution to overall ACM success.
development by the Human Factors Laboratory, will allow both subtask and composite ACM task performance feedback, to supplement the traditional measure of
ACM success in terms of fighter/adversary kill exchange ratios.
It

"Building Blocks" vs. "Top-Down" View of ACM Success.
Some (e.g., Ciavarelli, Williams, & Krasovec, 1980) have chosen a hierarchical or "building blocks" system approach to development of a PMS by first

focusing on specific ACM tasks, that are evaluated at various layers in the
Others use a "top-down"
performance hierarchy for criticality to ACM success.
focusing
on
ultimate
or
penultimate
performance
measures of ACM
approach by
For
example,
McGuinness et
success and then proceeding to subtask analysis.
anal(1980)
have
sharply
criticized
approaches
based
strictly
on
subtask
al.
two
approaches
will
agreement
between
these
level, however,
At some
ysis.
eventually be reached.
Performance variables at different levels in the measurement hierarchy are
For example, task and subtask approaches prouseful for different purposes.
At this
vide sufficient detail for individual pilot diagnostic feedback.
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Is possible to find out what specific skills superior, fighter pilots,
level
Approaches that
possess so that these skills can be trained in new
focus on system output level such ab exchange ratios provide valuable information for overall squadron readiness assessment. The RES; eg., provides overoverall mageuveing
all ranking of aircrew and squadrons on the basis of
\
it

scores,

but does not allow for individual diagnosti infotmation to ekplain

At the system lever are output varidifferences in maneuvering proficiency.
ables that are used to assess the relative contribution of various subasks
and to construct ,a composite measure of ACM success referred to above. Thus,
not only do performance measures at various levels in the buerarchy serve useful purposes by themselves but they also complement each-other in a complete
system of performance measurement.
Dynamic vs. Static Representations of Performance
The original TACTS provides qualitative feedback through dynamic replay of
Some more recent PM schemes (i.e., the RES) provide
the entire engagement.
performance feedback regarding the dynamic interplay between opposing airThe RES provides atime-history, quantitative index score of maneuvercraft.
ing performance based on continuous measurement throughout the engagement.

Other approaches conceptualize maneuvering as one rather discrete step in
a total ACM mission sequence preceded by radar procedures and lookout procedures, and followed by envelope recognition procedures ( Ciavarelli et al.,
the
dynamic properties within each of these discrete
Obviously,
1981).
For training diagnostic pur"steps" could be elaborated into a PM metric.
poses, however, there is considerable value in providing initial performance
feedback in the form of discrete and comprehensible steps involved in the task
to be trained. The more complex and less comprehensible performance dynamics
associated with each step should be reserved until the pilot has achieved minIn reality, the distinction betimal proficiency at those particular steps.
ween dynamic and static representations of performance becomes blurred to the
extent that sequential dependencies between discrete events in the ACM mission
can be established, as has been demonstrated by Ciavarelli and his associates.

Preselected Pilots vs. Preselected Variables

One approach
nst research in ACMPM falls into one of two approaches.
(e.g., Kelly et al., 1979) first preselects pilots high or low in overall ACM
proficiency, on the basis of instructor ratings, s
lator performance, or
past TACTS records.
These two groups are then contrasted on the -basis of a
Measures that differentiate
large number of specific performance measures.
the two groups are prime candidates for the PM scheme.
The second, and more
common approach, preselects a limited number of_specific variables for po-sible inclusion into the PM scheme and then tests them for relative reliability
and validity acrols a wide range of pilot proficiency levels.
Air Combat Maneuvering Simulator (ACMS) vs. TACTS
Ideally, the design of ACM simulators and their associated PM system is
preceded by development of a PM system validated on the TACTS range itself.
.,nfortunately, none of the existing Navy ACMSs have benefitted from a TACTS
Thus, ACM simulators have been recently used not only to develop ACM
PMS.
PMSs for use with the simulators themselves, but also as a major approach for
Through an iterative process, there will
developing a possible PMS for TACTS.
eveItL,ally be developed a set of measures common to the ACMS and TACTS.

3)2

In addition to the obvious benefits of increased safety and economy in an
opertaional training area traditionally characterized by high risk and'high
cost, ACMSs allow pilots to experience a wide variety of tactical situations
and gain, more practice with these situations than is currently possible on the
Thus, with the ACMS, it is feasible to actively control training 'exTACTS.
both of which
perience and to achieve repeated measures of performance data
The
extremely
difficult
with
the
TACTS.
are essential for PMS development and
is
just
beginonly systematic attempt to develop an ACMS PMS with the Navy
ning, with the 2E6 at Oceana, under the direction of the HFL.9
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ACMPM SYSTEM

In view of the above described limitations of original TACTS PM, the recent FPT message stating the need to develop ,a PM system for use with the
TACTS, and the tremendous potential value of TACTS performance criteria, it is
As
clear that functional requirements for a PM system should be identified.
indicated previously, a system of ACM measurement is yet to be developed.
The purpose of this section is to identifyseveral psychometric, training,
and user feasibility requirements that must be met for a PMS to be developed.
These functional requirements will be briefly described using two emerging
TACTS ACMPMSs. Both systems use the original TACTS ACMPM as a basis for elabBoth emphasize highly automated methods to manage the TACTS outoration.
is not intended to comprehensively compare the two or to recommend
puts.
It
If anything, both systems are recommended for
either one or the other PMS.
They were chosen to illustrate PMS requirements because
further development.
(1) have been under development for several
they are the only systems that:
years; (2) meet many of the requirements identified below; (3) have a considare
(4)
erable body of technical documentation available for evaluation;
familiar to operational users on both coasts; and (5) have been accepted or
implemented to some degree on both coasts.10 These two PASs will be aFefly
described below.
The Readiness Estimation System (RES) is an automated, off-line and timebased measurement system under development that continuously calculates the
relative positional advantage/disadvantage of the fighter aircraft at a speciIt provides useful data for envelope recognition
fic point in the engagement.
Plotted data provide information related to both
plus tactics and maneuvers.
tame history, and time in envelope which is not available on
one
9There are two other emerging and continuing Air Force ACMS PMSs
called Tactical Space (TACSPACE) under joint AFHRL/HFL sponsorship (Kelly et
al., 1979), and one called the Good Stick Index (GSI) developed by Coward et

al. (1979).

Readiness Program (FFARP) generates the "Blue
Baron" reports that summarize individual squadron performance data taken diThe FFARP is a relatively structured and concenrectly from TACTS output.
It is conducted antrated three-week syllabus of ACM sorties on the TACTS.
10The

Fleet

Fighter

ACM

until recently, were
FFARP exercises,
nually by an adversary squadron.
The
FFARP
analyses
are
regarded
herein as an in1.mited to east coast TACTS.

complete system of PM, primarily because they contain most of the limitations
They do provide valuable hardcopy record
of the original on-line TACTS ACMPM.
However, squadron feedback from
of data manually retrieved from the TACTS.
of
two weeks and the performance
FFARP exercises is''turrently taking in excess
results are costly to-,generate.
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the original IACT.

The RES was dove lope.: by Simpson

(1976) and Simpson and

Oberie (1477)-11

Performance Assessment and Appraisal System (PAAS) is an automated
ACM performance
off-line system under development to provide a systematic
multiple-referenced
standards of
debrief, including computer graphic formats,
performance, diagnostic analyses of ACM subtask, and squadron performance sumPAAS is
can be described as an information management system.
It
maries.
presented in more detail by its developers in a separate paper in these proThe

ceedings (Ciavarelli, Williams, S Brictson, 1981).
Psychometric Requirements
Psychometric requirements are the traditional and necessary ones that esThey represent an
tablish the statistical soundness of a measurement system.
any
measurement
system to
for
application of the more general requirements
identified
Several
specific
requirements
are
human performance measurement.
below.

Objectivity.

Objective

raw

indicators of performance, routinely
data
foundation for the two emerging TACTS PMSs.

available from TACTS, are the
is
Without objectivity, there is no system of measurement because everyone
the
TACTS
can
provide
Since
free to construct his own subjective "system".
in
both
selection
and training of military
long
lacking
objective criteria,
aviators, North and Griffin (1977) refer to the possibility of PACTS as an
"ultimate" criterion for evaluation of naval aviator selection variables in a
Similarly, since scientists
highly realistic, advanced training environment.
longer
limited
to
instructor
or
peer
ratings
to assess training, some
are no
1978)
have
referred
to the TACTS PM caparesearchers (Ciavarelli S Brictson,
bilities as the dawning of a "golden age" in operational training PM.
Reliable performance
Objective measures must be reliable.
Reliability.
m-asures provide the consistency and permanence necessary for system ntabiliAlthough there are several methods for measuring reliability, one most
t/.
If, e.g., enemy airappropriate for ACM training is temporal reliability.
craft visual identification (VID) accuracy is a reliable measure, a particular
pilot should be equally proficient (or non-proficient) at the VID task across
Thus, reliability is the basis for the
several recordings of VII) performance.
Diagnosis of individual
diagnosis of consistent pilot trends in performance.
of
substandard
performance througn
pilot performance allows corrective action
RES
nor the PASS have
the
neither
Unfortunately,
Ind, idualized training.
The
major limitation
PMS.
documented the reliability of the measures in their
typically
small
number
of repeated
to reliability determinations has been the
for
speciti.:
aircrews
using
the
TACTS.
measures of performance available

System validity exists only if the measurement variables are
Validity.
VID performance, e.g., gains its meaning only through its corremeaningful.
reliable VID
,ation with other iariables, regardless of how consistent or
both
performance might be. VID correlates with air combat engagement success,
iccording to tactical doctrine (NFWS) and empirical research tests of actual
modification of the RES, called the Readiness Index Factor
The
RIF) has been made by operational aircrew members at the Oceana TACTS.
tool
a performance measurement
RIF is currently under evaluation by the NFL as
from an ACM simulator
study
examining
the
transfer
of
training
far use in a
12Enr to the TACOS.
11A

major

1

performance on the TACTS (Brictson et al., 1977; Ciavarelli, Bri:tsoh,
Young, 1q791.
Thus, the VID subtask measure has predictive validity As it can
predi,:t ACM suc'ess.

validity
?erforman-e

,Concurrent

is

present when one performance measure correlates

concurrently (or nearly concurrently) in
a fighter pilot is twice as likely to get a VID on the
TACTS if he has gotten radar contact than if he has not (Ciavarelli et al.,
Confirmation of such sequential probabilities between ACM subtasks is
19851.
also in agreement with tactical doctrine.
with

other

time.

For

measured

e:r.i-ple,

An ACMPMS is not completely valid without content validity, which exists
when tne performance measures are inclusive or at least rehresentatiee of the
Thus, a thorough job analysis of ACM is required to ensure that the
A-7M task.
Performance measures selected represent the kinds of subtask content required
Although the RES has very little predictive or concurfor ACM engagements.
rent
documentation available, it is strong in content validity beeause it toeuses its measurement system on the maneuvering task (ACM) which is
uniform:: regarded as the most visible and dramatic content of air-to-air combat.

A measurement subsystem is sensitive to other subsystems of
Sensitivity.
it
is, by definition of a
If there is a PMS,
tne Jverill training system.
system, interrelated with other subsystems. A system of ACM performance mea,ures, there:ore, will be sensitive to changes in other TACTS subsystems such
To illustrate, the PAAS measures are
aircrew, instructors, weapons, etc.
nignly sensitive to differences in commonly acknowledged aircrew proficiency
levels between fleet operational squadrons and the typically more experienced
Simi
fleet reserve fighter pilot squadrons (e.g., Ciavarelli et al., 1980).
larly, differences in thrust to weight ratios and wing loadings of different
aircraft Are routinel reflected in the RES metric.
A system of measurement dot:', not admit as input data
Cmle throa,zh
not
meet
certain
quality of raw data requirements.
dfles
ind
input
does
a
system
maintain
its
characteristic
s:ste-,at:,- filtering if
is
necessary
to
achie:e
Moreover,
such
quality
control
recognizable features.
reliability, validity, and sensitivity of the PMS. Both the PAAS and the R7.S

('Llalite control.

have

Lontrol procedures for data entry into the PMS.

Training Requirements
Training requirements fir a PMS are those specificallY appropriate tor u,,e
They are met most completely when the abeve
training applications.
metric requirements have been met.
;descriptive.

A system of measurement should, at minimum, provide a

,:om-

The KnIS, e.g., traces conrinu,e,,i;
;lett des:riptian of relevant performance.
r_le maneuvering skills of the pilot over the course of an engagement.

In order to standardize training, it is necessary to evallav
7vallitive.
Common stanin
terms
of established standards of performance.
erfornanee

dards against which individual performance may he gauged are a necessary part
At least two kinds of standards are required to fully evaluate ACM
of a PMS.
absolute
on
an
based
standards
are
Criterion- referenced
performance.
h
to
be
reached
represents
the
criterion
performance
re:eren,e noint th it
member2,.
''or example, tactical doctrine prescribs mi,cile envelope

boundaries outside of which missile launches would be classified as errors.
is possible to compare directly tactical envelopes (the criterion) with
It
actual shots (placements) taken in TACTS to verify that shots were within the
prescribed boundaries.

Since all pilots do not always meet criterion on all ACM subtasks, it becomes necessary to describe the variability of/performance on different subtasks.
Norm-referenced standards describe _tile average or normative performance, regardless of preestablished criterion levels.
Normative performance
is described essentially by using group averages with a second statistic repFor exresenting variability of individual performance around that average.
ample, tactical missile envelope boundaries can be compared to normative enOne practical use of
velopes based on empirical data taken from the TACTS.
DeLeon
normative standards is to develop criterion standards from them.
(1977), e.g., suggests that training to gain incremental increases in air-toalr combat skills above the average skill levels is more reasonable than trying to train everyone to be an ace.
Both kinds of standards have been develIdeally, users will
oped for some subtasks (cf., Ciavarelli et al., 1980).
soon be able, via automated PMS features, to select and create their own performance norms for various TACTS operating conditions.

A PMS provides the opportunity foe self-correction on the
Diagnostic.
edback.
The system provides enough detail in its diagbasis of performance
nosis of tasks or subtasks that the individual can recognize those specific
The RES was
oehaviors that are not currently meeting established standards.
not constructed to be diagnostic of individual aircrew tasks but to represent
The diagnostic capability for PAAS is
the overall level of aircrew readiness.
just now beginning to emerge.
A PMS not only informs an individual of his skills (i.e., diagRemedial.
nosis), and the level of skill achievement (i.e., evaluation), it also identifies specific corrective actions in the event that remedial action is necesNeither PASS nor RES provides remedial training currently.
sary.
Timely. To maximize the self-corrective feature of a PMS, feedback should
Because the PASS and RES are offbe as rapid and as continuous as possible.
line systems that cannot operate while TACTS training is in progress, neither
However, both
INS provides immediate ACM feedback after an ACM engagement.
systems an provide extensive feedback within 24-48 hours.
'_lser Feasibility Requirements

'2.ser feasibility requirements are
not met the -system" will not be used.
the operational user's cost, ease, and
They are even more specific than
PMS.

essential to a PMS because if they are
These requirements basically deal with
overall acceptability of operating the
the training requirements illustrated
ibove because they apply to ACM training in particular and the feasibility
.associated with that specific application.

this point, both the PAAS, and particularly the RES, relaire an analyst to process and interpret the performance feedback from the
.7!-IS.
Before either PMS gains long-lasting use, it will be necessary to minimize those costs which support the system.
Affordable.

At

Changes induced by system growth, and change'; in user needs,
N,laptable.
tn,luding changes in training, must not disrupt the basic operation of Ore

)
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Design modularity is essential.
Thus, it should not be essential to
continue measuring out-of-date variables in order to add a new and necessary
measurement variable.
Likewise, it should not be essential to eliminate still
useful variables in order to drop an old and now unnecessary variable.
The
PASS, and to a lesser extent, the RES,
modularized so that they will not
lose their system status due to system
th.
PMS.

Automated. Much of the data
only available with a great deal

available to a,:ters
G

_al extraction efforts.

tor and student workload can prevent use of

0 f

the TACTS
re
Since instru,:-

otherwise valuable performance

feedback, both the RES and PASS are automated.
Manageable.
Designers of the PMS should reduce the member of feLdback
v,riables to those required for meeting behavioral training objectives.
The
data flooding referred to earlier is evidence of the confusion that a PM sistem serves to reduce.
The PASS and RES share a significant advantage in this
respect.

Accessible.
For performance data to be used, they must be easily accessible by the user subsystem that interacts with the PMS subsystem.
An ideal PMS
makes it r3ther simple for users to both enter and retrieve performance data.
The PAAS, in contrast to the RES, was designed especially with accessibility
in mind, by incorporating a number of "user friendly- computer features.

Non-Interference with Training.

Both PMSs are currently off-line because
on-line operation would require dedicated TACTS computer time which
would decrease the amount of already scarce ACM training time.
Although the
ultimate goal is to gain on-line PMS capabilities, off-line proces-,ing is the
only currently feasible alternative.
their

Acceptable.
Acceptability is an umbrella term for all user re uir rents
that determine whether TACTS users will, in fact, be motivated to use '-he
PMS.
For example, the RES, a PMS with a great deal of technical merit,
undergone major modifications at Oceana, partly because it was not easil- ;n
derstood or used.
Without user acceptability, even a well-validated and 1-w
cost PMS has no value.
Thus, certain ACMPMS features that have more to do
with motivational than instructional capabilities per se are required for cceptability.. Motivational factors that impact system utilization include user
choice of alternative graphic display formatting of performance feedback, possibility for instructor overrule and flexible use of automated PMS, admini;,
trative record keeping assistance to the instructor by the PMS, privacy -oding

of performance results, etc.
CONCLUSIONS:

TACTS TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE MEASI!REMENT

Without question, the TACTS is an impressive application of state- of -thetechnology in airborne instrumentation and tracking, computer generated
simulatioh of weapon launch outcomes, video tape playback of voice tra-1,missions and graphic portrayal of flight history data.
Equally impressive, however, is the conclusion that the TACTS was developed and is currently operated
without the benefit of a system of performance measurement.
This conclusion
is based on several observations:
(1) identification of several li:^itations
in the TACTS capabilities
for training;
(2) a recent (March 1(1i1) nava
message from the FPT for air com,-:_t training that an ACMPMS was needed:
3'
recent attempts by operational users of the east co.i,t TACTS facility to
art

develop their own PMS; and (4) a mismatch between the original TACTS PM scheme
and a set of psychometric, training, and user feasibility requirements for a
PM system (PMS).

In terms of the three original requirements leading to development of
TACTS, the third requirement, for safety and economy of training, has been
Fulfillment of the second requirement, for a performance debrief
achieved.
capability, depended in large part on the development of a PMS and, therefore,
The first requirement, for missile envelope
has been only partially achieved .
recognition training, is difficult to. evaluate because there is not one
envelope, but multiple envelopes to. be learned for different missiles and
In addition, there is no completely uniform agreement
aircraft capabilities.
Thus, it is not
to the "proper- tiring envelope for a specific missile.
a-I
on the
launch
data
obtained
of
samples
surprising that several systematic
of
prescribed
TACTS indicated that even experienced pilots often fire outside
doctrinal missile envelope limits (Ciavarelli, Narsete & Bric. son, 1981).12
Such variability in performance is in part due to the lack of a PMS for
standardization of envelope recognition training.13

The theme for this symposium was, "Is advancing technology ignoring human
performance in aviation systems?" It would appear that with the development
of the TACTS instrumentation technology, there was no parallel development to
This apparent "oversight" is a litprovide a PMS to support that capability.
tle easier to understand when one considers the almost mind-boggling complexity of tne ACM task and the fighter mystique which is the cultural heritage
In addition, during production of the original TACTS,
associated with ACM.
there was not available a well-developed PMS that could have been further developed.

It was suggested that there are several viable approaches to the measureTwo promising and emerging systems of ACMPM were
ment of TACTS performance.
described and used to illustrate a set of functional requirements for a PMS.
Fulfillment of these requirements will provide valuable performance criteria
for a number of different purposes, including maximization of the training capabilities of the TACTS, and will allow the "golden age" of operational performance measurement to mature.

is
that
TACTS
of
advantage
major
e:aluations of envelope recognition skills.

I2A

allows

such

systematic

do not generally use the
which
vary progressively in
five available envelope recognition training modes
The
strong preference is
level of difficulty ana amount of feedback provided.
to use mode five which is the most realistic and challenging one. A third
significant reason is that the TACTS provides very little envelope recognition
Access to the range is highly competiprafri, e for any particular aircrew.
Durin, TACTS, the engagements are usually no more than several for each
Users (e.g.,
fir row Ind engagements typically last less than a few minutes.
is
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only thron,h
Carter, 1979) point out that the recognition skill
An
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF
AIR COMBAT PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT METHODS

A. P. CIAVARELLI, A. M. WILLIAMS, and C. A. BRICTSON
Dunlap and Associates, Inc.
Western Division
La Jolla, California

ABSTRACT
The Navy's Tactical Aircrew Combat Training System (TACTS)
provides the sophisticated instrumentation required to obcain
in-flight measures of air combat maneuvering (ACM) performance.
Empirically based performance assessment methods have been
Results of this research
derived using measures from TACTS.
have been used to develop a measurement framework which may be
appropriately applied to estimate overall air combat training
effectiveness as well as to provide diagnostic performance
Clearly, the availability of
analysis of air combat tasks.
such objective peiformance data provides unique opportunities
In
for research validation in the aviation psychology field.
addition, performance assessment methods thus far developed
have been incorporated in an automated measurement system
called the Performance Assessment and Appraisal System (PAAS).
PAAS provides performance based training feedback to operational aircrews in the form of computer generated graphics.
INTRODUCTION

Btckground

The selection and training of military aviators, and problems associated with the acquisition and retention of flying skill have occupied
A major difficulty encounteraviation psychologists for over 30 years.
of research has been the Mack of objective performance
ed in this
criteria against which to validate ongoing research in aviation selection
Obtaining satisfactory criterion measures emerged as a
and training.
significant research problem early in aviation psychology's history.
For example, the principal investigator of the World War II Army/Air
Force a,tation selection program concluded in his study that "obtaining
satisfactory criterion measures was the most fundamental and difficult
problem in tne Army's aviation psychology program" (Thorndike, 1947,
p. 29).

In a more recent review of the aviation criterion measurement problem North and Griffin (1977) conclude that obtaining valid and reliable
,ritemn meA,,nres is still a primary problem in aviation psychology today.
in this same review, North and Griffin also state that advancements in
technology, such .as the Navy's Tactical Aircrew Combat Training System
CFACTS) "have the potential to identify and reliably measure relevant
human attributes which may provide more accurate and valid predictors of aviator operational performance" (p. 50).
.

.

.
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Traditionally, the use of instructor ratings has provided tkie,only
means to evaluate the utility of aviator selection methods and t&-4stimate aircrew training progress and proficiency. The availability of in7
flight data from instrumented ranges like TACTS offers the possibility
of replacing subjective evaluation techniques, commonly used in aviation
training, with an objective in-flight measurement approach (Ciavarelli
Brictson, 1978).
TACTS

The recent growth of computing and instrumentation systems, exemplified by the Navy's Tactical Aircrew Combat Training System (TACTS), and
various instrumented flight simulators, has permitted the use of inThe TACTS, formerly knowm as the
flight performance measurement systems.
Air Combat Maneuvering Range (ACMR), is a sophisticated training facility
now in use to train fighter aircrews in air-to-air combat. The system is
presently being expanded to train other combat missions as well, e.g.,
air-to-ground bombing and electronic warfare. TACTS provides data display features which greatly enhance air combat debriefs, and provide a
rich source of continuously recorded quantitative data. Design features
of TACTS include real-time.,tracking of aircraft, video tape playback of
flight history data, and computer generated weapon launch outcomes
(NASC, 1975).

I'he principal advantage of TACTS is that it uses operational aircraft in a specified airspace which fly highly realistic mock dog fights,
while results of these air combat engagements are monitored and recorded.
TACTS provides researchers with a rare opportunity to obtain objective
"on-the-job" measures of air combat performance. Working under contract
to the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory and the Naval Training
Equipment Center, we have seized this opportunity to develop and apply
Williams,
operational measures of air combat performance (Ciavarelli
1980):

Measurement Research
Although advanced instrumentation uu TACTS has provided the potential for enhanced debrief through its playback features, the system was
not designed to accumulate, process, and retrieve information required
to determine statistical performance trends which are required to develop
Air Combat Maneuvering (ACM) perform nce criteria. Furthermore, TACTS
data outputs are by and large based t pon engineering considerations for
providing aircraft tracking, cockpit instrument, and weapon launch data.
These particular TACTS outputs are essential to monitoring live air combat and for playback of ACM engagements flown, but do not in any sense
represent a systematic measurement framework (Ciavarelli, Pettigrew, 4
Brictson, 1980).
FACTS outputs are essentially raw data, and represent (at best)
potential candidate measures for application in the development of TACTS
For TACTS to realize its full potential as an airperformance criteria.
crew training and performance assessment system, statistically valid and
reliable performance criteria must be developed. The next section of
this paper outlines a technical approach to the development of air combat
performance criteria.
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METHOD
Prexious Research

Detdiled descriptions of research methodology have been presented in
a series of technical reports, and can only briefly be summarized here.
In our first report (Brictson, Ciavarelli, f Jones, 1977) an analytic
framework for conducting criterion measurement research was discussed.
This analytic framework described the TACTS as a system which includes
aircrews, instructors, aircraft, weapons, mission and operating environOur technical approach calls for obtaining performance measures
ment.
within a system framework which identifies the above TACTS elements,
defines the training mission and the operational environment, and provides measurement methods sensitive to the influence of variance identiEach set of performance data collected
fied in the total TACTS system.
on TACTS is described and referenced using this systems framework (i.e.,
training mission, system elements and operating environment), so that
performance variations can be related back to specific elements and opIf desirable, the combination of elements (airerating conditions.
craft, weapons, aircrews, etc.) and the training mission can he systematically controlled to assess their influence on system performance.
Most recently, we have developed computer software architecture based on
our initial sytematic framework for organizing performance data under
relevant system variables. Using this computerized data base, a researcher can select and test subsets of performance data by specifying
aircrew, aircraft, weapon, mission and other specific variables.
A second technical report (Brictson, Ciavarelli, Pettigrew, ET Young,
1978) described measurement criteria and assessment methods for evaluatTwo generic
ing Navy aircrew missile envelope recognition performance.
measurement methods were used to assess aircrew performance in missile
First, a criterion referenced assessment method
envelope recognition.
was applied to score missile launch success (o hits) and to compute task
accuracy measures (error from prescribed missile launch boundary). A
pilot must fire his weapon within this prescribed boundary to obtain a
hit, And the distance from a proper launch, window can be used to compute
task accuracy (error scored) measures. Second, norm referenced measures, based on empirical data (mean ± standard deviation), were used to evaloatc performance related to group standards.
A combination of norm referenced and criterion referenced measures
have been proposed for other specific air combat tasks, i.e., radar
search and acquisition, visual search and acquisition, tactics and maneuBrictson, 1980).
ver, etc. ( Ciavarelli, Pettigrew,
Another technical report (Ciavarelli, Brictson, FT Young, 1979) repre,,ent, a synthesis of the above research methods, and also presents newly
introduced methods for evaluating performance results on other critical
Measurement methods for assessing performance on
air combat tasks.
search and locate tasks (initial radar arl visual contact with an adver_;Aryl and methods for scoring overall engagement outcomes are discussed.
A preliminary measurement system has evolved and is based on an integrated set of wrformance measures related to overall air combat success
Methods developed thus far have concen(win, loss :Ind draw statistics).
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trated on the use of measures related to discrete air combat tasks such
as radar and visual acquisition, weapon envelope recognition and engagement outcomes." Additions to this initial measurement schema are planned
for the immediate future and include measures related to air combat manior example, air combat maneuvering (ACM) engagement
euvering tasks.
state models (Simpson 1, Oberle, 1977) and algorithms for measuring energy
maneuverability performance (Moroney et al, 1979) represent two possible
additions in the final formation of an overall ACM measurement system.*
Measurement Framework
Figure 1 shows a simplified air combat maneuvering (ACM) sequence.
ACM mission phases are written at the top of the figure, while critical
points of measurement are indicated in boxes. Solid boxes represent
points for which we now have measures available, and dotted bQxes are
those measurement points which we will be adding during later phases of
the measurement program. Each of the boxed measurement points further,
gives the
represents a specific air combat training objective. Table
short form definitions of these training objectives and also indicates
their corresponding candidate performance measures. More detailed definitions for training objectives and candidate measures are reported elsewhere (Ciavarelli- et al, 1980).
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engagement phases and measurement points

shows

*Measures for engagement state models are based on obtaining a position
advantage, i.e., by measuring an aircraft's proximity to the lethal :one
Measures for energy maneuverability are reof an adversary aircraft.
lated to optimizing airspeed for efficient air combat maneuvering, 1.0.,
flying aircraft to its aerodynamic ideal.
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TABLE 1

Air Combat Engagement Analysis
Performance Measure

-Training Objective
1. Obtain early RADAR CONTACT
and lock-on

Interaircraft RANGE at radar
contact

2. Determine adversary ATTACK
FORMATION at 10 n.m.

QUANTITY and POSITION of enemy
aircraft

3. Obtain early VISUAL DETECTION
of adversary aircraft

Interaircraft RANGE and SUCCESS
RATE (%) over engagements flown

4. Obtain early VISUAL IDENTIFICATION of adversary aircraft

Interaircraft RANGE and SUCCESS
RATE (%) over engagements flown

S. Determine ATTACK FORMATION
at initial pass

QUANTITY and POSITION of enemy
aircraft
a

INDICATED AIR SPEED and ALTITUDE
(energy package)

6. Maintain HIGH ENERGY state

% or proportion of engagement in
OFFENSIVE, DEFENSIVE states

Gain/maintain POSITION
ADVANTAGE
8. Gain FIRING G-OPPORTUNITY

b

TIME and/or % in envelope or
FATAL OFFENSIVE state

9. Obtain FIRST SHOT of
engagement

Elapsed TIME and % first shots

10. Obtain FIRST KILL of
engagement

Elapsed TIME and % first kills

II. Execute SUCCESSFUL RE-ATTACK

Iterate 6-10 above

12. Execute SUCCESSFUL BUGOUT by
staying neutral, maintaining
energy, and completing disengagement with no friendly

% NEUTRAL, INDICATED AIRSPEED
and ALTITUDE, % LOSS at bugout

.

loss

13. Obtain favorable EXCHANGE
(EXCH) RATE

RATIO of fighter to adversary

14. Satisfy mission (UTILITY)
requirements

NEUTRALIZE threat aircraft and
SURVIVE or MINIMIZE losses

kills

See Moroncy, Pruit, 6 Lan, 1979.
b

Simpson 6 (Merle, 1977.

4L

Measurement Validation

Ame preliminary validation tests of our measurement approach have
been completed and are described in the Results section of this paper.
More extensive validation procedures, using multivariate statistical
-methods, are planned in order to understand more fully the composition of
critical ACM tasks, their interdependence, and relationship to successful
air combat.
RESULTS

Research Summary

Research iL,ults from the aforementioned studies are far too extensive to report here in any detail. We have, however, selected some
exemplary findings to illustrate some key concepts used in our measurement
development (Ciavarelli & Williams, 1980). A radar controlled (vectored)
air combat engagement, such as those flown on TACTS, can be conveniently
analyzed into a best and worst case situation. A best case situation,
according to Navy tactical doctrine, calls for a fighter aircrew to obtain
an early radar contact, followed by an early visual sighting (Tally Ho).
Once the adversary is sighted, the fighter pilot maneuvers his aircraft to
obtain a first shot opportunity and a quick "kill." Conversely, in the
worst case situation both radar, tally, and first shot opportunity are
lost--and most likely the fighter (friendly) aircraft is "killed." Figure 2 illustrates the best and worst case situations for an air combat
engagement.
The best and worst case comparisons are somewhat analogous
to a gunfight, or duel, where first sight and first shot improves chances
of a win.
We have tested these doctrinal, or theoretical principles,
tz
using TACTS data from about 200 air combat engagements. The results of
contingency tests demonstrated highly significant relationships (p<.001)
between radar contact and likelihood of Tally Ho, and between first shot
opportunity and likelihood for winning an engagement.
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best and worst cases

3

.1

Figure 3 shows the relationship between radar contact and Tally Ho, while
Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between first shot opportunity and
Results from this analysis, and other more extensive'
win/loss outcomes.
statistical tests, provide evidence of an agreeable match between theory
(ACM tactical doctrine) and practice (performance results)) Statistical
tests, relating theory and practice, represent a small part of the longrange effort required Ao demonstrate the validity of our measurement
approach.
50
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Figure 3. Effect of radar contact
on,visual acquisition
(first Tally Ho)

A similar research strategy has been used to derive methods for
Figure 5 shows the applicaassessing envelope recognition performance.
tion of a criterion referenced assessment method used to evaluate missile
envelope recognition performance between two groups of Navy aircrews.

AOT

RANGE

2530

2000

fro

Figure 5.

angle-off-tail (AOT)
Criterion referenced measures:
and range error scores for two groups of F4 pilots
t
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Envelope recognition task accuracy scores depicted in Figure 5 are based
on error or deviation from a prescribed bOundary (deviaeion from required
range and angle-off-tail), hence these particular measures are criterion
referenced.
In Figure 6, an.example of a norm referenced-measure is provided.
Figure 6 presents a polar array of missile fire points plotted in terms
of range from target (0-12 Kft) and-target offset (00±900). An empirical
envelope, based on mean (7) ± one standard deviation (o) is superimposed
on the figure, and used to compare performance of these two groups of aircrews. The empirical envelope represents the application of a norm referenced measurement approach. Both criteriorPreferenced and norm referenced
measures are used by operational aircrews to esti-Mate performance related
to effective use of weapons. Clearly, an accurately delivered weapon is
more likely to find its target.
Using both criterion and norm referenced
measures, aircrews are able to evaluate their shooting accuracy respectively against doctrine and group standards. Research, previously cited,_
has demonstrated that these measurement approaches are useful in discriminating performance differences among aircrew members of varying skill
levels in weapon delivery aolcuracy.
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Figure 6. Missile fire points as function of range and angle-off-tail:
with norm referenced empirical envelope (X ±1o) superimposed
for two group comParison

Our ongoing research in air combat maneuvering measurement has thus
far been successful in establishing a systematic framework for analysis,
and in selecting candidate ACM measures that make good sense on theoretical and practical grounds. Although much work remains to complete a total
ACM measurement system, and to further validate the measurement process,
we have already begun to apply our measurement methods directly to operational training.
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Operational Application
1444ie main thrust of the air combat measurement'res'eurch program has
been, and continues to be, the development of valid and reliable operational performance criteria." A primary application of such performance
criteria is their use in validating ongoing research related to aviator
selection, training, and biomedical studies. As the measurement program
progressed, however, it became apparent that the performance measurement
methods under development would be' f immediate benefit to the operational aircre4s usin the TACTS. Following an extensive analysis of current
performance oCilavy aircrews using TACTS data, it wasIdetermined that
substantial improvement to training could be attained only by applying
state-of-the-art tr4iningland performance assessment methods (Ciavarelli
et al, 1980). A computer based air combat debrief system was designed
and a baseline system has already been developed. The resulting debrief
system, referred to as the Performance Assessment and Appraisal System
(PAAS), incorporates performance criteria and assessment methods developed
during our criterion_ research program. The debrief system is designed to
accumulate, store, retrieve, and display statistically summarized performance results from TACTS training sessions. Data are provided to aircrews, in an understandable format, for review and diagnostic performance
A description of
evaluation of air combat training progress.
design module of the PAAS is presented below.

Performance Assessment and Appraisal System (PAAS)
On-site observations made during the TACTS measurement research
Overview.
program and verified by data collected from over 300 engagements reveal
that TACTS training-missions and their associated debriefs vary considerably in training emphasis, content, and quality. Additionally, cumulative
data is not routinely collected, so that performance review of more than
one wision at a time is not readily available. Determining ACM training
progfArk on TACTS is therefore a time consuming and expensive process in
which data from many missions must be hand-compiled. On the basis of our
observations- and research, and in response to requests by ACM training
personnel, we proposed the development of a computerized system called
thq Performance Assessment and Appraisal System (PAAS), to aid in immediate aircrew debrief and to facilitate longer term evaluation of training
kprogress (Ciavarelli et al, 1980).
The program to design and develop PAAS was sponsored by the Naval
Training Equipment Center on the basis that the PAAS would be used as a
Research, reviewed pretraining debrief aid in conjunction with TACTS.
viously, demonstrated that the air combat mission is a highly structured
event, and overall ACM success depend on success at several critical
With the identification of these phases and empirical results
points.
from ongoing measurement studies, we were able to move from the research
arena into applications, and the computer based aircrew debrief program
The purpose of PAAS is two-fold. First, it aids in strucwas designed.
turing and standardizing the aircrew debrief by providing feedback for
only the critical ACM ehases identified by our earlier research (see
Figure 1). And secondIrtraining progress can be estimated because the
system stores data from past missions and builds a cumulative data base.
We have developed the first module to be included in the PAAS system
(Ciavarelli G, Williams, 1980).
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The currently completed module, Performance Assessment and Combat
Effectiveness (PACE), is designed to provide performance review at the
Recent improvements to PACE graphicoformats have been
squadron level.
In
made and these revised computer graphic formats are presented here.
addition to PACE, we are currently developing three more modules to comone module to review individual pilot
plete the proposed PAAS system:
Training Appraisal and Diagnostics),, another to review
performance (TAD:
fleet normative data (NORM: Numerical Operational Readiness Measurement),
and a third to provide a complete set of operating procedures (SOP:
ttandard Operating Procedures). Figure 7 shows the conceptual design Corry
figuration gf PAAS, with the now completed PACE module highlighted. Since
only the PAW module of the-debrief system is complete, we will describe
this particular module in more detail.
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Figure 7..% Conceptual design of Performance Assessment
and Appraisal System (PAAS)

Performance Assessment and Combat Effectiveness.
PACE as been designed
primarily for use by the squadron training officer to review performance
of a squadron, as a whole, for key ACM tasks. Missions to be reviewed are
selected by entering squadron, mission type, adversary aircraft type,.and
two inclusive dates in response to prompts by the com ter. Performancei.
can be reviewed either on a daily basis, or over a mo 6 extended period of
time.
Thus, PACE could be used to review daily train ng missions flown by
the members of a squadron to look for improvements in training on a day-today basis, or it could be used to compare performance among several squadrons.
Performance of squadrons for entire, week-long detachments can also
be reviewed and compared. Computer graphics feedback is provided by PACE
Figures 8-13 show
only for the selected ACM phases identified in Figure 1.
some example. graphic fqrmats for PACE.4 ,Computer generated graphics for
other PAAS modules, i.e., NORM and TAD, are currently under development.
Graphies for these particular modules will permit users of PAAS to make
both longitudinal and crossectional performance comparisons.
In other
words, comparisons over time for estimating individual training progress
and comparisons among fleet units will be possible using the completed
PAAS. A brief description of the PACE module graphics is presented b ow.
Similar graphics will be developed for NORM and TAD modules.
ies a
Radar Search and' Acquisition. Navy tactical doctrine spec
a of onrequirement to quickly locate an adversary through effective
board radar equipment. An early radar contact provides aircrews with
essential position data required to faci'itate visual acquisition of an
adversary. Computer graphic information for radar search and acquisition
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33-

.

Is provided at two measurement points, radar contact and formation at 10
Measurement points were selected on the basis of bot. analytical
Figure 8
for measurement framework).
and empirical grounds (see Figure
shows performance data format for radar contact. range. Note that a criterion cut-off (see dotted line on Figure 8% at 30 nautical miles) can be used
to determine performance level against a doctrine standard. Figure 9 represents graphic data which shows whether or not aircrews have been able to
establish the adversary attack formation, 1.e., orhether they can set one,
two, or no adversaries on their radar scope.
miles.
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8. Radar contact, shows percent of engagements for
each radar range interval
.
(nautical miles)

G

ligure 9. 1- orniat ion at 10 miles,
shows percent of engage,
ments in which b6th, one,

or none adversaries were
observed on radar

Visual Search and Acquisition. An important element of air combat
tactical doctrine specifies obtaining an initial visual acquit,ifion as
Early detection of your Averearly in the ACM engagement as pos,sible.
sary is essential for determining a plan of attack, i.e., selecting a
weapon and maneuver to reach opponent's lethal zone. While early identification is essential because most battle scenarios call for positive
fignre 10 illustrates a
adversary identification prior to weapon fire.
typical graphic format used for performance assessment in visual search
and acquisition tasks. Graphics for visual detection and close-in attack
formation -are also available on PAAS, but arc not shown here because of
space requirements.
M

In order to get within an adversary's lethal
Tactics and Maneuvers.
zone, a pilot must first maneuver his aircraft to arrive at the proper
Needless to say, an opponent in air combat has the
weapon fire position.
The results of this maneuvering between ACM opponents cart be
same goal.
analyzed in terms of offensive (+), defensive (-), and neutral (0) engagement states defined in terms of wingline geometry and proximity to an
opponent's lethal zone (Simpson & Oberle, 1977). Also, terminal events
like the first shot of the engagement and the first k411 of the engagement
can be used to measure performance related to tactics and maneuvering
tasks.
Figure 11 illustrates the application of terminal measures by
showing percent first shots, percent first kills and their corresponding
Provisions for adding Honeuveriiig -late measure-; have' been made
times.
in the design of the PAAS data base.
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Figure 11. First shot, first kill,
shows percent engagements and average time
for first shot and first
kill

Envelope Recognition.
In order to defeat an opponent during an air
combat engagement, a pilot must fire his weapon wirkin the boundaries of
a launch envelope. As a rule, weapon launth boundaries are specified in
terms of interaircraft geometry, such as range and angular limits., Weapon
fire success rates and weapon launch accuracy can be determined in term*
of interaircraft position data available on TACTS
Figure 12 is an
example of one graphic format used for reviewing [ nvelope recognition per-,
formance.
Success rates for three airTintercept missiles (AIM'sa are
shown.
Finally, Figure 13 shows an example of the polar plot format used
for determining missile fire position accuracy.
Fire positiod data taken
from TACTS are plotted according to whether shots are fired on cockpit side
(hot)-of target or on belky side (cold) of target.
Also, shots can be
scored and coded as hits and misses (see Figure 13 for hypothetical data).
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by angles in degrees)
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CONCLUSIONS
By way of summary, one. system module of the Performance Assessment
and Appraisal System has been completed. This particular module, PACE,
has been developed for use by the squadron training officer to review
performance of a squadron at evetal mission phases including: radar
search and acquisition, visuar search and acquisition, tactics and maneuvers, and weapon envelope recognition. Some of the computer graphics
designed for use by operational aircrews were presented, and others are
under'development. Three more modules, TAD, NORM, and SOP will be interfaced with PACE to complete the PAAS program. PAAS will ultimately assist
in performance review and feedback for the individual pilot, for squadrons,
and for the entire fleet. Although further devel6pment'of PAAS is underway, tile PACE system module in its present form is complete and ready foil
1
operational use.

The development and application of operational performance criteria
and assessment methods is an essential requirement for efkective TACTS
training, and should be pursued in'other training systems in use. Without
a valid and reliable means'to assess performance there can be no guarantee
that training is in fact occurring. The'alia.lability of 'useful operational measure's, when coupled with developments n microprocessing, represents
..an emerging technology (i.e., automated perfo mance measurement) that
promises to greatly enhance the utilization'of training systems, like
TACTS, through the appitpriate Spplication of perfprmance based feedback.'
In addition to.the direct applications of TACTS performance measures,
their potential use to validate ongoing research in aviation psychology
We are presently undertaking necessary research '
has yet to be realized.
steps to test the validity and reliability of our measures, so that the
research community can view our growing data base as a credible source of
objective aviation criterion measures.
.<

'NOTES:

The research report6d in this paper was completed under Navy contract
N61339-7`1 -C-0167 through the'Maval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory,
and N61339:78-C-0136 through the Naval Training Equipment Center. The
opinions expressed here are those of the authors and do not represent
official Department of the Navy policy.
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Abstract

a

Traditional measures of evaluating simulator effectiveness are reviewed
Two

in relation to the unique needs of general aviation flight simulation.
.,

measures, simulator-related motivation and safety effectiveness are suggested

e

.

as methods of examining general aviation simulator effectiveness.

Simulator=

..-

related motivation refers to the type and extent of motivation pilots have to
t

use simulators in lieu of alternative methods of training, while safety effectiveness refers to the impact of simulator use on the safety of all airspace users.
t

These measures are related to the evaluation of a prototype general aviation simu-lator, one that combines aspects of a desk-top flight trainer within a Popular
light general aviation aircraft.
1

'20(1
lJtjj
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MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS IN 'EVALUATING A PROTOTYPE GENERAL
AVIATION IN-FLIGHT SIMULATOR

Flight isimulation today is used extensively in all types of aviation

training, to assist pilots to fly aircraft as diverse as light general
aviation trainers to complex military and commercial aircraft.

This

pqpularity is not difficult to explain since simulators:
.

Imp

....permit close observation of pilot performance and immediate
feedback which improves learning; they permit training pilots in
many types of malfunctions not often encountered in flight; they
are safe and permit training independent of weather, air traffic
and the availab/lity of aircraft; they savesfuel, ammunition,
targets,(in military aviation) wear and tear on airplanes and,
above all, the lives Of..pilots (Orlansky and String, 1979, p. 9)
Technology has allowed simulator fidelity to advance to the point where,
pilots need little or no in-flight training to qualify for command of high
performance aircraft by reproducing in real time, the motion, visual and
'-

kinesthetic cues encountered in actual flight

(

,cf. Huff & Nagel, 1975)

As

Orlansky and String note, although quite expensive, very sophisticated simulators can be amortized in as little as nine months, depending on the ex,

tent of use, by the resultant savings in reduced in-flight training time.

4r
Methods of examining simulator effectiveness have advanced as hive the
simulators themselves.

Provenmire and Roscoe (1971) for example, proposed

transfer effectiveness (TE), based on,bagic learning principles, to assess
simulator usefulness as a trainer.

A transfer effectiveness ratio

(TER)

was then outlined to quantify the amount of skill transfer from simulator
to aircraft.

This can indicate

the amount of aircraft time needed to

reach a minimum performance level, following simulator training.

If sim-

ulator-trained pilots require one less hour of flight time compared to
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aircraft trained pilots for every hour they spend in the simulator, the
I

Orlansky and String (1979) calculated the TER's of

TER would.be one.

simulator-trained pilots from data reported in 22 studies carried out
from 1967 to 1977 and obtained ratios
of 0148.

from -0.4 to 1.9, with a median

This indicates that simulator trained pilots can expect to

save:about half an hour of in-flight training for every hour they spend
4.

Cost-effectiveness of thesimulators, the extent to

in the simulator.

which their use results in cost savings, can then he calculated, once
the costs of simulator and aircraft training time are known.
In a-later study, Provenmire'and Roscoe (1973)

examined the incre-

mental transfer effectiveness ratio (ITER) of flight simulators, based on
an inverse relationship known to exist between she amount of prior learning and t,ke extent

transfer that will thereafter take place.

The

amount of flight time saved by simulatOr training can be expected to decrease with increasing simulator training, as the learner will approach
asymptote on learning simulator-based flight skills.
Subjective methods

have also been used to evaluate simulator ef-

fectiveness, often in conjunction with more objective measures
and cost effectiveness.
the

of transfer

These generally employ experienced pilots to judge

qualities of flight simulators according to predefined measures, gen-

erally concerning the realism and fidelity of simulators.

As with many

r

rating scales, subjectivity of responses can be c4Ontrolled by the type of
scale employed.

Other design considerations help to insure scales of high

psychometric quality.
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Regardless of the methodology, research demonstrating simulator
11

effectiveness has been remarkably consistent over the yc;ars.

As Orlansky

and String (1979) found, simulators arc repeatedly shown to be ct effective substitutes for in-flight pilot training.

In fact, recent research

demonstrated that only partial fidelity to actual aircraft environments is
needed for simulators to be shown effective.

Trollip (1979) showed that

low time general aviation pilots can learn,complex instrument maneuvers by
a computer graphic display of an aircraft instrument panel and an associated
computer assisted instruction course.

Lintern (1980) found that after adding

minimal visual cues to a Singer-Link GAT-2 general aviation simulator, flight
naive pilots can safely land a single engine aircraft.

So consistent is the literature on the training effectiveness of flight
simulators that some researchers have suggested that future simulator research

be directed to other, moreyToductive areas.

Cao (1973), for example, argues

that simulator research and development should stress as muc}y the "organization

and content of the (pilot) training programs" as well as the hardware and software of simulation systems.

-Adams (1979) goes so far as to suggest that eval-

uation of the training effectiveness of simulators is unnecessary as- long as

the particular simulator incorporates the principles of learning contained in
the literature.

He states that:,

a system built on sound scientific laws needs less concern
with evaluation because a good scientific law produces accurate
prediction, and when the outcome can be predicted it is redundant
to conduct an evaluation (p. 717).
Adams and Caro both rely on extensive research and development in commercial
simulation in developing their arguments; however, in general aviation simulator research and development has lagged behind those areas.

39G

This is

primarily because general aviation simulators have been used sparingly as
t

both trainers and research vehicles in comparison with those used in military'and commercial aviation.
training has not warranted

The demand for general aviation simulation

he substantial expenditures of effort and

expense required to develop sophisticated simulators since the cost of
basic in-flight training was relatively inexpensive.

In commercial aviation,

on the other hand, where a Boeinf, 747 costs nearly $3,000 an hour to operate,

annual savings to an airline from simulator use can amount to several-million
*

dollars.

General aviation, however, is different.
a billion dollar fleet of aircraft.

No single user will purchase

Sophisticated simulators, shared by

many purchasers, are available only to pilots top-of the-line turbojet aircraft.
For

lower ends:of the general aviation product line, the cost effectiveness

of development and acquisition has not justified large scale simulator research.
Although Lintern (1980), Roscoe (1980), and Trollip (1979), for example, have
demonstrated that high-fidelity simulators are not needed for effective flight

training, in general aviation the

simulators available, while economical, are

often so unrealistic as to uiscdurage large scale use.

Consequently, the average

a method of training has often

personal use general aviation pilot select

considered Mostly (not insubstantial) economic factors in deciding to use simui

lators in placd of in-flight training.

For professional pilots, this has not

been true since simulator costs are borne by other or included within other
-legitimate business expensed.

Underlying this distinction is that fact that
!

simulator training is voluntary in general aviation and mandatory in military
and commercial aviation.

Although Caro, Shelliutt and Spears (19811 showed

IIP c,
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that even within the military motivational factors can still influence the
fact remains that in general aviation

effectiveness of si. ilation training the
s.

the more motivational fact-s-,, beyond exclusively economic ones, influencing

the pilot to use a simulator in place of an aircraft, the more simulators will
be used.

As a result, researchers concerned with simulation effectiveness should
develop new measures to examine that effectiveness as it rebates to the particular needs and missions of general aviation.

This paper outlines two such

measures and their application to a prototype general aviation simulator.

SIMULATOR-RELATED MOTIVATION
For general aviation, simulator realism is not as i'mportant as what that
realism can be expected to bring about, that is, motivation to use the simulator.
By extrapolating from findings in military and commercial simulation research,

general aviation simulation considerations have overlooked the fact that the
simulators themselves must provide motivation to the pilot in order for him or
her to use them.

While economic factors have been

and continue to be major

provide
issues in general aviation simulator use, unless the simulators theMselves
motivation to the pilot, he or she will use them primarily'because they are less
Therefore, when economic factors are no longer

expensive than in-flight training.

Important, the pilot will be less willing to use them.

This can be portrayed by Figure

which illustrates the hypothesized

demand curve of simulator use as a function of the cost differential between
simulator and in-flight training.
simulator:

This differential, expressed as a ratio of

in-flight costs, is inversely related to simulator use, i.e., as

the ratio increases simulator use will decrease, all other considerations.being
equal.

3!)°
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Figure 1

Simulator
Use

Simulator:

In-Flight Costs

Proposed Demand Curve -,pf Simulator use as a function of simulator:
in-flight costs
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Intrinsic motivation, a psychological construct long used in social,

industrial and educational psychology, has not been applied to the study
of general aviation simulation.
variable
minimal.

Yet, while considered a powerful behavioral

in other fields, its influence in simulation research has been
It is suggested that, all other considerations being equal, the

greater the motivation that a simulator can create for its use, the more
it will then be utilized.

The mechanism by which this motivation can be engendered in the general
aviation pilot is a subject for future research.
appears to be a reasonable variable.
more it can be expected to be used.

Simulator realism or fidelity,

The more realistic the simulator, the
Other factors, equally powerful, can also

The extent to which a pilot believes that a simulator will en-

be proposed.

hance piloting ability in ways that an aircraft cannot ani the degree to which
simulator use is popular-among community pilots, are suggested motivational
variables.

Simulator-related motivation will be dynamic according to tlq_en-

vironment.

However, the nature of the simulator-related motivation is not as

important a variable in influe4ing simulator use as the strength of that
relationship.

Thus, if the simulator':in-flight cost ratio increases beyond a

certain point, simulator capabilities, to insure continued simulator use, should
enhance the motivation of a pilot use it in place of an aircraft.

Research is

needed to examine the nature of simulator- related motivation to determine how

simulators can be developed, and simulator training curricula designed,.to enhance the desire of the general aviation pilot to use a simulator as a trainer
in place of in-flight training.

00
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SAFETY EFFECTIVENESS

Second and no less important in the consideration of simulator effectiveness
is the issue of safety.

Simulators have long been recognized for their ability

safety
to safely train pilots in maneuvers which could otherwise jeopardize the

of an actual flight.

In addition, as the recent tragic San Diego mid-air col-

lision illustrates (NTSB,

1979)

two aircraft in the same airspace can and

such
sometimes do collide with one another, however reMbte.the probability of

an incident

occurring.

enhancp the
Simulator use in place of in-flight training can

safety of all airspace users if for no other reason than because it reduces
the number of aircraft sharing a given air space.

The response of the Federal governmentjo that incident was to restrict
pursue-instrument
user access to cro..-od airspace as well as encourage pilots to
The FAA has been actively expanding the

flight training at satellite airports.

which
facilities at those airports, an expensive proposition at best and one

other air
overlooks the fact that diverted air traffic still poses hazards to
The extent to which general aviation

traffic, albeit in different airspace.

should
flight simulators, by their use, can ease the crowding of any airspace

effectiveness.
be an essential cdilsideration in examining simulator

It is pro-

motivation and
posed then that "safety effectiveness" be c,.sidered along with

other measures in determining the utility of flight simulators.
Safety effectiveness is, of course,

integrally related to the intrinsic

motivation the simulator can proviue to the pilot.

Safety effectiveness is

motivation
directly influenced by simulator-related motivation since the more
simulator.
the simulator provides the more one can predict that a pilot will use a

4
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The more the simulator is used in place of in-flight training the less crowded
the airspace will be and the smaller the overall likelihood of a collision
occurring.

The determination of safety effectiveness is an attempt to account

fror the effect simulator use will have on overall aviation safety.

Safety effectiveness is proposed to be a function of two separate but
related factors:

1) the degree to which pilots gain proficiency through in-

creased simulator use and 2) the extent to which airspace crowding is reduced
in a given airspace.

This can be portrayed by three variables, interacting in

a manner uncertain at present:
TE = Transfer Effectiveness.

AA = Change in the number of aircraft in
a given airspace.
T = Time spent in a simulator.
safety
A hypothetical unit, safety effectiveness, is proposed to account for the

enhancement accruing to all airspace users by general aviation simulator utilization.

The relationship between simulator use and simulator transfer effective-

ness has been discussed.

The higher the

transfer effectiveness, of course, the

proficiency in an
more ote can predict that simulator use will enhance pilot
aircraft.

At the same time, the more a simulator is used, the less time an air-

craft will occupy a given airspace.

Since any two aircraft in the same airspace

probability,
have a probability of colliding with one another, however remote that
overall
then the greater the number of aircraft in Sr) airspace,.the higher the

likelihood that an; two of those aircraft will collide.

Therefore, simulator

occupying an airspace, is
use, by the fact that it occurs in place of aircraft
-,,,,

airenhancing the safety of all airspace users by reducing the total number of

aircraft collision.
craft in the airspace and the overall probability of an
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Of course; many factors enter into the probability of a ground or
mid-air collision, including aircraft speed and maneuverability, type of

-

radar coverage and air traffic control available to and utilized by airspace
users, weather and the like.

In addition, advanced radar capabilities and

collision avoida \ ce systems expected to be installed in the near future should

further reduce the probability of aircraft collisions.

But, researchers have

yet to determine the -role of general aviation simulator use in improving aviation safety by its

redAion

of the number of aircraft in an airspace.

In addition to reducing air traffic, simulator use increases pilot proficiency as a function of its transfer effectiveness ratio.

The more a pilot

uses a simulator or an aircraft, the more proficient he or she can be expeted
to become and as a result, the greater the enhancement to air safety.

The

relationship of proficiency to air safety has been recognized to the exteit
that it is incorporated, as minimum pilot flight time for legal flight within
the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR 61.57).

Its relationship to the hypo-

thesized function, safety effectiveness, needs to be determined through empirical
research.

This research would yield the hypothetical function, safety effectiveness,

through its determination of the reduced probability of aircraft collisions
occurring as a function of the reduction of the number aircraft sharing aR airspace
from the simulator use.

Tht nature of the relationship of pilot profi-

ciency to safety effectiveness is indeterminate at this point; its ability to be
quantified, uncertain.

Nevertheless, it is expected that this would have a direct

relationship to safety effectiveness.t1 Other variables related to general aviation

simulator use no doubt car have an effect on safety effectiveness.

It is hoped

that the concept of safety effectiveness will stimulate researchers to explore

4U
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the nature of the relatiOnship of general aviation simulator use to the safety
of all airspace users, in addition to the pilots using them.

THE IN-FLIGHT SIMULATOR
These measures were propdsed in the evaluailbn of a unique typt of general
aviation simulator that was developed by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA).

This simulator integrates elements of an inexpensive

desk top stpulator, an Analdg Training Computer (ATC) 610, into a popular
flight trainer, a Cessna 172.

This afforded the aircraft the ability to simu-

late instrument approaches and other instrument flight rules (IFR) maneuvers
independent of any ground based navaids.

The resultant aircraft is only a

Partial §Imulator since it does not simulate flight itself only navigational
features required for instrument flight as well as other simulator capabilities
such as flight data recording.

This ability meets some of the major limitations of most general aviation
simulators.

It provides the sensations encountered in actual flight,. as well

as the ability to reproduce instrument indications of various IFR maneuvers.
On the other hand, the simulator, white saving time and therefore expense by

obviating the necessity of entering and sequencing into airport traffic patterns,
relative to other general aviation simulators would still have poor cost-effectiveness, albeit high transfer effectiveness, since it is contained within an aircraft.
As a result, it could be expected that further research and development to determine
the applicability and marketability of such a prototype simulator would not be
undertaken due to the poor expected economic returns.

However, other measures

of-simulator effectiveness could Ilcover. benefits to its use.
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suggest
It is suggested that new.methods and concepts"' can measure and
additional- :facets of the simulator's effectiveness.

The degree to whi,:h it

the extent to
enhances motivation could be measured empirically by observing
in place of alternawhich and the reasops why pilots would use the simulator
tive

methods of flight training.

From behavioral, observition then, inferences

particularly
about the motivation generated by the simulator can be carried out,
ratio,
in relationship to other factors such as the simulator: in-flight cost
e

aircraft availability and the like.

The extent of pilot use of the simulator would then directly influen"ce its
safety effectiveness.

This can only be measured by observing the extent of

pilot utilization of the simulator in comparison with baseline observations
in similar,environof the extent of in-flight training use by similar pilots
ments.

The in-flight simulator is only a'prototype simulator,
unlikely.
general
ers.

its development

to
However, it provided the opportunity to offet a new approach

researchviation simulation that has not been considered by simulation

limitations in
Perhaps more important, the in-flight simulator pointed to

specifically for the
using measures of simulator effectiveness not developed
particular general aviation context.
heightened
The need to develop new measures of simulator effectiveness is

by the impact of advanced

microprocessor technology on general aviation simulation.

providing pilots with compuAlready general aviation simulators are on the market
of advanced flight displays
ter generated visual capabilities. With the emergence
application of this
and all digital systems in state of the art aircraft, the
be expected in the
technology to other models of the general aviation line can
near future.

surely
General aviation aircraft and simulator manufacturers will

capitalize on these advances.

aircraft utilization and

At the same time, the general aviation market,

pilot proficiency are changing as a direct result of
4/1:388

A

The nature of general aviation

political and economic forces in operation.

simulation in the near future is, as a result, uncertain.

Researchers must

be alert to the need to develop new measures to evaluate simulator effectiveness,
measures that can accurately gauge and uncover the often subtle effects of
(

simulation use,

The result will be increased sensitivity to simulator potential
1/4-...

and, hepefullyi more unique applications of simulator technology to general
aviation.

I
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